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LECTURE LXVl.

Prov. XXI. 14—20.

" A gift in secret pacitietli anger; and a reward in the bosom stron>^ wrath.

It is joy to the just to do judgment: but destruction shall be to the workers of

iniquity. The man tliat wandereth out of the way of understanding shall re-

main in the congregation of the dead. He that loveth pleasure shall be a poor

man; he that loveth wine and oil shall not be rich. Tiie wicked shall be a ran-

som for the righteous, and the transgressor for the upright. It is better to dwell

in the wilderness, than with a contentious and an angry woman. There is trea-

sure to be desired, and oil in the dwelling of the wise; but a foolish man spend

-

eth it up."

In the first of these verses, we have a subject which,

under various aspects, has been repeatedly before us.*—The
offer on one side, and the reception on the other, of any
^^
gift'' that wears the form of a hrihe, be it for the perver-

sion of judgment—the tempting of a judge or an arbitra-

tor to give a decision contrary to conscientious conviction,

—

or for the securing of an ofhce, whether the office be of the

lowest or of the highest description,—a place at a municipal
Board, or a seat in the British Parliament,—deserves unquali-

fied reprobation. It is well when corruption of this kind
is sifted, detected, exposed, and publicly disgraced and put
down. There are cases, however, in which "gifts" may be
bestowed in perfect good faith, and for the most desirable

ends,—when they may Idc lawful, proper, and even necessary.

The case supposed in this verse, seems to be that in which
Ave have been guilty of something provoking, by which the

* Chap. xvii. 8; xviii. 16; xix. 6.

III. A
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anger of our neigliboiu* has been stirred;—in -wliicli the of-

fence taken has been well-founded; although the auger

may not, in its degree at least, be justifiable. In such a

case, submission, confession, apology, are manifestly due from

us: and "a gifV^ may be an accomj^anying token of our

sincerity in making it, and of our respect for the i^arty

oiTended.

When, however, such a "gift" is bestowed, it must, in

order to its answering its end, be bestowed discreetly—not

in any such way as is calculated to produce the impression

of selfishness, or vanity, or a mercenary spirit, on the part of

him who receives it. It must, therefore, be " a gift in se-

cret;''' not ostentatious; not such as to bring credit to our-

selves, and attach meanness to the other party,—credit to

us for generosity,—meanness to him for selfish cupidity.

There may be cases, indeed, in which the offence has been

public, and in which the gift may be a public acknowledg-

ment and public reparation. In such cases, pubhcity may
be called for. But there must nothing be done that either

implies on our part, or seems to impute on the other, aught

that is hypocritical or dishonourable. All must be open

and ingenuous,—all in " simplicity and godly sincerity."

" Have gifts," says a judicious "waiter, " such a powerful

influence to disarm resentment? Then let no man plead, in

apology for the fury of his passions, that he is not able tu

conquer them. If money can conquer them, shall reason,

and the fear of God, and the command of Christ, be too weak

to bridle them] Surely the commandments of God our Sa-

viour have too little authority with us, if they have less in-

fluence upon our spirits than gold and jewels have upon the

spirits of almost all men."

Verse 15. "It is joy to the just to do judgment: but

destruction shall be to the workers of iniquity." You will

perceive, that, -without the supplement, the antithesis in this

verse is by no means direct and pointed. Other render-

ings accordingly have been given. As the folloAving :

—

1. "The doing of what is right is joy to the just;

but destruction (is joy) to the workers of iniquity
: "—the right-
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ecus, that is, delight in doing good, but the wicked in work-

ing mischief and ruin. The one resembles God, " who loveth

righteousness and judgment, and of whose goodness the earth

is full;" and Christ, who "mth righteousness judges the

poor, and reproves with equity for the meek of the earth
;

"

who " went about doing good." The other resembles Satan,

who " was a murderer from the beginning
;
" whose work of

dehght is to tempt and to destroy ; " who hath his name
Apollyon^

2. "It is joy to the just to do right; but vexation" (dis-

tress, trouble) " to the workers of iniquity." Such is Booth-

ro3'"d's rendering; and it agrees with the French. The righ-

eous find their happiness in the ways of God,—^in doing the

thing that is right. So far from true religion—practical god-

liness—being a source to them of irksome melancholy, it is

their "joij" But to the "svicked it is irksome. The prin-

ciple of goodness or of godhness being absent from the heart,

all conformity to precept is against the grain with them.

They may do what is right from compulsion, from consi-

derations of interest, or from the constraint of conscience and
fear; but pleasure in it they have none—^no "joy." And
hence it is that amongst ungodly, worldly men, the impression

and saying are so prevalent, that religion is melancholy. While
the heart continues at enmity with God, all outward con-

formity to the will and worship of God can be nothing bet-

ter than vexation,—^harassing and fretting to the spirit, and
drawing forth the exclamation. What a weariness is it

!

The joy of religious and virtuous practice can only be felt,

where there is the inward power of religious and virtuous

principle. It is a joy that can only be known by the ex-

perience of the new heart; and hy the new heart it is felt

to be the only joy worthy of the name. • But the heart

that is still a stranger to the love must be still a stranger

to the joy; and the whole Hfe of the good man must ap-

pear a hfe of bondage. The man who has no ear for music
would regard the ecstasies of a Handel as ridiculous; but
such ecstasies are not on that account the less real.

3, There is still a third sense, of which the words, with-
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out supplement, are susceptible,—a sense I have not seen

given, but which appears to me to have as fair a claim to be

the true one as either of those mentioned :
—

" The doing, or

executing of judgment is joy to the just, but destruction to

the workers of iniquity." The just, when judgment is done,

have no cause to fear :—it comes not upon them :
" only with

their eyes they behold, and see the reward of the wicked;"

and they experience "joy," when it is just judgment that

is executed, inasmuch as it promotes the safety and the hap-

piness of society. And the "doing of judgment" by the

Judge of all, which is ever according to perfect rectitude,

is "joy to the just," as it brings glory to His name, and

clears the moral universe of temptation and misery. But

to " the workers of iniquity," the execution of judgment is

anytliing but "joy." It is destruction; and the thought

and anticipation of it, whether from man or from God,

can engender only distress and fear. And the day of final

judgment, while it shall be a day of "joy" to the just, will

be the day of complete and irremediable "destruction" to

the wicked.*

Yerse 1 6. " The man that wandereth out of the way of

understanding shall remain in the congregation of the dead."

—Wliile the preceding verse has reference to the " workers

of iniquity" generally, and represents the execution of

judgment as their " destruction;" thisYGvse relates apparently

to apostates fi-om the right way—" the way of understand-

ing;" those who for a time have walked in that way, under

a profession of religion, and have abandoned it. Such there

have been in every age ; and of such it is here said, " they

shall remain in the congregation of the dead.'' The word

so rendered happens to be in some other places of the Old

Testament translated giants—with doubtful propriety, for

in the first of its occurrences (Gen. xiv. 5.) it is the name

of a people, the " Rephaimr It is the same word that is

translated giants in Deut. ii. 11, 20; Josh. xii. 4; xiii. 12;

* Luther renders—" It is to the righteous a joy to do what is right;

but to the wicked a terror."
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xvii, 15;— but it is disputed whether it should not in

these instances retain its appellative signification. Sup-

posing this— still the people were a gigantic race; and

from this, apparently, has arisen the confounding of the

word used in our text "with that rendered giants in the fourth

verse of the sixth chapter of Genesis. But the words are not

at all the same :—and the word in the last-cited passage has

been the subject of a large amount of critical discussion and

variety of conjecture. But from the obvious fact of the Neplii-

lim (called giants in the account of the antediluvian Avorld)

being men of signally desperate wickedness as well as of vast

stature and power, it has been concluded that the abode of

the giants came to be a designation for the place of future

punishment, or some region of it ;—and it has been imagined

that this is what is meant here by " the congregation of the

giants." There is, however, in all this more of conjecture

and fancy than of certainty. The same word is rendered

" dead" '^ in several other places. I shall not trouble you

with the etymologies of the original word, from which the

sense of " dead" is made out. It will be enough to remark,

that here, as in the other passages referred to, it must be

understood as meaning the wicked dead. This is clear from

the very nature of the thing ; and it is confirmed by the con-

nexion of the 1 8th verse in the second chapter Avith the verse

which follows. The " congregation of the dead," then, means

the assembly of those who were spiritually dead here, and

who, having departed out of this world, are suffering, in the

world to come, that " second death " which is " the wages of

sin." In all such connexions there is included under the

idea of death that of destruction in general.t

I have said that " the man who ^vanders out of the way of

understanding" has special reference to apostasy from a re-

ligious profession and course. The verse may be interpreted

as expressing the increasing hardness, the consequent compa-

rative hopelessness, and the final and irremediable misery, of

* See for example, chap. ii. 18; ix. 18.

•} Comp. cliap. viii. 34—36,
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such characters. This is no strange doctrine in the word of

God. It is taught and iini^ressed everywhere.* Let pro-

fessors, then, beware of backsHding. Ha^dng entered on " the

way of understanding," let them beware of the infatuation of

"wandering out of it." let nothing entice, nothing inti-

midate you ! Keej) the way which conscience and experience

tell you is the right way. Keep it to the end. Set your
faces as a flint. " Press toward the mark, for the prize of

your high calhng." Let neither the world, the devil, nor
the flesh, prevail. " Ee faithful unto death, and your Lord
will give you the crown of hfe."

Verse 1 7. " He that loveth pleasure shall be a poor man

;

he that loveth wine and oil shall not be rich." The senti-

ment here is similar to that in various preceding passages of

the Book. In the nature of things, and as evinced by
experience, the tendency of extravagance in living is to

poverty and its accompanying miseries. How should it be
otherwise? Money is squandered, debt is incurred, credit is

lost, the di\'ine blessing is forfeited—that blessing which can
alone secure prosperity. The man who follows such a course

"shall not be rich"—neither rich for time nor for eternity.

—

It is not necessary to interpret ^^pleasure'' here as signifying

directly vicious pleasure, or criminal indulgence. On the

margin it is rendered '^ sport:'' and when connected with
the latter member of the verse, the whole may be considered

as including the pleasures of the table, luxurious refine-

ments, costly estabhshments, foolish pastimes, and all the

modes of what the men of the world call " enjoyinri h'fe,"

even apart from the profligacy of voluptuousness.

Verse 1 8. " The wicked shall be a ransom for the right-

eous, and the transgressor for the upright." This is evi-

dently intended to express the regard of Jehovah to his peo-

ple ; a sentiment which pervades His word, and is to them
full of consolation and delight, while it is a lesson of solemn
alarm to the uugodly.t The words may be interpreted in

* Comp. Ilcb. X. 26—31; 2 Pet. ii. 20, 21.

f Comp. Psal. xi.; xxxiv. 6, 7, 15, 16; xxxvii. 12— 18.
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fcwo senses, which, however, are closely connecfced :

—

First

^

wlien tjie wicked form iDiuposes of evil against the righteous,
God frequently makes these evil purposes return upon them-
selves, and involve themselves in the very mischief they
meant for his people.

—

Secondly, when the wicked stand in
the way of the best interests of the righteous, and their gen-
eral well-being,—that is, of what God sees to be truly best
for them,—He will sacrifice the one to the other. The words
of God by the prophet, may throw light on the pliraseology
of the verse before us :

—
" For I am the Lord thy God, the

Holy One of Israel, thy Savioiu- : I gave Egypt for thy ran-
som, Ethiopia and Seba for thee. Since thou wast precious
in my sight, thou hast been honourable, and I have loved
thee

:
therefore will I give men for thee, and people for thy

life," Isa. xliii. 3, 4. How was Egypt " a ransom .? "—not in
the strict and proper sense of the word : but when Israel
was to be delivered, and Egypt, the oppressor, stood in the
way, the deliverance was effected at the cost of Egypt,—by
plagues on her people and land, and the destruction of her
armies. Thus, in aftertimes was the army of Sennacherib
sacrificed for the dehverance of good king Hezekiah and his
people, when, in the time of their perplexity and peril, they
cried unto the Lord. Thus did the plots of the wicked
Haman for the destruction of Mordecai and the Jews come
back upon himself In the end, all "the wicked" that have
opposed " the righteous," and done what they could to frus-

trate then? salvation, shall become, for their sakes, the vic-

tims of the divine displeasm^e.'"'

Yerse 19. "It is better to dwell in the wilderness, than
with a contentious and an angry woman." Wo had the sen-
timent before us in last Lecture; and I only now observe,
that it is still more strongly expressed here than even there.

There the unfortunate \dctim of female passion and fretfid-

ness and clamour, retires to the house-top. But here, even
the house-top is too near. He is off to " the loilderness''—
as far away as possible. The roof of the house is not a

* See Matt. xxv. 41—45.
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sufficient separation. He still hears the din. He is still too

much within reach of the scourge of the tongue; he flees

the house altogether. "The wilderness," vdih all its dis-

comforts and all its dangers, is better. The yelling of its

savage beasts is not so frightful as that from which he
escapes.

But let me repeat that the cases that call for pity are far

from being all on one side. Are there no unreasonable,

passionate, discontented, fretful, savage, brutal husbands?

Alas, how many! I do beheve the number of suffering

wives is greater than that of suffering husbands. "A
contentious woman," says an authority from whom I have
this morning quoted already*—" is not worse than a ty-

rannizing husband. A man may more easily make liis

escape from the presence of a scold, than a woman from

the face of a brutal tyrant; and the delicacy of her mind
makes her more susceptible of melancholy impressions from

bad usage, than persons of the other sex ordinarily are."

This witness is true. Ah ! how many gentle and affectionate

spirits—how many women who are only prevented from be-

ing the very best of wives by the treatment they receive, by
the felt impossibihty of pleasing an unreasonable, concihating

a proud and passionate, or reclaiming an intemperate and
faithless husband,—have pined out their days in wretchedness,

and sunk, broken-hearted, into the grave ! ! when hus-

band and wife dwell together in love and peace,—amid the

calm yet exquisite joys of domestic Hfe,—how grateful they

should be! They possess the best of earthly boons that

heaven bestows. They drink of the purest and sweetest

spring of pleasure opened to men in passing on to the

world of eternity. Let them drink with humble and thank-

ful cheerfulness, feeling their dependence, owning their obli-

gations, even wliile they never forget the uncertainty and
necessary shortness of all that pertains to time,—never forget

that every connubial union must, sooner or later, be dis-

Eolved; and holding themselves in readiness for parting

* Dr. Lawson.
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even while tliey arc in the full enjoyment of their eartlily

happiness. That happiness is crowned and perfected, when
on the tie of nature there is superinduced the bond of

grace ; and there is thus an everlasting as well as a temporary

union. Let this be the aim—and may this be the happi-

ness—of every wedded pair in this assembly

!

Verse 20. " There is treasure to be desired and oil in the

dwelling of the ^Wse; but a foolish man spendeth it up."

There is an evident correspondence between this verse and
verse seventeenth. They may be regarded either as con-

trasts or as counterparts to each other. " The wise " and the

righteous are in this book the same,—Avisdom consisting spe-

cially in " the fear of the Lord ;" and on the same principle, " the

foolish " and the wicked are the same. The verse has clearly

a reference to temjDoral things. The " treasure " is earthly

treasure ; the " oil,'' that of worldly prosperity and abundance.

When the treasure is called " treasure to he desired^' it seems

to be designed to mark the difference between the treasure

that is gotten by industry, prudence, frugality, and justice

;

and that which is gotten by unrighteousness, fraud, and
oppression ;—between the treasure in the house of " the wise

"

and the treasure in the house of " the foolish." The former

alone is " treasure to be desired," as being obtained rightly

and used rightly; and as being obtained hy the divine

blessing and enjoyed icith it. The " treasure " and the " oil

"

may in themselves be the same. But of everything earthly

there is an adventitious as well as an intrinsic value. The
" treasure " which is obtained and enjoyed otherwise than we
have described, is not " to be desired." A man is better with

nothing than with " treasure " gotten wickedly—gotten by a

lying tongue—gotten by theft or robbery—gotten by oppres-

sive grinding of the faces of the poor—gotten as a bribe for

evil—gotten in any way that sets conscience and God against

its owner;—and better far with nothing than with "trea-

sure " in the use of which God and the claims of benevolence

are forgotten ; in the use of which, a man seeks as his sole

end to gratify self, and is thus " treasuring up unto himself
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•VYi'ath. against the day of wrath and revelation of the righte-

ous judgment of God."
" But a foolish man s2Dendeth it up." This may either

mean that the fooUsh man spendeth up his own treasure; so

that whatever he acquires is speedily, through his own mis-

management, or extravagance, or abuse, consumed and gone

;

—or that the wise man has a fool for liis successor—to whom
his treasures go, and by whom they are soon exhausted :

—

" Yea, I hated all my labour which I had taken under the

sun : because I should leave it unto the man that shall be

after me. And who knoweth whether he shall be a wise

man or a fool? yet shall he have rule over all my labour

wherein I have laboured, and wherein I have showed myself

wise under the sun. Tliis is also vanity."—Eccl. ii. 18, 19.

How true the closing words of this passage—" Tliis is also

vanity I '^ " Vanity of vanities, all is vanity !"—is the text of

the book ; and this is only one of its many illustrations and

proofs. In " the dwelling of the wise " there are treasures in-

finitely more precious than any this world can furnish
\
—trea-

sures of spiritual blessing,—unsearchable riches—riches that
" perish not in the using." He is rich in possession, and rich

in hope, rich in time and rich for eternit}^ " The wise " and
" THE FOOLISH " shall divide mankind at last. To which of

the two assemblies would you belong? You may to either.

It depends upon your own choice. God says
—

" Ye fools,

when will ye be wise?" He shuts up none to final privation

and suffering, but those who voluntarily and pertinaciously

shut themselves up to folly. The gospel is the "wisdom of

God for our salvation; and it is our wisdom to receive it.
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Prov. XX r. 21—31.

" He that followeth after righteousness and mercy findeth life, righteousness,

and honour. A wise man scaleth the city of the mighty, and casteth down the

.strength of the confidence thereof. Whoso keepeth his mouth and his tongue)

keepeth his soul from troubles. Proud and haughty scorner is his name, who
dealeth in proud wrath. The desire of the slothful killeth him; for his hands
refuse to labour. He coveteth greedily all the day long: but the righteous

giveth and spareth not. The sacrifice of the wicked is abomination: how much
more, when he bringeth it with a wicked mind? A false witness shall perish;

but the man that heareth speaketh constantly. A wicked man hardeneth his

f.ice: but as for the upright, he directeth his way. There is no wisdom nor

understanding nor counsel against the Lord. The horse is prepared against the

day of battle: but safety is of the Lord."

" EiGHTEOUSNESS AND MERCY " are the two great divisions of

moral duty between man and man. In tlie Bible, as might be
expected, they stand associated with a third

—

godliness; that

which forms the principle of the duties which man owes to

his Maker and moral Governor.'*" There is nothing to which
men are more prone than to put these asunder ; and while, to

a certain extent, practising towards their fellow-men what jus-

tice and humanity require, to leave out of their estimate of

their characters altogether the affections and the conduct
that arise from, and are required by, that primary obHgation,

that takes precedence of, and indeed is inclusive of, all others,—the obligation of every intelHgent creature to God. The
overlooking of this is the most affecting proof of human de-

* Comp. Tit. ii. 11, 12; Mic. vi. 8.
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pravity, and the most prolific cause of human delusion. But,

apart from the union, in Scripture, of these three branches

of character, it may be noticed, that tlie word " righteous-

ness'^ is frequently taken in a more comprehensive sense,

—as a term for human duty at large, as it is also a term for

all the moral excellence of Deity.* And when we recollect

that "righteousness " consists in giving every one his due, why
should it not include the first of all dues, that which is due

to God ? If it is umighteous to withhold that which is due,

the ungodly man is, in the highest sense, the unrighteous

man. He fails to pay the first and most imperative of his

debts. If there can be no claim equal to God's, there can

be no iniquity equal to the violation of it.

—

Benevolence is

one of the primary elements of the divine character. And
it is the law of the moral universe. Love is the fulfilling of

that law. God has made love due from creature to creature,

as well as from the creature to Himself. And he can neither

imitate God, nor obey Him, who does not follow after " mercy "

as well as "righteousness."

He who ^^folloiceth after
^^—who habitually and perse-

veringly practises these virtues, " findeth lif-y He has a

truly happy life. He has God's presence and blessing ; and
these are life,—life's true zest and joy.t He also " findeth

righteousness^' The man of high principle, who is noted for

liis strict uprightness, will generally meet with a return in kind.

Few, comparatively, Avill attempt to cheat the thoroughly

honest dealer. Knaves themselves will be awed into honesty

by the knowledge of his character. And he "finds honour;"

—when in any case " righteousness and mercy " are emi-

nently united ; when a man not only adheres strictly to the

imperative demands of justice, but lays himself out for the

benefit of others—at a cost of toil and trouble, and self-denial

and sacrifice,
—

" honour " will be his due ; and honour he

will obtain. It will attend upon him while he lives, and it

will be attached to liis name when he is cjone hence. There

may be a kind of greatness arising from mere vastness of in-

* Sec 1 John iii. 7 ; ii. 20. f Comp. Phil. iv. 8, 9.
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tellect and mightiness of power, working wonders in the

earth, and affecting now and for ages to come, the destinies

of nations. But where there has been no principle ; where

there has been neither " righteousness " nor " mercy," but the

flagrant violation of both, the very page of history, which re-

cords the greatness, records with it the dishonour; associating

with the magnitude of the events, and the magnitude of men-

tal and physical resources by which they were brought about,

the brand of moral reprobation. The only true, living, last-

ing " honour " is that Avhich is gained by the operation of great

moral principles, for all real greatness Hes in moral worth.

Even in life, the man of self-denying generosity will be so

valued, and so honoured, that others will be ready to risk

and sacrifice life itself for his preservation. " For a good

man some would even dare to die."

But higher and better blessings may be meant. These,

indeed, are not, in God's word, associated, in the way of merit

on the creature's ]Dart, or of reicai'd on His, with the practice

of "righteousness and mercy;"—but "life, righteousness, and

honour " are ever connected with the character. *

Verse 22. "A wise man scaleth the city of the mighty,

and casteth down the strength of the confidence thereof."

The proverb has had, at times, a literal fulfilment. Look at

ancient Babylon. With its insurmountable walls and bul-

warks, it seemed secure ; and its monarch could smile in proud

defiance at the power of the mightiest assailants. But Cyrus

had something besides mihtary force. He had wisdom;
and the turning of the course of the Euphrates, and entering

by its channel, accomphshed what force could not in any way
effect ; and in an unexpected moment,—a moment of careless

and fearless mirth and revelry, and glorjdng in the impregnable

security of its lofty and massive muniments,—was "the

strength of the confidence " of Babylon " cast down." The
language refers, however, under a particular illustration, to the

conquering of great difficulties in general—affirming that, for

this end, wisdom is much more effectual than mere physical

* Rom. vi. 20—22; Psal. xxiv. 3—5; Rom. ii. 6—11.
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force. Force, mtliout wisdom, very frequently, instead of

gaining its objects, impedes and frustrates tliem. The " wise
man " proceeds with cautious and considerate prudence,—with
appropriate adjustment of means and methods to the circum-

stances and the characters with which he has to deal.' And,
in the case of the godly, the wisdom that consists in the fear

of the Lord, will, in every season of perplexity and diffi-

culty, look upward for divine direction, and guide itself by
the light of the divine word.* It is thus that the good
man encounters and overcomes spiritual opjDosition lying

in the way of liis coui'se heavenward. In the strength of

divinely promised aid, he " casts down the strength of the

confidence " of his spiritual adversaries, and is made " more
than conqueror."

Yerse 23. "AYhoso keepeth his mouth and his tongue,

keepeth his soul from troubles." Here we have still another

characteristic and another advantage of wisdom. It enables

its possessor to " keep the mouth and the tongue "—to know
the " time to be silent, and the time to speak," and in the time
to speak, what to say. We have had repeated occasion to

notice the incalculable amount and variety of mischief of

wliich the tongue is the occasion; how its openly uttered or

secretly whispered words may break hearts, may ruin charac-

ters, may sever friends, may bring individuals and families to

beggary and disgrace, may spread alienation and discord

through extensive circles of intimacy and affection, may
" pierce tlirough with many sorrows " spirits that were enjoy-

ing peace and love, may be even as barbed daggers that take

away hfe ; how too they recoil in mischief to ourselves; how
a word of slander brought out in a moment of irritation or

thoughtlessness, may cost a man the humiliation of submissive

apology, or the annoyance and expense of litigation, and the

reparation of heavy damages ; how the recollection of a hasty

expression, along with the effects which have arisen from it to

those to whom at the time no harm was meant, may inflict

severe and long-continued self-reproach, -with all its accoui-

* See chap. iii. 5, 6.
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paniments of mental disquietude and distress ; how the fool-

ish utterances of an unguarded hour may go far to shake the

credit of years of discretion—the recollection of that hour of

folly ever returning upon the mind of previous admirers,

and, if not absolutely obliterating their former estimate of a

man's sound sense and dignit}^, operating at least as a serious

drawback on their respect for liis character ; how too it leads to

inward deep remorse, arising from a consciousness of having

spoken inconsistently with our Christian profession and prin-

ciples, and the thought of having given an unfavourable im.-

]3ression of our rehgion, and failed of an o^Dportunity of

honouring God—a thought than which to a Christian heart

there is none more galling, spirit-sinking, and severe :—asso-

ciated as it is vrith proportionate diminution of interest in

Christ, and of the validity of our confidence towards God.

—

It is indeed emphatically true that " whoso keepeth his mouth
and his tongue, kee'pefh his soul from trouhlesr

Averse 24. " Proud and haughty scorner is his name, who
dealeth in proud wrath." To " deal in proud wi'ath,"—on
the margin, " in the wrath of pride,"—evidently means to act

with the overbearing violence of a haughty spirit. All the

conduct of such a man is insolently self-sufficient, and, when
resisted, furious. The proud man is puffed up. He thinks

all should at once yield to his will and wishes, and can bear

with patience no opposition. This of course is a character

that can never be liked. It stirs up the pride and passion

of others. It becomes the object of universal indignation

and disgust. Hence the man gets liimself a name of re-

proach: he shall be called ''^ proud and haughty scorner:''^

and in his name he finds his punishment : for true it is, that

the proudest of men does not hke being called proud; as

the man who deals most in lies may like least to be

called a liar. A '^p>roud scorner''' is one of the most un-

popular and odious of characters. From him whom men
thus designate, all will keep aloof. And in a world where
all are necessarily so much dependent upon one another, in

despite of a man's self-concentrated pride and contempt of

Ids fellows, it is not every one that can afford to adopt and
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live upon tlie maxim of the tyrant
—

" Let them hate me,

so they but fear me!" Thus he who, by his unbearable

temper, " sets himself alone in the earth," may be forced to

feel the inconveniences of being without the good-will even

of those whom he professes to scorn.

Verses 25, 26. "The desire of the slothful killeth him;
for his hands refuse to labour. He coveteth greedily all the

day long : but the righteous giveth, and spareth not." The
word of God is characterised by its variety. Even on the

same subject, how frequently soever introduced, there may
generally be found some diversity in the position it occupies,

—the light in which it is presented; some new phase in

its source, its nature, or its results. The evil effects of sloth

have been before us oftener than most points on which the

wise man touches. Here it is again. We dwell only on the

new aspect under wliich it appears. It is presented to us

first, as a species of self-murder :
—

" The desire of the sloth-

ful killeth him

:

" and why ?
—

" for his hands refuse to la-

bour." He will not work, and he cannot want. He " de-

sires" certain acquisitions and indulgences; but his hands
refuse to second his wishes. He cannot bring them to the

necessary exertion; and so his unsatisfied desire gnaws, tor-

ments, wastes, irritates, destroys him. There is nothing more
irksome than the longing, yawning, fretting yearnings of

the indolent wretch who will not hel^J himself. They are

miserable; and they are suicidal; they "kill him." Mere
"desiring" that the ground were tilled will not till it. Mere
wishing for money and food will not create either the one or

the other. So that if he only ^^ desires'' life, but will do no-

thing to sustain it, he must die. * Another aspect of the

same evil is that it engenders and maintains the spirit of a

grasping grudging covetousness : ^' He coveteth greedily all

the day long." He sees others in the possession and enjoy-

ment of what he wants. He longs after the same, but he will

do nothing to obtain it. He sets his heart on all he sees,

and pines away in that " envy which is the rottenness of tho

* Conip. Eccl. iv. 5,
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bones." In the Paris French translation the words stand
thus—"All the day long he does nothing but wish." How
very expressive at once of the unconquerable indolence and
the fretful, envious, pining unhappiness of the sluggard!
And in his wishing, he may at times, by the power of a
sanguine imagination, work himself into hope; and then,
disappointment only embitters the cup of his own ming-
ling,—aggravates the misery, which he is painfully con-
scious is self-inflicted.— Further: he appears before us a
stranger to all the positive and exquisite pleasures of charity
and beneficence; but "the righteous giveth and spareth not:'
It is not said, you will observe—" the diligent giveth and
spareth not;" because there are not a few who are suffi-

ciently exemplary in diligence, to whom the Bible would
not give the designation of " the righteous"—and who are
far from being distinguished for benevolence. Eut the an-
tithesis, as it stands here, implies these three things : First,
that diligence is one of the features in the character of the
righteous:—Secondly, that thenatm-al tendency, and ordinary
result of this is, through the divine blessing, abundance to
spare :

—

Thirdly, that another distinguishing featui^e of the
character of the righteous man, readiness to part with what
his industry acquires—"giving, and not sparing^ that is,

giving cheerfuUy, and giving liberally; not assenting merely
to the truth of the maxim, as being the word of the Lord,
but feeling the truth of it in their own heart's experience—
" It is more blessed to give than to receive."

Verse 27. "The sacrifice of 'the wicked is abomination:
how much more, when he bringeth it with a wicked mind?"
The sentiment of the former part of the verse we have
already illustrated,* showing by an appeal to many explicit
passages in the Old Testament, that, unless the character of
the worshipper was in correspondence vdth. the worship of-
fered by him, that worship, instead of being acceptable to the
" Holy One of Israel," to the pure, truth-loving, and heart-

* Cliap. XV. 8.

in. B
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searching God, was held hj him in abhorrence, and indig-

nantly rejected.

What, then, is the addition to this truth, in the latter

part of this verse?
—"How much more, when he bringeth it

with a wicked mind'?" The meaning seems to be—when
not only is the worshipper's general character at variance

with the religious service, but when the particular act of de-

votion itself is performed with an evil design—as a cloak or

cover to some wicked purpose :—when a man comes before

the God of truth for a purpose of falsehood,—a purpose sug-

gested by the father of lies ; concealing by a profession made
to God some work of the devil. We have an instance in the

history of Jezebel, * There was a fast—a religious service to

Jehovah—proclaimed, mth the express object of covering

the perpetration of one of the most nefarious deeds of treach-

ery and murder recorded in the Bible history. The case of

Balaam is another. He ordered the building at successive

places, of his seven altars, and offered his bullock and his

ram on every altar. But all the while he was " loving the

wages of unrighteousness
;

" and, for the sake of these wages,

trying to bribe the Almighty into a permission to him to

curse Israel. Look also at our Lord's representation of the

character of the hypocritical Pharisees; in which He seems

plainly to point at something more than general dissimula-

tion—^the studied covering of the very act of robbery—the

robbery of the widow and the fatherless—by some accom-

panying act of extraordinary devotion.t There are degrees

in sin. There are aggravating circumstances in the same

kinds of sin. There is wickedness in all hypocrisy— in

all religious dissimulation,— there being no one thing in

wdiich " simplicity and godly sincerity" are more imperatively

required than the services of religion; but of all religious

dissimulation that must be the most heinous, in which an

act of worship is performed expressly to cover and facilitate

the execution of an act of villany; when a worsliipper

bows before the God of mercy and truth, with the assassin's

* See 1 Kings xxi. 9, 10, &c. f Matt, xxiii. 14; Lulve xx. 47.
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dagger luider his garment; or confesses and prays to "tlie

righteous Lord who loveth righteousness " to preclude sus-

picion,—to inspire confidence in liis holy character, that he

may the more easily succeed in pillaging the poor !—Let all

remember, that the same kind of guilt, though in various de-

grees, is contracted, when a man assumes, in the pubHc wor-

ship of God, any airs of ultra devotion,—any sanctimonious

ostentation and grimace, for the purpose of getting a character

for religion, and so enabhng him, under the cloak of such a

reputation, to obtain credit and confidence, while he is, in

his business, carrying forward a system of dishonourable and
swindling speculation or embezzlement. ! of what is not

liuman native, under the dominance of unprincipled selfish-

ness, capable!

Verse 28. "A false mtness shall perish; but the man
that heareth speaketh constantly." Here too we have for-

mer truth, with some addition to it. " A fahe toitness" is,

on the margin, " a witness of lies." It probably means here

a witness who gives in evidence inventions of his own, that

he knows to have no foundation in fact. It stands in an-

tithesis to

—

"the man that heareth." This some critics

understand in a sense wliich the occasional use of the verb

to hear certainly justifies,
—

" the man that oheijeth." But,

in the present instance, this seems rather forced. " The man
that heareth," or ivho hath heard, is the witness who has

personal knowledge of the case—who has been present on
the spot and has listened to what passed.

The former "shall perish:" he shall fail in his cause,

entangling himself in the meshes of his own inventions,

—falsehood being seldom in all points consistent,—and so

bring ruin upon himself in this life, and be visited with
perdition in the end. Kot so in regard • to the latter

:

" the man that heareth speaketh constantly." If we abide

by this translation, the meaning is— that he who has
heard persists uniformly in the same statements.'^ Truth is

* Stuart considers the meaning to be, " that the sincere listener to
the divine commands will ever be at liberty to speak," and "find con-
fi lence put in what he says."
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always consistent. !N"o cross - questioning can elicit any
incoherence. It needs nothing to help it out; nor is it

ever in hesitation or at a loss. It is free, open, ready;

delivering its testimony without apprehension, knowing
tliat all is in harmony. But the original more properly

signifies ^^ unto victory." One French version has it

—

"shall speak so as to gain the cause;" another— "shall

speak, and shall have the victory." This too is the sense

given by the Latin Yulgate. The idea seems to be that

the consistency of truth shall triumph over the artifice and

chicanery of falsehood and deceit. The perjurer may for a

time seem to have the better of the cause; but ultimately

the witness of lies shall be exposed, and the -witness of trutji

shall be triumphant.

My brethren, we are all hastening to a tribunal where ac-

cuser, and witness, and judge, shall all be one. God is

now the inspector of all our actions, and the hearer of all

our words; and at the great day, He ^^^.ll not need that

any should testify to him of man. There will be no need

for calling witnesses, on whose testimony to found the ver-

dicts of that day. "He that sitteth upon the throne" shall

have a perfect intuitive knowledge of every individual of the

countless myriads that shall then appear at His bar,—an un-

erringly distinct remembrance of every particular in the

conduct and history of each, and of the motives by which,

on every occasion, he was actuated. Conscience, however

successfully bribed to a partial testimony now, will then

respond to the truth of every charge. And when to those

whom He places on his left hand, the Judge shall say, " De-

part from me, ye cursed!" there -will be no plea possible in

arrest of the sentence. " These shall go away into everlast-

ing punishment." And the same omniscient and imerring

Judge shall "justify the righteous." Placing them on his

right hand, he will welcome them to blessedness; and all

their adversaries shall be ashamed ; not a lip daring to open

against them, or in impeachment of their sentence.*

UQ'". viii. 31, 33—39,
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Verse 29. "A wicked man liarclenetli his face: but as for
the upright, he directeth his way."—The ''wicked man'' has
good cause to be ashamed. His actions are such as give him
plentiful reason to blush; but he blushes not. He "7i«?--
dens his face." He assumes the air of impudent effrontery

;

braves the searching gaze of others ; bids them the defiance
of an unmoved countenance. He thus seeks to command
an impression of his innocence. He has learned the lesson
of concealing the secrets of conscience. His desire and his
study are, to attain the power of sinning ^vithout blushing

;

and it is wonderful what an amount of this command of
countenance some have reached. There is no discerning
from their- looks the slightest symptom of conscious guilt°
while the innocent may blush crimson at the very thought
of being so much as charged with the evil, and exposing
themselves to suspicion that has no gi-ound.—"Hardening
the face," signifies also determined self-will, that is unmoved
by expostulation, and proof against warning,—equally scorn-
ful of entreaty and of threatening—of love and of fear.
Such was the character of God's ancient people, in their
limes of rebellion against Him.* It required divinely im-
l)arted courage and self-command to be able to face them.

^

Mark the other side of the antithesis :
—" but the upright

directeth^' or, as on the margin, '' considercth his way.'*^
Tliis may include two things:— 1. His great desire and aim
are, by a due consideration of his way, so to direct and
order it, that he may have no cause for shame, and no need
for command of countenance to conceal conscious guilt.
While a blush may at times suffuse the cheek of ''con-
scious imiocence at the very imputation of evil, it Avill

soon pass away, and the naturabiess of modest truth ^vill in-
spii-e confidence in all who witness it. .He would not
"quench the blushes of ingenuous shame;" but he endeav-
ours so to speak, and so to act, as that he shall have no rea-
son to hide his head or cover his face,—^far less to "harden" it.

2. The upright man is influenced by such a self-diffident

* Jer. V. 2, 3; viii. 12: Ezek. iii. 7—9.
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consciousness of his liability to saj and to do what is wrong,

that wlien anything of the kind is imputed to him, or siu--

mised against him, he humbly " considers his way." He is

led to self-examination,—to ascertain whether, through want
of due watchfulness, he may not liave erred. So far from

"hardenincj bis face" like a man who had such conceit of

himself as to imagine that he could not do aught amiss,

and that his only feeling under any imputation should be

that of indignant scorn,—he is rather induced, in humility

of spirit, to the more sincere and fervent adoption of the

psalmist's prayer :
—

" Search me, God, and know my
heart ; try me and know my thoughts : and see if there be

any wicked way in me, and lead me in the way everlasting,"

Psa. cxxxix. 23, 24.

let the second of these characters be yours ! A har-

dened heart and a hardened face,—a ftice that has learned

to brave accusation and to look innocent under conscious

guilt, are the most undesirable of all attainments. The
confusion of innocence, when evil is imputed, is far prefer-

able. Better far to he innocent and thought guilty, than to

be guilty and thought innocent. Better far to have the sen-

tence of. acquittal in our own bosoms, though condemned by
men, than to succeed in getting acquittal from men, and
carry within us the sentence of guilt. How painful soever

the former, we can still look up to God, and forward to His
tribunal, as that of unerring rectitude,—where He wiU
"bring forth our righteousness as the light, and our judgment

as the noon-day." ! there will be no " hardening of the

face" then. Conscience will do its duty. The eyes which

are as a flame of fire will search the inmost soul. Every eye

will quail, and every countenance, even the most hardened,

sink, before the look of Him that sitteth upon the throne.

He will then at once "wipe oif the rejDroach of his people,"

and "bring to light the hidden things of darkness." An;l

then they who, under the influence of faith, and fear, and
love, have " considered their way," shall lift up their faces

without dread, and meet the smiles of their gracious

Judge

!
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We may, perhaps, consider the wise man as pointing out

tltree modes of covering and effecting evil purposes :—in the

twenty-seventh verse, the mask of religion; in the twenty-

eighth, false testimony ; in the twenty-ninth, the assumed
boldness and look of innocence. But (verse 30) "there is no
wisdom, nor understanding, nor counsel, against the Lord."

There may be against men. In one, or other, or all of these

ways they may be deceived. There may, in many cases, be
"wisdom and understanding and counsel," more than suffi-

cient to impose upon and outwit them. But God knows all.

His eye cannot be eluded ; His designs cannot be tliAvarted

;

neither His promises nor His threatenings can be falsified,

by any artifice, or policy, or might of the childi'en of men,

—

no, nor of any created being.

And, as there is "no wisdom, understanding, or counsel"

against the Lord, so neither is there ]poiver:-—verse 31.
" The horse is prepared against the day of battle : but safety

is of the Lord." Sometimes, in the history of His ancient

people, the Lord adopted means in themselves utterly in-

adequate,—absolutely trivial and powerless,—and granted

the most signal success, for the purpose of conveying and
impressing the lesson, that even when the best-equipped and
most powerful armaments Avere employed, it was on Him
they were still to depend,—and neither previously to confide,

nor subsequently to glory, in their own resources, and might,

and skill. Thus it was in the case of the reduction of their

vast army to the " three hundred," by whom the immense
hosts of Midian were overtlirown. And, in a similar man-
ner, and at a most appropriate time, was the great lesson

inculcated,—-just when they were setting out on the con-

quest of the land of promise. By what means was the first

city overthroAATi ? B}^ means which, but .for the rumours
that had come to their ears, the inhabitants might well have
"laughed to scorn"—by successive processions round it, and
the repeated blast of trumpets. This was manifestly de-

signed to show them at the very outset to whom they icere

to owe the subjugation and possession of the land. It was
an important and salutary lesson; and it is the very senti-
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ment to which, in their hymns of acknowledgment and
praise, the ancient church gave utterance.''^

Let us, as we are taught to do, generahze the sentiment :—

•

" Except the Lord build the house, they labour in vain that

build it : except the Lord keep the city, the watchman wak-
eth but in vain."|

" Fond mortals but themselves beguile,

When on themselves they rest:

Blind is their wisdom, weak their toil,

By thee, O Lord, unblest !

"

Safe and happy is the man, and he alone, who " trusteth in

Jehovah," for "in the Lord Jehovah is everlasting strength."

And let me remind all, that the principle is applicable to

means of safety from other and greater than temporal evils

or created enemies. " Safety—salvation is of the Lord."

HeJias made known His way of security from the wrath to

come. Men may devise and follow schemes of their own

:

but none but His can be safe. " There is no wisdom, nor

understanding, nor counsel," in this matter, "against the Lord."

His counsel shall stand. Ah! sinners, what plans soever

of your own you may embrace, you Avill find the truth of

this in the end. Christ is the only refuge. " There is no
salvation in any other." Wlien Israel were penitent, they

owned the worthless insuflficiency of all the means of protec-

tion in which they had previously trusted, and cast them-
selves on the power and mercy of their own Jehovah,

;{:

Thus must it be with every penitent sinner. The very first

thing he does is to renounce all his previous confidences, and
betake himself to that one which Jehovah has provided and
revealed.—And then, there is to the end a spiritual warfare,

in which " safety is of the Lord." We cannot cope with

our spiritual enemies but in His strength. We must be
" strong in the LordP We must be made conquerors
" through Mm that loved us." " Through God we shall do
valiantly : for he it is that shall tread down our enemies."

* Psa. xliv. 1—8. t Psa. cxxvii. 1. % Ilosea xiv, 1—3
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Pkov. XXII. 1—6.

" A good name is rathei* to be cliosen than great riches, and loving favour

rather than silver and gold. The rich and poor meet together; the Lord is the

maker of them all. A pradent man foreseeth the evil, and hideth himself: but

the simple pass on, and are punished. By humility, and the fear of the Lord,

are riches, honour, and life. Thoi'ns and snares are in the way of the froward;

lie that doth keep his soul shall be far from them. Train up a child in the way

he should go; and when he is old he will not depart from it."

You will observe that the word ^^ good'" in the first of these

verses is a supplement. In the original we have simply " a

namey But this does not mean a mere name of renoicn.

The verse must not be understood as a justification of the

love offame as a principle of action. IN'or is it to be inter-

preted as expressing a preference of amhition to avarice,—of

the love of power to the love of wealth. Many, alas ! have

there been, who, from mere eagerness to be distinguished,

—

with little consideration of either the nature or the means of

the distinction,—have succeeded in "making themselves a

name ;
" but a name which ought to be a name of infamy

rather than of honour. They have been great in power, and
great in reno^vn for all the evil which power without prin-

ciple rendered them capable of doing. Solomon does not

assuredly mean such a name. The " goocV is &, proper sup-

plement. "A good name" is a reputation among fellow-men

for piety, wisdom, prudence, integrity, generosity, and an}^ other

virtues that enter into a good character. But remember it

is not a mere reputation for these. They must not be assumed
in appearance, and a reputation thus got for the reality. To a
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mail's own inward enjoyment there can be few tilings more op-

posed than a high reputation for quahties which there is no

consciousness of possessing, but rather a consciousness that, if

all were known, the feeling toward him would be reversed.

This in itself must be worse than unsatisfactory, it must be

most fretting and mortifying to a man's spirit,—exciting the

gna^ving irksomeness of self-indignant scorn; besides the

incessantly haunting apprehension of the truth coming out,

and the shame of detection.

Observe, the character is one which is not held in admi-

ration only, but in affection:
—"and loving favour rather

than silver and gold." The "loving favour'^ is the affec-

tionate esteem which springs from the "good name," and

which is drawn by it to the person. In the first place, the

"good name" and "loving fsivour" are more really pleasing

in themselves—imparting more of true happiness tliaii " sil-

ver and gold" in whatever amount— than all the riches

of earth. The satisfaction is comparatively Ioav and gro-

velling, wdiich a person receives from the mere possession of

wealth. It may be common to him with men of tlie low-

est standard both in mental and moral worth. There is no

saying how mean or how bad a man may be, and 3'et come

into possession of " silver and gold," and " great riches." The

satisfaction that arises from character is of a much higher

and purer description ; more worthy far of being coveted and

valued. To a man of sensibility, indeed, few things can be

more dear than a " good name." By such a man his purse

will ever be esteemed as "trash" in the comparison. Pew
things are more distressingly j)ainful to him than when any

injurious suspicion is thi^own upon his character. The

full enjoyment of a fair fame is intensely gratifying. Hence

arises a danger—(for what is there from wliich, to our de-

ceitful hearts, danger does not arise f)—the danger of " tliink-

ing of ourselves more highly than we ought to thinlv,"

—

and of making a righteousness of our " good name,"—getting

secretly elated by it—and deriving a measure of sell-gratu-

lation and self-confidence from it even before God, and in

the prospect of our final account. Hence also arises a ne-
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cessity for self-jealousy. It is well for him who in any

degree enjoys, and knows that he enjoys it, to counteract tlie

tendency by looking to those evils in the aiglit of God, of

which he must be a wondei'ful man who is not sensible:

—

to go over these in the secret chambers of conscience, those

chambers to which no eye has access but his own and his

God's. AVhen he thus faithfully brings his heart and life to

the test of the spiritual law of omniscience, he will find

enough to j^i'event his being puffed up—enough to make him
feel deeply his unworthiness of the divine regard, and of even

the very lowest place in " the kingdom of heaven,"—enough,

amidst the affectionate tributes of admiration from his fel-

low-creatures, to draw from his inmost and heavy-laden

spirit the prayer—*' God be merciful to me a sinner
!

''

Secondly,—the one is more -s^aluable than the other as a

means of usefulness. Riches, in themselves, can oidy enable

a man to promote the temi^oval comfort and well-being of

those around him. But character gives him weight of in-

fluence in matters of higher moment,—in all descriptions

of salutary advice and direction,—in kindly instruction and
consolation,—in counsel for eternity. It not only fits its

possessor for such employments, but it imparts energy and
effect to whatever he says and does. His character carries

a recommendation mth it,—gives authority and force to

every lesson and every admonition ; and affords, by the con-

fidence it inspires, many oj)portunities and means of doing

good, which, without it, could not be enjoyed.

—

Riches,

again, bring with them many temptations to sinful and
worldly indulgences, such as are injurious to the posses-

sor liimself and to his family—both temporally and spir-

itually. Character, on the contrary, acts as a salutary re-

straint,—keeping a man back from manr improprieties and
folKes, and even outward sins, by which it would be im-

pau'ed and forfeited. And this restraint is felt, and pro-

perly felt, not for his own sake merely, but for the sake of

all those objects with Avhich his name stands associated;

and especially from a regard to usefulness in connexion
with the truth, and cause, and church of Christ. This is a
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very solemn consideration to a child of God. remember, it

is not yonr riches or your poverty, your high or low condition,

that is an honour on the one hand, or a reproach on the

other, to the name and doctrine of your divine Master, and

a means of promoting or hindering the reception and pro-

gress of His gospel; it is your consistent character,—your

high and blameless reputation. How vast the good tliis

does—this preaching of the gospel by the life—in every

circle in which a man moves !—and what essential, and

often extensive injury springs from the contrary—from the

name A\dthout the recdity of rehgion,—without consistent prac-

tical godliness ! It was this consideration that led the Apostle

Paid to, set so high a value upon his " good name," and made

him so sohcitous to preserve it free not only of reproach, but

even of suspicion. His official usefulness was involved in

it, as well as his personal satisfaction. A reflection on him

was a reflection on his cause, and a hindrance to his apos-

toHc success. For similar reasons, we should all be jealous

of oiu' character,—not as a point of mere touchy selfish

honour, but from the thought of the degree to wliich an un-

blemished reputation, or the contrary, bears on the glory of

the Eedeemer, and the salvation of souls. In this respect,

it is incomparably more precious than " thousands of gold

and silver."

Third/u, I may fui'ther add, the "good name" lasts long-

est The wealth of the rich man is often coveted even while

he lives. When he dies, he leaves it for ever; and, if this

has been his only or his chief recommendation and attrac-

tion, he is speedily forgotten, or remembered only with con-

tempt. But "the memory of the just is blessed." It is

embalmed in blessing. It is kept in affectionate reverence

in the hearts of kindred and friends, of the church of God,

and of society. And in " the day of the Lord," when the

worthlessness of all distinctions of mere condition shall be

made apparent—when all the "silver and gold" in the uni-

verse would not avail to bribe away the sentence of death

—

the Lord shall acknowdedge those who have borne the charac-

ter of holy practical consistency in the faith and profession of
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His name. Then, character will be every thing, condition
NOTHING. Ay

; and the " good name " ^vill be retained in hea-
ven,—retained for ever; and the principles from which it
arose, freed from all admixture of baser material, will be the
springs of everlasting blessedness, when "riches," however
great, and "gold and silver," however abundant, shall all have
been left behind, to perish with a burning world, and be as
if they had never been.

Verse 2. " The rich and poor meet together : the Lord is
tlie maker of them all."—By the poor are here to be under-
stood, not only the needy, the indigent, the dependent, but
the inferior classes generally .—" the rich and poor" meaning
the highest and the lowest, with aU the intermediate grades
They ''meet together:''—

1. In society.—Variety of condition arises naturally and
necessarily from the operation of many causes :—from diver-
sity m character and disposition, in turn of mind, in amount
of ability and diligence; and from the endless variety of provi-
dential arrangements, so frequently above all human foresight
or control. Every attempt to prevent this cUversity is \lm.
"The rich and poor" are mutually dependent on each other.
The rich could not do without the poor, any more than the
poor without the rich. The comparison by which the apos-
tle illustrates the reciprocal dependence of the members of
the chui'ch on one another, may be appUed to civil society—
" The eye cannot say unto the hand, I have no need of thee •

nor again the head to the feet, I have no need of you," 1
Cor. xii. 21. This ought to suppress, on the one side all
emotions of supercdious scorn, and on the other, every ris-
ing of envy. Let "the rich and poor" feel their mutual
dependence, and treat each other accordingly.

2. In the church.—-Them, in as far as the communion of
samts is concerned, there is perfect equality. It is true,
and an important truth, that union and communion in the
church does not interfere with, or set aside, the distinctions
of civil society, or the obvious and necessary proprieties
thence arising in the social intercourse of life. But there is
Qne gospel for all. All meet as siniiers in a common con-
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demnation; and all meet as saved sinners, on a common
ground of acceptance. All are, in common, debtors to

the same mercy, tlu-oiigh. tlie same atonement; all are re-

newed by the same S]3irit ; all siippUed from the same ful-

ness ; all children of the same Father ; all heirs of the same

inheritance,
—"heirs of God and joint heirs Avith Christ."

Yes, all—the poorest as well as the richest. " There is one

body, and one Spirit, even as ye are called in one hope of

your calling ; one Lord, one faith, one baptism, one God and

Father of all, who is above all, and through all, and in you

all," Eph. iv. 4—6.
3. In the grave.—Ah ! here the equality—the humbling

equahty is complete. " The small and the great are there."

All alike are subject to the stroke of death, for all

have simied. On all, the stroke of death produces the

very same effects,—the cessation of all vital sensibility, and

active energy—the same cold, and the same corruption:

"the worms are spread under them, and the worms cover

them." Their funeral obsequies are widely different ; but in

the grave they meet, in the same darkness, and loneliness,

and putrefaction. The worms that prey on the dead make
no chstinction between the prince and the beggar.

4:. At the jiKlgment-seat ; on either hand of the Judge;

and on either side of the impassahle gulf—in heaven or in

hell.—The supreme Judge will himself assign them their

stations at His tribunal. AVhen He separates the assembled

miUions of mankind one from another, and places the one

class on his right hand, and the other on his left, " the rich

and poor" will be blended indiscriminately ; and it will be

to assembHes of all ranks and conditions of men, that the

welcome on the one hand and the banishment on the other—" Come ye blessed," and " Depart ye cursed," shall be ad-

dressed ; and heaven and hell aUke shall for ever be peopled

by both. To all, the principles of the judgment shall be

equally and impartially apphed :

—

condition in the present

world being only regarded in as far as it contributed to aug-

ment or to diminish the measure of guilt. " There is no

respect of persons with God."
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This idea of ultimate impartialiiy is what is chiefly sug-

gested by the latter part of the verse—" The Lord is the

Maker of them all." He is so by creation. They ahke owe

to Him their being, and owe to Him every moment the

maintenance of that being—the rich man and the honourable,

equally with the poorest and the meanest on earth. "VYliere

is the monarch on the throne that, more than the lowest of

his subjects, can draw a breath independently of God?—And
they have the Lord alike for their Maker by providential

allotment. The same Lord makes them what they are;

and could at His pleasure reverse their conditions, making

the rich the poor, and the poor the rich.—The Lord being

"the Maker of them all" imphes also the equal distance

of all, as ahke His creatiu^es, from their common Creator and

Governor. The distance is the same. In both it is infinite.

AVhen God is the object of common comparison, the dis-

tance between the highest and the lowest of mankind mea-

sures not a hair's-breadth ; it is annihilated. All the dis-

tinctions of which men make so much, sink into nothing

before his infinite Majesty. Both are ahke dependent; and

both are alike responsible. And when we look forward to

death, to judgment, to eternity— how trifling are the points

of difference, compared with the points of agreement

!

Yerse 3. " A prudent man foreseeth the evil, and hideth

himself: but the simple pass on, and are punished."

—

Pru-

dence is a c>OTiiv2iQ,tioTi. oi providence ; aiid pirovidence Hterally

means foresight,—seeing before,—looking forward. Such,

you perceive, is precisely its import in this verse :
—

" The
prudent man foreseeth the evil, and hideth himself." It

is true that man is not endowed with j^^^^science. He has

memory, by which he retains, though even that very imper-

fectly, the remembrance of the past ; but of the future he

can know nothing with certainty. The events of the future

are beyond his vision. Hence it is that prophecy comes

among the evidences of inspiration, or divine commission.

When Jehovah challenges the gods of the heathen to pro-

duce evidence of their pretensions to divinity. He says, " Let

them show us things to come." Prophecy is a miracle—

a
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miiacle of knowledge. When a prediction is delivered in

proof of an accompanying testimony or message, the subse-

quent fulfilment of the prediction is satisfactory evidence of

its having indeed come from God; for "no man could know

such things, unless God were with him." But, although

man has not prescience, he may often sagaciously forecast the

future. By comparing the operation of circumstances in for-

mer times similar to those which exist now,—by observing

the tempers and dispositions of the persons on whom these

circumstances exert their influence,—and by considering the

probability with which certain events will lead to certain

other events,—a man may form, in many cases, a very shrewd

anticipation of what is to come. As we learn to discern tlie

"signs of the sky," we may learn also to interpret "the signs of

the times,"—and that, both as to what is private and wliat is

public. A large amount of what we are accustomed to un-

derstand by prudence, consists in thus forecasting the future,

—anticipating evils ere they arrive, and so making provision

for avoiding them, or, if they are such as cannot entirely be

shunned, for meeting them to the best advantage,—so as to

mitigate at least their pernicious consequences. To the " pru-

dent man" who thus "foresees the evil and hides himself,"

—

as the skilful mariner, who discerns symptoms of a coming

storm which the inexperienced dream not of, and betakes

himself to whatever harbour is within his reach, ere the

tempest gather and burst upon the deep ;—to this man stands

in contrast " the simple, who passes on and is punished."

The word "punishecr' seems here to mean, not judicial inflic-

tion, but simply suffering the injury and damage, whether in

person or in property, which is the natural result of impru-

dence, of want of foresight and forethought. As when two

men are on a road together, where there is danger approach-

ing, the one, looking before him, sees it coming, and turns

aside till it is past, while the other, entirely heedless, per-

ceives not its approach, and, before he is aware, meets it, and

suflers :—or, as when two travellers are passing through a

country that abounds with wild beasts,—one of them, ac-

quainted with the danger, knowing the haunts and the ways
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of tlie different animals, lias all his eyes about liim, is ever

on the look-out, before and on either side, avoiding this

course and choosing that, moving cautiously and treading

softly,—while the other, ignorant of the danger and of the

precautions necessary to safety, goes forward heedlessly, and

falls an immediate victim to his rashness,—so is it with " the

jorudent" and "the simple" in the journey of life.

ISTot that prudence never fails of its end. It does. There

is a Pi'ovideiice that is above human prudence: and often

it happens, that that Providence orders events in ways that

are quite in contrariety to the conjectures of the most saga-

cious foresight. All sayings like the one before us are neces-

sarily of a general character.

Let us apply the maxim, as it is justly and strongly capa-

ble of being applied to spiritual and eternal interests. These

interests are, in the Bible, actually reduced to a simple ques-

tion of j^riidence^—a question of profit and loss.'^ Well
were it could we prevail on men to take up the matter

in this light—to bring to a fair calculation the con-

cerns of the soul and of the body, of time and of eternity

!

"Well were it could Ave get them but to apply to these one-

tenth part of the earnestness with which they set about

taking stock, and bringing their books to a balance, that

they may have a correct estimate of the true state of their

business,—of the prosperity or the declension of their

mercantile affairs ! the z??iprudence,—the wanton, cri-

minal, self-destroying imprudence of leaving your accounts

Avith (Jod unexamined and unsettled !—in allowing the debit

side of those accounts to run ujd, day after day, to a perpetu-

ally augmenting amount, while, on the credit side, you have

nothing !
— literally nothing I— all debt, and nothing to

pay ! Will you venture to leave your prospects for eternity

in so ruinous a position? Know you not, that there is no

stock from Avliich your debts can be discharged but "the

unsearchable riches of Christ?"—and Avill you refuse to

avail yoursidves of that stock, though it is set open to you

* Matt. xvi. 26.

111. c
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for the i)iirpose, and to allow settling-time to come on, with
nothing whatever to meet it ] In other words, there is no
thing that can cancel the charges of guilt against you in the

hook of God's remembrance, but an interest in the blood
and righteousness of tlie one Mediator ;—and will you re-

main without that interest, and allow death and judgment to

find you with all your guilt u^Don your head, through your re-

jection or neglect of the atonement?—to find 3'ou without a

justifying righteousness, because you shght and disregard that

which has been provided for you? why will you "pass
on and be punished," when you have the means of deliver-

ance at hand,—the means of reconciliation and security?

Verse 4. "By humilit}'-, and the fear of the Lord, are

riches, honoiu-, and hfe."'"

—

"Humilitif' and ''the fear of the

Lord'" are naturally associated. They are indeed inseparable.

There can be no true humility without the fear of God, nor
any true fear of God without humility.f Lowliness of spirit

is an indispensable characteristic of a religious hfe. It is in

the valley of humihation that the sinner first meets with
God, and comes into a state of reconciliation with Him. It

is with "a broken and a contrite heart" that he receives the

mercy of the cross ; and the spirit of humble self-renunciation

abides with him all his future days. The spirit of pride can-

not dwell in the same heart vrith '' the fear of the Lord."

And Ave have here afresh the lesson so repeatedly before us,

that the tendency of " humility and the fear of the Lord "

is to " riches, honour, and life
"—to bring respect and wealtli,

and to render the present life a life of happiness ; while se-

curing the riches of divine grace, the honour that cometh
from God, and a life of eternal blessedness hereafter.

Verse 5. " Thorns and snares are in the Avay of the fre-

ward; he that doth keep his soul shall be far from them."
There seems, in this verse, to be an intended antithesis Avith

the fourth. " The froward " stand in contrast with the
" humble fearers of the Lord,"—and " thorns and snares

"

* Comp. chap. iii. 5— 10.

t This is strongly indicated in the Hebrew, where there is no audi
humility,—the fear of Jehovah, The two are in opposition.
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with "riches, honour, and life." The characters are oppo-

site, and so are the effects.

The man who makes his way through a thicket of " thorns
"

is vexed, fretted, and wounded ; and when there are

" snares " besides, by which he is rendered insecure at every

step, whether his foot may not be taken unawares, and even

the troublesome progress he is making be thus arrested, great

is the addition to his distress and perplexity. What a strong

representation does this figure contain of the entanglements,

difficulties, hazards, and miseries of " the froioard "—the un-

principled and ungodly! There is no path clear, but the

path of straightforward, single-eyed integrity. "He that

doth keep his soul shall he far from them"—far, that is,

from " the froward." Whether we render the original word
soul or life; it is equally true, that the further from such

the better. He that regards the real happiness of his life,

and he that regards the welfare of liis soid, will study to keep

aloof from their society.

Verse 6. " Train up a child in the w^ay he should go ; and
when he is old, he will not depart from it." Tliis is a most
important maxim—to parents and to guardians especially.

The first observation we have to make upon it is, that the
" training " spoken of must be considered as including all the

parts of a truly religious education. The words are often

quoted very much at random, and with hardly any definite

meaning whatever. But you must not forget, ichere they

occur. It is in the tcord of God. In all consistency, there-

fore, Ave must understand " training in the way he should go,"

as signifying trainmg in the way icMch the Bible points out,

—bringing up according to the principles and the practice

Avhich it prescribes. With no other kind of training can we
suppose the God who gives the book to connect any promise.

And I cannot bring myself to think that Solomon here

means no more than what may be expected to arise from the

nature of the thing; for, though even in that view of the

words, there is a certain amount of truth in them,—the pro-

mise of God's covenant to the truly faithful training of

children must surely be taken into the account
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The various branches of godly training may be thus

enumerated:— 1. Instruction in right principles,— the

principles of God's Avord :

—

2. The inculcation of right

practice,—the practice of God's will :—3. Salutary admoni-

tion, restraint, and correction:—4. The careful avoidance ot

exposure to evil company and evil example :—5. The exhi-

bition before them of a good example in ourselves :— 6. Con-

stant, believing, persevering prayer. These are all necessary

:

and they are all connected with one another. The first

must be accompanied with the second, and the second must

be founded in the first ; doctrine carried out to duty, and

duty based in doctrine. The third and fourth neglected will

render unavailing the first and second ; for what will instruc-

tion in either doctrine or duty do, unless there be the avoid-

ance of exposure to evil communications, and the admonition,

restraint, and correction, necessary to show you are in ear-

nest? What will food and medicine do, if there is no care

to preserve from the infection of deadly maladies ? The fifth

—our own example—not attended to, will destroy the effect

of all the preceding four. For what, in general, can avail

mere talking to children, nay even correcting them, and

warning them to keej) away from evil companions,—if,

with all this, our own conduct is in contravention of the

whole, and, instead of recommending our instructions, ex-

posing them to scorn, and when the rod is applied, giving

them occasion to say, in their hearts if not with their lips

—

" Thou that judgest doest the same things'?" And then, the

omission oi prayer will deprive all the rest together of their

efficacy. When a child is early, carefully, piously, affection-

ately, and perseveringly, instructed, admonished, restrained,

corrected—drawn and won with all tenderness, from evil to

good, from the world to God,—inured to submission and
diligence, and truth and integrity, and self-control,—an ex-

ample set before him in harmony with all he is taught,—and
all means, along witli the subject of them, earnestly and con-

stantly commended to God for His blessing ;—if a child is

thus " trained in the way that he should go,"
—

" lohen he is

old he ivill not departfrom it.'''
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The language is strong. It is so strong, that one is ahnost

afraid to qualify it; inasmuch as professedly Christian pa-

rents are so sadly prone to lay hold on any qualification of

the words, and to make a pillow of it on which they set their

consciences to sleep. At the same time, I cannot regard

them as containing an absolute assurance that in every indi-

vidual instance in which the means are faithfully used, the

result will infallibly be as here stated. There are two ex-

tremes. That which has just been mentioned is one of them

;

but by far the least pernicious of the two. Indeed, as I have
said, I almost shrink from calhng it an extreme; for it is

certainly much more desirable that parents, in cases where

there has been a failure, should be led to distrust of them-

selves than to distrust of God; to examine well whether
there has not been something wanting,—something they

have omitted, or something they have done wrong ; some de-

ficiency, or some error, in their instruction, their correction,

their vigilance, their example, or their prayers ; whether they

may not have " done what they ought not to have done, or

failed to do what they ought to have done;" or whether, in

the entire system of training there has been that decided

precedence given to their spiritual interests which there

ought to have been; or that tender and winning affection

and earnestness infused into the whole manner of spiritual

tuition which there ought to have been; or that fervour and

that faith in prayer that there ought to have been :—better

that they should be led to such inquiry, and to such self-

jealous}'-, than that by any modifying of the words, they

should be tempted to take matters easy, and to allow the

failure to lie lightly upon their consciences. Still, how-
ever, the verse may be interpreted on the same principle

;

as expressing strongly the tendency of early instruction,

—

what may naturally and reasonably be expected from it, as its

appropriate result. Some, it is true, have gone to an absurd

extreme,—as contrary to the Bible as it is to fact, in affirm-

ing the omnipotence of education,—so that anything what-

ever which you may determine to make of a child may be

made of it—^good, bad, or indifferent, and the first as easily
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and as surely as the others. While this is altogether wild
and presumptuous, still there must be admitted to be not a

little truth in the common lines

—

•' 'Tis education forms the infant mind;
Just as the twig is bent, the tree 's inclined."

And assuredly, we ouglit to be as assiduous in " bringing up
our children in the nurtui-e and admonition of the Lord," as

if all depended upon our own efforts ;—while we look, at the
same time, for that divine aid and that divine influence,

without which our labour will be in vain.

But if that which I have mentioned he an extreme, it is,

as has been already said, incomparably less injurious than
the other : namely, that of lulHng the conscience to repose on
the incessantly reiterated sentiment of the freedom and
sovereignty of grace. When their children " rise up a seed
of evil-doers," they are grieved no doubt; but they shake
their heads and say—Avith a great deal more of self-compla-

cency than of self-reproach. All! you see, we cannot com-
mand grace:—grace is free; God has "mercy on whom he
?^27Z have mercy;" we -have done what we could; but God
has not seen meet to give the blessing. And it is wonderful
how very easy reflections like these make them; when, if

matters were duly and scripturally examined, the saying " ice

have done what ice coidd" might be found far short of truth,—both as to the duty itself and the manner of it. There
are doctrines which have truth. Divine trutli, in them, but
of which particular uses are no better than ca7it. This is

one of them. This continual reference, with a loner-faced

seriousness, to the sovereign freedom of grace, is notliing

better than the cant of orthodoxy, to apologize for the neglect

of duty. The God of the covenant has given ample en-

couragement to his people, in the promises of that covenant,
to bring up their children for Him. But they are connected
with commanded duty,—and dependent upon the due dis-

charge of it. Let parents set their hearts on the salvation of
their children; let this be first and last and midst in their

instruction, in their prayers, in their whole general training,
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and in their inquiries and tlieir selection as to their children's

settlement in life,—a matter in Avliich Christian parents too

often forget themselves, looking too much a great deal, both

as to business and as to marriage connexions, to this world,

—and so contradict all their previous professions, and prayers,

and efforts, and do what they can to thwart and frustrate all

:

—and if there be, in any case, a failure, let it lead to self-

suspicion, self-examination, inquiry into the details of the

particular case, searching of heart, and prayer. They will

then, and tlien only, have "delivered their own souls."'"

* 'i'he expression in the vevse thus commented upon, in the loay he
should go, in the Hebrew is, literally, his way; and Stuart remarks

—

" It means the bent of his mind or inclinations, the capacity which he
lias to pursue this occupation or that. The Hebrew cannot be made
to mean more than that the child should be educated for usefulness, in

such a way as the bent of his genius indicates that he ought to be
trained." The reader must form his own judgment of this view.
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Pijov. xxn. 7— 16.

"The licli i-uleth over the poor, and the borrower is servant to tlie lender. lie

that soweth iniquity shall reap vanity; and the rod of his anger shall fail. He
that hath a bountiful eye shall be blessed; for he giveth of his bread to the poor.

Cast out the scornei-, and contention shall go out; yea, strife and reproach

shall cease. He that loveth pureness of heart, for the grace of his lips the king

shall be his friend. The eyes of the Lord preserve knowledge; and he over-

throweth the words of the transgressor. The slothful man saith, There is a lion

without, I sliall be slain in the streets. The moutli of strange women is a deep

{lit: he that is abhorred of the Lord shall fall therein. Foolishness is bound in

the heart of a child; but the rod of correction sliall drive it far from him. He

Jiat oppressetli the poor to increase liis riches, and he that giveth to tlie rich

sliall surely come to want."

The effect of vyxiltli has ever "been to impart influence and

poicer. Through the corruption of our nature, it is often

])ossessed in a degree very disproj^ortionatc to the real worth

of the owner; and, through the same corruption, the power

arising from it is sadly abused. The rich assuming self-suffi-

cient haughtiness, domineer over the poor, and make them

feel their inferiority, taking advantage of their dependence to

trample upon them,—to demand of them what is unreason-

able, and even what is sinful ; thus rendering their depend-

ence "a temptation and a snare," and extorting improper

compliances, for their own convenience and advantage.

let it not be supposed, that it is here held out as a

motive to the jDursuit and acquisition of riches, that you

may thus " lord it " over the needy, and have a host of in-

feriors at your command. ]^o. But it is a motive and

stimulus to aim at an honest and honourable independence,
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that you may not be subjected to such degradation, nor be
exposed to the many temptations that arise out of it. Men
naturally like to sway a golden sceptre over others; but it is

neither in nature nor in grace to like to have it swayed over

themselves.

^^Tlie J)orroiver is servant to the lender'" expresses a senti-

ment the same in kind. The man who lends lays the bor-

rower under an obligation ; and he is apt to feel his superi-

ority, and to take advantage of it. He has "the borro^ver"

under him. He asserts his claim upon him. He has it ever
in his power to annoy him ; and that he may make use of

him for his own purposes, he may prolong the loan, and re-

new his bill. Having him by this means at his merc}^, he
contrives to keep him his humble servant. The precept

—

^' Ou-e no man anything, but to love one another," may,
doubtless, be interpreted with a literahty which would ren-

der it an impossibihty. This much, however, we may surely

say with truth, that the more literally it can he Ixcpt the

letter. Adhere as strictly to the letter as you can. ]\Iain-

tain then an honourable freedom. Cherish the spirit of

independence. Prefer being your own master to bringing
yoiu'selves under obligation and subjection. Study, as for as

possible, to have it to say—that no man holds against you
any undischarged obligation.

Verse 8. " He that soweth iniquity shall reap vanity ; and
the rod of his anger shall fail."—In nature, the crop corre-

sponds to the seed; and, as formerly noticed, the figure is

not seldom, in Scripture, applied to the final results (and
sometimes even to the 2^resent,) of different courses of moral
conduct. In the divine administration, as in the vegetable
world, evil produces evil, and good good :

—
" They that plow

iniquity, and sow wickedness, reap the same," Job iv. 8.

Be it observed here, that these words were not true in the
precise sense and according to the purpose of him who used
them. He meant, that invariably the providential deahngs
of God corresponded with men's characters ; so that he in-

ferred, from the very fact of Job's sufferings, that he mAist

have been guilty of flagrant secret sins. He saw him reap-
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ing suffering, and lie concluded that he must have " sowed

iniquity." This was false and cruel. But still, when the

M'-ords are taken Avith reference to the ultimate issues of hu-

man conduct, they contain a most important truth.

To "reap vanity'^ is to reap nothing that is substantial

or permanently profitable. The man who " sows iniquity

"

may for the time, perhaps, obtain the advantage he seeks;

but it will prove all worthless in the end. " The har-

vest shall be a heap, in the day of grief and of desperate sor-

row." And this leads me to remark, that the word trans-

lated here vanity has also, and as properl}^, the sense of

o/fflidion, grief, inlsery. In the Vulgate it is rendered by
the Latin word for mischiefs; in the Septuagint Greek the

rendering is much the same; as it is also in other ver-

sions. From the latter j)art of the verse, it is likely that

there is some sjDecial reference to the "iniquity" of oppres-

sion,—of the violence and wrong produced by haughty su-

periority and power:

—

^^ the rod of his anger shall faiV
The rod by which he oppressed and smote the poor, for liis

own selfish ends—that rod " shall fail." Death shall wrest

it from his hands. God shall break it in pieces; and his

tyranny and iniquity shall leave him nothing but shame,

remorse, and the fruits of divine vengeance.

Verse 9. " He that hath a bountiful eye shall be blessed;

for he giveth of his bread to the poor."—In the Hebrew the

expression is
—"He that is good of eye'.' The opposite

phrase—"«?i evil eye''—is frequent in Scripture, and is used

in various senses. It is applied, for example, in a general way,

to dujplieity of 'principle; in which sense it stands opposed

to what our Lord calls "having tlie eye single."'" It is ap-

j^hed also to a perverted state of the affections toward any of

their objects,—supposed of course to be indicated by thelooks.t
It is further used for envy ;% and further still for a principle

closely allied to envy

—

covetoiisness—eagerly looking at the

object desired, and grudging at CA^ery expenditure of it.§

* Luke xi. 34, f Dent, xxviii. 54, 56.

+ Matt. XX. 15: Mark vii. 22: where it is distinguished from covet-
ousness. § Prov. xxiii. 6; xxviii, 22: Deut. xv. 9.
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Tills meaning is illustrated by the use of the correspond-

ing expression, in the verse before us,

—

^Uigoodeye^ It

means the eye of compassionate and generous tenderness,

—

that looks, A\^ith a desire to relieve, on the wants and woes of

others, melting in sympathy over their sufferings ; and that,

at the same time, does not merely weep—shedding una-

vailing tears,—but, affecting the heart, opens the hand

—

"for he giveth of his bread to the poor." Perhaps the ex-

pression—"he giveth of Ms bread to the poor," may mean,

that he is ready even to share his own provision Avith them

;

not merely to give a small portion of his superfluities, but to

stint himself for their sujDply. And this is the spirit of true

charity. "He shall be blessed:^'— blessed of men; and

blessed of God.

Verse 1 0. " Cast out the scorner, and contention shall go

out
;

yea, strife and reproach shall cease."—By "the scorner
^^

in various occurrences of the designation in this Book, is

meant the profane and impious scoffer at religion,—the

"mocker, whose bands shall be made strong." Here it

seems to mean the man of contemptuous and sneering in-

solence,—of sarcasm and banter,—of sly and keen insinu-

ation,—of malicious "jibes and jests and irony;" the man
who is ever holding up others to ridicule or to suspicion;

who vents his spleen against all in succession that come
in his way, and whom it suits a present selfish or silly

purpose to turn the laugh against, and to make the butt of

satire and lampoon.

The sayings and doings of such a character are the source

of endless heartburnings, jealousies, and contentions. "The
scorner" may be mixed up with these as a party,—himself

the object of resentment and retaliation; or they may be

stirred up by his agency among others. Men of this

stamp are the very pests of social life, in famihes, in neigh-

bourhoods, in the circles of acquaintance and friendship.

They are such characters as Paul may be supposed to

have had in his eye, when, in inculcating peace, he threw in

his conditional if—his modifying clause—" If it be possible,

as much as lieth in you, live peaceably with all men." There
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is really no living in peace with tliem. There is no agree-

ment, no quietness, no comfort, no enjopnent, till you get

rid of them. They are the blowers of the fires of strife.

Their words are seeds of malice. Their very looks set friends

at variance. Their jests are dictated by the gall of ill nature,

at which the very laugh is meant to engender spite and fo-

ment discord. They are cankerworms in the flowers and
fruits of social life.

There are persons who sometimes make their appearance

in churches,—persons who are full of spiritual pride and
self-consequence,—"wise in their own conceits"—"0 how
lofty are their eyes, and their eyelids are lifted up ! "—" no
doubt they are the people, and wisdom shall die with them !

"

They "trust in themselves that they are right, and despise

others." They are supercihous "scorners" of all opinions but

their o'wai; and they treat all others mth the sneer of self-

sufficient derision. They thus produce "contention, strife,

and rep)roach"—envies, resentments, charges and recrimina-

tions, uncharitable conjectures and surmises, schisms and
divisions, wherever they go. And from church to church

sometimes tliey do go,—carrying with them their tinder-box

and their steel :—and woe to each in succession ! Others are

disposed to be at peace, and would live in it, in comfort and
prosperity, if these strife-kindlers would but allow them.

What, then, is the remedy, when such characters arise,

and are found to be incorrigible ? Here we have it :

—

"Cast out the scorner, and contention shall go out; yea,

strife and reproach shall cease." He shows a sad absence of

the leading graces of the Christian character, and a conse-

quent unfitness for a place amongst the children of God.

His spirit is the very opposite of what is engendered by the

influence of the gospel; and the prevalence of it is utterly

destructive of all the ends of Christian fellowship. Humility

and love, with their happy results, peace and harmony,

are essential to the spiritual prosperity and growth of the

churches of Christ. And surely that which is the very re-

verse of the examj)le of the Master, and of what his Holy
Spirit, when he dwells in the soul, produces, and which
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rssentially and flagrantly mars and frustrates the very designs

of Christian communion, ought to be put away. There is no

cure but ^^ casting outJ' Such men are the Jonahs of churches,

and of the coteries of social life. As long as they are there,

there "will be nothing but the bluster and commotion of the

storm,—" toihng in romng," incessant distress, vain exer-

tion, and no progress. The sea cannot "cease from its rag

ii g," till they are thrown overboard.

Verse 11. "He that loveth pureness of heart, for the

grace of his lips the king shall be his friend."—By "^jz^rc-

7iess of heart" we should surely here understand, in its full

extent, what is usually meant by the phrase in the word of

God. It signifies sinceriti/, it is true; but it signifies that

sincerity as attaching to and characterizing something more.

It is the sincerity of genuine piety, of inward sanctity, of all

the holy princijDles and affections which the heart-searching

God enjoins and approves; which He loves; on which He
smiles and " lifts the light of his countenance." *

He that " loveth pureness of heart," is he who not only

has an admiring affection for it in others, but desires it and
cultivates it in himself,—using with constancy, dihgence,

and prayer, all the means of heart purification. The Apostle,

speaking of " righteousness, and peace, and joy in the Holy
Ghost," says, " He that in these things serveth Christ, is ac-

ceptable to God and approved of men." Solomon agrees

with him. " He who loveth pureness of heart, fo?' the grace

of Ms Ujjs the king shall he his friend,"

By the "grace of his hps" we are to understand, not

merely propriety, correctness, and elegance of address, and
persuasiveness of manner, but such address as the vehicle of

wise and salutary counsel,—characterized by prudence, hu-

mility, and respect. Even when there is no Hking to true

rehgion, there are some of its effects which command esteem
and win affection. Humble consistency, propriety, a con-

duct appropriate to station, firmness of adherence to principle

* SeePsal. xxiv. 3—5; Ixxiii. 1 : Matt. xv. 8: and, in connexion witli

these, to impress the necessity of guileless sincerity, Fsa. xxxii. 1, 2;
John i. 47 : Psa. li. 6.
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M'itli deferential gentleness of demeanour,—tlie great, even

kings themselves, will admire and honour. So was it in

the case of Joseph; of Ezra and Il^ehemiah; of Mordecai;

of Daniel; of Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego; and so

has it been with others.

My brethren, let us cultivate the character, independently

of every consideration of its effects to ourselves, amongst men.

It is good in the sight of God; and that is enough. That

should be our supreme reason for seeking it. IMany, instead

of reaping from it the favour of tlie prince, have been ex-

posed on account of it to persecution and to death. The
will of God must be our law, and the appro\T.ng smile of

God our reward. While Ave thank God for the favour He
may give us in the sight of men,—we must see that we seek

no friendsliips, whether among the greatest or the least, the

highest or the lowest, by any other means whatever than

the " j)ureness of heart" and the consistency of life here re-

commended. Even in regard to mere external ceremonial

defilement, Daniel and his companions would not, in compli-

ance with the wishes and for the sake of the favour of the

Idng, pollute themselves. It would have been a transgres-

sion against their God. It would have defiled their con-

sciences, and impaired their sense of integrity before Him :—
and what would the favour of the king of Babylon have

been to them, when for it they had forfeited that of the God
of heaven ? J^ever must the lips be allowed to assume a grace

that is inconsistent with pureness and sanctity; or to give

utterance to a single word of flattering courtesy, to which the

heart does not respond—no not for the sake of the friendly re-

gard of all the crowned heads of Europe. "What Solomon says

is rather an encouragement to love and cultivate " piu^eness of

heart," than a motive to be directly regarded, and allowed to

influence us to this duty. It is only one of those indirect

results which may be enjoyed as a testimony of the higher

approbation of God.

Yerse 1 2. " The eyes of the Lord preserve knowledge

;

and he overthroweth the words of the transgressor." This

language is susceptible of various interpretations :

—
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1. By some it is iuterpreted in immediate connexion

with the preceding verse. According to this view " the eyes

of the Lord preserving knowledge" means their being upon
it at all times for its protection and safety ; knowledge being

thus put—the abstract for the concrete—for the persons

who are under its influence ; so that the words in the former

part of the verse -svill amount, in effect, to much the same
"vvith the expression—" the eyes of the Lord are u]X)n the

righteous." Thus Dr. Lawson:*—'' AAHien knowledge in the

mind is attended by pui-eness in the heart and grace in the

lips, they form an amiable and worthy character, which draws

to it the eyes and hearts of wise men : but that is not the

l^rincipal recommendation of it; for the eyes of the Lord
himself preserve knowledge, and watch for good over the

man whose lips and conversation are regulated by it."t This

certainly renders the antithesis in the verse pointed and
natural:

—
" hut he overthrowetli the loords of the transgressorr

2. The first part of the verse has been understood of the

vigilant care exercised by the Lord over Jmoivledge,—that is,

over the knowledge of Himself—over divine truth—over

true religion in the world; of the providence of God pre-

serving this truth, in the midst of abounding ignorance, ido-

latry, and infidehty under all its forms; of the successful

overthrow of all opposition—all the false reasonings, the in-

sidious sophistries, and corrupting heresies, of the unbeliev-

ing and ungodly ; and the extraordinary preservation of the

volume of inspired truth in such a measure of purity from

age to age, amidst all the attempts to suppress and destroy it.

This interpretation of the words has been illustrated by the

calHng of Abraham,—by the revelation given to Moses, and
the commission of the "lively oracles" received by him from

Jehovah, to the sacred custody of His ancient people, chosen

from among the nations of the earth for the very purpose of

the guardianship and preserv^ation of "knowledge"— the

knowledge of His law, of His purposes, and promises, and

covenant :—and, under the !N"ew Testament dispensation, by

* So also Stuart. t Comp. 2 Chron. xvi. 9.
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tlie completing of the sacred canon, and its constant preser-

vation tlirough such a variety of concurrent causes;—its re-

publication, after ages of darkness, at the glorious Reforma-

tion
;
—its translation and circulation in so many of the lan-

guages and dialects of mankind, so that now nothing could

destroy it, short of the miraculous interference of the almighty

power of its divine Author. If the former part of the verse

be taken in this sense, then the latter may be interpreted of

the vanity of " all the hard speeches which ungodly sinners

have spoken against it." Infidel ^vriters, in the elation of

their presumptuous confidence, have given utterance, at times,

to predictions of the speedy overthrow of what they have
stigmatized as superstition and old-wives' fiibles. But their

own words—not God's, have been " overthrown," and have

been proved "great swelling words of vanity." Shame hath

covered their authors. And "knowledge"—the best, the

highest, the most valuable—the knowledge of the " only true

God, and of Jesus Christ whom he hath sent," which is "hfe
eternal," remains in all its perfection to this hour; and never

did it present a fairer and surer promise of universality

and permanence :
—

" The voice said. Cry. And he said,

"What shall I cry? All flesh is grass, and all the good-

liness thereof is as the flower of the field : the grass wither-

eth, the flower fadeth; because the spirit of the Lord bloweth
upon it : surely the people is grass. The grass withereth,

the flower fadeth : hut the word of our God shall stand for
eyer," Isa. xl. 6—8.

3. There is still another sense of the words,— wliich

they may bear; though by some, perhaps, it may be re-

garded as fanciful:
—"The eyes of the Lord keejj know-

ledge : "—they retain it. "VYliat He sees, be it but for a mo-
ment, does not, as with our vision, pass away. It remains.

We see, and, having seen, what passes from the eye passes

also from the memory. Not so is it with God's vision.

The sight of His eye is no uncertain or forgetful glance.

It is unerring and permanent. All that His eyes have ever

seen is known as perfectly now as when it passed before them,

—as when it existed or happened !—And in the exercise of
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this permanent and perfect knowledge, " He overtkroweth the

words of the transgressors." All their evil desert remains

before Him. They can neither elude His knowledge, nor

bribe His justice, nor resist His power. They shall all be

made to learn by fearful experience, "whose words shall

stand, His, or theirs!'^

Verse 13. " The slothful man saith. There is a lion with-

out, I shall be slain in the streets." It is not a common
thing for lions to frequent streets. The forest is their place.

But the indolent sluggard conjures up imaginary difficulties

and perils, such as would never occur to any but a morbid
mind. Any excuse will do : the fancy of danger—the pre-

tence of fear. But what keeps him still, even in cases of the

utmost urgency, is not cowardice; it is mere indolence. Yet
would he rather incur the imputation of timid chicken-heart-

edness than make any exertion, than rouse himself to the

slightest activity. He is ready to say, " Call me what you
will—abuse me as you like—say and think of me what you
please—but let me aloner The verse is obviously the lan-

guage of sarcastic and cutting derision; and is intended,

were that possible, to put the sluggard to the blush.

Let us beware of the encroachments of this somnolent and
lazy habit. In calls of duty especially,—when the good of

others and the glory of God summon us to exertion, let us

strive resolutely against it. ISTever let it, in any case, be

said,—never let our own consciences have it to say,—that

indolence—the mere indisposition to bestir ourselves, has lost

us an opportunity of glorifying God or benefiting men,—our

families, our friends, our neighbours, our country, or the

church of God. ISTever let us conjure up "Z/o?2s" that have
no being save in our own fancy, and, so lay ujd for ourselves

regrets afterwards, and stings of conscience, which seasonable

exertion, then too late, might have preA'ented,—nay more,

might have substituted for them pleasing reflections and pre-

sent and anticipated enjoyment.

Yerse 1 4. " The mouth of strange women is a deep pit

:

he that is abhorred of the Lord shall fall therein." For a

full, affectionate, faithful, and fearful commentary on this
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emphatic and ajDpalling sentence I refer yon to tlie early por-

tions of tliis Book, formerly under our review.* I have called

the sentence before us an appalling one. Is it not? Can
any words be more so? It is not so much the strong figure

used—the ^^ deep pit''—artfully concealed—into which the

unwary passenger falls headlong ere he is aware, and perishes

:

—a pit this, into which a fall is more than danger, is certain

death and destruction ;—I refer more particularly to the latter

words of the verse—" he that is abhorred of the Lord shall fall

therein
!

" my hearers—my youthful hearers especially,

—

this is solemn, tliis is terrible. It is the language of bitter

experience ;—of a spirit that had felt the agony of being de-

serted of God, and in danger of being given up to judicial

and final abandonment. Solomon had fallen into this pit. He
had forsaken God, and God had for the time forsaken him.

And Oh I the agony of awakened conviction and felt aban-

donment! To what do the fearful words amount? To
this : that in His righteous displeasure, there is not a hea-

vier curse which an offended God can allow to fall upon

the object of His wrath, than leaving him to be a prey to the

seductive blandishments of an unprincipled woman :—that if

God held any one in abhorrence, this would be the severest

vengeance He could take on liim. ! let youth hear this,

and tremble ! There are few vices—if indeed there be any

—more sadly jDrevalent ; and there are few—if indeed there

be any—more miserably destructive of soul, body, and estate.

The abhorrence and the curse of God are in the haunts,

whether ojDen or secret, of profligacy and lewdness. Wish
you to have proof of your being ^'abhorred of the LordV
Court the company of the " strange woman." If not, flee

from the temptation, as you would from the opening mouth

of hell!

The following verse contains a statement of fact^—and

the duty arising out of it. The ftict stated is, that " foolish-

ness is bound in the heart of a child." Ey ^^foolishness'' is to

be understood not merely frivolity, levity, and nonsense;

* See chap. ii. 16—19; v. 3—12.
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but something greatly more deplorable,—the principles of

moral evil—of spiritual corruption. This "foolishness" is

" hound in the child's heart." It has 2^ firm seat, from which

it is not easily dislodged. It is inbred—entwined closely

and intimately, and with sad universahty of influence,

among all the natural passions, desires, and affections of the

human constitution, as well as all the powers and faculties

of the mind, which are all tainted by the corrupting leaven.

" The rod of correction shall drive it far from him^ It

is here implied that the foohshness is so "bound in the

heart," as to need this, among other means of expulsion. I

say among others ; for nothing could be more preposterous

than to suppose the rod. by itself to be meant here. It is

"the rod" as accompanying, and contributing to give effect

to instruction, admonition, counsel, example, and prayer.*

And in order, as we have seen, to the end being effectually

answered, the nature and degree of the fault, the time, the

temper, the manner, and the measure, of the correction, must

all be carefully attended to. Injudicious chastisement, ill-

timed, ill-tempered, ill-adapted to the case, and ill-propor-

tioned in measure, may effectually frustrate the end in view

;

nay may even serve to promote its opposite, confirming,

instead of expelling folly.

Verse 16. " He that oppresseth the poor to increase his

riches, and he that giveth to the rich, shall surely come to

want."—How frequently, under different modifications and

aspects, does the wise man introduce this subject ! There are

here two things which maij and sometimes do go together

—

" oppressing the poor, to increase riches," and—" giving to the

rich." The former is done to gratify avarice; the latter,

to humour vanity. The one also furnishes the means of

the other; the wealth that is obtained by the oppression of

the poor, being employed in courting, by gifts and accom-

modations, the favour of the rich. There is something in

tliis fitted to stamp the character mth universal odium :

—

the idea of getting the riches that are spent in courting the

* See chap. xiii. 24; xix. 18.
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rich, at the expense of the comfort of the poor, by screwing

them down, stinting them in their means of life, grinding

their faces, and defranding them of their own ! Such con-

duct brings a double curse, as that in verse sixth brings a

double blessing :

—

first, for his oppression of the poor, who,

as we have often seen, are God's special care :—and secondly,

for his selfish appHcation of what is thus obtained. There

is no principle in either, of regard to God,—either to His au-

thority or to His glory; nor of benevolence to men. The

sole object is the gratification and aggrandizement of self.

It is self that oppresses the poor, and keeps from them what

they do need ; and it is self that curries favour with the rich, •

by giving to them that which they do not need. Of the

man who acts thus, tvant shall be the doom. He shall not

prosper. The curse of God will blast his acquisitions, and

bring him low :—and in the end his portion shall be desti-

tution and misery for ever.



LECTURE LXX.

Prov. XXII. 17—29.

*' Bow down thme ear, and hear the words of the wise, and apply thine heart

unto my knowledge: lor it is a pleasant thing if thou keep them within thee;

they shall withal be fitted in thy lips. That thy trust may be in the Lord, I

have made known to thee this day, even to thee. Have not I written to thee

excellent things in counsels and knowledge; that I might make thee know the

certainty of the words of truth ; that thou mighiest answer the words of truth

to them that send unto thee? Rob not the poor, because he is poor; neither

oppress the afflicted in the gate: for the Lord will plead their cause, and spoil

the soul of those that spoiled them. Make no friendship with an angry man,

and with a furious man thou slialt not go; lest thou learn his ways, and get a

snare to thy soul. Be not thou one of them that strike hands, or of them that

are sureties for debts. If thou hast nothing to pay, why should he take away

thy bed from under thee? Remove not the ancient landmark, which thy fathers

have set. Seest thou a man diligent in his business? he shall stand before

kings; he shall not stand before mean men."

At this point, we enter on the third of the five parts into

which, as I stated in the introductory Lecture, this Book
has usually been divided. It extends from the first of these

verses to the end of the twenty-fourth chapter. It is more
of a connected character than the second part, and bears a

closer resemblance to the style and manner of i\iQ first.

The opening words

—

"Bow down thine ear, and hear''''—
enjoin the attitude of earnest, eager listening;—the attitude

at times to be observed in a j)ublic assembly, when anything

happens to be introduced by the speaker particularly in coin-

cidence with the likings of his audience. There is then a

breathless silence ; every ear is erect and forward ; and where
hearing is dull, every aid applied to the organ that may pre-
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vent a single word of what is said being lost. Eut too often,

alas ! are to be witnessed the listless countenance, and the

drowsy eye ; and the ear, instead of being bent to a listen-

ing posture, is allowed, with all indifference, to catch or to

miss the jDassing sounds, just as it may chance ; and thus

sounds that convey the most important and solemn truths

strike upon the organ, without the mind's being conscious of

the least impression. Hence, we have the further in-

junction

—

^^ Apply tliine heart.'' There must be a feeling

of interest—a desire to know and understand what is

said. The connexion is very intimate between the state of

the dispositions and the right exercise of the understanding.

Simple ignorance,—ignorance that is involuntary and una-

voidable—can never be culpable. The ignorance that is

culpable, and that merits punitive retribution, is that which
arises solely from moral causes.''' There is divine wis-

dom, divine glory, divine suitableness and consistency, in the

truths of God's Word; but from the state of ^^tlie liearV

there is a film on the eyes of the mind that renders sinners

criminally, because wilfully, blind to all their excellence.

Wlien by the Holy Spirit's power this film is removed and
there is once spiritual illumination and discernment,— a

taste and relish of divine "knowledge" imj)arted,—the eager

loiiging is insjDired for a growing measure of attainment in it.

Then comes to be reahzed the truth of the verse which
follows :

—
" For it is a pleasant tiling if thou keep them (the

words of the wise and the knowledge thence derived) within

thee ; they shall withal be fitted in thy lips." ''^Keeping them
within'' refers not to the memory merely, but to the heart.

They must be treasured up there from delight in them and
love to them. Like Him who is their subject, they must
'''dwell in the heart by faith." As there is no kind of knowledge
that can be compared in value with the knowledge of God's

truth, there is none of which the acquisition is more exqui-

* Compare Rom, i. 28: John viii. 43 (wlieve Zi^ar means hear): Eph.
iv. 18 (where blindness means more properly ca//o«s?2e5S or hardness,—

•

as in the margin—and as appears from the tblloAving verse—" who,
heing ^astfeeling, &c.): and Deut. xxix. 3, 4.
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sitely grateful. It introduces a " peace that passetli all un-

derstanding,"—a joy before unknown,—a "joy unspeakable

and full of glory"—a joy that wakes into fresh life as, in the

progress of our inquiries, new light is thrown upon any of

the divine discoveries. What believer is there who has not

experienced the exquisite nature of the pleasure? And
what pleasure so reasonable 1 The philosopher may scorn it

:

but if the discovery of a fact, or the solution of -a problem,

or the estabhshment of a theory, in science, gives Mm satis-

faction, Avliy should not the Christian be vindicated in the

dehglit he feels on discerning more clearly the mind of God,

on points connected, not with time merely, but with eter-

nity? Can anything be imagined more important, more full

of interest than this?

The understanding and retaining of "the words of wisdom"
are necessary qualifications for the right imparting of them.

This seems, substantially, the lesson of the latter part of the

verse:

—

'"'' They shall icithal he fitted in thy lljps:" that is,

thou shalt be able to communicate them fitly—in an appro-

priate, intelligent, and effective manner. In proportion as

God's word is "kept within"—in the understanding with in-

telligence and discrimination, in the memory with clearness

and readiness, and in the heart with experience and affection

—will be the degree of capability to teach others, and of

probable efficiency and success.

There is another benefit that may be connected with

"keeping them within." AVlien we have the word "hidden

in oiu' hearts," it is the means of j^'^'ogressive sand ification.

It works with a leavening influence amongst all our affec-

tions, desires and passions, purifying the whole inner man."^'"

And hence arises a further pecuhar fitness of the words of

wisdom in the lips. Most 2r?ifitting and incongruous are they

in the lips of the ungodly. It is only when a holy life

makes it manifest that they are in the heart, that they are

appropriately " fitted in the lips."

Yerse 19. "That thy trust may be in the Lord, I liavG

* Psal. cxix. 11: 1 lohnili. 0.
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made known to tliec this day, even to tliee." On this verse

observe the following things :

—

1. The, particularity of address,—"to thee, even to thee^

In the days of prophetic inspiration, it was no unusual thing

for the servants of God to receive express commissions to in-

dividuals, in which they alone were concerned. But the

whole Book of God,—the entire " word of His testimony,"

—

should be considered by every one as addressed to him;

—as much so as if there were no other human being be-

sides himself, and as if it had been "given by inspiration"

to himself alone. There is no room for any saying, as Jehu

did of old,
—"To which of all us?" The answer would, in

every case, be—To each of you all—to thee—to thee—to

thee. ]^ot that there is no such thing as " rightly divid-

ijig the word of truth;" not that there are no portions

of it that have a special appropriateness of application to the

characters and circumstances of individuals. Still, the great

truths of the Word are alike to each and to all. And
speedily a man may be placed in one or other of the pecuhar

situations to which the different portions of it are adapted!

I know of nothing more important than for every individual

to bring divine lessons horne to himself Too often, alas

!

we forget personcd amidst general application of particular

truths. We think of them as intended for men, and forget

that they are designed for us. Would you then profit by

what you hear?—keep in mind, that what is addressed to

aii is addressed to each

—

"to thee, even to thee."

2. Mari' the emphasis on the time

—

"this day." We set

a mark, in our minds, on days that have been rendered

memorable by events of special interest. Would !N"oah, think

you, ever forget the day of the year on which he and his

family entered the ark, and when " the Lord shut him in 1
"

—or the day on which he again stepped out of it upon

the green earth, to be the second father of mankind ?

Would the shepherds ever forget on what night of the year

the angelic messengers, amidst the light of the glory of the

Lord, announced to them the divine Saviour's birth, and

when " the multitude of the heavenly host," bursting on
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their sight, " ascended jubilant," saying, " Glory to God in

the highest, and on earth peace, good will toward men?"
Or would Cornelius ever forget the day and the hour when
tlie angehc visitant directed him to that instruction whereby

he and all his house should be saved 1 You, it is true, have

many times heard the words of truth. Let me, however,

remind any of you who have thus often heard, and who still

neglect them, of the importance to you of each day that you
enjoy the privilege. Every time you thus hear them, your

eternal all depends on the reception you give to the message

of God. This day may be important indeed, for it may be

the last on which divine truth shall sound in your ears. that

it may be a day to be sacredly and joyfully remembered by
every sinner now present, as the day on which he first felt

its inestimable preciousness to his soul ! If you thus hear,

and thus improve the opportunity, the day will not be obht-

erated from your memory by the lapse of eternity. There is

one thing of which vsdth emphasis it may be said to each in-

dividual sinner—It is '''to thee, even to thee:''—I mean the

message of the Gospel—the message of free mercy through

the divine Mediator. There is no exception; there is no
difference. The Law speaks to each—" to thee, even to

thee"—its sentence of condemnation. The Gospel speaks to

each—"to thee, even to thee"—its offer of free, full, imme-
diate, irrevocable, pardon on the ground of the universal

atonement. To every fellow-creature we can say—An ade-

quate atonement has been made for all; therefore /o?' thee—
" for thee, even for thee

;

" and on the ground of that atone-

ment does divine mercy come near to thee—" to thee, even
tc thee"—with the offer of forgiveness, acceptance, and Ufe.

"This day" is the message of life again "made kno^vn'

unto thee, sinner; and there is no obstacle to thine ac-

ceptance and enjo}Tnent of it, but what is in thyself;—none
in God; none in Christ; none in the atonement; none in

the divine offer of its virtue to mankind. " To thee is the

word of this salvation sent;" and "now is the accepted

time, now the day of salvation."

3. Mark the design:—"That thy trust may he in the Lord^
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Can there be a design more gracious'? It is connected with
the sinner's present and eternal happiness. "They that

know thy name," says David, "shall put their trust in

thee
:

" then it follows—" for thou, Lord, hast never forsaken

them that seek thee." IsTo. God " keeps them by His power,

through faith unto salvation." God is revealed, to be trusted

in : and He is worthy of all confidence. To trust in God is

to trust in His perfections, as made known in the gospel,

—

in His mercy as it there appears in union mth the justice

and hoHness of His character and government, and in His

faithfulness to all the " exceeding great and precious pro-

mises " of His covenant, which are " yea and amen in Christ

Jesus." All may thus trust in Him. I say to each hearer

—

"To thee, even to thee'' is God in Christ made known, that

thou mayest trust in Him. This trust arises from the know-
ledge of him as in Christ the God of salvation. . Mark the

testimony—" Who verily was fore-ordained before the foun-

dation of the world, but was manifest in these last times for

you, who by liim do believe in God, that raised him up from

the dead, and gave him glory; that your faith and hope

might he in God^' 1 Pet. i. 20, 21. A blessing is ever re-

presented as accompanying and flowing from it; while the

language dictated by it is that of unmoved tranquillity, and
fearless joy—" Lord, I will 2')raise thee : though thou

wast angry with me, thine anger is turned away, and thoii

comfortedst me. Behold, God is my salvation; I will trust,

and not be afraid : for the Lord Jehovah is my strength and

my song; he also is become my salvation," Isa. xii. 1, 2.

Verses 20, 21. "Have not I written to thee excellent

things in counsels and knowledge; that I might make thee

know the certainty of the words of truth ; that thou niightest

answer the words of truth to them that send unto thee."

—

There are difterences among critics and translators about the

exact meaning of the original word translated, in the former

of these verses, " excellent things^ Yet I know not that it

could be altered for the better. In all the views gii^en of it

there is still the idea, more plain or more covert, of superi-

ority or excellence. If, with the Vulgate and Sej^tuagint,
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we take up the sense ^Hlirice repeated,^^
"^—why are things thus

repeated but for their excellence 1 If with the French trans-

lation, we render—

"

things relating to rulers or governors^,''

this, when analysed, may yield the meaning of princely or

royal things,—which is but a figurative way of expressing

their transcendent superiority. And even the simple render-

ing

—

rules or directions (Parkhurst) must be taken, according

to the etymology of the term, as implying their having in

them a kind of royal authority or commanding excellence.t

The discoveries of the Bible—its truths and precepts alike,

are in the highest sense "excellent things." The word of

God bears, like His works, the impress of His name and char-

acter. There is in it a self-evidencing power. It is its own
witness. It meets all our consciousnesses, and is adapted to

all our felt exigencies ; and, though there are many things

in it which our reason could never have discovered, yet tliey

are such as, when discovered, are none of them contrary to

reason, although above it : and those that are within the

compass of our understanding, recommend themselves to all

our convictions, as worthy of the divine Being, and suited

to us. There is impressed upon it throughout infallible

proof of its divine original,—in its infinite superiority to all

that unassisted human effort had ever been able to discover

of God and of divine things. All is the harmony of perfect

excellence. In this very Book of Proverbs—what a fund
of practical wisdom !—all holy—all di^dne ; all recognizing

man's relation to God, as every system of virtue ought to do

;

all founded in ^'^ the fear of the Lord'' as "the beginning of

wisdom !" And this divine ^^ excellence'' of the contents of the

Sacred Volume is one of the evidences by which our faith iu

its certainty may reasonably be confirmed :
—

" that I might
make thee know tlie certainty of the words of truth

"

* This rendering is based on a different reading of the Hebrew.
f Stuart renders (perhaps rightly) " Have I not written to thee

heretofore,''^ &c. ; and remarks that the Hebrew word OlU^ba', while
meaning " literally the day before yesterday, lias also a more general
meaning, \\z. formerly , in time past;" and considers Solomon as al-
luding to " the previous portions of this Book."
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According to what has just been said, the more we

know ivliat the word of God is,—the more we study it,

and become acquainted with its contents, and the more,

in consequence, we experience of its holy power, and of

the hai)piness arising from conformity to its dictates,

—

the greater will be our assurance of its truth. We shall

have "the witness in ourselves" of its divinity,—the ex-

Ijprimental evidence of its heavenly origin,—the proof of

its being from God in its tendency to God—in its influence,

(according to the degree in which it is prized, and felt, and

followed, its spirit imbibed and its principles obeyed,)—over

human character, in assimilating man to liis Maker, in the

beauty of hoHness. There is a certainty as to facts, wliich

rests ujDon the nature and amount of the testimony by

which they are affirmed.* But besides this, and besides all

the variety and force of external proof of the genuineness,

authenticity, and inspiration of the Sacred Volume, there is,

in its doctrinal discoveries and holy precepts, and in the

adaptation of its provisions to the state and the need of

man, an intey^al evidence;—and there is, in the realized

efficacy of the doctrine here taught, in changing the heart

and bringing the whole man under the power of new prin-

ciples and new affections,—all working out a holy and a

happy life,—an experimental evidence of its truth and divin-

ity not less valuable and satisfactory, than they are, in their

nature, in perfect harmony ^vitli the soundest reason. ! it

is a blessed thing, to perceive clearly the one, and to possess

largely the other!—a blessed thing thus to "know the cer-

tainty of the words of truth." It is thus that we "have
peace with God," and that we " go on our way rejoicing."

And from an intimate and experimental acquaintance

with revealed truth arises another advantage, here men-
tioned by Solomon—" that thou mightest answer the worda

of truth to them that send unto thee." " Them that sena

unto thee,^'' is most naturally explained—them that consult

thee, or apj^ly to thee for instruction. Tliis may be the case,

* See Luke i. 1—4.
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not with 23iil)lic teachers aloue, but with private Christians.

And, as we have" ah?eady seen, on verse 18th, (of which the

sentiment is similar,) it is a clear, famihar, discriminative, and
experimental acquaintance with the contents of the inspired

volume, that imparts fitness for this important duty. A
professed believer in the Bible cannot but feel embarrassed

and awkward, when inquiries are made by any desirous

of instruction in its great truths, and they are constrained

from the want of this, to "send them away empty."

See then, beloved, that you seek to make yourselves more
and more intelhgently and extensively familiar with the va-

rieties of divine communication in the Sacred Scriptures,

—

that you may be able to "instruct the ignorant and them
that are out of the way," and "ready always to give an an-

swer, with meekness and fear, to every one that asketh you
a reason of the hope that is in you."

Verses 22, 23. "Rob not the poor, because he is poor;

neither oppress the afflicted in the gate : for the Lord will

plead their cause, and spoil the soul of those that spoiled

them."— the condescending kindness of God—the God of

love, to the poor I to those who are most in danger of being

overlooked and despised. Old and New Testaments are full

of the repetitions of it. Frequently have we had the subject

before us. We do not—we dare not pass it. Where there

is repetition in the Word of God, it is right that there should

be repetition on the part of those who teach it;—that its

lessons may be impressed the more deeply, and never al-

lowed to slip out of mind. In the midst of the sameness

too, there is variety.—"i?o65er?/" of the poor may be prac-

tised directly or indirectly;—by taking from him, or by
keeping from him; or by making his poverty a temptation

to him to part with what he ought to retain. Few may
think of "robbing the poor" in the Jirst of these ways.

Robbers generally seek better game. Yet even the little of

the poor does not always escape the hand of covetous rapa-

city. But many there are, who "rob the poor" in the second

of the ways mentioned. They deprive the poor of their

cjue— keeping back from them what they are in fairness
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entitled to, and taking advantage of tlieir urgent necessi-

ties to effect this; scremng them do\vn to the very least for

M'hich, by the dread of starvation, they can be prevailed upon

to work. And not seldom too has the poor been tempted to

surrender his rights and privileges by being made to feel,

for the purpose of extorting it from him, his helpless,

unprotected, friendless condition. This has been done

by private extortion; and it has been done, as Solomon

here hints, "in the gate'''—that is, by an undue advantage

taken of the law, against the man who has no means of self-

defence, and who has thus cruelty and unrighteousness added

to his affliction. Every way in which the poor is robbed
" because he is poor"—that is, in which advantage is taken

of his indigent and dependent condition,— provokes the

indignation of Heaven: "For the Lord will plead their

cause, and spoil the soul of those that spoiled them." AYe

are here reminded, that the poor are not friendless. The

words ^^ iclll plead their cause'' have an immediate reference

to judicial proceedings, alluded to in the previous phrase

—

" in the gate"—the place of such proceedings. At human
tribunals, we sometimes find disinterested and benevolent

counsel, who step forward to the protection of the poor, and

gratuitously offer themselves to "plead their cause." Jeho-

vah HIMSELF is the counsel of the poor. He " will j)lead their

cause." He will interpose by his providence for their jorotec-

tion; or if here they are allowed to suffer, He will not per-

mit their oppressors to pass with impunity, when He rises

up to final judgment. He will show himself their friend

and patron by avenging them on their adversaries. He ^vill

" S2?oil the sold of those that sp)oiled them."

Verses 24, 25. "Make no friendship with an angry man;
and with a furious man thou shalt not go ; lest thou learn

his ways, and get a snare to thy soul," In this wise and

prudent admonition, it is evident, that by "friendship" is to

be understood intimacy,—the alliance of mutual trust and

confidence, and unbosoming famiUarity and interchange of

mind and heart; and by "an angry man," a man of hot,

fiery, passionate temjDerament.
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For tlie comfort of personal and domestic life, tliere are

few things more important than looking carefully to the tem-

pers of those whom we choose as intimates, either with our-

selves, or at our firesides, in the circle of family privacy and
love. Whatever other qualifications a man may have that

are fitted to make his society agreeable and tempt us to

court it,—they may be many and attractive,

—

temper may
more than neutralize the whole. ]N"othing can be more pain-

ful than a state of incessant apprehension of waking slum-

bering fires,—kindhng to sudden ignition some latent com-
bustibles ; so that, instead of unreserved and open freedom,

which is the very hfe and soul of "friendship," every word
must be carefully weighed ere it is uttered, lest it should prove

a spark, and cause an explosion. It is insufferably irksome,

to be ever under such restraint, and ever in the midst of such

risks of toucliing the secret springs of hasty passion. And
the consequences are mischievous. !N'ot only will the inti-

macy of such men, men who are thus choleric and quarrel-

some, endanger our getting involved in numberless factions

and feuds with themselves, and, what is- worse, with others

through their means,—so that we shall not be able, how de-

sirous soever we may be, to hve in peace,—that first and best

of blessings in social hfe to a good man :—but another and a

greater hazard is mentioned in the latter verse—" lest thou

learn his ivaysJ' It may seem strange that we should be sup-

posed in danger of learning what we feel to be so very

disagreeable. And yet we may. As already hinted, a

passionate man may have interesting and attractive qualities

otherwise. Now, in proportion as we either admu^e or love

him for these, will be the hazard of our thinking the less evil

of his one defect, and trjang to palhate and to smile at it.

And there is no little truth in the saving, that we either are

like our friends and intimates, or icill soon he. But more than
this. The sudden and often unreasonable heats of the pas-

sionate man are ever apt to fret and irritate our spirits, and
thus to form a habit of resemblance by the very reaction upon
ourselves of his hot and hasty temper. And thus, from being
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good-natured and agreeable, we may gradually become very

much the reverse.

Tliis is " a siiaj'e to the souV It not only affects the com-

fort and tranquilUty of our own minds and our social enjoy-

ment—but our spiritual interests. Angry passions " war
against the soul." They are inconsistent with the principles

of the truth of God, and with the precepts and example of

our divine Master—and consequently with the evidence of

true godliness, and of our relation to Christ as his subjects,

and to God as his children. "The fruit of the Spirit is

LOVe."

Verses 26, 27. "Be not thou one of them that strike

hands, or of them that are sureties for debts. If thou hast

nothing to pay, why should he take away thy bed from under

thee." On all subjects, we require "line upon line, and pre-

cept upon precept, here a little, and there a httle."—You
may think the subject in these verses is one on which we
hardly require much urgency:—that there is enough in gen-

eral of self-love in the heart to prevent any great excess of

readiness in "striking hands and becoming sureties for

debts." But there are some dispositions that are generous

and obliging; and there are those who are young and unex-

perienced in the ways of the world, who do stand in need of

having such cautions repeated and urged. "^

The language evidently implies, not a universal prohibition

of suretiship, as of a thing wrong in itself and under whatever

circumstances, but an advice and admonition to special cau-

tion and circumspection. There may, as I have before said,

be cases in which it is more than justifiable,—in which every

claim of necessity and mercy renders it an imperative duty.

But still, we are not entitled, for the sake of one, to expose

others to risk. We are not entitled to overlook and disregard

either the risks and rights of other creditors, or the interests

of a dependent family.

The reason too assigned here for the caution shows us,

that in our dealings with others, a prudent regard to our own

* See on this subject chap. vi. I—5; xi. 15; xvii, 18.
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interests is' a perfectly legitimate motive;—" (/ thou hast

nothing to pay "—that is, if, on the failure of the party for

whom you have become responsible, you have not enough to

make good your suretiship,
—

" Why should he take away
thy bed from under thee ?" This may seem a very rare case.

Yet such creditors there have been, and may still be, whom
seliisliness and resentment drive to the extreme of harsluiess

:

—and whose irritation, perhaps, is exasperated by their see-

ing, that but for the said siu'etiship the party would have

come to a stand and to a settlement earlier, and Avith so much
the less loss to those whom he has involved. "\Ve are com-

manded to " love oiu' neighbour as ourselves :" but to do for

him what might expose us to having our very bed sold from
under us, is to love liim hettev than ourselves, which is a step

beyond the divine injunction. And so many are the cases

in which it is most difficult for us to get at the precise state

and prospects of the person—friend though he may be—who
makes the application, that there is hardly anything that

calls for greater care, or warrants, in the eyes of all sensible

and candid people, a larger measure of reserve, and even,

generally sjDeaking, of steady refusal.

Verse 28. "Eemove not the ancient land-mark wliich thy
fathers have set."—This is in correspondence with the express

statutes of the Mosaic law.* The act is one of detestable deceit

and fraud. A man may by this means, if he goes about it cau-

tiously and by degrees, and chooses carefully his opportunities,

—and especially when he has to do with one who is some-
what careless and unobservant in such matters,—add to the

border of his own inheritance, and thus benefit himself and
liis family. But it is in a way which the God of truth and
righteousness abhors. let every one bear in mind, that

how cleverly, ingeniously, and successfully soever this may
be effected, and how secretly soever "from the eyes of all

living," eluding the detection of the defrauded himself, of his

relations, and friends, and creditors, and of those pubHc au-

thorities to whom it is given in charge to search out frauds

* See Dcut. xix. 14; xxvii. 17.

III. E
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and to right tlie injured,—yet is it not unknown. The eye

sees it, to which " the darkness and the hght are both aUke."

Every inch of land, every fraction of wealth, so acquired,

has the cnrse of the Just One upon it.

The Avords have been sometimes appHed in a very different

department—even to the danger and the criminahty of inter-

meddling with old and long-established articles of doctrine in

religion, and principles and statutes of civil poUt}-. On tliis

subject there are two extremes. There is, in the first place,

an apprehensiveness and jealou.sy of all that bears the aspect

of innovation, which is absolutely morbid, and becomes a

weakness ; and there is, in the second place, an excessive

fondness for whatever has the charm of novelty to recommend
it,—and a restless inquisitiveness after everything of the kind,

—an incessant proj)ensity to change, and to list for every

shifting T\dnd of doctrine. It may at once be admitted, that

the latter is the more dangerous of the two :—and really

when we see persons getting hold of principles which to

them are new, becoming enamoured of them, pushing
them to extremes, and perverting everything else into con-

formity Avith them,—hasty to question whatever is old, and
as hasty to embrace whatever is novel,—so that, with
minds unsettled and roving, it is impossible to predict

to what lengths they are to go, and where they are to land,

—we hardly wonder that others should run to the contrary

extreme, be frightened from inquiry altogether, and speak,

with grave apprehension, of the danger of " removing the old

landmarks which our fathers have set." It is clear, however,

that there can be no period of prescription for truth,—or

rather for falsehood,—no length of time, that is, by which
error that has passed for truth can become anything else than
error. No time can transmute wrong into right. Changes,

no doubt, should be made with caution. The longer any-

thing has been received as a truth, the improbability of its

being found an error becomes ever the greater. But if any
dogma in any human system of Christian doctrine is proved,

from a full and careful investigation of the word of God, to

have been set down and held as a truth by mistake,—it
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would be a most strange and miscliievoiis attachment to an-

tiquity for its own sake, that would resist its being expunged
and the truth discovered substituted in its room. jSTever

must we forget, that the most ancient land-marks of truth and
duty are those Avhicli have been fixed here—in the Bible—

•

by the hands of prophets, apostles and evangelists, under the

immediate direction of the " Spirit of the Lord." There are

none so old as these. From the Bible human standards have
been formed. Their land-marks profess to be in agreement,

in the bounding lines of truth and error marked out by them,
Avith those which are set down there. But when, on a careful

survey, any of them are found to have been misplaced, and
to bring any part of the region of error within the boundary
of the territory of truth,—their removal becomes a duty of

imperative obUgation, All that has been introduced, in the

form of doctrine or of practice, inconsistent with the state-

ments and prescriptions of the Inspired Volume, ha^ been un-
warrantable innovation ; and to be charged with innovation

for returning to the original and only authoritative test of

truth and error, of duty and sin, would be most unreasonable.

"The traditions of the elders,'' among the Jews had great

antiquity
;
yet they were innovations. " To the law and to the

testimony ; if they speak not according to this word, it is be-

cause there is no light in them." And then, as to innovations

in the institutes of civil polity,—while hasty changes are ad-

mitted to be dangerous and undesirable, there is a clinging to

things as they are that is little less than fatuous. To err is

human. AVliat system of human polity ever existed, that was
perfect, and unsusceptible of improvement ? While, therefore,

in all that regards the constitution, and laws, and precedents
of our national pohcy, eveiy approach to a revolutionary spirit

is gi-eatly to be deprecated, yet the puerile dread of innovation
ought not to prevent either the correction- of abuses, or the
introduction of improvements, corresponding with the advance
of knowledge and experience. It should be laid down as a
maxim that

^^final measures " belong only to God ; that in
all human administrations, the very phrase is presumption.
Old customs cannot always suit new times and new circum-
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stances. The occasions in which they originated pass away;

the state of tilings is altered and reversed ; and when change

of condition requires change of law and practice, adherence

to the old is folly.

The general principle laid down in the closing verse, is the

teiidency of diligence,—of activity, promjDtitude, and clever-

ness, quickness in apprehension, and dexterity and persever-

ance in execution,—to advancement in the world,—to the at-

tainment of its wealth and its honours. It implies also, that

wise and prudent princes will select for their own service and
that of the state, men who have given proof of vigorous, intel-

ligent, enterprising, and steadily persevering character in the

departments in which they have been engaged :

—
" Seest thou

a man diligent in liis business? he shall stand before kings;

he shall not stand before mean men."

Eeverting for a moment to the language of a former verse,

let me, in conclusion, press earnestly upon all the certainty

OF THE WORDS OF TRUTH. The evidence of the divinity of the

Bible, instead of ever being shaken by all the efforts of infi-

delity, has been augmenting from the beginning hitherto. Its

external evidence has grown in the fulfilment of its predic-

tions. Its internal evidence, though in one sense ever the

same, has, in another, been increasing also; inasmuch as

it has stood its ground amidst all the advances of human
knowledge, and men have never been able to improve upon

it or to get before it :—and it is the one only hook of which

tliis can be afiirmed. And its experimental evidence,—the

manifestation of its truth in its saving influence,—in its

power to dislodge and change the evil passions and habits of

the worst of men,—has multiplied by thousands and tens of

thousands of dead and living witnesses. In our own days,

we have but to point, not only to cases of revival in our own
land, in which the gospel has proved itself " mighty through

God " to the pulling down of the strongholds of worldliness

and corruption, and turning hearts long alienated to God,

—

but to the lands of Heathen idolatry and cruelty and vile-

ness, wherever Gospel truth has found its way and has

been embraced. There, in the marvellous changes that have
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been effected,—in the contrast between previous stupidity,

and pollution, and heartless and murderous ferocity, to

intelligence, and purit}^, and virtue, and peace, and har-

mony, and happiness, we have the triumphs of the Cross,

and the manifestation of the " certainty "—the divine

certainty
—

" of the words of truth." They have thus shown

themselves to be indeed " excellent things " by the excellence

of their effects. We call upon all to examine for themselves.

Th^ 'BiblQ courts examination. It is the unwillingness and

refusal to examine, that is most to be deplored. The genuine •

ness of its writings, the authenticity of its histories, the reality

of its recorded miracles, the fulfilment of its prophecies, the

sublimity and consistent harmony of its doctrines, the purity

of its precepts, the origin of its commemorative ordinances, and

its tendency to personal and social virtue and happiness,—
all court examination. The testimony of the celebrated earl

of Rochester, when converted from infidelity and profligacy

to Christianity and virtue, will be found the truth. Laying

his hand on the Bible, he would say
—

" This is true philo-

sophy. This is the wisdom that speaks to the heart. A bad

life is the only grand objection to this Eook."
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PrOV. XXIII. 1— 11.

"When thou sittest to eat with a ruler, consider uiligently what is before

fliee; and put a knife to thy throat, if thou be a man given to appetite. Be not

desirous of his dainties ; for they are deceitful meat. Labour not to be rich

;

cease from thine own wisdom. Wilt thou set thine eyes upon that which is not?
for riches certainly make themselves wings; they fly away as an eagle toward

heaven. Eat thou not the bread of him that hath an evil eye, neither desire thou

his dainty meats; for as he thinketh in his heart, so is he: Eat and drink, saith

he to thee; but his heart is not with thee. The morsel which thou hast eaten

shalt thou vomit up, and lose thy sweet words. Speak not in the ears of a fool

;

for he will despise the wisdom of thy words. Remove not the old landmark;

and enter not into the fields of the fatherless: for their redeemer is mighty; he

shall plead their cause with thee."

Diligence is commended in the close of the preceding chap-

ter; this opens with the commendation of temperance or

moderation. Tliis virtue the people of God ought to prac-

tise in every thing. They should "let their moderation

"be known unto all men"—that is, their self-government

in the desire, the use, the enjoyment, and the regret, of all

that jDcrtains to the present world. In the opening verses,

we have one particular description of moderation,— the

laj^ng of a restraint, at all times, but especially on occa-

sions of peculiar temptation, on the animal appetites. The
verses suggest the following observations :

—

1. There are few things, if any, more disgusting and de-

grading, than the studied and anxious indulgence of these

appetites:—to see a man surveying the table, with an epi-

cure's eye ; carefully selecting his favourite articles ; and in
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his manner of preparing and eating them, making it mani-

fest to all about him that his whole soul is on the contents

of his plate, and that nothing annoys him so much as any
interruption such as endangers their getting out of season,

and losing their nice rehsh. It is particularly loathsome,

when the man appears to catch with extraordinary avidity

the occurrence of a feast, and to be resolved on making the

most of the opportunity. What man can be more despi-

cably low than he " whose God is his belly ?" When Solo-

mon says
—

" Consider diligently what is before thee,"—it is

for a very different purpose, and in a very different frame of

mind, from those I have been mentioning. It means—Con •

sider well the scene of temptation that is before thee, and
be upon thy guard.

2. There are, on such occasions, temptations to over-in-

dulgence and excess. And then our self-jealousy and watch-

fulness should be proportioned to tico things—namely, the

strength of propensity, and the amount of temptation. This

is the import of the strong expression in the second verse

—

" and put a knife to thy throat, if thou be a man given to

appetite." The import seems to be—Eat as if a knife were

at thy throat;—eat in the recollection and impression of

thine imminent danger; remember that the knife wherewith
thou dost feast thy delicate or thy gluttonous appetite had
better be at thy throat than used for such a purpose,—so

prejudicial to health, to reputation, to the credit of thy pro-

fession, to the interests of thy soul. In several versions

we have the sense given—" Otherwise thou mlt put a knife

to thy throat, if thine appetite have the dominion." For

—

3. A man's conduct, on such occasions, is marked;—
especially if he be a religious professor. He may, in this

v\'ay, bring reproach upon rehgion: which ever ought, and
which, when genuine and duly felt, ever icill, impose a

restraint on such indulgences. How sad, when a religious

professor gives occasion to the ungodly, with the leer of

sarcastic scorn, to say—"Ah! did you see how the holy

man—the man of spiritual abstraction—how he did enjoy

himself!—he made the most of it!—with what a gusto, and
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what culinary connoisseursliip, lie discussed his meal!"

Thus are all his pretensions to spirituality turned to ridi-

cule; and from his example encouragement is taken by

others to persist in such indulgences and excesses : while any

usefulness he might have is impaired and lost, and his repu-

tation for consistency forfeited.

4. On the other hand, we should be on our guard against

the ostentation of abstinence and plainness,—the affectation

of extraordinary abstemiousness ;—decUning this, and refus-

ing that, merely for the purpose of drawing attention, and

further fixing that attention by incidental remarks—inci-

dental in appearance but studiously introduced and timed,

—

for the express purpose of having it said—What a singularly

abstemious man he is ! how plain in his tastes ! how exem-

plarily indifferent to the gratification of his appetite !—This

would be little better than gratifying one carnal principle in-

stead of another,

—

vanity, instead of gluttony or epicurism,

the love of notice and distinction, instead of animal appetite

and the love of dainty fare,—the lust of the mind, instead

of the lust of the flesh.—Our duty, then, is—indifference to

the indulgences of the table, without the obtrusive ostenta-

tion of it; eating and drinking in moderation, what is set

before us, \vithout the affectation of singularity.

5. There should be special vigilance, if there be reason

to suspect any snare— any intended temptation, for an-

swering a selfish or a malicious purpose. Worldly men
sometimes do, very wickedly, lay such snares for the godly.

They do so to try them,— for the diabolical satisfaction

of witnessing the inconsistencies into which they thus seek

to entice them. They then laugh at them, and make
sport of their principles : for " fools make a mock at sin."

—I do not say that anything of this kind is meant to be

conveyed by the terms of verse third—probably not. The
meaning of that verse seems to be no more than that evil

often lurks under the semblance of good;—that while pre-

sent enjoyment is promised and pressed upon us, the conse-

quences, if we suffer ourselves to be thrown off our guard,

may be bitter.
—"AYhen you see a number of dishes, of
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very dififerent kinds," says a sensible expositor, " tliink with

yourself—Here are fevers, and agues, and gouts in disguise.

Here are snares and traps spread along the table, to catch

my soul, and draw me into sin. Sense gives a good report

of this plenty ; but reason and religion tell me to take heed,

for it is deceitful meat."

Verse 4. " Labour not to be rich ; cease from tliine own wis-

dom." " Lahour not to he rich'' 'What a startling inter-

dict this ! What an immense proportion of the world's toil,

and especially in such a community as our own, does it

bring under condemnation and proscription ! Were all the

labour directed to this forbidden end to cease,—how little

would be left !—what a sudden stagnation would there be
of the turmoil of busy activity with which we are daily sur-

rounded ! What are the great majority of men about,—in

our city and in our country? "What keeps them all astir?

AVhat is the prevailing impulse of all the incessant bustle

and eager competition of our teeming population 1 Are not

all,—with a wider or a narrower estimate of what riches

mean,—" labouring to be richV—The love of fame has been
called the universal passion. Is not the love of money quite

as much, if not more, entitled to the designation? Yes;
and many a time does the idsdom of the world set itself to

the defence of the world's toil and the world's aim—alleg-

ing many plausible, and some ]nore than plausible, things in

its pleadings, " Eiches," say they, " keep a man and his fa-

mily from dependence, Eiches enable a man to enjoy many
comforts that are in themselves lawful and desirable. Eiches
procure a man distinction and influence in society. By tliis

and other means, riches put it in a man's poAver to do good

:

—why should we not ' labour to be rich ?
'
" It is all true

;

and the plea is in part quite legitimate. Yet Solomon, by
the Spirit, with the authority, and in the kindness of God,
enjoins—" labour not to be rich."

His meaning evidently is, that the acquisition of the
worldly wealth must not be a man's primary aim—that
which chiefly occupies his desires, his thoughts, his schemes,
his time, and his toil,—to the neglect of concerns of incom-
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parably higlier importance, and to a forgetfiilness of the

amount of temptation, and of danger to these higher con-

cerns, which success in his pui'suit brings with it,—so as to

preclude serious inquiry about the grand problem—the most
momentous by infinite degrees, that can occupy the mind of

man

—

how an eternity of being may he to him an eternity of
well-being.

" Cease from thine own wisdom^' may be considered as

regarding both the object of pursuit, and the manner ofimr-
suing it. The object, considered as the main end of life, is

infinitely unworthy of a reasonable being ; and the manner in

which the 23ursuit of it is carried on is characterized by a

disregard of God that is the very essence of impiety. All

tliis is true, even on the supposition that the result of the

labour were certain acquisition, and the riches, when acquired,

a sure ptossession,—sure for life and for posterity. But

—

Verse 5. " Wilt thou set thine eyes upon that which is

not? for riches certainly make themselves wings; they fly

away as an eagle toward heaven."—How emphatically strong

this language ! "Upon that which is not!'^ So precarious

are the riches when obtained, that they are hardl}?- allowed the

attribute oi existence !
—"that which is not!—How beautifully

the air-bubble glitters in rainbow hues, as it floats on the

stream, or mounts into the atmosphere !—but in a moment,
it bursts, and is gone. Solomon here uses a different figure

:

—" for riches verily make themselves wings ; they fly away
as an eagle toward heaven." Such was the experience of

the wise man's times:— surely I need not say in what a de-

gree it has been the experience of our own. How frequent-

ly, and how affectingly in many cases, has it been exempli-

fied !—Sometimes the wings grow gradually. Tlieir begun

and advancing groAvth is perceived by the owner, and the

result dreaded, when others know nothing of it, and ai'e

fancpng all secure. His eyes are sleepless with sohcitude

amidst the envy of the ignorant around him. At other

times, the event is as unanticipated by the possessor as it is

l^y others. The mngs are the product of a moment, and the

flight unexpected and sudden. A single unlooked for con-
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tingency in providence,—and all is gone!—the accuniida-

tions of half a hfe-time ^'anished in an hour ! A change in

the commercial tariff of a foreign state ;—a sudden fall in the

markets;—a single unsuccessful speculation, from which ad-

ditional thousands were expected;—the bankruptcy of some

house that was esteemed of established and unshaken credit;

—a hundred causes may, one or other, occasion the sudden

annihilation of property and prospects. The very " labour-

ing'' to be rich,—the very eagerness after the object,—the
^^ hasting'' to its attainment, is not unfrecpiently the A'ery

means of bringing all to nothing.

"Wilt thou," then, ^^ set thine eyes upon that which is

not?" To set the eyes upon it, is to set the heart upon it.

The fixing of the gaze on any object, is the expression of

fond desire. The original word contains the idea of sjoecial

avidity. Nothing can be more unwise :—not only because

we may lose the object of desire, how largely soever acquired,

even while we are here, but because we must part with it

very soon at the longest. Riches may leave us ; we must

leave riches. How simple, yet hoAv conclusive the consider-

ation—"We brought nothing into this world, and it is

certain we can carry nothing out," 1 Tim. vi. 7. And
then—^liow solemn but how little thought of, the lesson

which follows
—

" They that will be rich fall into temptation,

and a snare, and into many foolish and hurtful lusts, which

drown men in destruction and perdition. For the love of

money is the root of all evil; which Avliile some coveted

after, they have erred from the faith, and pierced themselves

through with many sorrows," verses 9, 10.

Verses 6—8. " Eat thou not the bread of him that hath

an evil eye, neither desire thou his dainty meats : for as he

thinketh in his heart, so is he : Eat and drink, saitli he to

thee; but his heart is not with thee. The morsel wliich

thou hast eaten shalt thou vomit up, and lose thy sweet

words."—We had formerly occasion to notice the different

acceptations in whicli the phrase " an evil eye" is taken in

Scripture. Here, it has evidently the sense of a covetous,

penurious, stingy, grudging disposition. Such persons as are
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here described were to be found then. They are to be found

still. They invite and entertain others, under the impulse

of various selfish motives. They must, for appearance and

reputation's sake, pay back their debts of this description;

or it is necessary in the way of business ; or they like to

make a little show, to gratify a spirit of ostentation, and yet

grudge and fret at the means. Their entertainments, there-

fore, are not given from any motive of regard for any but

themselves. So that, while with the lips, as a matter of

course, they jDrofess great hospitality
—

" Eat and diink, saith

he to thee
! "—every mouthful that is swallowed, when, un-

fortunately their invitation is accepted, is eyed with a secret

twinge of fretful regret for having asked you. They would

have been better j^leased had the invitation been decUncd.

How does this discover itself? It does not always. It

may, at times, be pretty successfully concealed. But in gen-

eral it may be known from the character of the parties, as

apparent in other things. A stingy disposition can hardly

hide itself And Avhen a man's general character is known,

—it is known how very ill a particular display of profusion

and finery assorts with his ordinary doings, and his estab-

hslied reputation ; and hence cannot fail to arise the suspi-

cion, and more than suspicion, that there is something under

it,—something else than the unwonted appearance of friendly

generosity. And then, unless the simulation is singularly

well kept up indeed, the diflerence will be perceptible be-

tween the open, frank, sterhng cordiality of genuine heart-

felt kindness, and the affectation—the h}^ocritical pretence

of it. The eye belies the lips. While he says one thing,

he looks another. While "Eat and drink" is on his lips,

—

he will, at the same time, by his remarks on the dearth of

living, and the high price of particular articles, and the

great pains he has been at for your entertainment,—he will

betray the true state of his feehngs. They are far more

with his jnirse than with his guests.

It is evident, from the very expression, that the man is

supposed to be in some degree knoicn. "The bread of 1dm

that hath an evil eye,' means the provision of one, of whose
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character this is a manifest feature. The dissuasive advice
may be considered as suggested by different considerations
It IS i^amful to the spirit of sensibility to be laid under obli-
gation to men of this sort,—persons who hold their favours
so high, and look for so much in return for them It is
moreover, most irksome and distressing, to partake of any
tJnng respecting which there is the remotest ground of sur-
nuse that it is grudgingly given. A share of the very
homeliest meal,—even of the crust and water of the hecra/v
—with a real hearty welcome, is preferable to a place at° the
most sumptuously covered board, where the dainties have
been provided and are partaken with a grudge ^Yhen this
IS the case, there is loathing at the very idea of having
so much as tasted them. This appears to be the sentimentm the eighth verse:—"That which thou hast swallowed
Shalt thou vomit up^ The very thought of the spirit in
which the entertainment has been given, will sicken thee to
nausea:—and withal "thou shalt lose thy sweet icorcls''
"Thy .s^yeet words" may mean the words spoken hy him

Ifu ?' ^,''''* ""^ *^'' ^"^'^ ""''-^'^ ^^'^"-'^ goo^ froni them :

might flatter himself with his being a special flivourite
might hke Haman, go home merry and glad of heart, and
lull of expectation. Eut "the good words and fair speeches"
were only another part of the simulation. They are mere
air. They come to nothing. They are followed, when you
liave gone away, and he sees your back and the door fairly
shut upon you, vdih fretting and grumbling against' you for
the expense you have put him to. He reckons up the cost
and curses you in his heart.—But, "thy sweet words" are
more naturally understood of the words spoken hy thee to
liim. They were words of thanks and compliment—of flat-
tery lor the style, abundance, and variety of his entertain
nient,—his equipage, his dishes, his wines, his entire set-out
Ihey are lost on one who in truth, when all is known so
Ill-deserved them,—a mere dissembler of hospitality and
Iriendship. Your having accepted his invitation, laid him
under the necessity of asking others; and your having par-
taken ol his sumptuous dinner, is recorded in his mind
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against you as a deadly offence; and all your "sweet words'*

go for nothing ! Siu'ely one would rather be famished than

be regaled with such grudged abundance.

The injunction, or dissuasion, I need not surely say, is by

no means intended to give any license or encouragement to a

spirit of pride or disdain. 'No. It is only a salutary warn-

ing to be cautious of bringing yourselves under obligation to

any selfish and hypocritical dissembler of kindness, who
only wishes to lay you under such obligation to serve pur-

poses of his own. The man who has thus entertained you

w^ill boast of his hospitality; tell others of it, making the

most of it for his 0"\vii behoof; set it down against you, deb-

iting you on account of it with certain expected good turns

at your hand, when he comes to need them. He will throw

it up to you, should you not do all he looks for; or rail at

you to others for ingratitude and meanness in forgetting his

kindness. He will remind you of it again and again, with

vexatious importunity,—teazing you for your favour and in-

fluence in some object he has in view for himself or his

family. It is amazing what an amount of expectation a man
of this sordid and selfish disposition will found upon a dinner!

Your having sat at his table, eaten of his dainties, and drunk

of his wines, is price enough even for your conscience itself.

Beware of him. Keep yourself free.

There is nothing more odious in the sight of God than

every description of hyjDOcrisy, whether practised to Himself

or to fellow-men. He "desireth truth in the inward parts."

And let all bear in mind, that, whatever a man may succeed

in feigning himself to be with his neighbours—the represen-

tation in the words before us is, in regard to God, always

true
—"^s he thinheth in his heart, so is heJ' Iso imposture

can succeed with God.

Verse 9. " Speak not in the ears of a fool ; for he will

despise the wisdom of thy words."—The lesson here taught

is one of discretion. It refers to all cases, in which we have

reason to apprehend that the latter jjart of the verse will be

the result. In such cases, it is generally better to hold our

peace; since by speaking we only give the fool occasion to
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sin. There may be many cases in which it becomes es-

sential for ns to deliver our own souls by bearing our tes-

timony to the truth, " whether men will hear, or whether they

will forbear
;

" that our consciences may be at ease, being clear

of their blood. And the lesson here taught is one of judi-

cious discrimination as to the times and seasons when sj)eak-

ing is likely to be profitable, or the contrary. And the

lesson relates, not only to our speaking directly to the fool

himself, but to speaking in his presence and his hearing^

when, by his contradicting and blaspheming, or by his light

and " foolish jesting," he may not only render what we say

unavailing to others, but even injurious.*

Verses 10, 11. " Eemove not the old landmark; and
enter not into the fields of the fatherless : for their Redeemer
is mighty; he shall plead their cause with thee."—We had
this subject before us, under its general form, in chap. xxii.

2S. Here it comes before us in a more special form. But
Avhen the twenty-eighth verse of the preceding chapter is

connected ^vitli the twenty-second and twenty-third, the con-

nexion mil render the lesson very much the same with that

in the verses now claiming our attention. And its recur-

rence again is only an additional proof of the peculiar interest

taken by the blessed God in the description of persons
mentioned.

The shifting of landmarks, and the plundering of fields,

—

in any case a flagrant act of injustice and wrong,—is here
represented as having in it a much more than ordinary
heinousness when the objects of the unrighteous fraud and
aggression are the unprotected—those wdio have been de-

prived of their natural guardian and maintainer of their rights

and interests. The claim of such to sympathy and care is

one which has been very generally admitted by mankind

—

in word and theory at least ; but selfishness has too often

come between the sufferers and the kindness which was their

due. Wlien, however, this has been, in any remarkable de-

gree, the case, it has been regarded as indicating an inhu-

* Sec chap. ix. 7, 8 ; Matt. vii. 6
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manity tliat was fit for the perpetration of any deed what-

ever that is oppressive and ruthless. When Job's friends,

in their irritation, are disposed to be most severe upon him,

this is one of the charges they falsely prefer against him.*

And when Job draws the character of wicked men who

merited the wrath of heaven, this is one of its heavy fea-

tures.t And when he denies the charge against himself, the

very opposite is strongly affirmed by him as the true descrip-

tion of his character. J On behalf of '' the fatherless'' God's

jealous protection and avenging omnipotence are here anew

pointedly pledged. The word for redeemer signifies the man
who was ^'next of kin,"—the kinsman, on whom, by the

law of Moses, it was incumbent, as a matter of duty, and

with whom too it was a matter of interest, to look after the

concerns of his poor relations ; with whom lay indeed the

avenging of their blood, if, in any case, their life should, in

cruel selfishness, be taken away. It was on the principle of

that statute that Boaz called upon the next of kin to come

forward and redeem the inheritance of Elimelech at the

hand of iS^aomi, and that, upon his hearing the conditions

and dechning, he did it himself j^ow he who happened to

be the redeeming kinsman might himself be poor, and pow-

erless, and A^dthout either means or influence. But they

should not, on that account, be unprotected and unbefriended.

Jehovah himself would take the place of their kinsman,

—

would "plead their cause" would maintain their rights, would

redress their wrongs, would bring His power to bear against

their oppressors. He would fulfil for them the part of their

near relation : and he is " mighty.'' Hear his words :
—"Ye

shall not afllict any widow, or fatherless child. If thou

afflict them in any mse, and they cry at all unto me, I will

surely hear their cry ; and my wrath shall wax hot, and I

will kill you with the sword; and your wives shall be

widows, and your children fatherless," Exod. xxii. 22—21.

These, you may think, are Old Testament threatenings, be-

* Job xxii. 5—10. t Job xxiv. 3, 4, 7—10.
+ Jobxxix. 11—13; xxxi. 16—22.
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longing to a judicial law that has passed away :—or, more

properly, they belong to the special tlieocracAj, being strictly

no part of the judicial law, inasmuch as they do not pre-

scribe any punishment to be inflicted by the hand of man,

but announce what Jehovah himself would, by his own in-

terposition, execute. Be it so. But think you that the

character of God has changed % Such assurances and threat-

enings are not mere warnings of punishment ; they are ex-

pressions of cliarader. And do you imagine that under the

new dispensation,—which, in a special sense, is the dispen-

sation of love, the ministration of mercy,—the compassion

of Jehovah towards those who need it, has dlminislied .? that

His zeal in their behalf has suffered abatement? That, as-

suredly, were a grievous mistake. The God of love has not

ceased to pity, and to pity with a special compassion, the

unprotected, the friendless, the poor. Look at his character

as it was manifested in the person of Him who could say

—

" He that hath seen me, hath seen the Father." This exhi-

bition of the divine character introduced the new and spir-

itual dispensation. And was there any failure of regard for

the poor?—of pity for the fatherless and the widow?—of

power in behalf of the destitute? Let not the oppressor

fancy that there is no Jewish law now,—no theocracy now.

There is a theocracy, although of a different kind. " The

Lord reigneth;" and woe to the defrauder or oppressor of

the destitute! He shall not escape. "Their Eedeemer" is

no less "mighty" than he was of old. He will avenge their

cause at last, with terrible retribution.

Let the poor, the fatherless, and the widow, when wronged,

beware of harbouring and cherishing in their own bosoms

the sentiments of resentment or revenge. Let them rather,

in humility and forgiving meekness, put their case into the

hands of Him, of whom it is said
—

" The poor committeth

himself unto thee; thou art the helper of the fatherless."

He will appear for them. K God allows them to suffer,

when thus submissive to His will. He will graciously give

them to experience that " all things work together for their

gQod,"—and that His "grace is sufficient for them;" and He

lit. P
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will at last give them to the full of "the unsearchable riches

of Christ." In their most destitute condition even here, en-

jojdng the rich provisions of the gospel, they have no reason

to envy the wealthiest of the wealthy, the greatest of the

great. The latter may envy them. Jehovah himself "is the

portion of their inheritance and of their cup ; he maintaineth

their lot." He is theirs, and they are His. They who have

the fulness of God's covenant ^Dromises have infinitely more

than the world can give to its most successful and favoured

votaries. They to whom Jehovah says, " Thy Maker is thy

Husband," have strong consolation in their desolate widow-

liood. They who, though they are deprived of an earthly,

liave a heavenly Father, are better off than those who have

the earthly without the heavenly. They who are heirs of

the eternal inheritance, who are, in every step of life, ad-

vancing nearer to possession of that from which no power of

earth or hell shall ever be able to eject them, are more bless-

ed far than the men of this Avorld whose possessions are

l^reseni, who are, at every step through life, coming nearer to

the end of their lease,—a lease of whose duration they them-

selves are ignorant, and which, at the will of the universal

Proprietor, ma}^ terminate in a moment when least they are

thinldng of it. Their landmark is fixed for them in the

better country. It shall never be removed. They shall be

"found in their lot in the end of the days"—in the con-

summation of all things :—and having settled in that lot,

—

the lot of their inheritance,—they shall hold it in eternal

security.
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Proy. xxiii. 12—23.

'•Apply thine heart unto instruction, and thine ears to the words of know^
ledge. Withhold not correction from the child; for if thou beatest him with the

rod, he shall not die. Thou shalt beat him with the rod, and shalt deliver his

toul from hell. ^My son, if thine heart be wise, my heart shall rejoice, even

mine; Yea, my reins shall rejoice, when thy lips speak right things. Let not

thine heart envy sinners: but be thou in the fear of the Lord all the day long.

For surely there is an end ; and thine expectation shall not be cut off. Hear
thou, my son, and be wise, and guide thine heart in the way. Be not among
winebibbers; among riotous eaters of flesh : For the drunkard and the glutton

.shall come to poverty; and drowsiness shall clothe a man with rags. Hearken
unto thy father that begat thee, and despise not thy mother when she is old.

Buy the truth, and sell it not; also wisdom, and instruction, and under-

standing."

The exhortation in the first of these verses, of Avhich we have
had the spirit and substance, though not the identical terms,

frequently before us, is one that can never be too often re-

peated, or too urgently enforced. The words might be
adopted by the teachers of all departments of useful know-
ledge, as their counsel to their pupils ; and such an enlarged

appHcation of the words we can have no objection. But oh

!

my friends, and my young friends especiall}'", we do feel that

the admonition or the entreaty, has a peculiar appropriate-

ness in the lips of those whose province it "is to communicate
divine knowledge,—the knowledge which God has been
pleased to lay up in store by the inspiration of his Holy
Spirit in this blessed Volume. Of its precious contents all of

us have still much to learn. By whom have they ever

been exhausted? The counsel, therefore, is in all cases.
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appropriate. The oldest, the most experienced, and the best-

informed Christian may take it, as well as the youngest be-

ginner in the study of sacred science.

Verses 13, 14. "Withhold not correction from the child;

for if thou beatest him with the rod, he shall not die. Thou
shalt beat him with the rod, and shalt deliver his soul from
hell." We quoted these verses, in connexion w^itli others on
the same subject, formerly : and we entered then, pretty much
at large, into what may be called the theory and practice of

early discipline; of which, therefore, we do not now resume
the discussion. I only entreat parents to mark, and to bear in

mind affectionately and steadily, the end to be kept in view.

It is to save from "the second death"—even
'^
from lielV

Of all parental instruction, admonition, restraint, correction,

example, and prayer, this is the great aim. How unutterably

precious to the heart of every truly Christian parent!

the anguish of the thought of a child, the object of the

heart's fondest love, dying that death, sinking into the pit

of woe ! That parent deserves not the name of Christian,

who would not cheerfully lay down his own life, to save his

child from such a doom. ! it Avas not the mere temporal
death of Absalom, that wrung with agony the spirit of David,

when, on hearing the tidings, he " went up to the chamber
over the gate of his palace, and as he went, wept, and said—

Absalom, my son, my son Absalom ! would God I had died

for thee, Absalom, my son, my son!" It was not the

thought merely of the darts with which the heart of that son
had been transfixed, that pierced his own with grief so acute

and overwhelming. It was the thought of his having died

in rebellion against his father and against his God. This
was the barbed and envenomed arrow, of which " the poison

drank up his spirit."—And there is every reason to fear that

a false tenderness, and an inexcusable laxity of parental dis-

cipline, had contributed to the profligate character and the

fatal end of Absalom.

Let parents be further again reminded, that the conduciveness
of correction to the end mentioned depends, to a very great ex-

tent, upon the mmner of it. The wliy,—the n-^lien,—the what^
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—and the hoio 1 are all most important questions, each requir-

ing to be seriously pondered in this department of parental

duty. " Beating Avith the rod " may be so applied as to beat

folly into the child instead of out of him. Too often have

jjarents whipped their cliildren with indiscriminate harshness,

with the tear of anger and not of love. They have measured

the chastisement by the mischief done, rather than by the

evil disposition displayed. They have made reHgious duties a

task, and exacted their performance on pain of the lash, and
visited their neglect with the rigour of corporeal discipline.

They have conducted the entire process of educational train-

ing on a system of scolding, and driving, and coercion, and
flogging. They have thus produced sullenness and disgust;

secret and smothered irritation ; aversion to all that bears the

name or aspect of religion ; duplicity and cunning ; a longing

for freedom,—for the hour of release from such restraint,

and of becoming their own masters ; and, when that hour
arrives, unbridled licentiousness.

Verses 15, 16, " My son, if thine heart be wise, my heart

shall rejoice, even mine. Yea, my reins shall rejoice, when
thy lips speak right things." What is the wisdom that is

meant? The same which the writer so often describes*

—the wisdom of spiritual principle,—the wisdom of the

fear and love and service of God,—the wisdom that

chooses Avliat is best and most lasting as its portion,

—

that aims at the very highest attainments of which created

natures are capable, hkeness to God as its character, and
the enjoyment of God as the all of its happiness. It is

this wisdom that is the spring of the intensity of joy, that is

evidently implied in the emphatic repetition of the terms of

delight thrice in these verses. This—Oh! this is what
parents who themselves fear God should desire most earnestly

to see in their rising offsj)ring. This should most of all gladden

their spirits. Their souls should thrill with joy—joy the

purest, the most exquisite, as they discover the opening in-

dication of right principle in the mind and heart—" when

* See chap. i. 7; ii. 1—5; ix. 10.
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the lips speak rigid things/'—when there is the language

of truth, unvarying, undissembling truth; of reverence for

God and divine things ; of gentleness, and kindness, and obe-

dience, and sensibility to reproof, and a2)prehension of evil,

—

all manifesting an inward and vital change.

Eut here I must address to jDarents a word of caution.

They are exposed to the danger of one or other of two ex-

tremes :

—

1. The first is that of expecting too much in children:

—more than, from the nature of the case, we are at a]l

warranted to expect. An extreme it assuredly is to leave

out of account the natural buoyancy and glee and frivolity

and fickle mutability of childhood, and, at that early period,

to look for the consistency, gravity, and stayedness of

advanced life. To this extreme those are specially more
prone, whose minds have in them a tendency to the gloomy
and morose. Persons of this meiital cast are ready to construe

all the harmless merriment and sprightly playfulness and
light-heartedness and fun of children, and all their trifling,

nonsensical talk, into sad indications of the want of

grace and of the fear of God. This is expecting children to

be men ; ay, and something more. I would say to parents,

If you wish to gain the ear and the interest of your children

to your graver instructions and counsels at graA^er seasons,

you must win their afi^'ections by entering kindly and cheerily

into their innocent pastimes. Be merry with them if you
wish them to be grave with you.

2. Then, there is the other extreme of being satisfied

with too little. This is sadly common,—especially with
parents of an easy, credulous, unsusj^icious temperament.

They are prone to flatter themselves that all is well,—to lie

easily pleased with their children, and thus to make their

children (for in this lies the danger) too easily pleased with

themselves. They are too prone to treat as levities what
ought to be treated as sins, and to be content with symp-
toms of goodness tliat are at best equivocal and precarious.

While I would warn parents against being too easily or

hastily satisfied with the symptoms of early piety, and against
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allowing themselves to be deceived, by confounding the imi-

tative, merely, or the efitect of the wish to please, with the real

oj)eration of the germinant jDrinciples of godliness in the

heart, yet would I not be understood as speaking the lan-

guage of discouragement. Most deUghtful, indeed, it is to

mark the effects, in the j^rogress of early instruction,—the

listening ear,—the moist and melting eye,—the tender con-

science,—the fondness for the Bible,—the disposition to

prayer, though in " the simplest form of speech that infant

lips can try,"—the sensitive regard to truth, and all the

indications of a filially affectionate and obedient heart.

3. I call on all the young now hearing me to mark the

expressions in these verses. They are evidently intended to

operate as a motive. If not, what is their meaning 1 They
are an appeal—pointed and touching—to filial affection :

—

" My son, if thou be wise, vu/ heart shall rejoice, even, mine^
The latter words have been rendered

—

"yes, I myself
^^—

the father, the mother, whom you love, and who, you know,

so tenderly loves you. Would you make glad the hearts

of these your parents—dearest to you of all on earth ?

— then yield to the admonition, " AjJjtly thine heart

unto instruction, and thine ears to the icords of knoivledgeJ'

Kot, as I have before said, that this is to be your only, or

oven your chief motive. Imagine not that I am exhorting

you to piety, merely to please your parents. In that case,

there would be no fear of God in the matter. It would be fear

and love "in word," not "in deed and in truth." It would be

profession without principle ; the most worthless of all things.

The authority of the blessed God himself must be your su-

preme consideration,—associated with regard such as He
enjoins, to your best and highest, your everlasting interests.

But with these, in all propriety, may be associated also the

consideration of the delight it will afford to the hearts of

your parents. I would not have you depart, in one iota,

from 2yrinci2yle—from what the word of God tells you is

right, to please even the dearest of parents ; for God's claims,

both on the ground of authority and love, are fi,rst. But
when the thing itself is right—divinely right—then there
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can be no harm surely in your having a respect, in doing it,

to the gratification and happiness of those whom, next to

God, it is incumbent upon you to honour and to love.

"We may take in, in this connexion, verses 24, 25 :

—
" The

father of the righteous shall greatly rejoice; and he that

begetteth a wise child shall have joy of him. Thy father

and thy mother shall be glad, and she that bare thee shall

rejoice." In the verses on which we have been commenting,

Solomon,—whether or not with his own son Rehoboam in

his mind we cannot determine,—speaks in the character of a

father. Thus at least I have understood him, although it is

possible that he may use the compellation "J/?/ son'' as one of

fatherly aftection to youth in general, in the same way in

which similar designations are used by inspired apostles in

the New Testament. The strength of the language, however,

corresponds so much with that in other passages, that I can-

not but think the light in which we have taken them up the

more natural one. In these two verses, the united joy of hotli

parents,—their sympathy of fervent delight—in witnessing

the i^iety and virtue of their children,—dear to them as their

very heart's blood, nay as their own souls,—is expressed

with emphatic tenderness and force. And observe the pe-

culiar stress that is laid on the mother's affection :
—

" Thy

father and thy mother shall be glad, and she that hare

thee shall rejoice." I believe there are not, in the whole

compass of animated nature, feelings of more exquisite

tenderness, than those of a mother of sensibility, Avhose

instinctive love is heightened and hallowed by piety.
—

" A
woman when she is in travail hath sorrow, because her

hour is come: but as soon as she is delivered of the

child, she remembereth no more the anguish, for joy that

a man is born into the world," John xvi. 21. This is

the j^7'6^^ joy of a mother;—a joy which, when the conjugal

bond has been one of true affection, is intensely shared by

him Avlio is the partner of every throb of delight or of sor-

row that visits her heart. But besides this first joy we have

here before us another,—a purer, a higher, a nobler, a more

lasting. The former is the joy of nature; this, the joy of
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grace;—the former, the joy that "a man-child is born into
the world," the heir of a fleeting and precarious life; the
latter, that an immortal has become a child of God's spiritual

family, and an heir of life eternal. This, then, my youthful
hearers, is a very tender appeal,—well fitted to touch and
move the heart of every right-minded and affectionate son or
daughter:

—

"she that bare thee shall rejoice." 0! did you
but know all that she has felt and suffered for you,—her
anxieties, her alarms, her watchings, her tears, her prayers

—

it would "pierce you through with many sorrows" to be the
occasion of sending a single pang to her bosom. That youth
is ominously hardened,—is fit for any of the dark deeds of
hell,—whose heart does not soften towards the mother that
bare him

!
I hardly can fancy any other description of right

feehng remaining in that breast. Every warm drop of gen-
erous sensibiHty must have been wiamg out from the heart,
ere it parted with its sense of a mother's love,—ere those
earhest and tenderest meltings of nature ceased to be felt

!

And what is the special joy of which Solomon speaks?
It is the joy of parents who, having been the instruments of
giving you being, yearn for the happiness of the being they
have given. They have learned to view ijoiir existence, as well
as their own, in its eternity. They have given commence-
ment to an existence that is never to close,—to the existence
of an accountable agent, whose unending state is to be bhss or
woe

!
Can you wonder at their solicitude 1 or can you wonder

at the joy, when they see the germs of eternal goodness and
eternal blessedness putting themselves forth, even in their
most incipient promise, in your hearts and characters? 0!
this is joy indeed! If the child lives, it is joy m his life;
for he will live unto God. If the child dies, and dies be-
fore liis parents, it is joy iii his death, as he leaves behind
him grounds of assurance that he is gone" to live unto God
in a higher, a hoHer, and a happier world. And if they die
befjre the child, it is joy in their oicn departure, as they
leave him in the cheering hope of liis following them to
glory. It is joy at the tribunal of Christ in the great day,
to have their child with them on the right hand of the
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Judge, and included with them in the gracious welcome—"Come, ye blessed!" and it is joy in heaven for ever,

in the joint participation of its pure and perfect felicity!

what a joy, here and hereafter,—on earth and in heaven,

—

when parents and children, united by the ties of nature, are,

at the same time, all one in the bond of grace,—one icith

Christ, and one in Christ,—and thus, having enjoyed the

happiness of this double union in the present world, meet

in the world to come

—

"And form a family anew,
Unbroken in the skies!"

Mark the striking antithesis in next verse, where the address

is still to youth :
—

" Be not envious of sinners ; but be thou

in the fear of the Lord all the day long." Such envy produces

the danger of casting off the fear of God. But cultivate this

fear. Cleave, with increasing firmness and constancy, to God
and to his ways ; and by and by, sinners will envy yon

:

—
" For (v. 1 8) surely there is an end ; and thine expectation

shall not be cut off." Here, I apprehend, is a twofold

consideration enforcing the counsel. The words refer at

once to the end of the sinner, and to the fulfilment of the

liope of the righteous. Ah ! my youthful hearers, the pros-

perity of sinners, by Avhich you are so prone to be de-

ceived, is a delusive prosperity, seducing them from God, and

lurino; them to eternal death. " Their end is destruction."

But, of those who are " in the fear of the Lord the expecta-

tion shall not he cut off^ ^o. It shall be realized and

satisfied to the full—satisfied in the enjoyment of perfect,

unchanging, endless bliss.

We shall dwell but briefly on the verses which follow :

—

verses 19—22. "Hear thou, my son, and be wise, and

guide thine heart in the way. Be not among winebibbers

;

among riotous eaters of flesh : for the drunkard and the

glutton shall come to poverty; and drowsiness shall clothe a

man with rags. Hearken unto thy father that begat thee,

and. despise not thy mother when she is old."

—

^' The loay'^

in which Solomon, in the first of these verses, enjoins the
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young to ''guide their hearts,''—is clearly "the way of God's
commandments"—the way of believing and holy obedience.

And the counsel can only be complied with by your taking
GocVs Word as your directory for the way, and seeking God's
promised Spirit to make the way, by means of it, plain before
your face ; to save you from all biassing and seducing in-

fluences, and incline your heart steadily to follow it.

The warning against gluttony and drunkenness—against
the sensual indulgences of the table—is enforced by mo-
tives taken from the effects of such a course. " Ee not
amongst them''—that is, be not one of them: be not thyself

a glutton or a drunkard ;—thus degrading thyself below the
beasts ; contracting guilt before God ; searing thy conscience

;

deadening thy heart to every good impression; preparing
thyself for every other description of wickedness, and for

temporal and eternal ruin. The three things in the 21st
verse are often united in the same character. Indolence
frequently leads to gross indulgences ; and it is ever con-
firmed and increased by them,—the habits grow together;
and what good can be looked for to the person or the family
of the lazy beastly sot]—the lowest, the most contemptible,
and the most loathsome of all characters; whose time
is divided between eating and drinking and sleeping, ex-
cept the remnant that is given to debauchery and wicked-
ness of other kinds. Shun, then, their company—for tico

reasons;—lest you learn their wcnjs, and lest you share their

doo7n.

The next verse is a repetition of the counsel in previous
verses—but with an addition. The addition is

—" despise
not thy mother zchen she is old." There is a connexion to be
noticed, of this verse with the two preceding. The youth who
frequents such company as they describe, will find much said,

of which the object is, to coax him to go to excess. Amonc'
other things, he will hear not a little of the unreasonableness
of parents in not making allowance for the young,—in ty-

ing down youth to the maxims and the precision of age.

AVliat harm in a Httle joviaUty?—it is natural to youth;
why not indulge iti And if his father or his mother be
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" old^' li(3 may hear hints, perhaps, with a shrug of the should-

ers, and a sly look to those about him, of the good old gen-

tleman, or the good old lady, that is beginning to get into

dotage, and has forgotten what it is to be young. IS'ow,

mark me :—the youth w^ho allows himself for once and for

one moment to listen to such reflections, has already begun

to violate the command here given.

Eespect was enjoined by the law to old age.* What pe-

cuhar respect then, must be due to the silver locks of a fa-

ther or a mother I—How incumbent the duty to smoothe, by
every affectionate and reverential attention and kindness, the

declining path to the tomb of those w^ho have been the

guardians of your childhood and youth !—to strive to make
them happy, instead of breaking their hearts by neglect and

misconduct ! Fearful was the retribution of the stubborn

and rebellious son, under the law :
—

" If a man have a stub-

born and rebelUous son, which will not obey the voice of

his father, or the voice of his mother, and that, when they

have chastened him, will not hearken unto them: then

shall his father and his mother lay hold on him, and

bring him out unto the elders of his city, and unto the

gate of his place; and they shall say unto the elders of

his city, This our son is stubborn and rebellious, he will

not obey our voice ; he is a glutton, and a drunkard. And
all the men of his city shall stone him with stones, that

he die : so slialt thou put evil away from among you ; and

all Israel shall hear, and fear," Deut. xxi. 18—21. This

law is passed away. But it indicated the mind of God.

And the rebellious son is still as of old, the object of His

condemnation, and will be visited with His vengeance.

Yerse 23. "Buy the truth, and sell it not; also wisdom,

and instruction, and understanding." The allusion is to the

merchandise of the world;—the buying and selling of its

commodities. In such merchandise, benefit is expected from

both. A merchant buys, for the very purpose of selling;

and he will not buy, unless he has a pretty good assurance

* Lev. xix. 32.
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that he can sell at a profit ; that he can get for his article
more than he has given. The case here, then, is quite a
peculiar one. It is all buying. The article is one which
IS to be bought, but never sold. And why? For the best
possible reason,—that it never can be sold at a profit, there
IS nothing too valuable to be given for it, there is nothincr
valuable enough to be tal:en for it. Get for it whatever else
we may, the bargain will be a losing one.

The latter clause of the verse may be considered as com-
prehended m the former; for to secure "the truth" is to se-
cm-e " vasdom, instruction, and understanding ;" and of wis-
dom and understancUng the highest proof is the securinc. of
^^the truth." In further illustration then of the words
" Buy the truth, and sell it not, observe :

l.The buyer tests his article. He uses means to ascer-
tain Its genuineness. Suppose it is an article whose compo-
nent parts are "gold and silver, precious stones, and pearls"
feuch to the eye it appears. Such, by him who offers it for
sale, It IS declared to be. But the cautious purchaser will
make sure of his bargain; and all the surer, the higher the
price.^ He will assay the purity of the gold and silver; and
chemically ascertain that the precious stones and the pearls

'

are not factitious imitations.

I^ow, all that is presented to us as truth, must thus be
tested. It must be proved to be what it professes to be In
physical science, scientific men will not take upon trust what
professes to be a new discovery—especially if it happens to be
at variance with previous theories,—without examining tho-
roughly the experiments by which it is said to have been
ascertained, and trying, by counter-experiments, to determine
whether there has been any slip or mistake in ih^ processes
and any consequent fallacy in the conclusion. Thus too
does the metaphysician in regard to every new theory in
mental science; and the moral philosopher in the depart-
ment of ethics. Everything in the various provinces of
mquiry is examined by evidence according with its nature
ihe one question is—7s it truth ? Truth alone is valuable

*

alone worthy to be received and held,
'
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Now, we are as far as possible from wishing it to be other-

wise in the department of religion. In proportion to the

importance of the case,—to the height of the authority on
which the claims to acceptance are rested,—the magnitude

at once of the benefits promised, and of the risks incurred,

—ought to be the solicitude and care with which the testing

process is conducted. This then is the last department of

all, in which what professes to be truth should be taken upon
trust; in which inquiry should be careless, and faith easy.

The obligation to examine is imperative and solemn; and
marvellous, indeed, is the indisposition of men to enter on

the investigation. Men who, with the utmost earnestness

and perseverance, will test every alleged truth in science,

in historj'", or in politics, cannot be persuaded to apply

their powers to an inquiry more important, by infinite

degrees, than any other that can engage the attention of the

human mind ! They either decHne it altogether, or they set

about it with a levity and a superficiahty utterly at variance

with what such a question demands, and from which no j ust

appreciation or correct conclusion can be anticipated.

2. It is not enough for the buyer to ascertain the genuine-

ness of his article. He sets about estimating its real worth

;

its worth intrinsically, and its worth adventitiously ; its worth

in itself, and its worth to him. The two may be widely dif-

ferent. The diamond is of incomparably more intrinsic worth

than the grain of barley ; but the cock in the fable spurned

away the former and picked up the latter. In the present

case,—having once ascertained the divine authority of the rec-

ord,—there can be no hesitation about either the intrinsic

or the relative value of what it makes known. All truth is

precious ; but its preciousness is, of course, endlessly varied

in degree. Two things may be considered as combining to

constitute its value. These are—its subject, and its utility.

In natural science some truths present a union of both.

The discoveries of astronomy, for example, are, many of them,

full of intrinsic interest from their vastness and sublimity,

and the impressions they give of the transcendent majesty of

God; while, in some of their practical bearings, they are of
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pre-eminent advantage to men. But in a peculiar sense

may this be affirmed of the discoveries of divine revelation.

These discoveries present views of God's moral government,

in its great essential principles and in their practical appli-

cation, such as have in them a weight of moral grandeur, and

a consequent depth of absorbing interest surpassing all that

nature can disclose. And, while they possess intrinsic pre-

ciousness above all other truths,—tliink of their value when
estimated by the blessings Vv^hich are unfolded in them, and

to Avhich the faith of them introduces the believer, in time

and in eternity! The purchaser values the article he is

about to purchase, by the amount of benefit the possession of

it will bring him. In like manner must you estimate the

value of "the truth" you are here counselled to buy. The
value of it, in this view, is summed up by our Lord him-

self, when he says
—

" This is life eternal." ^Tiat then,

the real worth to you, of any other compared with this 1

3. The buyer, when he has estimated the value of his

article, malies proportional sacrifices to obtain possession of

it. Foolish estimates there may be; and these foolish esti-

mates may be the occasion of foolish bargains ; and these may
be the grounds of regret and self-dissatisfaction. But sup-

posing the certainty of all the benefits, for time and eternity,

which in the Bible are promised and guaranteed in con-

nection with " the trutli^' ! what is there, in the whole

compass of what tliis world can confer, that should not,

without one moment's hesitation, be sacrificed for its attain-

ment %

The language, observe, does not refer to any compensa-

tion to the Author of "the truth,"—anything to be given by
Vvhich we can evef make it ours by purchase—ours as a

matter of right or desert.^ But there are some things which
stand in competition with it. These must be parted mth if

it is to be ours ; and these, whatever they may be, are what
Solomon had in his eye, and what our Lord had in His,

when the one directly, and the other virtually, counsels the

* See Isa. Iv. 1 ; Rom. vi. 23; Rev. xxii. 17.
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sacrifice of them all for the sake of it.—By the " pearl of

great price," and by the "treasure hid in the field," our

Lord meant the blessings of the gos^Del,
—"the unsearchable

nches of Christ;" and all these are comprehended in "Me
truth" here spoken of. And in His parables, there is a

manifest reference to the circumstances in wliich many of

those who embraced the principles of His kingdom,—who
believed and j)rofessed "Me truth," would be placed,—the

sacrifices they might be called to make, on account of those

princij)les. Often does He forewarn his disciples of this

;

and tells them faithfully the necessity of preferring their

]3rinciples, and parting with every thing for them,—and
for the blessings of course associated with them; believing

that at every kind and amount of sacrifice, they should be

gainers.* He holds out encouraging assurances to them of

what would be infinitely more than a compensation for any

such sacrifices.+ In all cases the bargain is one of gain,

—

gain unspeakable.

4. In proportion to the buyer's estimate of his article, and
the cost at which he has obtained it, will be the jealousy

with which he retains and guards it.
^^ Sell it not." Selling

the truth, is not simply letting slip from the mind the re-

membrance or the knowledge of mere abstractions; it is to

give up the profession and faith of it for the sake of the

very things which we sacrificed for it.—But "se/Z it not."

Sell it not for the pleasures of sin. Sell it not for the

riches and the honours of the icorld. part not with "the

pearl of great price" for the husks which the s"svine do eat.

And sell it not for any other desci iption of knoivledge. Sell

not the most valuable of all knowledge, for that wliich, how
legitimate and attractive soever, can never compensate for

the loss of the other, or ever supply its room. Let no book

usurp the place of your Bible. The more you know of " the

truth" revealed in it; the more richly "the word of Christ

dwells in you;" the more you have experimentally tasted

its sweetness and felt its blessed and holy power upon your

* See Luke xiv. 33. f Matth. xvi. 24—27; Matth, xix. 27—29,
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hearts,—thfe more unwilling you will be to part with, it;

the more tasteless in comparison will every other kind of

reading and knowledge become to you; and, were a library

of all the world's literature and science, in all their depart-

ments, put in your offer for your Bible, you would bind

the sacred treasure to your hearts, and reject the offer, say-

ing, as you clasjDed it to your bosom, with tears of gratitude—" This is life eternal."

Get the truth, then, at any price
;
part with it at no price.

And, he j)i^ompt loith your 'bargain. Those who are much
set upon an article, will not delay their purchase, lest per-

chance it should pass from their hands. Blessed be God!
there is no danger here, so far as others coming forward be-

fore you is concerned. The store of divine truth and divine

blessing is never reduced by the number of purchasers.

One buying—thousands buying—will not leave the less for

you, or at all interfere with your obtaining, whensoever you
make up your mind. But if not now prompt and decided,

you may be thwarted in another way. There is one who may
ere you are aware, decide the matter for you, by jmtting the

acquisition for ever out of your power. Death may lay his

sudden arrest upon you. And if the truth is not then

yours ; if its blessings and its hopes are not then yours,

—

woe unto you ! You gain the world, you lose your soul
;

and in the bitterness of hopeless despair will deplore your
bargain through eternity.

III. G



LECTURE LXXIII,

PROV. XXIV. 1 12.

" Be not fnou envious against evil men, neither desire to be with them. For

their heart studieth destruction, and their lips talk of miscliief. Through Avis-

dom is an house builded, and by understanding it is established; and by know-

ledge shall the chambers be filled with all precious and pleasant riches. A wise

man is strong; yea, a man of knowledge increaseth strength. For by wise

counsel thou shalt make thy war; and in multitude of counsellors tliere is safe-

ty. Wisdom is too high for a fool; he openeth not his mouth in the gate. He

that deviseth to do evil shall be called a mischievous person. The thought of

foolishness is sin ; and the scorner is an abomination to men. If thou faint in

the day of adversity, thy strength is small. If thou forbear to deliver them

that are drawn unto death, and those that are ready to be slain; if thou sayest,

Behold, we knew it not; doth not he that pondereth the heart consider it? and

he that keepeth thy soul, doth not he know it? and shall not he render to every

man according to his works ?
"

The first verse of this chapter is very naturally connected

with the close of the chapter preceding. Truly there is

little room for ^'envy" of such characters as the one there so

graphically depicted; and of all men on earth, they mil be

the last whose company will be "desired" by the wise and

the good.—But the counsel before us may be taken more

generally. Far be it that "evil men" of any stamp should

be envied—either for their boasted freedom or their ajp^arent

prosperity. Their freedom is but the semblance of the bless-

ing. It is the reality of bondage. They promise liberty,

and are themselves the slaves of corruption. And their

prosperity— deem it not a mark of God's favour ! It is

all deceitful. It ends in ruin. "Desire not to he with
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them." How oft-repeated is this counsel!'" And how often

is the warning enforced by similar reasons !
—

" For their

heart studieth destruction, and their lips talk of mischiei"

—

Their designs of evil duly matured find utterance. They

communicate their projects to others like-minded with them-

selves;—projects of fraud, peculation, robbery; or if, on

such matters, there be a sense of social honour, and an ad-

herence to the conventional morality of the world, there

may be projects of impurity,—of lewdness and seduction;

of drunken frolic and revel ; of the snares of temptation for

some simple but sober youth, whom it vn)! be so excellent a

joke to induce to join them in sin. All this, under what

palhative epithets soever it may pass in the world, is "mis-

chief" and "destruction."

Verses 3— 6. " Through wisdom is an house builded, and

by understanding it is established ; and by knowledge shall

the chambers be filled with all precious and pleasant riches.

A wise man is strong; yea, a man of knowledge increaseth

strength. For by wise counsel thou shalt make thy war;

and in multitude of counsellors there is safety."—In these

verses the tenses are, in the original, future : and by some

are rendered, as the future tense in the Hebrew frequently

is
—"By wisdom let thy house be builded," &c. In all pro-

bability, such is the designed connexion. Envy at the

prosperity of evil men might be a temptation to seek the

fiu'therance of personal or domestic estate hy improper, and

thus emphatically /ooZ/s/i, means.

The "building of a house" indicates the advancement of

family j^rosperity, and the " estahlishment" of it is the main-

tenance of that prosperity. "Wisdom," "understanding,"

and "knowledge," in this, as in other places, have much
the same signification; and are not intended to be mi-

nutely analysed into their precise shades of difference. ISTo

doubt they imply ordinary prudence and discretion,—the

management of everything on intelligent and well-examined

principles, and in harmony with the maxims of a sound

* Chap. 1. 10; chap. iv. 14, 15.
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and jiulicioiis policy. J^either personal nor family estate

can prosper without this. I am disposed, however, to think

when I consider the sense in which these terms are generally

used by the writer of this Book, that they mean here some-

thing more :—that they have more especial reference to the

general tendency of the principles of true religion, when con-

sistently carried out. When thus carried out in the inter-

course of life, and the transactions of business, they lead to

the uniform practice of all the social virtues. I^ow such a

manifestation of the influence of these princij^les, as satisfies

the world that he who is under their dominion may he trusted,

—^may be safely depended upon to any extent,—obviously

has a tendency to the building, establishing, and ample stor-

ing and furnishing of the house,—that is, to the ;pros-perUy

of 2^6^^so7ial and domestic interests. The blessing of God is

upon the labours of those who thus honour Him by a consis-

tent exhibition of the principles which have His approbation

and sanction. Not that God engages by promise for the in-

variable success and prosperity of all they plan and do. He
reserves to himself the prerogative of selecting, in this, as

well as in any other department, the means of salutary and

faithful discipHne. And the man who sets a due value

upon the divine blessing, and knows that that blessing

can only be enjoyed in the Avay of consistent obedience,

—

even though his efforts sliould not be crowned with success,

yea, though all on earth should fail him, will hold fast his

integrity. Having faith in God, he will fii-mly trust that

it is for some end in full harmony with the promises of His

covenant, and subservient to their ultimate fulfilment, that

He is pleased, instead of building, to stop or partially to pull

down the rising house, to shake its stabihty, or to dismantle

it of its furniture and diminish its stores. J^ever will he

have recourse to any methods for the prevention of such

results that are not in perfect accordance with the princi-

ples and precepts of God's Word; for well he knows that

it is such riches only as are gotten in the fear of the Lord,

in the spirit of dependence and the exercise of obedience,

that can ever merit the appellation here given them, of "jj;re-
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clous and pteasant richesJ^ And "precious and pleasant"

they are when enjoyed with a sense of God's love,—with

His paternally gracious smile—when God is in them all.

"Wisdom" and "knowledge" are, in i\\Q fifth verse, repre-

sented as prociuing, in addition to prosperity, influence and

power :
—

" A mse man is strong
;

yea, a man of knowledge

increaseth strength." One great use of strength is the se-

curity of its possessor :—and this end is represented as still

more effectually answered by icisdom. It has a tendency to

this result by the respect which it commands, and by the

confidence which it inspires. It holds j)roverbially true, as

a general maxim, that knowledge is 2?oioer; and especially

knowledge in union with loisdom. Wisdom may, to a vast

extent, supply the want of power; but not power the want
of wisdom. And taking wisdom in the sense of true reli-

gion, it imparts security to its possessor, which no amount
of power which mortal can enjoy is capable of yielding.

By making God his confidence it imparts the security to be

found in the combined wisdom and power of the Infinite.

In the sixth verse the general principle and spirit of the

passage is apphed especially to kings:—" For by wise coun-

sel thou shalt make thy war ; and in multitude of counsellors

there is safety." This stands opposed to tivo cases,—that of

the self-sufficient and self-willed monarch, on the one hand,

who follows his oivn way, and will take no counsel at all:—
and on the other that of the monarch who places his entire

confidence in some single favourite, who, by flattery or

otherwise, has gained an ascendency over him,—who gives

liimself up entirely to his counsel To the subjects of the

monarch, in both cases, there is danger; especially when,

either by the haste and pertinacity of self-mil, or by sub-

mission to the self-interested and flattering advice of a

favourite minister and minion, they are induced to undertake

rash and unrighteous wars—wars justifiable by no plea of

necessity, which is the only plea of justice.*

Since the kings of Israel and Judali may be considered

* Compare cliap. xx 18.
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as specially referred to, the former part of the verse might,

with some plausibility, be regarded as having reference to the

counsel which the good kings solicited and obtained from

the inspired and commissioned prophets, who on such occa-

sions were either sent to them with express messages, or

sent for by them to receive direction from the Lord. The

latter part of the verse, however, appears rather to favour a

more general interpretation ; inasmuch as, when inspired pro-

phets were consulted, the safety did not arise from " the mul-

titude of counsellors.^^ The voice of God by one, when well

accredited, was as sure as if it had been by hundreds :—and

one of the prophets of Jehovah was better than any number
of others.* While the general principle holds true that in

cases of importance it is well not to trust to any single judg-

ment, yet is there room for exception and for caution :—for

sometimes in "the multitude of counsellors" there is distrac-

tion and indecision—and all the evils consequent upon delay,

or upon dubious, shifting, vacillating measures, measures

adopted without confidence, and prosecuted without energy.

There is a war in which sinners are engaged, which all the

created counsel in the universe, united in its support, would

not only fail to justify in the principle of it, but could not

free from the charge of madness in its utter hopelessness.

" Wo to the man that striveth with his Maker !

" heark-

en to no counsellors that would encourage you in maintain-

ing that war. All the counsellors in this Book, with one

voice,—the voice of earnestness, authority, and affection, dis-

suade you from it. Here is a "multitude of counsellors;"

and here is " safety^ And yet the counsel of them all is

but one. They all wrote by one Spirit, and their counsel is

the counsel of God. Obey it and live.

In the verse following, we have first, a matter of fact,—
^^ Wisdom is too Idgli for a fooir—The fool in tliis verse is

probably the same as the evil man in the first. He is the

man of low, grovelling dispositions, desires, and pursuits,

—

who "minds earthly tilings;" seeks his enjoyment in the

* Coinp. 1 Kings xxii. 10—30.
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gratifications of sense; does not even cultivate his mind,

far less aspire at the highest of all wisdom, "the wisdom that

Cometh from above,"—the illumination of heaven, the know-

ledge of God's word, and the course of life which is in ac-

cordance with its principles and directions.—Wisdom being

too high for him, does not mean that it is of such difficult

acquisition as to be beyond the reach of his natural powers;

(were that the case he Avould not be blameworthy for the

want of it) but that he has no desire after it, and there-

fore will put himself to no trouble to attain to it. The
"price of wisdom" may be "in his hand," but he has "no
heart to it," and therefore it lies neglected and remains as far

from him as ever.

Then we have the natural consequence—"i/e openetli not

his mouth in the gate^ As " tlie gate " means the place of

public assembly and judgment, the expression is evidently

equivalent to—men never think of placing him in any

situation of honour or of trust. They never consult him
in difficulties; never choose him as an arbitrator or judge

in any cause or controversy. He may be ready enough

to "open his mouth;" he may have a sufficiently good

opinion of what he has to say; the greater his folly, the more

may be his self-conceit; the emptier of all that is worth

having, the fuller is he of himself. But his opinion is never

asked; and v/hen he does put himself forward to give it

ultroneously, all are imj)atient; he is put doivn, his judg-

ment being held in contempt.

Verses 8, 9. " He that deviseth to do evil shall be called

a mischievous person. The thought of foolishness, is sin;

and the scorner is an abomination to men."—The spirit of

these two verses is the same, though the expression be dif-

ferent. There seems at first view in the former something

like the tameness of a truism. To he sure, one might say,

who should be called a mischievous person, if not the deviser

of evil? Two remarks may place it in a correct light :—1.

The deep designing villain, who hatches in secret his schemes

of evil, may have art enough to draw, by his sly and insidi-

ous and plausible representations, the simple and unwary
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into particqDation,—and even, as liis tools, to take the chief

part—in their execution. In these circumstances, the verse

teaches that the deviser of the evil should have the infamy,

the guilt, the condemnation, the punishment. He is the

"mischievous person;" not his unsuspecting and inexperi-

enced duj)e. And, when the facts of the case are dis-

covered, and it comes to be known how it stands, so it will

he. Men will generally have justice enough to lay the blame,

and to affix the infamy and the stigma in their proper place.

—2. Thus too it is in the estimate of God. The ^^ deviser

of evil" is, in His eyes, the "mischievous person;" and
shall be held and treated, condemned and punished, as

such, even although his devices should never be carried

into execution at all, or should be executed by others

than himself.— Tliis, you perceive, brings the sentiment

into a close affinity with the first clause of the following

verse:
—"The thought of foolishness is sin." But wliile

this connexion may be recognised, the sentiment must be

generalized. It holds true in the utmost latitude of appli-

cation. Every foolish thought— every imagination, every

wish, though never uttered to men, and never so much as

indicated, even by a look,—is perfectly before the all-seeing,

all-searching eye of God. And observe—it is not known
only; it "is swz." If the thinker of the evil meant to be also

the doer of it, and was prevented only by causes which he
could not control, he will be regarded by the righteous

Judge as if he had actually done it. It stands, in the book
of God's remembrance, the same as if thus recorded against

him.

How deeply solemn in this view the statement ! how
much passes in the mind and heart, to which fellow-men are

strangers,—to all of wliich God is privy ! And how does

tliis accumulate the amount of sin in the divine indictment

against every one of us ! And how should a consciousness

of this shut us up to exclusive reUance on the mercy of the

gospel! There is not one secret "thought of evil," that does

not require for its forgiveness the virtue of atoning blood

;

and that does not require faith in that blood, confession, and
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supplication for mercy, in order to the sinner's obtaining the

forgiveness ! "Well, then, may we exclaim, " If thou. Lord,

shouldst mark iniquity, Lord, who could stand
!

"

"VVe have, observe, in the phraseology of this part of the

verse, the clearest evidence that foolishness means more than

mere weakness, mere intellectual imbeciUty. It is here, mani-

estly, moral pravity.

In the latter part of the verse, "the scorner is an
abomination to men,"—"the scoiiier" means, as in other

cases, one who openly scoffs at all the restraints of di-

vine authority, the precepts of law, and the principles of

rectitude; by whom they are, in word and act, set at de-

fiance; who not only devises evil, but does it, with a

stubborn heart and a high hand. Such a character "is

an abomination" amongst men; and he is "an abomination

to men." He is so, as a matter of course, to the godly—
whose minds are one with God's, and whose "hearts are right

with Him." And he is so even to men in general, on the

principles of that conventional morality, which it is found
necessary to maintain, in order to the union and the well-

being of society; for his pernicious influence is felt on
the very bonds of social order. And were his princi^jles

and example followed, all would be mutual jealousy, distrust,

injury, anarchy.

Yerse 10. "If thou faint in the day of adversity, thy

strength is small."—This also has the aspect of a truism

—

or at least of a very simple and self-evident truth. But
simple truths are often the most important and useful : and
such is this when duly weighed in its bearings.

"We have seen (v. 5) that true wisdom is strength.—Ee-
ligion, when it occupies with presiding influence the mind
and heart, will impart this strength in adversity. A man's
strength—the vigoiu' of his principles, is tried and tested

by adversity. It is only then he is put to the proof. A
tree or a house may stand firm in the calm and the sun-

shine, and to the eye present every appearance and pro-

mise of immovable stability; but when the clouds gather,

and the tempest raves, the one may be uprooted and the
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other laid in ruins. AVhat was said cruelly and unjustly

of Job, is but too frequently verified in human experience

—"Now it has come upon thee, and thou faintest; it

toucheth thee, and thou art troubled."— Further, in

ourselves, we have no strength to bear adversity aright;

and it is when a man is made to feel this—to feel, by
his "fainting in the day of adversity," that "liis strength

is small," that he becomes truly strong, by being led to

rely more on a power above his own.*—Adversity thus con-

tributes, among other benefits, to the deepening of humility,

—producing diffidence of ourselves, and confidence in God;
while the measure of spiritual vigour,—the joower of genuine

principle—is drawn out and made apparent, for the advan-

tage and encouragement of others.

We must beware of self-reliance. Boasted strength

will ever be found weakness—ever, in the day when the

trial comes, inefficient. Thus was it with Peter. He
thought his strength great. ! there was not any thing

for which it was not adequate. He was fit for every

emergency. j^othing could shake, nothing could daunt

him. Yet he "fainted in the day of adversity," and learned

that "his strength was small." And the lesson, though

dearly learned, was of eminent use to him all his days;

and the record of it has been of use to many a soul since.

Let us learn to place our reliance on the Lord. AVhile in

Him we have "righteousness," in Him too vre must have

^^ strength." All is from His infinite fulness.

t

The two following verses bring before us an important

duty and considerations enforcing it:
—"If thou forbear to

deliver them that are drawn unto death, and those that are

ready to be slain ; if thou sayest. Behold we knew it not

;

doth not he that pondereth the heart consider if? and he

that keepeth thy soul, doth not he know it? and shall not

he render to every man according to his w^orks?"

The duty directly enjoined is evidently that of taking

fart with the oppressed. The case supposed and described

* See 2 Cor. xii. 9, 10. f Comp. Isa. xl. 28—31.
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is clearly that of a fellow-creature standing exposed to death,

from unrighteous oppression, from false accusation, from ma-
licious prosecution, or from persecution for conscience sake.

And the duty incumbent upon us in such a case, whatever

be its variety, is that of doing all that hes in our power to

deliver such. We may by various causes be tempted
to refrain from the discharge of this important duty.

But it clearly comes under the comprehensive law of love

:

—"Whatsoever ye would that men should do to you, do ye

even so to them," We may dread the vengeance of the

imperious and self-Avilled despot, or the selfish and partial

magistrate, or the unjust judge, or the interested and vindic-

tive private prosecutor. We may be tempted by indolence,

that cannot be troubled; by selfishness, that says. It is

none of my business ; by avarice, that slirinks from risk of

loss. But let all such excuses be well weighed. They
may serve to suppress the demands of conscience now, but

they will not stand in the judgment.

The spirit of the duty may be illustrated by a few Scrip-

ture examples.

—

Obadlah fulfilled it, when, at the peril of

his life, he took part with the prophets of Jehovah against

Ahab and his bloody queen—hiding them from persecuting

violence, and providing them with the means of hfe, when
all the resources of royal power and fury were astir to dis-

cover and destroy them.

—

Jonathan fulfilled it, v^hen he

placed himself between his exasperated father and the un-

justly pursued, the innocent David,—exposing himself, for

the sake of his unofiending friend, with noble generosity and
self-denial, to the unnatural execrations of an unreasonable

and vengefully jealous parent, and to the point of the mad-
man's javelin.

—

Estlier fulfilled it, when, to save from im-

pending massacre and extermination her own people, treach-

erously sold to the cruel caprice of the haughty, unprincipled,

and mean-spirited Haman, she ventured into the presence of

the king, uninvited, at the hazard of his fitful wrath and
of her head, saying—"If I perish, I perish."—The midicives

of Egypt fulfilled it, when on the ruthless edict of Pharaoh
having gone forth to cast all the male children of the
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Israelites into the Nile the instant they were born, these

•women, "fearing God," disobeyed the royal mandate, and
saved them alive.

—

Ehedmelech the Ethiopian fulfilled it,

when taking part with the persecuted Jeremiah against the

princes of Jerusalem that had accused him to king Zedekiah

and demanded his life, and, when the king himself had
given him up into their hands from pusillanimous dread of

their power,—he went in boldly to the royal presence, protested

against the prophet's accusers, charged them with wrong,

obtained an order for his release from the dungeon into

which they had cast him, and himself executed the order.

—

SauVs guards fulfilled it, or acted at least in the spirit of it,

when they disobeyed the coimnand of their master to fall

upon and slay the priests of the Lord—an order of most
monstrous iniquity; while the time-serving, ungodly, and
blood-thirsty Doeg violated it most flagrantly by instant

compliance.

—

Aquila and Priscilla fulfilled it, when for

Paul's sake "they laid down their own necks," jeoparding their

own lives for the preservation of his.

It was in the full spirit of tliis lesson that all the measures

were prosecuted for effecting the termination of the execrable

system of slavery with all its horrors of unrighteousness and
deadly cruelty ; and it is in the spirit of the lesson still, that

all possible means should be put in operation for accom-

plishing the abohtion, throughout the world, of the accursed

traffic in human flesh, and the breaking of every yoke, that

the oppressed may go free,—that the "drawn unto death

may live."

The condition of sinners may be regarded as here very
aptly set forth. They are "drawn unto death"

—

seized^

or apprehended for death, and "ready to be slain:"—and
the death to which they are doomed,— how unutterably

fearful

!

But you may naturally meet me with an objection here.

In their condition there is no injustice; no unrighteous and
cruel oppression. The sentence of death under which they
lie is a divine sentence—in perfect accordance with all

the principles of equity :—the sword Avith which they are
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'ready to be slain" is the sword of divine justice itself.

They deserve to die the death. To attempt to prevent it

would be to arrest the hand of God. Ought not divine,

and therefore unimpeachable, justice to have its coui'se?

The objection—otherwise irresistible—God has himself re-

moved. Justice, infinite justice, had all its claims acknow-
ledged and fulfilled on Calvary. On the ground of the

sacrifice there offered,— the atonement there made,— the

God of justice and mercy has called on sinners to accept

pardon, in the name and for the sake of Ms Son. His call

comes with authority. It is a command. It is in virtue of

the satisfaction of justice in the atonement of Christ, that

we ourselves enjoy our oicn dehverance from the death and
destruction to which, in common with all, we were devoted.

And the very same authority that commanded us to beheve
and be saved, enjoins on us to be agents in attempting

the rescue of others. ! what should we not be ready to

do, to sacrifice, to suffer, for such an end!—to effect such a

rescue

!

Turn we now to the considerations here enforcing the

duty

:

—
1. It is a duty of which the very natur'C ought to render

it agreeable. It is a duty of benevolence. It ought,

in every case, to be a pleasure to have, and to be able to

put in operation, the means of doing good—and in a spe-

cial manner, when the good is, not temporal and secular

merely, but spiritual and eternal. Some duties, even of

benevolence, are of a mingled character, partly pleasant, partly

painful. There are at times contending, or seemingly contend-

ing interests ;—so that, when we are doing good to one, we are

not sure what the possible effects may be to others. But
in the present case there is no such apprehension— no

drawback. It is all pleasing. By the conversion of a

sinner, the sinner himself is infinitely benefited; and what
but benefit can accrue to any one else 1 Benefit to him
is benefit to all who come within the sphere of his influence.

There is no possible result but blessing. In delivering one

who was "drawn unto death and ready to be slain," we raise
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up an agent for tlie deliverance of more. The benefit spreads,

—spreads around; spreads onwards. The rescue of one

may be the rescue of thousands; and to indhdduals, to

families, to circles of Idndred, to neighbourhoods, to cities,

to kingdoms, to tlie world, it is all benefit,—all blessing;

blessing for time, and blessing for eternity.—Still, notwith-

standing all this, we are in danger of being tempted to the

neglect of this duty. Let us bear in mind therefore

—

2. That we have an account to render to God of the man-

ner in which we have fulfilled it.

This is evidently the main point in the various awakening

questions of the twelfth verse :
—

" If thou sayest. Behold we
knew it not; doth not he that pondereth the heart consider

it? and he that keepeth thy soul, doth not he know it?

and shall not he render to every man according to his

works'?" These questions all go to impress our minds with

the light in wliich even the guilt of forbearing to succour

and to seek the deliverance of the loronged and oppressed

appears in God's eyes :—-and how much more heinous must

the guilt appear to Him of leaving fellow-sinners loithout

even an attem2:)t to rescue them, to perish for ever!

The blessed God has shown His estimate of the worth

of human souls, and the value of salvation,—by the ran-

som He has ^Daid for them. How criminal in His sight

must be all indifference! AVhat an affront to Him, to affect

to make light of an object on -svhich He has impressed, by
the whole scheme of redeeming grace, in the incarnation,

obedience, sufferings, and deatli of His Son, so high a value

!

We dare not plead indifference with Calvary before our

eyes !—with the testimony there borne—borne by the in-

finite God, in the tears, and agonies, and blood of Immanuel,

to the sinfulness of sin, to the fearfulness of the perdition

to which it has doomed the sinner, and the unutterable

preciousness of deliverance and life!—The expression here

used might be interpreted as that of indifference—"Behold

we hnew it not
!

" intimating that they cared not to know it,—^were at no pains to find it out. But the plea of indif-

ference, on the part of a professed child of God, would be
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doubly inconsistent and strange. It would imply at once a

supercilious disregcii'd of the revealed judgment of God, and

the absence of all right impression of the wortli of his oicn soul;

for such an impression it is impossible for any one to have,

who feels not for the perdition of other souls as well as of

his own. l!fo sinner can be in a state of salvation himself,

and think, and talk, and act mth a spirit of cold-blooded

heartlessness and unconcern, about that of liis fellow-men

!

But we cannot, at the bar of God, plead ignorance. We
cannot plead it with regard to the worth of salvation, when
God has, both by word and action, so j)lainly and impres-

sively declared it ; so neither can we j)lead it as to the fact

of others requiring it. Many cases of oppression and wrong,

of suffering and danger, may exist around us, without our

"knowing" them, or being able, by any pains of ours, to dis-

cover them. But to say—with regard to the guilt and
misery, and exposure to perdition, of the mass of mankind
among whom we daily live and move,—" Behold I knew it

not," would be, and could not but be, the utterance of a lie,

—an unblushingly presumptuous falsehood. To live any-

where on earth, where there are human beings, and not to

know it, is impossible :—to live in a city like this, teeming

with every variety of ungodliness to be found out of hell, and
pretend not to know it, would be a plea only to be accounted

for by the loss of reason. Thousands are j)erishing at our

very doors, under our very eye, " without Christ, and without

hope !

" We see it ; we know it. The frequency of it is so

great,—the sight of it is so constant, that we are in danger

of becoming so familiar with, it as to lose all impression of

the fearful fact. Against tliis we need to watch. But igno-

rance can never be our plea.

Further, every plea by which we would vindicate or pal-

liate neglect, would argue ingratitude to Gvd for his kind-

ness and grace to ourselves. This seems to be the spirit of

the expression—"ZTe that keepeth thy soul, doth not he

know it?" When applied to the case immediately referred

to by Solomon—the case of temporal life exposed to hazard

from malice, oppression, or persecution—the case of men
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thus "drawn unto death and ready to be slain,"—the ex-

postulation, (taking the word soul in its frequent appHcation

to animal life) has its full spiiit :
—

" He that keepeth thy

life,"—sustaining it every moment, guarding it from the ap-

proach of ten thousand dangers,—without whom you could

not draw a breath, and without whose bounty and beneficence

life would be a curse instead of a blessing,
—

" doth not He
know if?"—know thy unfeeling neglect of the life of thy

fellow-men? And "who maketh thee to differ?" Could not

He at once reverse your respective circumstances 1 And how
would you feel, and how would you wish, and what would you

expect, were your circumstances theirs, and theirs yours 1 And
has not God, by the law of mutual love, made you mutual

guardians of each other's hves and w^ell-being?—And is it be-

comingly grateful to Him who is the God and the guardian of

your life, in whose hand your breath is, and from whom comes

everything that in the sHghtest measure contributes to life's

enjoyment, to be thus heartlessly unconcerned about the Hves

of others ?—Let Cliristians apply the expostulation to higher

interests. The life of your souls is in God's hands. He
has given it; He sustains it. In Him you have your spir-

itual as well as your animal being, your heavenly as well as

your earthly life. Is there, then, anything like becoming

o-ratitude to the author and sustainer of that immortal hfe,

when you are listless and heedless about souls that are dying

and dead around you?—Eemember the answer of God to

the sullen question of the first murderer, " Am I my brother's

keeper?" "The voice of thy brother's blood crieth unto me
from the ground." Eemember too, that next to the murderer

who directly takes away hfe, is the man who, with the means

of life in his possession, suffers his fellow-creature to die.

Eemember still fui-ther, that this is true of the soul as

weU as of the body ; true mth an emphasis proportioned to

the superior value of the soul's life to that of the body,

—

of the eternal to the temporal.

Finally, mark the j^'^^'^'^cwle on which the judgment of the

great day will be conducted :—God \Adll " render to every man
according to his ivorks." This implies, that by their works the
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principles of men shall be tested; and thus the two great classes

separated from each other,—those who are jjlaced on the

right, and those who have their station on the left hand :

—those who beheved, and loved, and feared God, being

proved to have been under the influence of these principles,

by the " work of faith, the labour of love, and the patience

of hope." And of all descriptions of works, none of the

least distinctive of state and character will be such works as

we have been describing; and foremost in rank the all-im-

portant work of caring for the souls of others. If this is not

to be a distinguishing criterion, what else will? Hoav, then,

shall we find our place on the right hand of the Judge, if

we have taken no interest in such matters?—if we have al-

lowed souls to perish around us, mthout any concern to save

them'?—if we have failed to do either the much or the little

that was in our power?—Have we not reason to put the

question to ourselves, "with fear and trembling," whether

will He whom Ave call Master and Lord in that day own us

as his?

—

''Doth not He consider itV—Yes; and we have seen

the light in which He does consider it. remember what He
who is to be the Judge hath done for souls! And think how

heavy, in His estimation, must be the guilt of neglecting

them, and leaving them to perish ! "Wliat evidence can they

possilDly produce, in vindication of their professed faith in

him, who, in this essential point, so sadly fail of resemblance

to him? Can tliey be Christ's, that leave souls to perish,

when for souls Christ shed his blood? Can they be owned

as disciples of Him who came " to seek and to save the lost,"

who can allow the lost to remain in their lost estate, Avith

hardly a yearning Avish or a faint effort for their recovery %

It implies also that Avhile the AA'hole of the glory and blessed-

ness of heaven Avill be the gift of grace, the Father Avill tes-

tify His love to the Son and satisfaction in His work, by pro-

portioning the honour He confers for His sake to the amount

of faithful serAdce done to Him by those on A\diom the honour

is bestoAved. And that amount AA^ill be estimated, not abso-

lutely but relatively—relatively to the amount of talent, op-

portunity, and means ; so that, in many instances, the pro-

lU. H
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portions will not be according to wliat appeared to men, but

according to the righteous measure of divine knowledge. Thus
" many that are first shall be last, and the last first." Ought
\ve not then to be emulous to abound in acts of faithful

and devoted service to our divine Master? Is it right in

any servant of His, to satisfy himseK with as much only as

may just serve to prevent his being rejected? Would not

the very exercise of a principle thus ungenerously selfish, be

sufficient of itseK to ensure, or at least to warrant his re-

jection? Should we not be sohcitous to be able to say

—

" Thy pound hath gained ten j)ounds ? "—not only not to

Avrap it in a napkin and let it lie unimproved altogether,

but to put it forth to the best possible advantage for the

credit of our Master and his cause ?—And ought -we not as a

church, collectively as well as individually, to be zealous of

good works ; and to " consider one another," to stimulate to

their multiplied performance?—that thus we may be mu-
tually "helpers of one another's faith and jo}^," and contri-

bute to brighten the gems of each other's crowns in the day
of the Lord?
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Prov. XXIV. 13—22.

"My son, eat thou honey, because it is good; and the honeycomb, . which is

sweet to thy taste: so shall the knowledge of wisdom be unto thy soul: when

thou hast found it, then there shall be a reward, and thy expectation shall not be

cut off. Lay not wait, wicked man, against the dwelling of the righteous;

spoil not his resting place: for a just man falleth seven times, and riseth up

again: but the wicked shall fall into mischief. Eejoice not when thine enemy

falleth ; and let not thine heart be glad when he stumbleth ; lest the Lord see it,

and it displease him, and he turn away his wrath from him. Fret not thyself

because of evil men, neither be thou envious at the wicked. For there shall be

no reward to the evil man; the candle of the wicked shall be put out. My
son, fear thou the Lord and the king; and meddle not with them that are given

to change: for their calamity shall rise suddenly; and who knoweth the ruin of

them both?"

A COMPARISON is, in the first tAvo verses, instituted between
objects of natural and spiritual taste, and natural and spiritual

benefit.—God is good. His benevolence appears in this,

among otlier ways, that in the provision made for us in tem-

poral things, He does not, by any rigid law, prohibit the

use of all but what is necessary to life and health. There
are many things gratifying to taste, and sight, and smell, of

which such necessity cannot be affirmed. And from these,

when used in moderation, and in the spirit of gratitude and
dependence, we are not interdicted. We mayeat " honey,'' not
only because it is " good,'' or nutritious, but also because it is

^^ sweet." We must not forget, however, that honey is both;

for in regard to both, the comparison appears to be designed.

Canaan abounded in honey ; and it was used, not only as a

luxurj to the palate, but as an article of diet. " Butter and
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honey shall he eat, that he may know to refuse the evil, and
choose the good," Isa. vii. 15. '^Butter'' is not considered

as the proper import of the original word here. It means
thickened or curdled milk, which is " still a favourite article

of food in Syria, Arabia, and the neighbouring countries

:

and, when mixed with honey, is exceedingly agreeable to

the taste."^' And that " honey " was used as an article of

diet, and an accompaniment to other kinds of food, we learn

from an incident on a most interesting occasion—when
Jesus appeared to the discij)les after his resurrection:

—

" While they yet beheved not for joy, and wondered, he said

unto them, Have ye here any meat? And they gave him
a piece of a broiled fish, and of an lioney-comh,''' Luke xxiv.

41, 42.—In the reference to " honey " and " the honey-comb,"

then, we have the two ideas oi j^^^asantness and nutritiveness.

The comparison follows—" so shall the knowledge of wisdom
be unto thy soul."

There are some men who might as well, for aU the use

they make of them, have been without minds. Their mental
powers lie dormant. Their enjoyment is all in what is sen-

sual and frivolous. But the experience of such fools no more
proves that general knowledge imparts no pleasui-e, than in-

stances of palates which have lost their relish can prove honey

not to be sweet. The cultivation of the mental faculties, and
their employment in the acquisition of knowledge, is a source

of pure and exquisite pleasure. It is so in regard to general

and scientific knowledge, how much more so in regard to

divine knowledge,—the knowledge of those truths which
divine inspu'ation has been given to communicate, and divine

power has put forth in miracle to confirm !—The tridh of the

comparison presu^jposes for its ascertainment, the existence of

a spirltucd taste. Spiritual things are " spiritually discerned
;"

and the spiritual perception of their excellence imparts a

pleasure to the soul, of which no power of human sophistry

can ever deprive it. A man whose palate is in a healthy

condition, and who has tasted honey, can never be argued out

* Henderson.
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of the conviction of its sweetness. You may reason mtli

him to the end of his days ; but he will die in the conviction

that honey is sweet. So it is with the soul that has received
" the 'knowledge of loisdom^^ that has once tasted the sweet-

ness of spiritual discoveries, and of those spiritual enjoy-

ments to wliich the faith of them introduces. Exjperience is

more than all argument ;—" more than all the atheists in

the world "with their sophistry, and all the profane with their

banter."*—And the rehsh, once felt, produces a growing

desire. He who relishes sweetness, having tasted honey,

will long for it again. So the sweetness of divine knowledge

will quicken the liking for it, and the eagerness for more.t

The soul having extracted a little of the sweetness of the

word of God,—of tlie "honey from the rock,"—will long,

with a keener relisli, for a larger portion ;—"vvill long for a pro-

gressive acquaintance with its rich and varied contents; in

their relative bearings, in their beautiful harmony, in their

holy and heavenly influence.—And such progress, while

pleasant, is projitahJe to the soul. Its practical effects are

most precious. It promotes spiritual growth,—the nourish-

ment and the healthful exercise of all the principles and
affections of the divine life.

There is one point in Avhich the comparison fails. " Honey "

is only good in moderation. If its sweetness temjjt to the

excessive use of it, it becomes both nauseous and hurtful.
:|;

But this is not true and never can be true, of " the knowledge

of wisdom "—the knowledge of God's truth. It never can

be found sickening the mind, and producing nausea and

rejection. The maxim of all in possession of it will be

—

a maxim held the more strongly the more abundant has been

the acquisition,
—

" The unore the hetterr—" Surely there is a

rewardr There is a present reward; a reward of present

enjoyment, present benefit, present blessing; not the reward

of the man who takes honey to excess,—^whom it cloys and

sickens, and whose constitution it injures; but the reward

* Henry.

t Comp, Psa. xix. 7—11; cxix. 103, 97, 47; Jer. xv. 16.

X See chap. xxv. 16, 27.
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of spiritual pleasure and spiritual prosperity, in due propor^

tion to tlie amount of acquirement. And there is a future
reward :

—
" Thine expectation shall not he cut off." This

may refer, indeed, to present enjoyment and jDresent benefit.

The " expectation," in this respect, can never go beyond the
reality ; the reality will ever be found to exceed the " expec-

tation." But the "expectation" may be regarded as con-

nected with eternity ; with the consummation of the divine

life in heaven, as well as with its commencement and pro-

gress on earth. That " expectation shall not be cut off,"

Avhen every other shall.

Verse 15. "Lay not wait, wicked man, against the

dwelling of the righteous ; spoil not his resting place." This
is an admonition to evil men to beware of all 023j)ression and
persecution of the good. The language is evidently not to

be confined to unrighteous infliction on account of particular

crimes charged, of which the accused are innocent; but ex-

tends to, and es^Decially means, the oppressing and evil-en-

treating those who are " the excellent of the earth," on
account of their very excellence,—as bearing testimony against

and condemning the world.

" Spoil not his resting-placey Thus is his dwelling de-

signated. It is the abode of love and peace, of quietness, and
holy harmony and domestic joy. It is the place of his

family altar, around which are poured out the social devo-

tions of a united and affectionate group, in tender and blessed

mutual sympathy, the sympathy of nature and of grace.

—

Intrude not, with unhallowed foot, and ruthless hand, on
this abode of piety and love—this chosen resting-place of the

affections—this habitation of the God of the famiUes of

Israel. Disturb not, with the voice of cursing and bitterness,

the " melody of joy and salvation " that is heard in the
" dwelling of the righteous." The reason is assigned in next
verse—" For a just man falleth seven times, and riseth up
again: but the wicked shall fall into mischief."

It is quite clear that "/a/Zef/i" here means falling into

calamity. Were there nothing else in proof of this, the an-

tithesis between the two parts of the verse would suffice to
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show it. The sentiment of the verse is, that how often so-

ever the righteous may thus fall by the hand of man, God
is still with him, and he shall recover again. There are in
Scripture many deUghtfully encouraging statements of the
same general truth;—full of comfort to God's people, and
full of fearful admonition to their enemies.* Even in the
very midst of temporal sufferings, there is a sustaining buoy-
ancy in genuine principle. It rises, like the hfe-boat, over
the billows of tribulation. It may seem, at times, as if

actually whelmed by them, but it emerges again with noble
energy, and braves, and buffets, and rides out the storm!
Such principle is of God. He inspires it. He exposes it

to the trial. He enables it to bear up and to triumph.
But I must not pass from these verses v/ithout observing

how miserably they have been misappHed and abused. The
falling has been interpreted of falling into sin; and the
words have often been so quoted. They have been apphed
to the doctrine of final 2:>erseverance ; and as meaning that,

how frequently soever, and even how grossly soever, the true
behever may faU, he can never finally fall away, so as to be
lost. It is easy to give such a statement an aspect of plausi-
bihty, and to weave it nicely into the tissue of the orthodox
system. But in the Word of God things are in no instance
represented in such a Kght ; and it is wrong so to use the
language, even in the way of accommodation. As for argu-
ment in support of any doctrine, it should never be forgotten—though it too frequently is—that there can never be aught
of the nature of argument or proof in any passage, further
than as that passage is used in the precise sense it was in-
tended by the Holy Spirit to bear. It is not icords, but
sentiment, that can have any weight whatever in the way of
evidence: and arguments that are founded on a different
sense from that which the words were designed to express,
have in them just

—

nothing. They are hterally icords and
nothing more.

* Job V. 17—19: Psalm xxxiv. 15—22; xxxvii. 23—25, 39, 40:
Mic. vii. 5—10: 2 Cor. i. 8—10; iv. 8—12.
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The application of tlie language to which I now allude is

mischievous in the extreme. Everything must be so that

holds out the slightest encouragement to confidence and
ease of mind under even one fall into sin ; much more under
repeated, under many such falls. There is nothing of this

kind, I again affirm, in the Bible. When sin has been com-
mitted, all there is warning and alarm. The order to the

man of God then is :
—

" Cry aloud, spare not ; lift up thy

voice like a trumpet, and shew my j)eople their transgres-

sion, and the house of Jacob their sins." jSTowhere is there

anything to be found that can be interpreted into an assur-

ance of safety, how often soever they may fall. Whatever
is there said to preserve against despair, is said in such a

way as to forbid presumption. I can imagine no state of

mind more antichristian and delusive than that of the pro-

fessor who gets himself settled down in the conviction that

however often he falls, he cannot finally fall away. His
confidence rests on a sufficiently manifest, though alas ! too

imposing a fallacy. It supposes a man to have ascertained

to a certainty his beiug in a state of grace, independentiy of
present evidence. " Once in grace, ever in grace" may, in a

certain sense, express a Bible truth; but so applied, there

is not a grosser or more pernicious «?if2'-Bible error. Of
present life there must be i^resent evidence. It would be

a strange way of proving a tree to be now aUve, to enume-
rate the crops it had borne in former years. To prove it

noio alive, you must show us the fruit it bears now. In
like manner, it will not prove a man to be one of God's

family, to show how good he once was. The question forces

itself on notice

—

What is he now? We have just as good

a right to conclude from Avhat he is now, when he is falhng

into sin, that what he was before has been appearance only

and a delusion, as others can have to conclude from what

he formerly was, that what he is now is only a teuiporary

backsliding. And in the former conclusion there is less

—much less of danger tlian in the latter. Than the

latter, indeed, the devil could not suggest a more ruinous.

Every fall into sin should give rise to serious and deep
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searching of heart,—to self-suspicion,—to humihation, and

confession, and fear,—to the tears and prayers of a broken

and contrite spirit. And yet, strange to say, the words have

even been improved upon, to render them, as is imagined,

still more systematically orthodox, but in reality so much
the more pernicious in their tendency and effects :

—
" the

just man falleth seven times in a day, and risetli up again."

let professors, when they have fallen into sin, instead of

indulging in a delusive self-complacency, and unwarrantable

and presumptuous confidence in " former signs of grace,"

—

tremble at their peril, which is imminent. Let them call to

mind the Lord's own words—" Thine own Avickedness shall

correct, and thy backslidings shall reprove thee : know there-

fore, and see, that it is an evil thing and bitter, that thou

hast forsaken the Lord thy God, and that my fear is not in

thee, saith the Lord God of hosts," Jer. ii. 1 9. " Eemember
whence thou art fallen, and repent, and do the first works;

or else I will come unto thee quickly, and vaU remove thy

candlestick out of his place, except thou repent," Eev. ii. 5.

*' The foundation of God standeth sure, having this seal. The
Lord knoweth them that are his. And, Let every one that

nametli the name of Christ depart from iniquity" 2 Tim. ii.

19. "Wherefore, giving all diligence, add to your faith,

virtue; and to virtue, knowledge; and to knowledge, tem-

perance; and to temperance, patience; and to patience, god-

liness ; and to godliness, brotherly kindness, and to brotherly

kindness, charity. For if ye do these things, ye shall never

fall : for so an entrance shall be ministered unto you abun-

dantly into the everlasting kingdom of our Lord and Saviour

Jesus Christ," 2 Pet. i. 5—7, 10, 11.

Perhaps the words which follow, or the admonition con-

tained in them, are to be connected by a natural association

with the close of verse sixteenth—" but the wicked shall fall

into mischief." No doubt the ultimate reference of the lan-

guage is to the final and irremediable "mischief" into which
the wicked shall fall, when the righteous shall have his re-

ward, and reap the fulness of his belicAdng expectation.

But the wicked persecutor may " fall into mischief " noiv : he
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may be brouglit, by the providence of God, and that too

even by means of his violence against God's people, into cir-

cumstances of trial and calamity. And when such haj)pens

to be the case, the admonition suited to liis case is here ad-

dressed to those righteous, who had been the object of liis

rancour and violence :

—
" Rejoice not ivhen thine enemy

falletJi; and let not thine heart he glad lohen he stmnhleth"

Such is the propensity of our corrupt nature. Had not our

nature fallen from its original innocence,—had it not " left

its first love,"

—

" eiiemy" would have been a word unknown;
for it expresses a state of feeling which no need would ever

have existed of a term to indicate. There would have been

no doing of wrong, and therefore no resenting of it. But

multipHed, alas ! are the "svi'ongs done ; and many, and often

strong, are the temptations to both the feehng and the act

of vengeance. The injunction in this verse is, in the high-

est degree, spiritual. It condemns the inivard feeling of

satisfaction at the fall of an enemy, even when we have in no

way contributed to bring it about. Though we should not

actually, and with our o"\vn hand, avenge an injury,—being

aware how express and peremptory the precepts are against

that ; and while, for the same reason, in order to keep our

character clear among men from the imputation of a resent-

ful spirit, we carefully conceal our feelings,—we may yet be

secretly, within the privacy of our own bosoms, cherishing

the very feeling, which we abstain from uttering or putting

into act. AYe may be inwardly delighted on learning that

our enemy has met with what we cannot but thinlv, and call

to ourselves, well-merited retribution. So it must not be.

I^ever must we in this spirit say within ourselves,
—

" Ah

!

so I thought : no more than I have been looking for and

desiring might come." The reason is in the next verse :

—

"Lest the Lord see it, and it displease him, and he turn

away his loratli from Jiim.'^ The import of this evidently

is—lest the tokens of God's displeasm-e, which Avould have

come on thine enemy, should be transferred to thyself;

lest thou, instead of he, should be made to bear them. On
this case observe

—
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1. Wlien we thus inwardly rejoice—our joy is the very

spirit of revenge; and our abstaining from actual and open
retaliation is thus shown to have arisen from no proper prin-

ciple, but to have been dictated by considerations themselves

of a selfish character ; or at least by some self-deceiving dis-

tinction between doing the thing mth our own hand, and
being gratified in seeing it done for us ;—two things which,

in the principle of them, are the very same—for God looks

to the heart.

2. Solomon cannot j)ossibly intend to intimate, as a mo-
tive to prevent our rejoicing in the fall of an enemy, that

thereby we may turn away his calamity, and arrest the hand
of God from inflicting it ; because this, it is clear, would be
still the very same spirit. It would be rejoicing in the con-

tinuance of the divine displeasure, and taking care to avoid

whatever would remove it. TMs would evidently be to sup-

pose him making the very gratification of the spirit of ven-
geance in one way, the consideration by which it is restrained

from giving itself indulgence in another,—the very gratifica-

tion of the temper proliibited, the motive to its suppression.

The frequency with which tlie counsel of the next verse

is repeated, is well fitted to impress on our minds the strength

of the tendency existing in our fallen nature to the evil re-

prehended,—and the consequent need for unceasing vigi-

lance against it. ! it is a sad tendency ! Only in an apos-

tate and sinful nature can it ever be found;—^the tendency
to prefer prosperity loithoid God, to adversity with Him ; to

look mth an enviously wistful eye to the " purple and the fine

hnen, and the sumptuous fare" of "the rich man;"—and to

forget, in the contemplation of his destitution and nakedness,
the ample and blessed reversion of the poor and afflicted

Lazarus.

And what is the reason assigned for the suppression of
all envious feehngs and desires'?—It is ever substantially the
same: (v. 20.) "For there shall be no reward to the evil

man; the candle of the wicked shall be put out." We are

thus always carried forward to the end. ! what is the
"light" of that worldly prosperity,—what is its worth—

•
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which, is so speedily to be quenched in darkness? Ho'.v

much better to go through darkness to Hght, than to go

through light to darkness ! How much better to pass through

a trial of fire to a " wealthy place," than to pass through " a

wealthy place" to the "fire that never shall be quenched ! "

—

"The candle (or lamp) of the wicked shall be put outy

His light—that is, whatever contributed for the time to spread

a tem^^orary joy through his heart and his habitation, shall

be extinguished for ever. At the very moment when the

light of God's i3eople shall rise in all its pure and unfading

splendour,—at the very moment when their " day dawns
and their day star arises,"—the sun of the wicked's earthly

glory and earthly joy shall go down in unending night. But
to the righteous,

—
" the Lord shall be their everlasting light,

and their God their glory
!

"

Verses 21, 22. "My son, fear thou the Lord and the

king ; and meddle not with them that are given to change

:

for their calamity shall rise suddenly ; and who knoweth the

ruin of them both." There are some words of sjeneral im-

port which are susceptible of apjDhcation to different objects

with modified amounts of that imjDort. Of tliis description

is the word "fear,'' which is here applied to Jeliovali and
to human rulers:—"Fear thou the Lord and the king''

The word expresses the general idea of reverence,—or of

holding in aioe. God is to be feared according to the nature

and authority of His government, kings according to the na-

ture and authority of theirs :—God supremely ; kings subor-

dinately :—God as the source of all power; kings as holding

theirs of God, and responsible to Him for the use they make
of it :—God for His character, as well as for His authority

;

kings simply as the representatives of power—their personal

character being, not seldom, anything but venerable :—God
with a fear ever associated with the love of complacency to-

ward all that He is ; kings mth a fear with which such love

can be blended only in cases where the personal character

admits of it,—love being out of the question where there is

nothing of the amiable.

The connexion of the two fears in the passage before us is
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evidently iiitended to impress the one by the otlier :—If you
fear God, fear the king. God, whom you are bound su-

premely to fear, and whose fear should produce obedience

to His will, has enjoined the fear of earthly rulers :—so that

a failure in the fear due to them becomes a violation of the

fear due to Him.
I need hardly say, that by tlie king we are to understand

the government of the country. It may be monarchical, or

it may not. We are by no means to look upon such ex-

pressions as this, in Scripture, as attaching the autho-

rity of inspiration to one form of government more than to

another. Respecting the comjDarative merits of different

forms, the word of God should not be regarded as giving any
decision, whether for the kingly, the aristocratical, the popu-

lar, or the mixed. The respect, or fear, is due to the legisla-

tive and executive powers, of whichsoeA^er description these

may be.

It would certainly too be a grievous mistake, were the ad-

monition here tendered against association with those who are
^^ given to changel'' so interpreted as to condemn and pro-

scribe everything of the nature of public spirit. There may,

in different countries,—in their different administrations of

government and political usages, be many things in wliich

change is most desirable and essential. There may be flaws

in old systems which require to be rectified; customs that

are absurd and injurious, which it is desirable to have ex-

ploded or modified; partial and oppressive laws which de-

mand revision and alteration; principles of poHcy which
have become unsuitable to the times and to the advancing

character and civilization of a people, which call loudly for

amelioration. Such improvements patriotism may render it

a subject's incumbent duty to do what he can to promote;

—

to use for this purpose all legitimate and constitutional means
which he finds accessible for their attainment; and A\T.th a

zeal, an energy, and a perseverance proportioned to the mag-
nitude and importance of the end in view, as it bears upon
the prosperity and well-being of the community,—or the

greatest good of the greatest number. It may not only be
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lawful, on the great priiicijDles of public morality, for a man
to desire and seek such changes, but his manifest and incum-

bent duty to labour and make sacrifices for their accomphsh-

ment. Valuable changes haA^e tlius been effected, at different

periods, in our own country; and there is room for benefi-

cial changes still. They are in progress. Great principles

of improvement are at work. But we should be on our

guard. All change is not im;provement. Some restless spirits

are in danger of identifying the two. The men against

whom we are here warned are men of a discontented, unset-

tled, factious, turbulent, revolutionary spirit ; men who can be

satisfied with notiling as it is ; who, with a mighty conceit

of their own wisdom, talk and act as if they thought the

world would never be right but under their dominion, and
boast of what a world it would be, could they but get all their

own way. They are such seditious demagogues as keep a

country, for any purpose or for none, in a perpetual ferment

;

whom notliing pleases ; who are thankless for the Uberty they

have, however far surpassing that enjoyed in other nations,

because this or that is not entbely to their mind; Avho look to

their real or imaginary grievances, much more than to their

many and valuable privileges ; wiio are ever finding dead flies

in the precious ointment, that turn all to unsavouriness,—so

that even the sweets of the greatest amount of liberty en-

joyed by any nation under heaven, would to them be turned

to bitterness by whatever httle circumstance, in the consti-

tution or administration, not exactly to their mind, should

from time to time discover itself. It must be obvious, that

some such characters are intended by "them that are given

to change:''''—inasmuch as to be "given to'^ anytliing means to

be set upon it, and dissatisfied ^vithout it, and ever on the

look-out for it; seeking, and therefore sure to find, reasons

for it. Every man must admit that all change is desir-

able that is a change from wrong to right, and there seems

to be no reasonable quahfication to this but one; namely,

that, since it is a rare thing that changes can be effected in

the poUcy of nations mthout a greater or a less degree of

public agitation and dissension, we should always be sure
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that tlie change which we set ourselves to prosecute is of

such a nature,—such in the principle of it, or such in the

results anticijDated from its introduction,—as to warrant for its

sake, the incurring of what must always be an evil, the tem-

porary excitation of discordant passions, and the possible risk

of more permanent disunion. Such will be the conduct of

every reasonable and sober-minded citizen. As for the men
who are ^^ given to cliangel''—ever on the hunt after novel-

ties, and reckless of present or future consequences to the

peace and well-being of the country, if they can but di-aw

away political "disciples after them," get themselves the

credit of leaders of a party, and make themselves notorious

as agitators of the public mind, mere political adventurers ;—
these are the men whom the people of God will shun, nei-

ther imbibing their spirit, nor giving them any countenance.

They will themselves, while, as in duty bound, they cherish

public spirit, as the spirit of patriotic benevolence,—and while,

in such questions as, they are satisfied, involve great j)ublic

interests, they give all the weight of their influence, actively

and zealously, on what they believe to be the side of truth,

and liberty, and humanity, and justice,—they will, at the

same time, bear in mind the example of that Master whose
followers they profess to be, who was " meek and lovdy in

heart," firm in purpose and act, but gentle in the manner of

its prosecution,—who " did not strive nor cry, nor cause his

voice to be heard in the streets." They will not imitate

those who seem as if they thought it the mark of a manly

and independent spirit to scorn and vilify all above them,

and the higher others rise, to make it a point of honour to

slight and traduce them the more; but, at the risk of tlie

contempt and abuse of such, will remember the authority

which condemns " speaking evil of dignities," and while they

"/ear Ood','' will by that very fear be induced to "fear'' and

to "honour the hingr

There is one motive by which the conduct enjoined is

here enforced. Of all peoples on earth no people were

ever so unjustifiable in being "given to change" as were the

people of Israel. Even when Jehovah himseK was their
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king, tliey were "given to change." Their very desire of an

earthly king over them, like the other nations, arose from

their infatuated love of change. They then rejected Him
from being king over them : and in many instances did they

suffer for it. But, when they had a king, it became their

bounden duty to fear liim. And in their history, various

striking illustrations present themselves of the fulfilment of

the words of this verse. The calamity of insubordination and

rebellion "rose sicd/jpuli/
;'' and both leader and led came

to overthrow and ruin. And how frequent have been the

exemplifications of the same thing in the history of modern

Europe !—and never more than within the last half-century.

How many aspiring demagogues, Avho have seemed for a

time to get all their own way,—the tide of public favour ris-

ing and flowing along with them,—^have experienced the in-

stabihty of that favour, the fickleness of a mob, the sudden

mutabiUty of their hkings and dishkings ; have found them-

selves overtaken by unanticipated reverses, and have perished

in their own amlDitious devices :—up to the very throne to-

day, and down to the grave to-morrow. Genuine patriots,

it is true, there have been who, for their resistance to real

tyranny and unrighteous oppression, have bled on the scaffold,

and whose death has been their honour. It is not, I repeat,

of such that Solomon speaks, but of the devotees of an am-

bitious selfishness, who bring upon themselves not "the

wrath of the king" only, but the wrath of the King of

kings :—and thefi, well may it be said
—

" Who knoweth the

rain of them both ?
"
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Puov. XXIV. 23—34.

" These things aiso belong to the wise. It is not good to have respect to

persons in judgment. He that saith unto the wicked, Thou art righteous;

him shall the people curse, nations shall abhor him: but to them that rebuke

liim shall be delight, and a good blessing shall come upon them. Eveiy man
shall kiss his lips that giveth a right answer. Prepare thy work without, and

make it fit for thyself in the field; and afterwards build thine house. Be not

a witness against thy neighbour without cause; and deceive not with thy lips-

Say not, I will do so to him as he hath done to me; I will render to the man
according to his work. I went by the field of the slothful, and by the vineyard

of the man void of understanding; and, lo, it was all grown over with thorns,

and nettles had covered the face thereof, and the stone wall thereof was broken

down. Then 1 saw, and considered it well; I looked upon it, and received

instruction. Yet a little sleep, a little slumber, a little folding of the hands to

sleep: so shall thy poverty come as one that travelleth, and thy want as an

armed man."

The principle laid doAvn in the first of these verses, while it

immediately relates to the public exercise of judicial power,

and (as we have had occasion more than once to notice, and

to show from many express citations from the Old Testa-

ment,) is by divine authority strongly and repeatedly urged

on judges under the ancient economy,—has obviously, at the

same time, a direct and forcible application to other two

cases :—to the case of private arhitration, and to the dis-

cipline of the church of God. Every arbiter or referee,

in any cause, is by such reference constituted a judge^

and bound to the honourable and faithful exercise of

the judicial function. Departure from this in one iota

would involve the twofold guilt of a violation of integrity

III, I
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and a breach of trust,—of a sin against God and a crime

against man. And as to the discipHne of the church, the

very same law is actually laid down for it, as for the dis-

j^ensation of justice by civil functionaries.*

Yerse 24. "He that saith unto the wicked, Thou art

righteous; him shall the people curse, nations shall abhor

him."— Integrity, honesty, justice, are virtues of society,

which the men of the world, though themselves without

godliness, and regardless of the dishonour done by the

violation of them to the divine Lawgiver, arc fully com-

j)etent to appreciate, in regard to their influence on the con-

dition and well-being of civil communities. They will bear

with much that is dissolute and vile in the conduct of their

rulers. They think little of it. They regard it as if it

affected only their iwivcde characters,—nay, in this resjDCct

they are not at all ill-pleased to have the countenance of such

high example in what they are inclined to practise themselves

;

and as to religion, they never give a thought to the question

Avhether they know anything about it or not :—but they are

very sensitive as to the violation of the j)i'inciples of equity

in the administration of the laws. When a public man
acts a flagrantly unrighteous and dishonest part,—whether he

does it under the influence of fear, or self-interest, or avarice,

or indolence, or favouritism, or any other misleading principle

and motive,—^he becomes the object of general detestation.

His people, instead of looking up to him with affectionate

gratitude and confidence, become alienated from him, and—
timidly and secretly perhaps at first, but more and more

openly and loudly as they find a responsive feeUng in the

bosoms of others,—they load himself and his government

with bitter execrati(5ns :—so that if the man has any feel-

ing, he will read his sin in his punishment, as, amidst

spreading and thickening murmurs and imprecations, com-

ing, even though jDartially on his ear, he trembles on his

throne:—for though he may have found that "the king's

* Comp. Lev. xix. 15 as a specimen of such passages in the Old
Testament, and Jam. ii. 1—9 for tlie same principle in the New,
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Avratli is as tlie roaring of a lion," and that liis subjects for a

time quailed before it, yet the wratli of a once awakened
and vengeful j)eople, roused and united by a sense of com-
mon and deep-felt wrongs, is incomparably more fearful.

How pleasing tlie contrast, verse 25 :

—"But to them that

rebuke him shall be delight, and a good blessing shall come
upon them." Whoice this cleligM ? From various and obvious

sources :—as 1. From the consciousness of having done rightly.

He wlio acts unjustly, treating the wicked as righteous, and
the righteous as wicked, cannot have this;—the sweetest and
richest of inward deliglits,—infinitely surpassing, in real

value and ha]3py influence, all the charms of adulation and
flattery. Of all conceivable things, indeed, to a man who
has any conscience at all remaining, or any sensibility,

praise must be the most cutting and distressing wlien
there is the imvard consciousness of its being undeserved,

and that it comes out of either ignorant or feigned lips :

—

2. From the possession of public approbation, aftection,

and confidence. The attachment of others to him should
not be either a man's or a magistrate's supreme end. But
still, the enjoyment of it is sweet. Fcav things, indeed, to

a mind of sensibility, can be more so. For a monarch not
only to be greeted with the assurance by the lip of fulsome
flattery, but to see and know by indubitable proofs, that he
reigns in the hearts of a devoted and grateful people, must
be a spring, to that monarch's bosom, of a "delight" inexpres-

sible :—3, From a sense of divine approbation. Human
commendation and attachment little avail any one, unless

.

they are in harmony mth this. GocCs blessing,—and that is

indeed "a good blessing,'' the best of all,—comes upon the
head of the man who, in the firm exercise of right principle,

in opposition to all intimidation and to all allurement, to

the frown of one and the favour of another, keeps, with
unshaken steadfastness, to the dictates of straight-forward

truth, and unbending rectitude.— 4. From the affection

and complacency of all good men,—and the grateful ac-

knowledgments of those whose causes have been care-

fully, disinterestedly and righteously investigated and de-
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terminecl:—even those who fail having, notwithstanding, a

testimony in their consciences to the soundness of principle

and the sincerity of the desire to do right, with which all

has been conducted.

This kind of general approbation is strongly expressed in

the following verse :
—

" Every man shall kiss his lips that

giveth a right answer."—It is a truth, established by the his-

tory of the world, that a truly conscientious and good ruler,

who acts upon principle, and in all things shows that he is

seeking his people's good, will be the object of a warmly loyal

attachment, such as would rally that people round him at

the risk of life for his protection and that of his throne,

—

ready to shed their blood, if need be, in his cause. It has been

at times, of course, the fate even of such, to be mistaken and
misrepresented; and to become for a season the victims of

j)rejudice and alienation most unmerited. But the misap-

prehensions having been cleared away and the suspicions

proved unfounded, the wrong felt to have been done him
has but endeared him the more.

Similar Avill be the attachment of the peo2)le to such

ministers and counsellors of the crown as ^^give a right an-

swer"—an answer dictated, not by flattery, not by a de-

sire to secure the royal favour to themselves by conform-

ing to the royal likings, but by a sincere regard to right

principle and to the national welfare;—that is, public fa-

vour will be the lot of the man who, having the royal ear,

avails himself of the privilege and the confidence, to give

faithful and disinterested counsel And although royal

fools (for such there have been) may cast off such men, be-

cause they refuse to give counsel against their own convic-

tions, merely to 2:>lease their masters and keep their places,

—

yet monarchs even of ordinary principle will respect the con-

scientious princij)le that sacrifices interest to fidelity and
truth; and on exjDeriencing the happy results, will "kiss the

lips that gave a right answer" instead of one time-serving,

selfish, and flattering.

And the words certainly involve a pointed condemnation
of all the venial and unworthy adulation too often lavished
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on wicked men when in power, by sycophant courtiers ; by
orators, and poets, and party authors ; by ministers of state,

and alas ! by ministers too of the altar of the God of truth

!

—palHating and excusing vice and injustice,—extolling un-

real or questionable virtues,—investing wickedness and licen-

tiousness with a halo of false and illusive splendour,—be-

stomng on the t3Tant or the debauchee the honour and
the praise that belong only to the upright prince and to

the good man. how sadly and criminally have human
talents and human influence been thus prostrated and
prostituted at the shrine of power, in the spirit of selfish

venaHty!—"This proverb," says a judicious expositor, "con-

tains a useful rule for private persons, as well as for

rulers. When we are asked an important question, or

consulted on an affair of importance, every man will esteem

and love us, if we 'give a right answer.' And, that our

answer may be right, it is necessary that it should be sin-

cere, prudent, and meek. We must not give an answer
calculated merely to please the person that advises with us

;

for that would not be consistent with integrity. We must
consider all the circumstances of the case, that we may give

a proper and pertinent answer; and we must speak with

that meekness which renders wisdom lovely. If our an-

swers to those who advise with us have these qualifications,

although they may sometimes be distasteful, because truth

compels us to speak things disagreeable, yet they will tend,

on the whole, to the advancement of our character:—and
our character is no contemptible object, because the goodness

of it is necessary for us in accomphshing the great business

of hfe, glorifying God, and doing good to men." *

There is one question, my hearers, to which, above all

others, "a right answer^' is desirable. The question is that

of the jailor at Philippi:—and assuredly he would have
kissed those lips that gave him the answer,—the faith of

which inspired his own heart and those of his family with
"joy unspeakable." It was the right—the ojihj right an-

* Law son.
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swer. It was the answer "given by inspiration of God."

The same had come from those lips into which " grace was
poured"—the hps of the "faithful and true witness."

Sinners, in their infatuation, may wish a different answer.

But the "right ans^ver" is the only one that will obtain

favour in the end. All who receive that answer, and ex-

perience the blessed results, will " kiss the lips " that have
given it. But, "whether men will hear, or whether they will

forbear"—the one answer must be given. It is the an-

swer that points to the "Lamb of God which taketh away
the sin of the world." The answer that was the right one
to the jailor is the right one to each of you:

—

"Believe
IN THE Lord Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be saved."

We might give you an answer more in accordance with
your spirit of self-righteousness, and worldliness, and pride.

You might bless our Hjds for it, possibly, noiv ; but we are

fully assured, you would curse them in the latter end.

Verse 27. "Prepare thy work mthout, and make it fit

for thyself in the field j and afterwards build tliine house."

A large number of proverbial sentiments, and maxims of

practical wisdom, are to be found couched in terms taken
from particular departments of life and business. Every one
at all acquainted with even the orchnary, but frequently very

terse and pithy proverbs of our own country, must be aware
of this. It is so in the verse before us. The advice thus

given, to bring the lands into good heart, and make the

estate productive, before we lavish large expenditure upon
the mansion, is clearly intended to convey a general lesson.

'^Vllat is it ? I answer—One or other of two things.

1. Begin no undertaking, without due forethought and
adequate preparation. Let needful calculations be previously

made. Look before you. Think what you are doing. See

that you have means for going forward and finishing as well

as for commencing. Let all be planned and laid out; ma-
terials collected or secured; your way clear. This view of

the admonition is often too little regarded; and the impor-

tant principle of it too often violated. Men set about objects

of great magnitude Avith little of either reflection or antici-
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pation,—witli partial information, inadequate provision, and

unascertained resources. All is imposing in tlie outset, and

great expectations are excited But all comes by and by to

a stand; and shame, disappointment, and loss are the re-

sult,—^theirunfinislied works remaining to future generations

as the memorials of their folly.

2. Let those things which are obviously most important

and necessary be done first, and the less urgent afterAvards.

Let not a man begin business by building, and expensively

furnishing, a fine house. Let the land be first cultivated.

Let your business, Mdiatever its nature, be faithfully and dili-

gently minded, and well established, as far as human industry

can effect, or human foresight calculate. Be content, in the

mean time, with inferior accommodation. There is an am-

bitious hasting to be great upon little, as well as an eager

hasting to make little much, that is deeply reprehensible,

because it is injurious to others as well as to the speculator

himself A man should have property well realized and

secured, before he enters on schemes of expensive building.

He must not, with sanguine infatuation, appropriate the very

first proceeds of his trade to the erection of a]palace to

live in!

The principle of the general maxim, as one of prudential

wisdom, is applicable in other departments than those of

worldly business. The man violates it who, in the depart •

ment of literature or science, undertakes works for which he

either has not from nature adequate capacity, or for which

he has not adequately endowed himself by preparatory study

and information. There is the certainty, in such cases, of a

disgraceful failure; and, if others have been made to de-

pend upon his instructions, and he proves himself utterly

incompetent to redeem the pledge held out, he becomes

chargeable with the injustice and vTong done to them, as

well as the butt of ridicule himself

By the highest of all authorities, Jesus liimself, the principle

is applied, in tho department of religion, to the duty and im-

portance of avoiding a hasty and inconsiderate profession of it.

He Avished and warned all to thiiili what they were doing ; to
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count tlie cost; to act on the principles of prudential calcu-

lation; to consider, whether what they were to obtain by
becoming his folloAvers, was, or was not, worth the sacrifices

which the step might demand of them. The man who
founds a mighty profession on very scanty and imperfect

acquaintance with the doctrine he professes, and with the

nature and effects of the profession it requires, is like the

man who makes a fine show by rearing a splendid mansion,

while his fields are not in a condition to support it. Such
a man, instead of maintaining his profession out of his capi-

faJ, puts all his capital info his j)'i'ofesswn. There is nothing

else. He cannot stand.

The principle of the maxim has also been justly applied

to spiritual knowledge. " There are first principles which
ought in the first place to be well studied, and then we
must 'go on unto jDerfection.' To think of going on to

perfection without learning the first principles is as foolish

as to think of raising the superstructure of a house without

laying the foundation; and to rest in the first principles, is

as fooHsh as to lay the foundation of a house, and then to

fancy that our work is all over.""

Verse 28. " Be not a witness against thy neighbour without

cause; and deceive not withthy lips."—So far sls witness-hearing

is concerned, we have had this same subject repeatedly under

our notice. It may be an imperative duty at times, painful

as it ever must be, to " bear witness against our neighbour."

It may be required of us, by our regard to the good of so-

ciety, to the glory of God, and to the rights of individuals.

Our testimony, whensoever we are called and bound to give

it, must invariably be according to the strictest truth. But
there is, in this verse, something more than this. Not only

are we forbidden to hear false mtness against our neighbour,

—

we are not to bear witness against him at all, "tcithout cause
:^^

—that is, when our unfavourable testimony is uncalled for;

when it is not required by any of the considerations men-
tioned, or even by that of self-exculpation,—when we are im-

* Lawson.
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plicated, and our character, reputation, or interest, is at stake,

and cannot be vindicated or secured without the crimination
of another. The interdiction is violated, when a man, from
any improper motive, ultroneously and needlessly, pushes
himself forward to offer his testimony,—though fully aware
of the results to the party who is the subject of it. If
a man is induced to give unfavourable testimony by any
selfish or unwarrantable consideration, he transgresses this
prohibition. You will at once perceive,—and I trust you
will have the impression of it fixed deeply and indelibly
in your minds, so that it may duly influence your entire
practice,—that the terms apply, directly and forcibly, to
all descriptions of scandal that consist in the needless re-

petition of real evils. Of this there is a vast and lament-
able amount. Slander is properly ''false invective;'' but
there may be a great deal of scandal, even where there is

not an atom of slander. Deem it not enough that the evil
you tell of your neighbour is true. Still think of the golden
rule. Still ask the question, whether, if you are conscious
of anything wrong in yourselves, Avhich another knows, you
would like the possessor of the secret to bring it into publi-
city.

^

And, as you feel how decidedly you would deprecate
this in your own case, venture not on it in the case of ano-
ther. Yentiu-e not, even in the way of the most confidential
secrecy. Keep what you know in your own bosoms. It is

best and safest there. In all such matters, proceed on the
maxim that a whisper in solitude may one day become the
buzz of a public fama,—that what is " told in the ear in
closets" may be by and by "proclaimed upon the housetops

;"

that however unseen you drop the stone into the stillness of
the lake, you give thereby the first impulse to a circHng and
widening wave.

" All very good," you may say, " as regards friends and
neighbours that have done one no wrong, and to whom one
owes no grudge. But what of enemies, of persons who have
slandered and injured us ?—are we to be schooled and cen-
sured for only pacing them in their o^vn coin 1

" The answer
is in next verse. It is clear and pointed. Ponder it well :
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" Say not, I Avill do so to liim as he liath clone to me ; I will

render to the man accordmsr to his work."'"

The general subject of the following verses (30—34) has

been more than once noticed ;t but they not only hear

but require repetition,
—

" line upon hne, precept ujDon

precept." Solomon describes what had come accidentally

under his eye. It was a scene of desolation,—not the result

of the barrenness of the soil, nor of the violence of the in-

vading foe, but of indolence and neglect. The field which

had before been cultivated lay waste; the vineyard, which
before had been dressed and productive, was now overrun

with every descrij)tion of useless and noxious weeds. Solo-

mon looked on this scene, and gathered a lesson from it;

a lesson to himself, which the Holy Spirit directed him to

put on record for all generations :
—

" Then I saw, and con-

sidered it well ; I looked upon it, and received instruction^

It has been said, and truly said, that " wise men profit more

by fools, than fools by wise men : for mse men Avill learn to

avoid the faults of fools, but fools will not learn to imitate the

virtues of wise men." Let us learn from the scene described

—

1. How gradual may be the approaches of the evils of

sloth, while, at the same time, they are irresistible in the

end. This is the lesson of the thirty-fourth Averse. The
traveller approaches by degrees. "WHiien comparatively at

a distance, he appears harmless ; but, when he has advanced

a certain length, he is discovered to be "«?i armed man,''—

-

all resistance to whom is too late, and consequently vain.

Famine, though gaunt, is irresistibly mighty. Who can

stand before it 1 IS^ot the man of habitual sloth. The very

habit has the more thoroughly incaj)acitated him for pluck-

ing up any spirit to ward off the final ravages of the frightful

enemy. He succumbs, sinks, and dies.

The same lesson is read to us in the case of the field and

the garden. It is by degrees that they come to the state of

utter desolation and luxuriance in all that is profitless and

* On the general subject of retaliation^ see on verses 17th and 18th
of this chapter and preceding passages,

f As in chap. vi. G—11.
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liurtfiil, here described:—but tliougii slowly, it is surely.

And so surely is the tendency realized in a neglected business

and a neglected family. You may possibly have chanced to

see two little gardens adjoining each other; the one the gar-

den of the diligent—neat, clean, orderly, beautiful, welh

stocked and productive ; the other that of the sluggard, here

so graphically described. IS'ow, as you see the garden Avith-

out, you may expect to find the family witliin :—in the one,

all clean, and snug, and tidy, and comfortable; in the other,

all dirty, and bare, and tattered, and cheerless : and this too,

where there is the same amount, or rather the same scanti-

ness of means,—nay perhaps the advantage, in tliis respect,

on the side of the sluggard.

How opposite the feelings produced by these two scenes

!

—what delight in the one ! what disgust in the other ! And
of one emotion, in contemplating each, we are especially con-

scious. If circumstances of trial and loss are imagined to

come upon the one, how prompt in purpose we feel to help

him,—to keep him up, or, when he falls, to liaise him again.

His neighbours will unite to stock his garden for him from

their own store,—to provide for his children, and to furnish

him anew with the means of doing well, and will j)ray for a

blessing upon liini. The other mil meet with but little

sympathy. He Avill be left to reap the bitter fruit of his

own laziness and folly ; no eye pitying, no hand helping him.

2. Our souls are committed by God to our own sjDiritual

cultivation. This is no sinecure. They will not thrive

themselves. If we would have them " as a watered garden,

and as a field which the Lord hath blessed," we must apply

spiritual activity and labour, to stock them mth the appro-

priate graces, affections, and virtues, and to promote the

growth and productiveness of them all. AYe must sow the

seed, and seek by prayer the showers of the divine blessing,

—the promised influences of the divine Spirit. We must

watch over the germination, the springing, the gro^vth, and

the fructifying of the seed. Without this all will be stunted

and sterile. The noxious and unsightly weeds uf sin will

spring and luxmiate, and overspread the soil; all grooving
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tliat ouglit not to grow, and notliing growing that should.

Ignorance and error,—fooHsh and sinful imaginations,—all

the lusts and passions,—all the thoughts, and words, and

acts of vice and wickedness,—will make room for themselves,

choking up and destrojdng everything else. If there be any

fruit in the field, it will be " thistles instead of wheat, and

cockle instead of barley : "—if any grapes in the vineyard,

they will be "wild grapes;"—the "grapes of Sodom, the

clusters of Gomorrah," "grapes of gall, clusters of bitterness,"

—while all the under-soil will be fertile only in what is

worthless or worse,—in the weeds of foolishness, and the

poisons of iniquity and death. A neglected garden is un-

sightly; but how much more unsightly to the spiritual eye,

a neglected soul!—a soul left to itself; uncultivated, and

unprotected; left to produce what it will, and exposed, by

the breaking down of its fences, to the ravages of every pass-

ing devourer ;
" the lion from the bottomless pit wasting it

at his pleasure!"

Let us, then, my beloved bretlii^en, attend with unremit-

ting diligence to the fencing and the cultivation of our minds

and hearts, in the knowledge, and faith, and love, and holy

influence, of divine truth; that so all that is noxious may
be repressed and rooted out, and that we may be "filled

with the fruits of righteousness, which are, by Jesus Christ,

to the glory and praise of God." "Herein," said Jesus, "is

my Father glorified, that ye bear much fruit : so shall ye be

my disciples." let us beware of bringing upon ourselves

the complaint of Jehovah against his ancient people—who
enjoyed so much privilege, but proved so sadly degenerate

—

fertile in evil, and sterile of good ! '' Let us bear in mind,

that it is only when we wait for, and " drink in " the rains

of divine influence, and "bring forth fruit unto God," that

we can receive an increase of blessing; and that when, in

the midst of all means and all advantages, we are, solely

through our own listlessness, and iiidolence, and negligence,

in the use and improvement of them, barren and unfruitful,

* Comp. Isa, V. 1—7,
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or fruitful only in evil, we are exposing ourselves to the
righteous desertion and curse of God.

Let parents apply the principle to the spiritual instruction

of their children. Your families are as vineyards committed
to your care and culture. Imagine not that, -when left to

themselves, they will spontaneously yield good fruit. The
experience of all generations reads you an opposite lesson.

You must enclose
;
you must dig, and sow, and water, and

watch, and protect the springing blade, till it comes to the
ear, and the full corn in the ear. You must train from their

earhest germs your tender plants, and guard, and support,
and prune them, and clear and manure the soil around them.
The incessant care of both parents must be bestowed upon
this ; and all little enough. They must look for the help
and for the blessing of God. see to it, that the verses

before us be not a just description of any of your families,

—

from your parental negligence, indifference, and sloth. Let
every family be as a sacred enclosure for God; fenced in
from the blasts and blights of the world, where the " plants
of his right hand's planting" are reared from the seed, for

future productiveness.

And it would ill become me to forget,—deeply humbling
as the remembrance is, as being associated with the con-
sciousness of great failures, and great, though some of them
unavoidable, deficiencies,—that the Church is the Lord's
vineyard, and that every separate church of Christ is a sec-

tion of that vineyard; that ministerial watchfulness, and
dihgence, and fidehty, and prayerfulness, are recpiired, for its

protection from the inroads of Satan, and for its suitable

culture, and divinely required fruitfulness. AVlien, through
erroneous, unfaithful, speculative, heartless preaching,—by a
shunning to declare the whole counsel of God,—by the
teaching of doctrine mthout practice, or of practice without
doctrine,—and by the laxity or entire neglect of instituted

disciphne,—by carelessness in the admission of members, and
the want of vigilance over their conduct when received,—by
allowing to pass without admonition what ought to be ad-
monished, and retaining that which ought to be excluded
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any portion of that sacred enclosure becomes overrun vrith.

the briars and thorns of conformity to the world from which
it ought to be separate, and from which its distinction ought

to be apparent to all,—a solemn responsibility may be in-

curred, and a hea^'y account may have to be rendered.

And let us look with pity on the vast outfield of the

world, both in Christian and in heathen lands. Is it not,

on a fearfully extensive scale, what is here described? "It

is all gro's^Ti over with thorns, and nettles have covered the

face thereof, and the stone-wall thereof is broken down."

It is overspread, in sad luxuriance, with all the varieties of

sin; it is open to the wasteful malignity of the enemy of

God and of souls. Instead of being, as it should have been,

one great garden of the Lord, it is rank with all that is hate-

ful in His sight. It is the duty of Christians to reclaim this

desolation. Jehovah has given to his Son "the heathen for

his inheritance, and the uttermost parts of the earth for his

possession." The "desolate heritages" must be brought in.

It has been through the criminal indolence and apathy of

the church of God, that they have lain so long and so ex-

tensively waste. The world, as committed to the care and
culture of the people of God, has, alas ! for many an age,

been " the field of the slothful, and the vineyard of the man
void of understanding." There has been for some time an

awakening to a more intelHgent view of the relation of the

church to the world, and to a sense of the sin and shame of

former indolence and neglect. The great duty is now, in no
small degree, felt, of clearing away from the face of this

apostate earth the "thorns and nettles" of sin and the curse,

and bringing the whole into spiritual cultivation and pro-

ductiveness. let Christians be more and more, personally

and unitedly, diligent in this good work, that so "the

wilderness and the soUtary place may be glad for them ; and
the desert may rejoice and blossom as the rose," Isa. xxxv. 1.

Let the prayer of the ancient church be ours :
" God be

merciful unto us, and bless us; and cause thy face to shine

upon us. That thy way may be known upon the earth, thy

saving health among all nations." Psal. Ixvii. 1, 2.
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Prov, XXV. 1—7.

"These are also proverbs of Solomon, which the men of Hfzekiah king of
Judah copied out. It is the glory of God to conceal a tiling: but the honour of
kings is to search out a matter. The heaven for height and the earth for depth,
and the heart of kings is unsearchable. Take away the dross from the silver,'

and there shall come forth a vessel for the finer. Take away the wicked from
before the king, and his throne shall be established in righteousness. Put not
forth thyself in the presence of the king, and stand not in the place of great
men: for better it is that it be said unto thee. Come up hither, than that thou
shouldest be put lower in the presence of the prince whom thine eyes have seen."

At this point commences the fourth division of this Book,
extending to the close of the twenty-ninth chapter. In
1 Kings iv. 32, it is said of Solomon, in enumerating the
particulars of his extraordinary wisdom,—"he spoke three
thousand proverbs." And what he is thus said to have
spoken, it is evidently designed to be understood, he com-
mitted to muting. The full collection of these senten-
tious maxiins of wisdom had been kept, it would appear,
in the possession of the house of David, or of the
kings of Judah. The selection in the preceding part
of the Book had been made by Solomon himself Those
wliich follow were added in the time of good king Heze-
kiah; by the direction, there is every reason to suppose
of that exemplary prince, for the rehgious benefit of his
people. "The men of Hezekiah" stands in the Septuagint
translation, "i\iQ friends of Hezekiah"—meaning, in all like-
lihood, Isaiah and other inspired men. Like the proverbs
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which precede, these must be regarded, by their admission

into the Jewish canon of Scripture, as having the sanction,

not only of the wisdom and experience of Solomon, but of

divine authority; and we owe them the same reverential

regard as we owe to other parts of God's "Word.

The "men of Hezekiah" by whom they were "copied out"

were employed, by the providence of God, in doing a service

to all future generations. They have added to the precious

practical instructions by which we are directed in our con-

duct on earth, and are trained for the perfection of heaven.

Thus are there various kinds and degrees of usefulness in

the church of God. Solomon, in selecting and composing

these gems of moral and spiritual instruction, was more

honoured than those by whom they were merely copied;

but the copyists were of eminent seivice.—And what would

have become of the church of God, in ages preceding the

invention of the art of printing, but for the labours of

scribes, in taking coj)ies of what had been "given by in-

spiration of God*?"

Yerse 2. "It is the glory of God to conceal a thing: but

the honour of kings to search out a matter."—Without

entering at large into the interesting subject of the union of

manifestation and concealment,—of discovery and of secrecy,

—in the divine administration, (which the style of expo-

sition does not allow,) perhaps the following truths may be

considered as comprehended in this brief but striking state-

ment—"J^ is the glory of God to conceal a thing
:''—

1. Taking it in contrast with the latter part of the

verse
—"but the honour of kings is to search out a matter^'

—there is imphed the idea that the divine knowledge is

universal, perfect, and free from everything of the nature of

inquiry, investigation, effort, in the acquisition. His ac-

quaintance with all things is, in the strictest sense, intuitivey

and, in the strictest sense, complete. He requires no "search-

ing ouV in order to discover anything; nor is it possible to

make any addition to His knowledge. The past, the present,

and the future are alike before His all-comprehensive mind.

He sees all the present. He remembers all the past. Ho
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/ore-sees all tlie future. His knowledge is "light without

any darkness at all;" and it is light that is equally clear

through the immensity of the universe, and through all

time and all eternity!

2. The language imphes God's entire independence and

supremacy, ^as a part of His glory. He "giveth not ac-

count of any of his matters," further than, in sovereignty,

He sees meet to do. He conceals when he pleases. He
discloses when he pleases:

—"Who hath known the mind
of the Lord"? or who hath been his counsellor?" and who
can demand the disclosure of any one of the secrets of the

infinite and independent Mind]
3. The impenetrable depth of his counsels is a part of God's

glory. His "judgments are a great deep." What line of

created wisdom can fathom them'?

—

"Not angels, that stand round his throne,

Can search his secret will !

"

" Canst thou, by searching, find out God 1 canst thou find out

the Almighty unto perfection ? It is high as heaven ; what

canst thou do? deeper than hell; what canst thou know?
The measure thereof is longer than the earth, and broader

than the sea." "0 the depth of the riches, and wisdom,

and knowledge of God ! how unsearchable are his judgments,

and his ways past finding out
!

" This is fitted to inspire

us. His intelligent creatures, with "reverence and godly fear."

In the sovereign secrecy, the unapproachable reservation,

the unfathomable mysteriousness of the divine coimsels,—in

the very requirement that we humbly bow, in adoring sub-

mission, where we cannot comprehend, "without asking a

question, or urging a further disclosure :—in all this, there

is something that gives the Creator His proper place. There

is in it a sacredness, an awfulness, that mal-^es us feel, as we
ought to do, our infinite distance. This is God's glory.

4. In all God's most mysterious and incomprehensible

ways, He is entitled to entire and undoubting confidence.

i His very secrecy is a test of principle, and thus one of the

\ means of bringing glory to his name in the exercise of prin-

III. ^
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ciple in our feelings and conduct towards him. Were tliere

no concealment, there would be no trial of faith, no trust.

And while God brings honour to himself by thus drawing

J.
forth the confiding filial love of his children, He lays up

I
glory for his name against the day of future disclosure,

I
when all shall be made plain,—the day of the "revelation

f of the righteous judgments of God !"

It is His glory, that, after all the discoveries of himself

made to us, both in his works and in his word, we yet

are constrained to exclaim—"How little a portion is known
of Him!" The little is full of wonder; but infinitude is

still in concealment. And even of the Aast and complicated

schemes of providence and of grace, how much is there, after

all we see and all He has told us, respecting which we are

still left to say—"The day will declare it!"

^^But it is tlie lionour of kings to searcli out a matter^—
The general meaning and spirit of these words, from the

position of contrast in which they stand, ajDpears to be, that

it belongs not to man, how elevated soever in authority and
honour he may be, to assume airs of divinity, and presume
to think of imitating the peculiar prerogatives of the supreme
Ruler. It is the province of earthly rulers to keep their

own place, and, instead of "thinking of themselves more
highly than they ought to think," to "think soberly," and, in

humbleness of mind, to endeavour, in the application of all

\
their powers, to fulfil the ends for which they have been

' entrusted with their power.

It becomes kings to imitate, in the administration of their

government, the rigliteousness and the mercy of the divine;

—but there are points in which all imitation would be pre-

sumption. They must not imitate Him in intuitive discern-

ment and instantaneous decision; nor must they imitate Him
in profound secrec]) and impenetrability of counsel and pro-

cedure.

As to the former:—it must be the effect of one or other

of these things—pride, or vanity, or hasty passion, or indo-

lent remissness. And no one of these is an lionour to a

prince, but the very reverse. In every case of judgment
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that involves the rights and affects the well-being of indivi-

dual subjects, and in every measure that embraces more

extensively the prosperity and hap23iness of the community,

and may either, on the one hand, effectually promote these,

or, on the other, expose them to injury or to risk, it is his

incumbent duty, and it is his "honom-,"—instead of hasty

and peremptory decision,—to search out the matter; to con-

sider, to consult, to compare advices, to weigh all evidence,

on either side, with scrupulous conscientiousness,—laying to-

gether, in regard to every pubhc measure, all its various

bearings and tendencies, and possible or probable results.

Intuition belongs only to God ; and instant decision can be

Avarrantable only in the case of him \vho possesses it.

And as to the latter:—it too is the result of pride and self-

sufficiency,—of the arrogance of royalty. From nothing

else can the assumption proceed of studious secrecy, and dis-

tance, and elevation, and mystery, into which their subjects

beneath them must not presume to pry, or attempt to pene •

trate ;—and the affectation of deciding and acting on grounds

that must by no means be known, but Avrapt up in the

mystery of sovereignty and the haughty reserve of false

greatness. Such procedure, considered as the general char-

acter of the deahngs of royalty, may be dictated hjfear; but

not by attachment nor confidence; nor is it fitted to engen-

der either. The honour of a king, in "searching out a

matter," is—to show, in his general procedure, with open-

ness and unreserve, the grounds on which it is founded,

—

thus manifesting confidence in his people, a desire to show
them and to satisfy them of his real regard, while, at

the same time, he keeps his place, maintains his legitimate

authority, and is unswayed, to the right hand or to the left,

by any momentary clamour of popular threatening. This is

his glory. This gives the most desirable and enviable of

all honour to a ruler,—a place in the hearts of his people,

—a throne in their affections.

^ The same principle, it may be observed, applies to all in

I 'authority, as well as to kings,—whether in the state or in

I
the church; to all Diagistrates and judges, to all private
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arbiters, to masters in reference to their servants, to parents

in reference to their children ; to pastors of churches, and to

brethren entrusted with any matter for investigation. It is

at once duty and honour to search out everything that comes

under their cognizance. The honour should ever be re-

garded as lying in the fairness and impartial justice of the

decision, and in the completeness with which it meets every

branch and bearing of it, so as to leave no ground for subse-

quent dissatisfaction and complaint ; not in the mere off-hand

and summary quickness with which it is dispatched, and by

which fools seek to get to themselves the credit of extraordi-

nary perspicacity,—of seeing at a glance through intricacies

that would cost others a process of anxious scrutiny.

In the next verse a comjparison is intended: "«s the

heaven for height, and the earth for depth, so the heart

of kings is unsearchable."

It is quite true, notwithstanding what we have before said,

and in perfect consistency with it, that a wise prince will,

in regard to some of the measures of his administration, be

on the reserve. There are plans which depend on secrecy for

their success, and of which the premature disclosure would

be the ruin. There may at times be secrets that are con-

fidential between governments, as well as between individuals,

—of which the divulging would be a breach of the faith of

treaties, and might expose the rights and liberties of other

nations to hazard.

I scarcely think, however, had this been the sentiment

intended, it would have been expressed in terms so very

strong. That " the heart of kings is unsearchable," and as

incajDable of bemg known as the height of the heaven to be

measured and scaled, or the depth of the earth to be pene-

trated,—is surely too strong a mode of expressing the propriety

of secrecy, howsoever profound, in regard to some of their

measures. As the third verse seems to stand in opposition

to the second, I am inclined to think that it is not to be

understood as commendatory, or as expressing what is right and

ought to he; but rather as having reference to the generally

prevaiUng character of the monarchs of those days, an4 of
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those eastern countries. They were despots ;—their govern-

ments absohite, and inimical to everything like popular free-

dom. Decisions were come to, and sentences pronounced,

and both carried into instant execution
;
persons were seized

;

property was confiscated; liberty was forfeited; life itself

was taken away, without warning, and for reasons which
nobody knew, and nobody dared to ask : and comj)laint was
more than unavaihng ;—it was unpardonable presumption, for

which death was lenity. All was hidden, all mysterious;

and no one could be sure for an hour what might, amidst the

dark intrigues of a despotic court, be impending over him.

"With pubhc measures, it was the same. Wars were

waged; treasures were lavished; blood flowed; for causes

which many a time had their origin in personal caprice, or

whim, or resentment. The secret depths of the despot's

bosom were out of reach.

Should it, on the other hand, be tliought unlikely that

Solomon, himself a king, should speak in terms so strongly

condemnatory of kings in general,—and should it be thought

more reasonable, as by many it will, and perhaps justly,

that the words are descriptive of the greatly superior diffi-

culties and weighty interests and cares of royalty, to those

in all ordinary and more private occupations—I cannot

illustrate tliis view of the subject better than in the lan-

guage of another :
—

" The affairs of government are so various

and comphcated, they have so many designs to carry on, so

many mischiefs to obviate, so many opposite tempers of men
to consider, and so many difficulties to encounter, that per-

sons in a lower station cannot possibly understand the

reasons of a great part of their conduct, or the ends which

they have in view. It is therefore presumptuous in subjects

to be rash with their censures on the public management.

Those who take a liberty to despise dominiouB, and speak evil

of dignities, should be sure that they do not speak evil of

those things Avhich they understand not."

Yerses 4, 5. " Take away the dross from the silver, and
there shall come forth a vessel for the finer. Take away the

mcked from before the king, and his throne shall be estab-
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lislied in righteousness," Here too is a comparison. As in

order to the production of a beautiful vessel, such as " the

refiner " would ajDprove and commend, the material of

which the vessel is to be made must be purged of its alloy;

—so, in order to the general government of a prince being

of a nature to prove conducive to the benefit of his people

and to the stability of his throne, the wicked must be re-

moved from his presence and from all intimacy with his hfe and

counsels.—How many princes, themselves well-principled and

inclined to what is right, have been misled by the influence of

profligate and artful counsellors,—especially when their own
minds, though rightly disposed, are deficient in vigour and

decision of character ! They are then easily made the dupes

of clever but unprincipled men, who can set measures of the

worst and most impolitic kind in lights that are imposing

and captivating ; and who can not only " make the worse

appear the better reason," but by the acts of flattery under-

mine their better principles and gradually assimilate them to

themselves, and bring them to do as they will, ^ay, even

the very best princes may sometimes be thwarted and weak-

ened, and prevented from carrying out their own measures of

wise policy, by the too great ascendency of certain indivi-

duals, both in the state and in the army. David felt this,

when he lamented the fall of the murdered Abner, whose

death, which had been perpetrated by Joab, he Aveakly allowed

to pass unvisited by the veugeance which the law of God
demanded.*

The sentiment is, as we have befoi-e noticed, most false and

dangerous, that private or personal chariicter is of little conse-

quence in a prince or in his counsellors ;—that what is chiefly

"to be looked to is, right political principles, mth intelligence

and firmness to work them consistently and steadily ;—that, in

a word, public and political character is alone to be minded.

JSTothing can be plainer than that the principles of private

character will infallibly infuse their influence into a man's

ofticial and pubhc conduct. Surely we can repose greater

*• Sec 2 Sam. in. 39, 40.
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confidence in the counsels and procedure of the man
whom we know to be under the influence of sobriety,

purity, integrity, and piety, than in him who is destitute of

all right moral jDriuciple, and under the dominion of pro-

fligacy, unrighteousness, incontinence, selfishness, and irre-

ligion! The prevention of the corruption of a monarch's

principles by the "taking away the Vv'icked from before

him," tends both to the prosperity of the people and
to the stability of the government. The example of

the prince contributes to the increase in the community of

the "righteousness which exalteth a nation;" and the mani-

festation of steadfast integrity, and of conscientious solicitude

to do all that can be done for the public good, and not ftjr

mere personal and selfish ends, attaches the people to the

throne. And this attachment is the prince's best security,

—

as well as his richest earthly reward.

Let us not forget—since we are not ourselves either the

possessors or the heirs of thi'ones, however interested in the

characters of those who occupy them,—that there is a general

princi'ple in the sentiment of these verses, which admits of

other applications. That which corrupts princes corrupts the

occupants of all the different stations in society as well as

them. We have here, as exemplified in the high places of

the earth, the apostoKc maxim—" E^dl communications cor-

rupt good manners." If you would have your children
" vessels for the finer

;

" if you would have the dross and the

tin of their native corruption effectually plugged away ; if you
would have them " walking in truth, as we have received a

commandment from the rather,"^then must you, as far as

lieth in you, " take away the Avicked from before them ; "—
you must keep them from the contaminating contact of the

unprincipled and ungodly,—from " the counsels of the

workers of iniquity." They may counteract and nuUify all

your efforts for their moral and spiritual benefit,—and by
their perverting influence, " pierce you through mth many
sorrows."
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Pkov. XXV. 8—1 3.

" Go not forth liastily to strive, lest tliou know not what to do in the end

tliereof, when tliy neighbour hatli put thee to shame. Debate tliy cause with

tliy neighbour himself, and discover not a secret to another; lest he that heareth

it put thee to shame, and thine infamy turn not away. A word fitly spoken

is Jike apples of gold in pictures of silver. As an ear-ring of gold, and an orna-

ment of fine gold, so is a wise reprover upon an obedient ear. As the cold of

snow in the time of harvest, so is a faithful messenger to them that send him;

fur he refresheth the soul of his masters."

There is a natural enough connection between the first of

these verses and the two that precede ; in which we have

the spirit of vain self-importance and self-sufiiciency. " Has-

tiness to strive" is very often the effect of the same spirit.

It is touched instantly and to the quick by the sHghtest sur-

mise,—the most distant rumour—of insult or opposition. It

is on fire in a moment. It takes no leisure to inquire or

to deliberate. It assumes its ground with rash precipitancy,

and without discrimination, either of persons or of circum-

stances. To the man of this sj^irit, it is quite enough that

some one has insulted liim. He instantly takes the field,

before he has distinctly ascertained even the facts, far less

considered the tactics it is best, or most consistent with duty,

to pursue. The consequence of such haste is often what
is here described:

—

^^ Lest tJiou Aiiotv not what to do in the

end thereof, when thy neighhour hath put thee to shame."

Allow me, for the sake of illustration, to suppose two or

three varieties of this result :

—

1. The hasty man meets liis supposed adversary,—some
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word or act of whom lias just reached him. He is all full

of the faming pride of offended self-consequence ; very big

;

very wrathful In tliis spirit he makes his charge ; and
finds it is a mere idle unfounded rumour that has come to his

ears; that there is actually nothing in it; that nothing of

the kind has ever been either said or done ; that there is no
ground whatever for all his excitement and transport !—How
foolish he looks, when his imagined enemy, against whom
he has been breathing out the vehemence of passion, all

collected and cool, stands wondering at his agitation,—unable
to divine what has come over him !—And how is he laughed
at for having stirred himself up to all this heat and hurry,—

•

all this violence of emotion

—

for nothing I

2. It turns out that in the cause between him and his

neighbour, which he has so hastily taken up, he is in the

icrong

;

—that, after all his froth and bluster, truth and justice

are clearly on the other side, with all the soHd and satisfac-

tory argument ; while on his there is little or nothing beyond
the noisy and vehement protestations of self-sufficiency,

and he is quite unable to withstand the proofs against liim,—the verdict of all impartial persons being in favour of

his opponent. In this case, he must either, after having his

pride keenly mortified, cool down, and own himself in the
wrong,—which is the best thing he can do, but far from easy
to a man of his temper; or the more he is overpowered by
evidence of facts and by sound argument, the more must the

sense of conscious defeat, and consequent feeling of inferiority,

inflame him to rage ; by which he will only render himself
the more ridiculous, and give cause of more lasting mortifi-

cation and shame.

3. The same things are true of a controversial dispute on
any subject. Generally speaking, the hastiest and most
self-confident is the most hkely to fail. .Such confidence

very often accompanies partial information and superficial

and one-sided vieAvs. The petulant, consequential dis-

putant " goes forth hastily to strive" in the full assurance
that his arguments are such as cannot be resisted, and in
the fuU flush of anticipated triumph,—of victory before the
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battle. But objections meet him, of ^vliich he had never
thought. Ai^guments are arrayed and urged on the oppo-

site side, such as had never occurred to his o^vn mind, and
such, therefore, as he did not at all expect, and cannot refute.

I can imagine few situations more full of galling mortification.

He is abashed, confounded, stupified. 'VATiere he looked for

certain victory, he finds humiliating defeat. Where his

tongue was to be all eloquence, he is downcast and silent

;

where he anticipated laurels, he reaps briars and thorns. He
lies at the mercy of his antagonist. That antagonist may be

spiteful, and take his advantage to the utter.nost of his

confusion, exposing him at every point. If this is not his

fate, it is one still worse. He rises in angry loudness as he
sinks in sense and argument ; he makes up for the weakness

of his reasoning by the strength of his lungs, by vociferous

and declamatory dogmatism. And this only brings him the

lower; sinks him the deeper in shame;—far deeper, than if

he had at once, and candidly, owned his ignorance and pre-

cipitation, and given in with a good grace.

It is an important lesson,—that a man should know and

feel well his ground, before he ventures into the arena of

debate. Even when his canse is rigid, this is necessary. In

many cases, it is not the real weakness of the cause, but the

haste and superficiality of the advocate, that occasions defeat.

A^^lile many a time, on the one hand, it has happened, that

the pert and forward objector to Christianity has been foiled,

and silenced, and put to confusion, (and in such circum-

stances, the Clnistian advocate should assuredly improve his

advantage, not for self-exultation, not for vain-glorious triumph,

not for contemptuous derision and trampling upon the fallen,

but with meekness and aff'ectionate tenderness, for pressing

liome the truth, and recommending it to acceptance,) yet, on

the other hand, the friends of Christianity had need to be

cautious, and not too hastily and inconsiderately to throw

down the gauntlet to the infidel. When one thus enters the

lists without due forethought and preparation,—not suffi-

ciently aware of infidel plausibihties and sceptical subtleties—
much harm, instead of benefit, may be the result. The be-
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liever of t^e truth may "have the witness in himself" of its

being from God. He feels its holy power. In this experi-

ence he has solid ground of peace and hope,—there being, at

the same time, a clear discernment of the adaptation of the

gospel to his own exigencies and to the character of God.

But still, this is not enough to bring against a practised

sceptic,—a skilful infidel antagonist. Various are the sub-

tleties, which, though refuted a thousand times, the parti-

cular advocate may not find himself at the moment in a con-

dition to meet; and a defeat or silencing from this cause,

is apt to have a very injurious effect both on his own mind
and on that of his adversary—throwing a painful doubt over

his own faith, and confirming his adversary's unbelief and

self-sufficient scorn.

Perhaps, however, the principal reference in the verse is

to matters oi personal injury and personal difference. This

appears from next verse :
—

" Debate thy cause with thy

neighbour himself, and discover not a secret to another."

—

You may compare with these verses Matt, xviii. 15— 18.

You will observe, that in the two passages the p)rincip)le is

the same. In the latter, however, it is formally laid down
as a binding law, in all its successive steps, in the social

intercourse of fellow-Christians in the church. Look, then,

at the duty—taking both passages together :

—

1. An injury is supposed to have been done and sus-

tained, but not to be publicly known—to be confined, in

the knowledge of it, to the parties themselves. It is of con-

sequence to mark this, because the rule is often misappre-

hended, and applied in cases where it has no propriety and
no obhgation,—to which neither Solomon nor Christ re-

ferred,

—

cases of open and known trespass. In the spirit

of it, it ought, I think, to be applied in cases of sin

known to us as having been done by another, but knoA\TLi,

we have reason to believe, to us only, even although the

sin may not be of the natm-e oi personal offence. The chief

reference, however, is to offences of the latter description. The
rule is a good one in all such cases : and when they occur

between bretliren in a church of Christ, it is, in every step
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of tlie process prescribed by the Church's Head, of indispen-

sable obHgation.

2. Wlien the wrong, then, has been done, the first duty-

is, to go to our neighbour himself, and when he is by him-

self;—to lay our grievance calmly and faithfully, and in the

spirit of affection, before him ; in the same spirit to expostu-

late with him; to convince him of the wrong he has done;

to propose reasonable terms of reconciliation and agree-

ment,—all under the influence of a sincere desire to gain

him over by kind and becoming means.

3. It is implied in this, that the ^^ secret^^ as Solomon
terms it, is not to be divulged either before the interview, or

if the interview prove successful, after it. Not before; for

this, if known to him, will prevent his listening to you in a

temper of mind that promises a successful issue; and, should

he learn it subsequently, may undo all the benefit :

—

not

aft.er, when you have effected your object ; for this too may
go far to nulhfy the favourable result, opening the wound,

giving him ground of offence in his turn, and so widening

the breach and confirming the distance.

4. Observe the consequence, as stated in the tenth verse,

of transgressing the salutary direction :
—

" Lest he that hear-

eth it put thee to shame, and thine infamy turn not away."

That is, if you do " discover the secret," this comes to the

ear of the other party, and "shame" and "infamy" will fol-

low. Even if the representation you have given of the case

be a perfectly fair one, and he have no cause, in that re-

spect, for complaint, still you have broken imphed faith;

you have made an uncalled-for and unfriendly disclosure of

what it was understood was to go no further; you have un-

necessarily and unkindly made his faults known. And if,

on the contrary,—which is much more hkely, you have given

a representation as favourable as possible to yourselves, and

proportionally unfavourable to him,—then you bring upon
yourself a double ground of resentment and of odium, Not
your adversary alone, but all will disajDprove and reprobate

;

and the blot may adhere to your character all your days;

the "infamy" may never "turn away."
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5. The saine duty of faitliful reticence is strictly apj)licable

to all secrets committed to us by others. They should be

held sacred,—the trust inviolable. On this important matter,

—a matter too lightly thought of even when right principles

are admitted,—allow me to offer a few directions. 1. When
you have got a secret committed to you, the temptation is, in

some cases, very strong to make it known. You have a feel-

ing of superiority in knowing something of which others are

ignorant ; and, it may be, of self-importance in having been

made its confidential depositaries. There is a vanity in

being able to say—/ know something which you don't. And
there is a vanity too of having confidence reposed in you.

You would fain have this known. But alas ! for the dilem-

ma. If it remains wwknown, your vanity remains ungratified

;

and then, if you tell it, you prove that of the very confi-

dence reposed in you, and of which you were so vain, you

have not been worthy: so you put yourself effectually

to shame. 2. There is a temptation to reveal a secret in the

friendship and intimacy of the person to whom you tell it.

You think this friendship requires it of you, and that there

is no true friendship where there is secrecy,—that all should

be unreserved between bosom friends. But, whatever friend-

ship requires, it can never require this. The obligation of

intimacy with one can never be a sufficient reason for violat-

ing an obligation under which you have come to another.

N'o friendship, how strong soever its ties and its claims, can

be an apology for betraying a third party—for breaking your

word. 3. You may sometimes feel tempted to divulge a

secret by the idea that making it known, in some particular

quarter, may be the means of good to him whose secret it is.

By telling it to such a one, you may benefit him. Even
this will not do. For, first, "the heart is deceitful ;" and you
may, unconsciously, be influenced by mingled motives, and
1 e covering the one under the other :—and then, secondly,

your clear dut}'-, in every such case, is, to tell him first, and

let him judge for himself as to what you propose, and, if he

is satisfied, so far release and set you free. 4. The fewer

secrets the better. The making of a confidential communi-
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cation may of course be occasionally necessary. But "svhere

there is no necessity for it, it had better be avoided. ]\Iul-

tiplied secrets are only multiplied temptations; and there

is a vast deal too much of trifling with what ought to be

sacred. Make as few of them as you can; and take as few

of them as you can. 5. It is exceedingly criminal in any
one to tempt another, and try to persuade him to divulge

what has been confidentially committed to him;—to worm
it out of him. This is infamous. Tt is usually done, as

might be expected, by assurances of perfect secrecy, l^o one

shall ever get it from them. They will be still as the grave.

Now, for my own part, I should always be disposed to be

the closer, the greater anxiety was by any one discovered to

induce me to make the disclosure. My confidence in his

assurances should proportionally be lessened. He who tempts

another to do what is wrong, does not give very satisfactory

ground for trusting that he will never do the same wrong
himself. To tempt another to any sin is the next thing to

our own doing it. 6. ^Vlien you are about to receive a

secret from another, and you have in your mind any excep-

tions from the restriction,—individuals to whom you ima-

gine it will be no violation of your engagement to impart it,

—these exceptions ought to be mentioned. You have no
right to make them to yourself, while you are supposed by
the jjerson who imparts to you the secret to be making none,

but to receive his communication as a confidential one with

no reservation. This is treachery. It is evidently, in such

cases, duty to intimate the particular exceptions you are

desirous to make, and to get from your friend special per-

mission respecting them. This should be done, even if

the exception were the wife of your bosom. If you can-

not get the permission you desire, decUne receiving the

communication. 7. There is one case however, I think,

which must absolve from the obligation of secrecy. It is

when the keeping of the secret is to work essential injury to

a third party. In this case the secret reseuiblos the taking

of a rash oath, such as cannot be fulfilled without doing

harm to our fellow-creatures, or violating some express com-
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mand of God. No one will say tliat Herod did right in

Iveeping his foolish oath, when the fulfilment of it required

the murder of John the Baptist. AVith regard to ourselves,

—when we come to see that the keeping of a secret, like the

keeping of an oath, is all but sure to be injurious to us,

we may with projoriety seek to be 7'eleased; but if we can-

not prevail, I presume the case will come under the descrip-

tion of one of the features in the character of the good man
described by the Psalmist,—who " sweareth to his oivn hurt,

and changetli not.^^

Verse 11. "A word fitly spoken is like apples of gold

in pictures of silver."—What is the comparison here 1

It has been variously understood. The word rendered
''^pidures^^ is generally conceived rather to mean net-work

or lattice-work :— and the apples to be either artificial

apples represented by the skilful workman in an ornamental

basket of silver filigree, or real apples, of golden hue,

brought to table in such a basket. The allusion is evidently

to some ornamental work of exquisite device and execution,

known in those days.* What, then, is the import of the

comparison? "^ word" may signify a word of counsel, of

instruction, of encouraging commendation, and especially (as

the following verse suggests) of reproof But it is not every

such word that is meant. It must be "fitly spoken;" as

the golden apples are by the artificer duly fitted, so as to

appear to the best advantage through the interstices of the

silver. In order to a word's being "fitly spoken," it must be

icell-suited to the occasion and tlie character ; must be icell-

timed; icell-spirited ; ivell-expressed. "When a word—espe-

cially a word of reproof, the administering of which is so

difficult and delicate a task—is, in all the senses mentioned,

"fitly spoken," there is blended -svith our sentiment of ap-

probation the agreeable emotion of surp>rise and admiration.

* "The idea is that of a garment of precious stuff, on which is em-
broidered golden apples among picture-work of silver. Costly and
precious was such a garment held to be; for besides the ornaments
upon it, the material itself was of high value." So Stuart, perhaps

rightly. The general sentiment remains the same.
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Verse 1 2. " As an ear-ring of gold, and an ornament of

fine gold, so is a wise reprover upon an obedient ear."—In

this comparison, as in the j)receding, ornament and value are

united. And, as the ornament selected is that of the ear,

the comparison may be meant to convey the idea that an

ear that listens obediently to instruction and reproof, is more
valuably adorned than that which is ornamented with tlie

most costly jewels.

Wlien a reproof is both administered in wisdom and re-

ceived in humility and in good part,—then there is a union

of two equal rarities. A reproof well-administered is rare

;

and not less so is a rejjroof well taken. We may remark,

however, that the rareness of the latter arises, to no small ex-

tent, out of the rareness of the former. It is because reproof

is so seldom \7q\\-given, that it is so seldom y^o^l-talcen.

How becoming—how truly ornamental, and worthy of

admiration, the union here supposed ! And then, how valu-

able ! how really precious, in the effects resulting ! There is

first, the prevention, or the correction of evil. There is,

secondly, the friendship, begun or confirmed, of the parties

themselves ; as says the Psalmist—" Let the righteous smite

me, it shall be a kindness; and let him reprove me, it shall

be an excellent oil, which shall not break my head : for yet

my prayer also shall be in their calamities," Psalm cxli. 5.

And there is, thirdly, the admiring and approving and affec-

tionate attachment of all to both, and the beneficial influence

of the good example. The jewel is both a credit to the arti-

ficer by whom it was fashioned, and an ornament to the

person from whose ear it is suspended.

And if our ear, my brethren, should be open and obedient

to the reproofs of fellow- creatures, how much more to

those of our divine Master and Lord ! He is, indeed, a wise

reprover. Grace was poured into his lips. All his instruc-

tions are true; all his promises faithful; all his precepts

holy and just and good; all his admonitions gracious and

kind. Obedience to him will ever be for our good; while

to refuse his reproof, and to tlirow off and spurn away his

yoke, is infatuation. For all the various situations of trial
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a]id difficulty, of temjitation and perj^lexity, in ^vllich Lis

people can' be placed, he has "a Avord in season." how
litly spoken !—-how good is it ! how appropriate ! how j)re-

cious ! "VVliere is the child of God who has not experienced

this? Let His words be valued by us as jewels of fine gold !

Yerse 1 3. " As the cold of snow in the time of harvest,

so is a faithful messenger to them that send him ; for he

refresheth the soul of his masters."

—

Snoiu in the time of

harvest, and the cold accompanying it, would have been a

very unnatural, unwonted, and unwelcome occurrence in Ju-

dea. It is to nothing of this kind that the allusion is made
in the verse. It was the season of heat, often oppressively

great. The comparison is taken from the use then made of

snow, which had been preserved from the previous "winter,

in cooling their wines and other drinks, and thus rendering

them deliciously refreshing. Snow was nsed, in a simi-

lar manner as ice is among ourselves. It was thus the

means of providing refreshment from what without it could

have yielded comparatively little. The meaning of the com-

parison is plain. The pleasure exj)erienced by him who
commissions a messenger to execute a trust, mil ever be

proportioned, when the message is faithfully, wisely, and
successfully fulfilled, to the amount of importance attached

to the commission, and the consequent degree of solicitude

about the result;—and especially Avhen any measure of de-

spondency existed respecting it. When any business is

managed, with such fideUty, sound judgment, and persever-

ance, as to recover and rectify what had almost been given
up as hopeless,—then the heart that was dispirited and faint

is revived; even as the overheated and exhausted labourer

is refreshed, exhilarated, and animated for renewed toil by
the snow-cooled beverage. One thing ought here to be re-

marked—that we are a great deal too prone to form our
judgment of a messenger's merits simply by his success.

Eut this is often far from fair, whether the commission be
one of public or of private business. There may be a large

amount of fidehty, and of all the qualities of a disinterested

and devoted messenger, where there is little success,—nay,

III. L
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where there is entire failiu-e. All may be done, and done

Avell, that could be done; and vet, through, the character of

the parties with whom he has to conduct the negotiation,

and through circumstances utterly beyond his control, a

messenger may not succeed. In some cases, indeed, there

may be a much greater degree of praiseworthiness, where

there lias been failure, than where all has succeeded to a

wish. In not a few instances, Ave should deal most unjustly,

and measure out our commendations and rewards in most

undue proportions, were success to be our sole criterion. It

ought to be,—and with a truly generous and right-hearted

master it always will be,—a source of satisfaction and gratifi-

cation, to contemplate the completeness of the management,

and the spirit with Avhich all has been done for his interest,

even though the issue be disappointment ; and justice will

make this the measure of desert.

Thus will God deal with His servants. Jesus was the

Father's messenger to the world. And he was "faithful to

Him that appointed him." And in contemplating liim, in

his person and in his work, He said of him—" Behold my
servant, whom I uphold; mine elect, in whom my soul de-

lighteth ; I have put my spirit upon him : he shall bring

forth judgment to the Gentiles," Isa. xlii, 1. The Apostles

were Christ's messengers to the world. They were like their

divine Master in faithful devotedness. They " refreshed the

soul of that Master." He delighted in them and in their

work. Through their instrumentahty, he saw of the "travail

of his soul, and was satisfied." And he sees of it still.

let us all, in our several spheres, be faithful to Him

—

" faithful even unto death," and oiu' faithfulness shall

have a full and rich reward. How anxious should we all

be, to commend ourselves to the Master, to whom we must

stand or fall; to act under the influence of principles ami

motives which have his sanction ; to do our duty well, from

"faith working by love;" so that we may hear him say to

us—" "Well done, good and faithful servant, enter thou into

the joy of thy Lord !

"
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Puov. XXV. 14—20.

" Whoso boastetb liiinself of a false gift is like clouds and wind witiiout rain.

By long forbearing is a prince persuaded, and a soft tongue breaketh the bone.

Hast thou found honey? eat so much as is sufficient for thee, lest thou be filled

therewith, and vomit it. Withdraw thy foot from thy neighbour's house; k-.-t

lie be weary of thee, and so hate thee. A man that beareth false witness agaiiiht

liis neighbour is a maul, and a sword, and a sharp arrow. Confidence in an un-

faithful man in time of trouble is like a broken tooth, and a foot out of joint'

As he that taketh away a garment in cold weather, and as vinegar upon nitre;

so is he that singeth songs to an heavy heart."

The comparison in the first of tliese verses is a very oLvioua

and a very apt one. " Clouds and wind" were, in that coun-

try, an ordinary presage of " rain." ^' But there, as with our-

selves, appearances might be very promising and proA^e de-

ceitful—raisiiig expectations, possibly after long, weary, and
tlireatening drought, only to disappoint them, and so to in-

crease vexation and apprehension. Thus it is with the mail

who boasts mightily of what he can do, and ivill do,—mak-
ing large promises either without intention to fulfil them, or

without ahHity.
Such boasters talk as if all creation were at their disposal.

Notliing too hard for them ! their resources and their influence

are without limits ! When you apply to them for a favour,

they are full of gasconade about what they have in- their

power; give you, with not a little exaggeration, instances of

\vhat they have done for others; and— yes; there is no

* Sec 1 Kir.gri xviii. 41, 45.
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doubt of tlieir ability ; uulI what is there tbey would not do

for you I But it is all words—big words; and the bigger if

others besides yourselves are within hearing—but as light

and empty as air-bubbles :

—
" clouds and ivind without relink

Others, from mere unwillingness to deny you, or to seem

unkind, cannot lind in their hearts to say I^o, and make
hasty promises in plenty. But they are only to please you

for the time. They have not considered them ; and, al-

though it might be too strong to affirm, that they do not

at the time mean what they say, yet neither can they be

regarded as having any firm j)urj)Ose of fulfilling it. Their

kind words have served their present end;—have saved them

the pain of refusing and disobliging you. But in practice

they come to nothing. When your time of need arrives,

what have you? They are in profession as kind as ever;

and as their kindness before vented itself in promises, it

is now not less abundant in apologies and regrets. They
are so sorry—so very very sorry;—and then you have a

string of unsatisfactory Buts—an enumeration of jii'even-

tives :
—

" clouds and icind icitliout rainy

It may be regarded as a wise and safe rule, to trust the less,

in pro^Dortion as a man is wide and boastful in his promises.

Let your confidence be in the inverse ratio of the boasting.

Genuine friendship deals not in such vauntings. Deeds are

its characteristics, more than vrords. It acts quietly; lets

its gifts fall silently and unostentatiously; neither talking

much itself, nor ambitious of being talked about. It woidd

infinitely rather come unexjiectedly on its object witli a sea-

sonable interposition, than raise expectations beforehand by
promises that may fail. True friendship—real goodness

—

may be describ(3d by a figure which forms a contrast to the

one before us :
—

" When the clouds are full of rain, they

empty themseh'es upon the earth," Eccl. xi. 3. Such clouds

aptly represent faithful benefactors;—bountifid, unpretend-

ing, unostentatious friends.

Yerse 15. "By long forbearing is a prince persuaded, and

a soft tongue breaketh the bone." "^ soft tongue hrealceth

the hone,' is one of those short and pithy expressions of a
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general sentiment, wliich is tlie character of so many pro-

verbs. Wliat is the sentiment? Evidently, that gentle

means are the most effectual. The reference is to cases of

displeasure, and the means of pacifying it. It is true, that

there is a great variety of tempers, and tliat these require to

be dealt with in various ways. But in cases of resentment,

—whether reasonable or unreasonable, with or Avithout

ground,—the sentiment will be found to hold good to a very

great extent. By the pouring on of oil you may smooth the

wave, which you would rebuke and lash in vain.

If the displeasure be w^ell-founded,—that is, if we really

have provoked and deserved it,—then gentleness, and sub-

mission, and apology are a clearly incumbent duty. What
right can we have to take high what we have brought upon

ourselves? Hard words, in such a case, would obviously be

most incongruous and unprincipled; and they would have

no other efiect than that of exasperating passion. If, on the

other hand, it be unreasonable,—when nothing on our part

has been said or clone to warrant it,—then the consciousness

of not deserving it should sustain our minds in a dignified

calmness, and restrain us from angry and violent expostula-

tion or reviling. The most consistent frame of spirit, so far

as we ourselves are concerned, and the best suited for con-

ciliation and peace,—for disarming and subduing passion and

pride, is a gentle and placid firmness. For it ought to be

understood, that "a soft tongue" is not the tongue of weak-

ness and silliness, that has not manliness enough to feel or

to take its due and proper position :—neither is it a flatter-

ing, fawning tongue, that coaxes into conciliation by saying

whatever will please, whether there be dignity, and self-re-

spect, and truth in it, or not. The gentleness of temper,

deportment, and speech, Avhich the divine word inculcates, is

perfectly consistent with firmness and energy of principle.

It is not the gentleness of mean sycophantish pHancy, that

is reckless of principle and consistency. Yet one almost

fears to introduce these qualifications and admissions, lest

undue advantage be taken of them to cover and excuse

frames of spirit which neither the precepts nor the example
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of Jesus oiir Master Avould justify;—vindicating under une

name of becoming manliness what He would condemn as

pride,—and un^delding obstinacy under the well-sounding

designation of decision of character. ! we need the grace

of Christ to enable us to unite the quahties of firmness and
gentleness, as they were united in Him.

Of the general sentiment we have a particular applica

tion in the former part of the verse :
—

" By long forhearanca

is a prince persuaded"—From his eminent station, and from

being accustomed to obeisance, ^' a, pj'ince" may be supposed

more than ordinarily touchy and jealous of his honour and
authority.—more apt to stand upon the punctilio of due sub-

mission—more difficult than others of persuasion and conci-

liation. Petulance, forwardness, self-sufficiency, and passion,

will only inflame him the more, and exjoose ourselves to the

weight of his "^ATath. There must be no cringing meanness,

no compromise of ]3rinciple, no apologies for um-eal faults,

—

which would be worse than stooping from the dignity which
every man ought to maintain,—a dereliction in part of the

claims of conscience : but still, we are bound to be, in all

cases, respectful and mild; and if we are enabled thus to

combine meekness and gentleness mth adlierence to princi-

ple, " the prince" may not only be won, but led to admire the

consistency, that would not, for any selfish consideration, bend
to unworthy comphances, and cringe and fawn for favour.

Verse 16. "Hast thou found honey? eat so much as is

sufficient for thee, lest thou be filled therewith, and vomit

it."—This language is evidently to be taken, in the prover-

bial use of it here, as significant of amj worldly enjoyment.

The language can hardly be applied to spiritual sweets. We
do not meet, in the Bible, with warnings against excess in

these. There is little risk of an extreme in that chrection.

But when the ''honey," as here, is the emblem of earthly

sweets, of mere temjDoral enjoj^nents,—there is great need
for the caution,—a caution against excess in the desire, in

the pursuit, and in the use of them. Pleasant tlioy are in

themselves; and God kindly gives us them to be enjoyed—^to be received and used with gratitude and cheerfulness.
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But they must be enjoyed with a united sense of obliga-

tion and of dependence, and in the remembrance tliat all

excess and all abuse involve a violation of the spirit of

both.

Verse 17. "Withdraw thy foot from thy neighbour's liouse;

lest he be weary of thee, and so hate thee."—This is another

lesson of moderation, though of a very different kind. It

relates to the discreet use of the jDrivilege of social and
friendly intercourse. There is in this a prudence and a

sense of propriety, which is iuLbspensable to its cordial main-

tenance and its permanent constancy. It is one of those

things in which there is no possibihty of draAving precise

lines,—prescribing the exact degree of frequency with which
every relation, and friend, and neighbour should be visited,

and the number of minutes each visit should last. All must
be regulated by circumstances; and these circumstances may
hardly in two cases be in every respect the same. Discretion

and good sense must guide. Eut of these qualities there

are some j)ersons who have a very scanty portion. Such
persons are to be found in both sexes. They are fond of

incessant gossipping. They are ever on their round of calls

and visits. Instead of being "keepers at home"—instead of

"doing their own business"—they are, day after day, "going

from house to house"—each morning planning their circuit.

Or, when they are out, and "their neighbour's house" is in

their way, they cannot think of passing the door without

just stepping in. They enter. They merely looked in in

passing—they cannot sit doA\m. But they are prevailed

upon. And when once they are fairly set, they forget their

haste. They are very loath to move. They talk of doing

so twenty times before it is done; and many precious

hours are lounged away in unprofitable idleness. If such

persons have any thing in the form of a general invitation,

in the common style of courtesy, they axe sure to avail them-
selves of it to the uttermost, how slight and incidental so-

ever it may have been. They never need a second. They
continue to come, and come, and come,—consuming the

time, disarranging the order, disturbing the enjoyment,
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and in some cases, living on tlie substance, of other

families.

This becomes irksome. Their neighbours weary of them.

They fret inwardly, when they make their appearance.

Their liking to them cools ; and by degrees positive aliena-

tion takes its place ; and those whom at first they courteously

and kindly made welcome, they actually cannot hear. They

become, in one short but expressive, though perhaps suffi-

ciently familiar word for this place

—

a hove. Delicac}^, at

the same time, forbids this to be plainly said ; and such per-

sons, having generally no great portion of such dehcacy

themselves, are exceedingly sIoav to discover it:—till at

length rudeness becomes a matter of necessity; and hints,

•— gentle perhaps at first, but broader and broader til]

understood and taken,—are thrown out, that less frequent

visits will be acceptable.

Our strongly condemnatory description of these persons

must not drive others to the opposite extreme. For

fear of the evil here supposed, some "withdraw their foot"

altogether: they do not visit at all. This course is hardly

less reprehensible than the former. Among all, and espe-

cially among fellow-Christians, it looks distant and dry.

It is inconsistent with all the claims of friendship. A
mutual exchange of visits, in the way of promoting mutual

love and mutual advantage, is desirable, and is a duty. But

assuredly, it is better to be blamed for the fewness of our

visits, than for their frequency;—better far to be wished

hack than to be wished away. The persons I have been

sketching ought to be discouraged. They are idle ; and they

encourage others to be idle. They are temptations, more-

OA^er, to different evils : to the common practice, for example,

of what is called denying one's self, or saying not at home:

(which, let it be vindicated, disguised, palliated, apologized

for as you will, is neith(!r more nor less than direct and pal-

pable lying) and secondly, to a large amount of hypocrisy— the

dissembling of the real state of the feelings and the wishes

;

so that the scene may at times be presented—so inconsis-

tent with "simplicity and godly sincerity"—of a griunblo
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and a scowl when the unwelcome visitor's knock comes to

tlie door,—the exchange of this for the assimied looks and
words of civiHty when the door opens and he enters ;—and
the ''glad lies gone!'' as soon as his back is turned, and the
door closes after him. Here then, as in every thing, let us
"deal prudently;" and let us look for grace to enable us.

Let our visits neither be unseasonably paid, nor unduly pro-

longed, nor too frequently repeated. And let such inter-

course be maintained as shall at once keep alive the feeling

and the principle of union. Above all, "let love be without
dissimulation."

On the following verse, I pause only to make two remarks :—First, the language expresses strongly the mischief done
by the "false witness" to him against whom he bears his

lying testimony—against whom he swears falsely. He is

"a maul,"" and a sword, and a sharp arrow." He wounds
and injures him by his lying Avords, as really, and in
some respects, it may be, incomparably more seriously
and irreparabl}-, than if he Avere assailing him Avith the
lethal weapons here alluded to. He may inflict wounds
that cannot be cured, on his person, his substance, his

credit, his character, his happiness, his life.— Secondly,
such a man,—the man who has no conscience, no regard

to truth, or regard to the well-being of others,—who is

capable of swearing away by falsehood the name and in-

terest and life and property of his neighbour—is a man
whom all will shun and dread, as they would an armed
enemy;—as they would the hand that brandishes in threat-

ening attitude the instruments of mutilation and death.

Yerse 19. "Confidence in an unfaithful man in time of

trouble is like a broken tooth, and a foot out of joint."

—

Every one feels in a moment the truth and the force of this

comparison—this double comparison. There are two obvi-

ous points in the similitude:— 1. The unfaithful man,
equally with the broken tooth and the dislocated foot,

* A maul is an English word now obsolete, signifying a heavy
hammer or club.
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fails ichen put to 2i.se. You try your tooth, upon your food

;

but you can make nothing of it :—you try your limb, for

support and motion, but it will not serve you. So, you
try the man by whose promises you have been encouraged

to confide in him, and to look for good at his liand, but

your conlidence is vain. He fails you. He is the "broken

tooth,'' the "foot out ofjomt"—2. There is more than failure,

there is pain; there is accompanying torture. The broken

tooth, when you attempt to use it, and the disjointed foot,

when you rest the weight of your body upon it, each causes

intolerable agony. And such is the mental distress which is

caused by the failure of confidence, in proportion to the

degree in which you had cherished it. Especially is this

felt "in time of trouble" when help is peculiarly needed,

and Avhen a kind of claim, independently of all professions

and promises, is felt to exist on sympathy and kindness.

Then the heart is sensitively alive to aught like neglect and

disappointment. To trust and be deceived is at any time

a bitter trial. To trust in "the time of trouble" and be de-

ceived, is the extreme of mental suffering.

How acutely did Paul feel the truth of the proverb

when he wrote to Timothy— "At my first answer no

man stood with me, but all men forsook me : I pray

God that it may not be laid to their charge."—And did

not our blessed Master feel it, when he said, "All ye shall

be offended because of me this night
:

" and when, accordingly,

in the hour of danger, "all his disciples forsook him and

fled?"—and when he who had most solemnly protested his

unconquerable adherence denied mth oaths and curses that

he knew Him?— let us rejoice, that, whatever may come

of our confidence in 7ne?i, we have one sure, tried, ever-

faithful Friend, who never has deceived, and never can de-

ceive ; on whose word we may rely Avithout fear ; who will

prove himself "a very present help in time of trouble;"

then, in a special manner, when the need of it is most felt,

vouchsafing His j)i*esence, the light of his countenance, his

timely and effective aid.

Verse 20. "As he that taketli away a garment in cold
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weather, and as vinegar upon nitre; so is he that singeth

songs to an heav}^ heart,"—We may conceive a kind of sug-

gestive association between this verse and the preceding.

In tlie nineteenth we have the misery of disappointment

when we have, "in time of troiible^' relied on the promises

or the ^professions of friendship given by a man who then
proves unfaithful. There is one description of distress in

the time of suffering and trial; here we have another,

though of a different kind;—the pain which is inflicted,

especially on spirits of delicate sensibility, by tliQ injudicious

and incongruous administration of comfort,—both in the
matter and in the manner of it. The figure, or comparison,

here used to convey the idea of extreme unsuitableness, is a
very strong and a very expressive one. I should rather say
that hoth comparisons are so. The " taking mvay of a gar-

ment in cold weather,"—at the very time, that is, when an
additional garment would be requisite for comfort,—would
involve in it a combination of ahsiirdify and cruelty. It

would be exceedingly fooHsh and exceedingly unkind. In the
second comparison, ''nitre'' does not mean the salt so called by
us

—

saltx^etre; but rather an alkaline substance, which was
called by the Romans nitrum, and which, in a particular

state of preparation, was used in Judea for soap. Vinegar,
or any other acid, poured on this substance would, from the
want of chemical affinity between them, produce effervescence

;

and this appears to be the simihtude intended;—the want
of affinity between the song of mirth and the spirit of heavi-
ness. It is incongruous, disquieting, agitating. To sing
merry songs to one whose heart is at the time under the
pressure of grief, or even in the presence of the dejected
and sorrowful, and especially when the sorrow is recent,

and the mind has had no time to recover its tone and bal-

ance,— discovers mournful ignorance of human nature.

These are extremes which can never meet. The very at-

tempt to introduce all at once the lightness of mirth into
a wounded and heavily -burdened heart, produces a re-

vulsion, of which the necessary effect is only to render
the sadness the deeper. And this effect arises, not merely
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from the contrariety between what is sung and the state

of the spirit, but by the apparent want of feeling on the

part of him who treats our sorrow thus. It is impossible

to persuade ourselves that he feels ivitli us or feels for us,

when, instead of entering by a sympathetic tenderness into

the true state of our minds, he discovers such lightness in

his. And this j)ainful ajiprehension is only a new and ad-

ditional source of heaviness. Few things can operate more

directly in this way, than to see one whose heart we ex-

pected to be in harmony with our own, manifesting so oppo-

site a frame of mind. Some people are very thoughtless and

injudicious in this respect. By trying to accomplish too

sudden and violent a transition, they effectually frustrate

their purpose, and, instead of alleviating, aggravate the evil.

Even although not meant as a taunt, it is apt to have the

effect of one; the effect so toucliingly described in the case

of the captives of Judah in Babylon :
—

" By the rivers of

Babylon, there we sat down; yea, we wept, when we re-

membered Zion. AVe hanged our harps upon the willows

in the midst thereof For there they that carried us away
captive required of us a song; and they that wasted us re-

quired of us mirth, saying. Sing us one of the songs of Ziou.

How shall we sing the Lord's song in a strange land?" Psal.

cxxxvii. 1—4.

J^o one who has studied the constitution of the human
mind, will ever attempt (unless in some pecuHar cases of

mental derangement) to work upon it by violent transi-

tions. He Mdio does so will generally be even more than

disappointed. The likelihood is that he will either augment

what he intended to lessen, or give rise to some other effect

not less to be deplored than the one meant to be remedied.

The same observations apply to all attempts to put down
the spirit of melancholy—whether constitutioiial or induced

—by the opposite extreme of merriment,—to banish grief

by scenes of joviality. Persons under deep dejection may
sometimes, by dint of importunity, be prevailed upon to

go into the midst of a gay party, where all is hilarity,—all

jest and song. But the very eli'ort to assume an air of
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clieerfulnes'=!,—to join in the buoyant festivity and mirtl],

has been distressingly painful, and subsequent reflection on

the incongruity (as they have felt it to be) between the

scene and their circumstances, has sunk them the deeper

afterwards,—through dissatisfaction with themselves.

"With regard to any who can on x>urpose insult the sorrow-

ing and heavy heart by the song of mirthful gaiety,—they

are monsters—not men. They deserve not a place in the

society of human beings.—And there is one description of

mental distress, mth which the world have not—and cannot

be expected to have—any sympathy. They frequently in-

deed deal by it very roughly and cruelly

—

" Regardless of wringing and breaking a heart

Ah'eady to sorrow resigned."

I mean sjnrifual dejection. I will not give it the name of

religious meJanclioly ; for that is an unhappy misnomer,

expressing what has no existence. There is no description

of melanchoh^ which in itself can with truth be called reli-

gious,—though there is much that may spring from subjects

that bear a close affinity to rehgion. Melancholy and de-

jection of spirit arises, not from rehgion, but from the

absence of it, or from defective and erroneous conceptions

of it. Kightly understood, it is its only true and effectual

cure. It is the light which, introduced into the mmd, dissi-

pates its darkness and dreariness. It is the balm that

soothes, mollifies, and heals the wounded spirit. It is all

restorative, all cheering. Trouble of spirit does arise from

con^-iction of sin, and of exposure, on account of it, to " the

wrath to come," and from the secret, deep-felt, irrepressible

apprehension of that wrath. But such conviction, such pain,

such fear, are not religion. They are the very things which

rehgion is designed and fitted to remove. The truth of the

gospel—^the message of mercy—understood and received in

its divine authority and simphcity, sets all to rights. It

dispels the gloom. It introduces the sunshine of joy. It

stills the trembling heart. It dries the bitter tear, and sends

after it the tear of delight and gratitude,—the drops of gen-
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iiiiie penitential tenderness, mingling, as tliey always do,

with those of calm, thankfid, thrdhng ecstasy. To the spirit

that is loaded with a sense of guilt, and bowed to the dust

by the apprehension of coming wrath, there is no song but
one that can impart reUef and joy,—none but one that can
harmonize its jarring emotions, and soothe it to permanent
peace. It is the song of the angels at the nativity of the

Saviour—" Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace,

good mil toward men,"—or of the redeemed multitude before

the tlirone—for the spirit of both is the same—" Worthy is

the Lamb that was slain"—"Thou art worthy, for thou hast

redeemed us unto God by thy blood." Let but that blood

touch the heart, and all its alarms are hushed. The lips

will be tuned to the notes of that song. It will " throw oif

its sackcloth, and gird itself with gladness."
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Prov. XXV. 21—28.

" If thine er.ouiy be liuiigiy, give Iiim bread to eat; and if he be thirsty, give

liiin water to drink: for thou shalt heap coals of fire upon his head, and the

Lord shall reward thee. The north wind driveth away rain ; so doth an angry

countenance a backbiting tongue. It is better to dwell in a corner of the house-

top, than with a brawling woman, and in a wide house. As cold waters to a

thirsty soul, so is good news from a far country. A righteous man falling down

before the wicked is as a troubled fountain, and a corrupt spring. It is not

good to eat much honey; so for men to search their own glory is not glory. He
that hath no rule over his own spirit is like a city that is broken down, and

without walls."

The "lionour which conieth from men," and which men
assert for themselves even at the sword's point, is very

diverse from the "honour which cometh from God," and
which He has enjoined on His children to covet. The
one is the honour of pride,— the other of humihty;
the one the honour of allowing no injury to be una-

venged,—the other of forgiving -wrongs and covering the

multitude of sins; the one the honour of the mere na-

tural and conventional courage that exposes life for hfe,

rather than allow the slightest or most imaginary affront to

pass unavenged,—the other the moral courage that sets at

nought the contempt of men rather than inciu* the displea-

sm-e of God.—In His eye, and in the eye of every holy

being, a victory gained in the way prescribed by the opening

verses of this passage, is incomparably more glorious than

even the deepest humiliation of an adversary by an opposite

course—by the wrath-breathing retaliations of pride. It is a
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douhle victory,—a victory over ourselves as well as over our

enemy.'"*

In these remarks, I have taken for granted, what I be-

lieve to be the truth, that the words "/or tJiou shalt Jiecq?

coals of fire upon his head," have reference, not to the fires

of divine vengeance, but to the influence of kindly treat-

ment melting down the enemy to conciliation, as fuel heaped

on the ore fuses it from its hardness, and sends it forth in

liquid streams, to take the features and impress of the mould.

—

A certain prince, on leading his generals and his army against

an advancing host of invaders, declared his resolution not to

leave a single enemy alive. He sent an embassy to treat

with them. He made proposals such as subdued and at-

tached them, and rendered them valuable allies. On aston-

ishment being expressed that he should have thus failed in

his determination and promise, his ready reply was—"I have

not failed : I have kept my w^ord. I engaged not to leave a

living enemy ; nor have I. They are enemies no longer—they

ave friends." He had "heaped coals of fire on their head."

Verse 23. "The north Avind driveth away rain; so doth

an angry countenance a backbiting tongue."—You will ob-

serve that the marginal rendering just reverses the meaning

:

—" The north wind bringeth forth rain ; so doth a back-

biting tongue an angry countenance." Some critics insist

on this being the true rendering. The latter words of the

verse are certainly capable of either arrangement : and if the

verb rendered ''driveth aivay" would not bear that mean-

ing, but required being translated as in the margin, then of

com-sc we should have to bow to the force of necessity.

That rendering, however, is defended by other critics, as one

of which the original word is susceptible. And I confess

that if the w^ord will bear it at all, it appears to me decid-

edly preferable There is something tame, common-place,

and of little practical consequence,—hardl}' worth forming

the subject of a proverb,—in saying that as the north wind

* For furtlier illustration, sec verses 17, 18, and 20, of the preced-

ing chapter.
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brings rain "a backbiting tongue" brings anger. But the

verse, as it stands in our translation, inculcates a most im-

portant lesson—namely, the way to discourage and rejjvess

slander. ^^ Backbiting^' is a word which sufficiently conveys

its own meaning. It is secretly traducing characters, by tell-

ing of them what is false, or even, for maUcious purposes, by
circulating clandestinely what is true. It is very generally

accompanied with a hj^pocritical simulation of affection or ad-

miration to the i^erson's face, while he is vilified in his absence.

Some show much of this spirit of detraction. They never seem
easy when they hear any one specially commended. They
are ever disposed to throw in some quahfying insinuation,

—

somethijig or other on the iDer contra side, to reduce the

praise. They even appear to lay hold with delight on every

opportimity to depreciate excellence ; and particularly if there

happens to be any kind of livalry between the person who
is the subject of commendation and themselves. they do
enjoy the bringing down of a rival ! They spare no pains

for tliis. And they often effect much in this way without
uttering a word. A look, a wink, a shrug, a humph—can
be made to convey a vast deal of meaning ; and if the mean-
ing be not explicit, so much the better. It is enough if

suspicion is raised ;—if the impression is made that there is

something that is not right,—something which, if the eulo-

gist but knew all, would go far to qualify his commendations.
On the other side, how sad the tendency in human na-

tm>e to lend a ready ear to such! Wlien the artful and
practised backbiter, well aware of this, has by degrees got

a AvilKng listener, he goes on step by step—one thing after

another—undermining and destro;ydng the fair fame of the

object of his dislilve. He takes great care not to say too

much all at once : that might shock and repel. He feigns

reluctance. He is exceedingly concerned to be under the

necessity of saying so; but truth obliges him. His object

is, only to put you on yoiu' guard; to prevent your being
led to any false course by taking up the representations of

others, who happen not to know what he knows. He tliinlvs

it right at any rate that you should be made aware of the
HI. M
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true state of tlie case,—that you may feel and act accord-

ingly.

All su<'.li vile " hackhiting'''' should be met with " an angry

countenanced It should be instantly frowned away; no

willing ear being ever lent to the defamer. Were all to

act thus, and to stop his mouth with an indignant and re-

solute rebuke, it would put down the evil, " as the north icind

drlveth away rainr

let not this spirit and this practice be so much as

named amongst believers. It is utterly adverse to the entire

genius of the Gosj)el, and to the precepts and example of

the Lord of Christians. The religion of Jesus is the reli-

gion of love,—love even to enemies; the rehgion too of

open day-light, and singleness of heart ;—the religion of that

charity which "thinketh no evil, which rejoiceth not in

iniquity, but rejoiceth in the truth."'"'

Verse 25. "As cold waters to a thirsty soul, so is good

news from a far country." A beautiful similitude! Its

full import, no doubt, is best understood and felt in sul-

try climes. Yet even loe can in some measure appreciate

its propriety and force, if in the parching drought of simi-

mer we have ever slaked our tliirst at the cooling spring,

when oppressed by the heat and fatigue of a wearing-out

journey. The very sight of such a spring is refreshment.

It exliilarates the spirit, and gives new energy to the

exhausted frame.

The simile is applicable to all " good news,"—especially to

such as are more than ordinarily interesting to any of our

natural and social affections; and in a pecuUar manner,

when the tidings are unexpected; more so still, when they

come after long delay and corresponding anxiety,—when
"hope deferred has made the heart sick;" when day after

day,—week after week,—month after month, we have waited

and longed, and sighed, and prayed, for favoui'able accounts,

not of mere worldly j)roperty, but of lives, in wliich we feel

* For the illustration of the following verse, the reader is referred

to chaps, xix. 13; xxi. 9, 19, &c.
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as if our own were bound up. All! do we not then enter

into the full soul of the comparison ?

And how peculiarly ap]jUcablc is it to that best news
that ever greeted the ears of sinful men!—the news that

came fi'om the heaven of heavens to this our apostate world,

and of which angels were the first messengers, when they

cheered the timid and alarmed spirits of the shepherds

of Bethlehem mth the' proclamation—" Fear not ; for, be-

hold, I bring you good tidings of great joy, wliich shall

be to all jDcople,"—and with that song of ravishing harmonj^

which, in the stillness of midnight, burst from ten thousand

seraphic voices,—-" Glory to God in the liighest, and on
earth peace, good will toward men." How can it but be a

deUghti'ul thing to us, to hear how these good tidings (which

alas ! to so many are vapid and uninteresting as a tale twice

told) are now so extensively j)ublished in heathen lands,

—

lands of spiritual drought and dreariness,
—"thirsty lands

wherein is no water
! "—to hear of the progress of truth—of its

victories over error—of its converting, sanctifying, gladdening,

civilizing, saving influence ! How full of refresliing and
cheering effect on our spirits are such tidings ! They are, of

all others, the richest and sweetest in pleasure to the Chris-

tian heart. The highest authority assures us, that " there is

joy in heaven over one sinner that repenteth," Even there,

it seems, the truth of this verse is experienced. Wlien the

"good news" of the progress of the Redeemer's kingdom by
the conversion of sinners, and the additions thus made to the

number of its subjects, reach that "land that is afar off"

—

that " land of sacred liberty and endless rest,"—it is, to the

blessed inhabitants, like a fresh draught from the " pure

river of water of life." And the holy joy is shared by the

pilgrims below. It reanimates and braces their spirits, in pro-

secuting theii' joiu-ney heavenw^ard, amidst all the difficul-

ties, temptations, and trials of the way. If we do experience

the dehght, let us seek in earnest, by increasing hber-

ality and zeal, to procure it more and more for ourselves

!

—The good tidings are designed to prepare sinners for the

glorious country whence the tidings come, and to put them
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ultimately in happy possession of it. sinner, prize those

tidings. Hear, and beheve them, that your soul may live

!

—Hear, and circulate them, that others may come to the

same life;—the spiritual hfe on earth, introductory to the

eternal hfe in heaven !

Verse 26. "A righteous man falling down before the

wicked is as a troubled fountain and a corrujDt spring."

Possibly this verse may ha^^e been suggested by the preced-

ing in the an-angement, or copying out of the proverbs.

There we have the refreshing influence en the soul of "good
new^s" represented by the refreshing influence on the body

of a draught of pure and wholesome water. But suj)pose a

thirsty man, in high and longing expectation, comes to a

fountain or a spring, and finds the fountain a puddle frojn

agitation, or the sjDring embittered and poisoned by some nau-

seous and noxious ingredient—the disappointment is giie-

vous. Such is our dissatisfaction, when " the rigliteous falls

doion before the wicked!''

The language has had different senses attached to it.— 1. It

has been understood of the righteous paying, whether from

fear or from interest, undue homage to the wicked. There is

miserable incongruity in this. It is a painful thing to wit-

ness; and it is injurious as weU as painful— discovering

an unworthy destitution of right principle, such as is fitted

to produce very prejudicial effects on the minds of all, espe-

cially of the ungodly who witness the unseemly spectacle.—2. It has been understood of the righteous being subjected

to the arbitrary and capricious power of the wicked—con-

strained to bend to his dictation and authority—deprived

of liis own will and freedom under the power of the un-

principled oppressor. This is the world turned upside

down—the inversion of all that is right and seemly. The
power should be "with the righteous for the restraint of the

wicked. The contrary is " like a troubled fountain and a

corrupt spring." It fails to produce the salutary effect

Mdiich j)ower properly lodged is fitted to produce. The
fountains and sj^rings of justice being by this means pol-

luted and poisoned, society, instead of receiving benefit,
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is injured aecordinglv. — But 3. The avoi\I in the ori-

ginal signifies to sJtp or stumble, so as to fall. And, as it

bears this sense most naturally, I am inclined to under-

stand the verse with those interpreters by whom it is ex-

plained of the righteous falling in a moial sense—falling

into sin, in the presence of the wicked. This is, emphati-

cally, "like a troubled fountain and a corrupt spring." It

disappoints our pleasing expectations of clear, sweet, re-

freshing water. From the righteous we look for an exam-

ple that shall recommend religion—that shall draw others

to its pure, and wholesome, and life-giving springs. When
the conduct of professors, in presence of the ungodly, is such

as to have the opposite tendency;—when its waters are tur-

bid, and foul-, and bitter, and, instead of inducing others

to come to the fountain, serve to disgust and repel them

—

how incongruous—and how distressing!— Alas! that the

incongruity should be so often seen

!

The " troubled fountain and the corrupt spring" must send

forth polluted, tainted, deadly streams. And so it is here.

O ! how much evil flows from the sins of God's people

!

Look at the falls of David and Solomon themselves. From
these "troubled fountains"—from these "corrupt springs"

—streams of tainted and bitter waters have continued to flow

from that day to this. The " man after God's own heart,"

and the " wisest of men," have been the byword of the un-

godly and sceptical in every age. How should this put us,

and keep us, on our guard

!

Yerse 27. "It is not good to eat much honey; so for men
to search their own glory is not glory." You will observe,

that in the latter clause of this verse, the words " is not
"

are suj^plementary,—being printed in Italics. They are

evidently indispensable to complete the designed antithe-

sis. The supplement seems to proceed on an admitted

idiom in the Hebrew composition, according to which the

negative in the former part of a sentence is carried fonvarcl

and understood in the latter.* Honey is good, in mode-

* See for illustration Psal. ix. 18; Ixxv. 5; xxxviii. 1; xliv. 18.

—

The idiom may be applied for the explanation of a passage otherwise
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ration; a surfeit of it is injurious. (See v. 16.) In like

manner, a regard to character and reputation,—a desire after

a virtuous and honourable distinction,—is warrantable and

right. It would be wrong for any man to be indifferent to

what others think of him. It is not a matter connected with

mere feeling. The usefulness of every man depends to a

great degree upon the character he sustains. The only de-

scription of persons who may be considered as entitled to be

regardless alDOut character consists of those who have no

character to lose.

But there is an extreme; and to that extreme Solomon

here refers. There is such a thing as vain glory. There is

such a thing as a person's indulging an insatiable appetite for

applause and honour. There is such a thing -as " searching

it out',' looking ever after it, eager to get it, and touchily

jealous of every omission to bestow it and every deficiency

in its amount; exploring for it in every possible direction;

listening with an ear on the alert to catch every breathing of

adulation
; fishing for praise ; throwing out hints to draw it

forth ; eulogizing others, to tempt a return ; saying things in

disparagement of oneself, for the sake of having them con-

tradicted,—tilings which, said by another, would stir the

hottest of his blood.—The temper of mind may be put in

exercise, in regard to greater and to smaller matters. It may

assume the form of a proud ambition, or of a weak-minded

involving a painful and revolting difficulty. It is in the cliargc of

David, wlien dying, to his son and successor Solomon (1 Kings ii. 9).

The not should be carried oii to the last clause. And accordingly,

the charge, so understood, corresponds precisely to the course which

Solomon actually pursued. He allowed Shimei his life, under the

limitation of his strictly confining himself within the city. To the

condition Sliimei assented. And it was not for his conduct to David,

but in consequence of his violating the stipulated terms on which his

life had been granted, tliat he was afterwai'ds put to death. This

makes all consistent. The very terms of the change itself, connected

with the previous reason or ground of it, requires this interpretation:

— verse 8.

—

{Antiior). Stuart disputes the application of the principle

in this verse of Proverbs, and renders, "searching after one's own
glory is burdensome," referring tlie original term in its second occu-

rence to the primary meaning of the Hebrew verb with which it is

connected.
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vanity. But in eitlier case it may with truth be said that
" it is not glory"—A man's honour should rather come to

him, than be eagerly solicited and searched for. It should

not be made Ms object. If we follow the example of Jesus,*

we shall seek GocVs glory as our first and constant aim, not

our own. And this is the way to true glory ; for He says

—

" him that honoureth me I will honour."

The closing verse may be regarded as a kind of counterpart

to the 32d verse of the sixteenth chapter. There we have

the wise man's commendation of self-control; and here,

under a very apt similitude, the evil effects of the want of

it. " He that hath no rule over his own spirit is like a

city that is broken down, and without walls." Such a city

is in a state of complete insecurity and exposure,—open to

the assault, and the sure prey, of every invader. Ajid to

what can the man be more fitly compared, wlio is destitute

of self government,—swayed by the uncontrolled mastery of

his angry and resentful temper? It is in every one's power
to take advantage of such a man; to get the better of him;
to make him miserable. Any one knows how to provoke him.

It is as easy as marching into a city whose defences are

prostrate, whose walls are broken down. Thus any one

who has a spite at the passionate man may satiate his malice

to the full by touching the spring that is sure to throw him
off his guard. He Avill then more surely expose himself,

than his enemy, by all he had it in his power to say, could

IDOssibly do.

Further, Satan takes advantage of such a character.

He is easy of access, and easy of captiu-e. He can, with all

facility, by touching his passions—by throwing a spark amidst

the inflammable and fiery material within, lead him, or rather

drive liim, to sin,—making him the unconscious instrument

of his evil purposes. By the indulgence of an angry spirit

a man " gives place " to the devil. He opens to him the

garrison of his heart. His spiritual state is in continual and
imminent danger. His soul is exposed to every assault of

* See John vii. 18: viii. 50: v. -il.
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every enemy and in hourly peril of being sacked and plundered

of all that is dear to its feelings and its hojDes :
—

" even like

a city that is broken down, and without walls."

One tiling more. The temper described here is adverse

to all yraijer—a kind of interdict on fellowship with God.

How can that fellowship be regularly maintained by a spirit

that is ever liable to such perturbing excitation *? We are

commanded to " lift up holy hands, ivithout wrath and

doubting." "We are commanded, '' when we stand praying,

to ^forgive' if we have ought against any one." O how
many barriers, then, must come between the man of pride and

j)assion and " the throne of grace
!

" How often must the

intercourse be interrupted !—how often must he be unable to

bend the knee or to open the lip, in the presence of his

God! And what a motive is this to seek divine aid to

subdue the spirit of pride and anger, and to acquire that of

calm and steady self-command

!
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"As snow in summer, and as rain in harvest; so honour is not seemly i'ov a

fool. As the bird by wandering, as the swallow by flying; so the curse cause-

less sliall not come. A whip for the horse, a bridle for the ass, and a rod for

the fool's back. Answer not a fool according to his folly, lest thou also be like

inito him. Answer a fuol according to his folly, lest he be wise in his own con-

ceit. He that sendeth a message by the hand of a fool cutteth off the feet, and

drinketh damage. The legs of the lame are not equal ; so is a parable in the

mouth of fools. As he that bindeth a stone in a sling; so is he that giveth ho-

nour to a fool. As a thorn goeth up into the hand of a drunkard; so is a parable

in the mouth of fools. The great God, that formed all things, both rewardeth the

fool, and rewardeth transgressors. As a dog retiirneth to his vomit; so a fool

returneth to his folly."

The two leading ideas in tlie comparison in tlie first of these

verses are incongruity and mischief. "Snow" and "rain," in

the times of the year mentioned, were very unseasonable, and

apt to prove very injurious to the prospects of the husband-

man and of the country. Such cold in summer, when warmth
was specially necessary for filling and ripening the fruits of

the ground ; and such wet weather in autumn, when drought

was so desirable for in-gathering in proper condition, were

alike unsuitable to their respective seasons, and at once

ominous and effective of evil.
—"So honour is not seemly for

a fool." The incongruity and the mischief are alike predi-

cable, whether the fool be regarded as meaning the iceak man
or the wicked man. ^^ Honour''—that is any situation of

power, authority, and influence—is out of place when in his

hands. The weak man will abuse such a position from in-
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ccqxicity ; and lie may thus even, without any evil intention,

be the instrument of very serious and extensive harm. The
harm may arise either from his own obstinacy in the refusal

of suitable counsel,—for such obstinacy, alas! is no infre-

quent associate of imhecility

;

—or from his being made the

dupe and tool of the artful and ambitious, the selfish and
the cruel.

But the elevation of wicked men to such a position, is still

more unseemly, and still more prejudicial, as all history

might be cited to prove. When wickedness is set in high

places, and endowed with resources at its own disposal for

weal or for woe,—well may a nation tremble

!

In the land of Israel, "snow in summer and rain in harvest"

would have been regarded as indications of the displeasure

of Jehovah.'"' Such ajDpearances were fitted to fill them with
the fear that God was about to visit them with famine and
"cleanness of teeth in their borders,"—So the advancement
to honour and authority of wicked men—men devoid of

principle—would have been with them, and is indeed with

all, a presage of impending calamities.

Verse 2. "As the bird by wandering, as the swallow by
flying ; so the curse causeless shall not come." There is diffi-

culty here in settling the jjrecise 'point in the comparison.

The ordinary interpretation explains it Avith reference to

curses pronounced by men without cause— imprecations,

anathemas, that are unmerited :—and the meaning is under-

stood to be—As the bird or sjDarrow, by wandering, and as

the swallow, or wood-pigeon, by flying, sliall not come,—
that is, shall not reach us or come upon us in the way of

injury; so is it mth the causeless curse. It will "do no

more harm than the bird that flies over head, than Go-

liath's curses did to David." t And it might be added,

that, as these birds return to their own place,—to the nests

whence they came, so will such gratuitous maledictions come
back upon the persons by whom they are uttered. Thus
God turned the curses into a blessing which Balak the son

* See 1 Sam xli. 17, 18. f Heniy.
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of Zippor hired Balaam to pronounce against Israel. Thus

the malicious and hard-hearted curses of Shimei against

Da\dd came not upon him, but fell upon the head of their

unprincipled author.

T am not sure, though this interpretation has its diffi-

culties, that a better can be given of the words. They may,

however, refer, not to curses uttered by men, but to curses

or judgments sent by God. The meaning then will be

—

that as the bird in flying has an object, and by flying gains

that object, so the curse, or judgment of God, never comes

ivithout a cause. For every visitation of His there is a rea-

son; and an end to be answered by it. It comes, in every

case, in testimony of the divine displeasure, and for punitive

warning and correction. Thus it was when "snow" came
" in summer," or " rain in harvest

:

" and thus it was when
"the basest of men" were, in God's providence, raised to

power:—it was that they might be the scourges of His

people, for their sins, and for their good.

According to the former view, the great lesson taught is

that when exposed to the malice of men and their unmerited

imprecations we should put our trust in God. According to

the latter, that if we would shun " the curse," or judicial in-

fliction of the Lord, we must beware of everything that

would provoke His displeasure: and that when His heavy

dispensations do come, it behoves us to inquire what is their

cause, and for what end they are sent; to ask, each one of

us—"Why am I thus'?"
—

" What meaneth the heat of this

great anger]"—and to "humble ourselves under His mighty

hand," and sigh and pray for the attainment of the end He
has in view. This second sense of the proverb appears to

derive some countenance from the verse which follows :

—

Verse 3. " A whip for the horse, a bridle for the ass, and

a rod for the fool's back." The obvious import is—that

correction suits " the jooV,^ even as the whip does the horse,

and the bridJe the ass. He requires the rod. ISTothing else

will do for Mm; nothing else bring him to his senses, or

drive his folly from his heart; if even that proves effectual—" for a reproof entereth more into a wise man, than a
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liimdred stripes into a fool." I give tlie follo\viiig, as the

pointed application of the proverb to various characters by

a judicious expositor:
—"Are you," then, "the unhappy fa-

thers of foolish children? You must make use of the rod

and re2')roof to give them wisdom. Are you authorized to

bear rule in the church? the rod of church discipline must

be ajDpUed to offenders, that they may be reclaimed, and

others warned. Are you magistrates? the rod which God
has put into your hands may be a means of preserving

young malefactors from the gibbet at a more advanced period

of life. Are you wise ? beware of turning aside unto folly,

that you may never need the rod. Are you fools? learn

wisdom, or do not blame those whom duty and charity will

oblige to use the rod for your correction. Is it not better,

that you should be treated by your superiors with love and

in the spirit of meekness, than to be beaten with the rod?

Are you obliged, for your faults, to bear the pains of church

censure, or criminal law? Ej.ss the rod, and "sin no more,

lest a worse thing come unto you." Have you formerly en-

dured the rod? Let the impressions and effects of it abide

with you for life, lest the sword of divine vengeance be un-

sheathed against 3^ou, because you refused to hear the voice

of the rod and Him that hath appointed it.""'

Verses 4, 5. " Answer not a fool according to his folly,

lest thou also be like unto him. Answer a fool according to

his folly, kst he be wise in his own conceit." In these

two verses, there is the appearance of contradiction. But

it is the appearance only. The principle of harmony

seems to lie in the different senses of which the words " ac-

cording to Ms foil //'^ are susceptible.

The case is obvious. There may be folly both in the 7nat-

ter and the manner of the fool's talk. In neither must he

be imitated. We must not bring ourselves down to his leveL

We must not debate with him in his own style—allowing

him to get the better of our temper and self-possession.

The evil of answering the fool according to his folly in this

* Dr. Lawson.
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sense, is stated in the end of the verse—" Lest thou also he

like unto him:"—lest, that is, thou j)ciss fo7' a foolUke him,

sharing in the contempt that attaches to his character ;—which

is especially apt to be the case, when, in presence of those

who do not know him, a man enters into the foolish, frothy,

absurd, contemptible talk of the silly, the vain, the w^orthless,

—chiming in w^itli, encouraging and countenancing their

folly, and seeming to rehsh and enjoy it :—or lest thou, in

point offact, really contract resemblance to him ;—for by thus

descending beneath the proper level, and conforming to such

folly, there is a risk of contracting a littleness and silliness

of mind ; and, along with it, a trifling, talkative, contentious,

wrangling spiiit, and a manner destitute of all becoming-

dignity and resjDectability
;
producing the scorn of all who

do, and the regret and pity of all who do not, know us.

Then, on the other hand, ^^ Ansiver a fool according to his

folly," means answer him as his folly deserves. And this

may be in ^^arious ways.—There may be occasions not a few

on which entire silence is the most suitable of all replies.

The fool's cavils and questions may really not be at all

deserving of notice. As the danger mentioned, however, is

"lest he be ivise in his own conceit"—the silence in such

cases requires to be accompanied with marked and manifest

indications of its intention; otherwise, the very evil depre-

cated w^ill be incurred. The fool will impute it to inabil-

ity, and take credit to himself accordingly. This will give

him a triumph, and settle him in his self-conceit. The
same remark applies to irony, which may frequently be a

sufficiently suitable kind of answer to the folly of the

fool. It is a species of reply w^hicli has the appearance of

conformity to the folly; but in reality is the reverse. Great

care must be taken that the irony be such as to be perceived.

If the fool himself does not see it, but takes the irony for

earnest, it will then have all the effect of rendering him the

more " wise in his own conceit
: "—and if others do not see

it, it will have the effect stated in the former, of making us

appear, in their eyes, "hke unto him." Again, a petulant,

captious caviller is not entitled to the respectful treatment
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due to a sincere and modest inquirer or objector. It is well

to be able, in sucli cases, so to point an answer, as at once to

expose the ignorance or tlie malice of the caviller, and to

put a reply out of his power ;—thus setting him fast—mak-
ing him feel his folly, and bringing down his self-estimation.

This, however, we should be sure, is not done in any such

way as would cherish in ourselves the very jDrinciple wliicli

we seek to repress in him—of petulance and self-conceit.

That were to answer him "according to his folly" in the

sense of the fourth verse, and "to be like liimr All our

answers should be in meekness as well &,s firmness; and more
in the spirit oi iilty than oi scorn.

This ought especially to be attended to on serious subjects.

There is a way which some have, when a person starts any

objection on points of a rehgious nature,—bearing for in-

stance on the truth of Cliristianity or the principles of the

gosjDel,—of half angrily and half sneeringl}*, with a stern or

a taunting rebuff, putting him doicn, by roundly telling him
that Avliat he says is nonsense, and unworthy of an answer.

This, in general, is fitted to have one or other or all of three

effects:—the excitement to resentful passions; the gratifica-

tion of self-sufficiency and self-conceit instead of their re-

pression; (for this kind of knock-doicn way of treating an

argument or objection will of course be interpreted as indi-

cating the consciousness of inabiUty to meet it calmly and

fairly;)—and the confirmation of scepticism and infidehty.

Serious subjects should be treated seriously in all cases,

—

even with the fool. The best way to reply, is, not by a

disdainful, jeering exclamation of "absurd nonsense
!^^—nor,

by anything of the nature of buffoonery, trying to turn the

laugh against the caviller: but to endeavour, in our reply,

to unite such gravity and seriousness, as to show our deep

impression of the importance of the subject, as one never to

be trifled with or treated with lightness;—such force of

argument as shall settle the question:—such determined

firmness, as to rebuke and repress the spirit of self-conceit

:

—and such gentleness and kindliness, as shall conciliate at-

tention and candid consideration, and contribute to win the
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heart. This last great object Christians are at times too

prone to forget. I^ever should we imagine it sufficient

merely to gain a victory on a disputed point. Our aim should

ahove all things be, to gain the foolish, and even the con-

ceited and impertinent, caviller himself—to draw him to a

conviction of God's truth and a choice of God's ways. We
should seek to make him sensible, by our whole manner, that

we are in earnest,—that we are concerned for him, and

anxious to convince him, for his own good, of his error and

his danger.* ! what is it, in the comparison—to have the

credit of silencing an adversary, or to have the satisfaction

of mnning and saving a soul—saving a soul from death,

and covering the multitude of sins

!

Verse 6. " He that sendeth a message by the hand of a

fool cutteth off the feet, and diinketh damage." The general

meaning of tliis proverb is too obvious to be mistaken by

any one. Here again "a /ooZ" may signify either a weak

and incompetent man,—who has not capacity for the dis-

charge of the trust committed to him, or one who is un-

2)rincipled,—on whose integrity and honour little rehance

can be placed;—either the senseless man, or the loorthless

man, or a combination of both. He who commits any " mes-

sage" to such a one "cuttetli off the feet;''—is guilty of the

same anomalous absurdity as if he were purposely to lame

himself with a view to expedite his journey ! The conse-

quence which might be anticipated is expressed by Solo-

mon in the words

—

^^ and drinketli damage:" he reaps, that

is, as the reward of his absurdity and recklessness, disap-

pointment, vexation, shame, injury, just in proportion to the

magnitude and importance of the business.

Mark the general lesson. It evidently is—that we be

careful, in all cases, to select suitable agents for the under-

taking on which they are to be commissioned.

It is an important lesson for governments, in the selec-

tion of ambassadors, diplomatists, and provincial and colonial

* This is beautifully exemplified on many occasions, in our Lord's

intervitiws with his enemies:—See Mat. xii. 24, &c.; xv. 1, &c.: liuke

xiii. 14—17: John viii. 7, &c.
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magistrates ;—to see that tliey be, in all respects, men com-
petent for tlie trusts committed to them,—likely to exe-

cute them successfully, and in a manner that shall secure the

honour and the interests of their country. It is a lesson to

ourselves as the inhabitants of a free country,—to look well

to it that we use conscientiously, considerately, and wisely,

our elective franchise, and beware of committing the repre-

sentative administration of our national affairs to men with-

out principle or without capacity,—or holding such maxims
of public policy as are, in our apprehension, at variance with
the civil and religious liberties of the realm, or any of its

other interests. It is a lesson to churches, in the choice of

those to whom they commit the instruction and rule of the

house of God ;—to see to it, that they be men, in knowledge,

in character, in temper, in prudence, and in energy, compe-

tent, as far as attainable, for " rightly dividing the word of

truth,"
—

" watching for souls,"
—

" taking care of the church

of God." It is a lesson to both pastors and churches, in

cases of discipline, or in any matters of general interest re-

quiring the agency of individuals;—to see to it that persons be

appointed, suitable in both disposition, and freedom from par-

tiahty and prejudice, and possessing the description of know-
ledge, whether sacred or secular, which fits them for the

charge of the particular case. It is a lesson to all, in the

ordinary affairs of domestic life, of secular business, of bene-

volent exertion;—to see to it, that according to the nature of

what is to be done, they engage right heads, right hearts,

and right hands.

Verse 7. " The legs of the lame are not equal : so is a

parable in the mouth of fools." This verse has b}^ difterent

critics been differently interpreted. One has it, " Lift up the

legs of the lame"—"make the legs of the lame to dance;''—" so is a parable in the mouth of a fool." " A wise saying

duth as ill become a fool, as dancing doth a cripple;—for,

as his lameness never so much appears as when he would

seem nimble, so the other's folly is never so ridiculous as

when he would seem wise." The force of the comparison is,

on this interpretation, sufficiently striking.
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Another, from a different application of the same etymo-

logy, has the meaning—" the legs of the lame are wasted

—

emaciated—so is a parable in the mouth of fools." But this

view seems unnatural and tame. The legs of the lame are

not always wasted and slender. The meaning he attaches

to the proverb is, that as the legs of the lame are slender

and have lost their natural strength, so a parable in the

mouth of a fool is deprived of its force. The explanation

seems to rob the saying of much of its force. The idea cer-

tainly that is most readily and naturally suggested by the

legs of the lame is that of iytequallty, and consequent inapti-

tude for sprightly or graceful movement. And in this sense

the comparison is a very apt and expressive one. As the lame

man, whose legs are not equal,—a short and a long, a straight

and a crooked,—Avhen he attempts to be nimble, is at once

ludicrously awkward, and always in danger of falUng; so is

a fool awkward in the use of vd^Q sayings, and is constantly

in danger of stmnbling into Mdiat is either ridiculous or mis-

chievous, by his misappUcation and abuse of them. "As
therefore," says Henry, "it is best for a lame man to ke(?p

his seat, so is it best for a silly or a bad man to hold his

tongue." *

For the sake of the close resemblance of the sentiment,

Ave shall take in here verse ninth,—" As a thorn goeth up

into the hand of a drunkard ; so is a parable in the mouth of

fools." The meaning is precisely similar to that of the

sixth verse. A fool handling the maxims of AA-isdom is like

a drunken man handling thorns. The drunkard, not know-

ing what he is about, lays hold of them rashly and reck-

lessly, and thus wounds himself:—so the fool wounds him-

self by his manner of using the sayings of the AAdse. He
confirms his reputation for folly; he exposes himself to

pity, or scorn ; or even, inadvertently, from not at all per-

ceiving how the use he is making of some one of them rc-

* Stuart renders—" Take away the legs of a lame man ; and so," &c.

He explains thus—"The legs of a lame man ax'e useless and may
as well be taken away as respects any good from them. So a pro-

verb in the mouth of fools is useless. It is a lame proverb."

III. N
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coils upon liimself, lio pronounces liis own verdict of culpa-

bility and condemnation; or still further, when attempting

to bring a proverbial or pithy saying to bear on the support

of his OA^ai cause, he blunders, by the misapplication of it, into

a conclusion the very opposite of what he intended. He
lays down principles that, in the eyes of every one who hears

liim, go to condemn himself, "\vithout his being in the least

degree sensible of it. The thorn, ere he is aware, has " gone

up into his hand," and the pain and the blood discover to

him his folly.

Yerse 8. " As he that bindeth a stone in a sling, so is he

that giveth honour to a fool." This verse also has been va-

riously rendered. In the margin

—

"As he that j^utteth a

precious stone in a lieci'p of stones, so is he that giveth honour

to a fool." It seems to be generally agreed that the word

translated a sli7ig means more properly a hea]p of stones.^

And the word rendered sto?ie is one frequently used to de-

note a precious stone.

It is not denied, that our EngUsh version gives a good

sense. The man who "binds a stone in a sling" maybe
considered as 'preparing mischief And so, the honour,

—

the power and influence,—that are bestowed upon a fool,

only fit their possessor for doing hurt, either to himself, or

to the person who has conferred it, or to others, t But the

proper meaning appears to be—" giving honour to a fool, is

like hiding a precious stone in the midst of a heap of stones
;"

—or like "fixing a precious stone in the midst of a heap."

—One critic renders
—

" As a spark of precious stone in the

midst of a heap of stones, so is giving honour to a fool."

The ideas then conveyed are—that the honoiu: does not ac-

cord well mth the other parts of the character,—and that

to all really useful purposes it is lost. To the expression of

incongruity thus brought out some make an addition, by

* Parkhurst, Schultens, Stock,

t Stuart retains the rendering of the English version, and explains,

not inaptly, " It would be absurd to hind a stone in a sling and then ex-

pect it to do execution. Equally so is it to hestoio honour on a fool^

and expect any good consequences from it."
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supposing the hecq) of stones to be such an heap as was usu-

ally reared or thrown over notorious offenders, who were

stoned, or otherwise ignominiously put to death.* This

does certainly impart additional point and poignancy to the

comparison. Giving honour to a fool is like inserting a dia-

mond in a monument of infamy. The honour is thus worse

than thrown away and lost. It is, in every view, where it

ought not to be.

Yerse 10. "The great God that formed all things both

rewardeth the fool, and rewardeth transgressors." This

verse so rendered, it cannot be questioned, contains an all-

important and solemn truth. The fool and the transgressor

shall come to punishment in the end,—shall "receive the

due reward of their deeds,"—at the hand of God himself

—

"the great God who formed all things;" and who has

power to punish as well as to save :
" He can create, and he

destroy." But God is a supplement; and in such circum-

stances the absence of the name of God, and the need of

supplying it is very unusual. Here too you may look at the

translation in the margin:—"A great man grieveth all; he

both hiretli the fool and hireth transgressors." The Septua-

gint is hardly intelligible. The French translation is sub-

stantially the same as our marginal :
—

" Great men cause of-

fence, or grief, to all, and take into their service the foolish

and the wicked." The Latin Vulgate gives a sense entirely

different, which it is not easy to draw from the original

—

" Judgment settles causes ; and he who imposes silence on

the fool, allays contentions—or wraths." The meaning is

probably that given in the margin. Wlien a prince takes

into his service ministers without capacity and without prin-

ciple
—

" the fool and the transgTessor,"—it is to his subjects

matter of universal concern and trouble ;—both because it is

a sad indication of his own character; and because the ad-

ministration of such men ensures to the country so many
and so grievous eA'ils. The sentiment, in this view of it,

quite harmonizes with those in preceding and following verses.

* See Josh. vli. 25, 26; viii. 29: 2 Sam. xviii. 17, &c.
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And tlie lesson lias application from the throne downwards
through all the descriptions of subsidiary trusts. Extensive

proprietors who employ overseers of their tenants, or of those

engaged in their manufactories, or mines, or whatever else be

the description of their property, should see to tlie character

of these overseers. Their power may be abused, and mul-

titudes of workmen suffer, wlien the owner—the master

—

knows nothing of what is going on. But he ought to know.

Many complainings and strikes, well or ill-founded, have their

origin here."^"

Verse 11. "As a dog returneth to his vomit, so a fool re-

turneth to his folly." The proverb is quoted by the Apos-

tle Peter.t The emblem is a loathsome and sickening one.

It is meant to be so. It would not have been appropriate,

had it been anything else. There are two ideas conveyed by
the comparison. The disposition or tendency, on the part of

the fool or vicious man, to return to his folly ; and the loath-

someness—the vileness—of the thing itself, wdien it does

take place. There are persons of great pretensions to refine-

ment, who affect great disgust at the comj)arison. They
wonder how any body of ordinar}' deUcacy can utter it.

They would think their lips polluted by the very words.

It were well for such persons to remember, that there is no

comparison so odious as the thing itself Avhich is rejDresented

by it. It were well if such persons would transfer their

disgust and loathing at the figure to that which the figure

represents :—if they would cherish a projDer loathing of sin.

That is what God holds in abhorrence :—that is what should

be abhorred by us. Persons may affect to sicken at the com-

parison here used, and yet be themselves exemplif3dng the

very conduct it so aptly represents. Folly and sin are in-

comparably more polluting and debasing to the nature of

man, than the vilest and most disgusting practices in the

* Stuart renders the verse, "An arrow which woundeth every one
is he who hireth a fool and he who hireth vagrants:" and explains,

''The man who employs fools and vagrants to do his work, and pays
them wages, will injure himself."

t 2 Pet. ii. 22.
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physical nature of any of the inferior animals. ! to have
the due impression of this !—such an impression as will pro-

duce a careful practical avoidance of those moral evils which
are so offensive in the sight of God

!

The jjroverb has a more especial reference to those sin-

ners, who have been warned,—who have smarted for their

folly,—who have, when thus made to feel its effects, pro-

fessed their consciousness of its evil, and their sense of danger
as well as guilt,—and who possibly, for a time, have re-

frained from it,—have vowed their favourite sins away from
them, and seemed as if they were resolved not on confessing

only but forsaking :—but who have shaken off their tempo-
rary convictions, and have returned, more eagerly than ever,

to their former ways. Strongly are such characters depicted
ill some parts of Scripture ; and terrible is the warning which
the description of them involves.* Beware, sinner, of
tliis fearful and fatal tendency. And let the professed peo-

ple of God keep themselves aloof from all temptatioiis to

sin,—the sin especially to which they may before their con-

version have been addicted. Let not the cup again touch
their hps, lest the liking to it return, and they exemplify, as

too many, alas ! have done, the proverb before us

!

* See Mat. xii. 43—45: 2 Pet. ii. 20—22.
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rijov. XXVI. 12—28.

"Seest thou a man wise in his own conceit? there is more liope of a fool than or

liiiii. Tlie slothful man saitli, There is a lion in the way; a lion is in the streets.

As the door turneth upon his hinges; so doth the slothful upon his bed. The

slothful hideth his hand in his bosom ; it grieveth him to bring it again to his

mouth. The sluggard is wiser in his own conceit than seven men that can

render a reason. Jle that passeth by, and meddleth with strife belonging not to

him, is like one that taketh a dog by the ears. As a mad man who casteth fire-

brands, arrows, and death, so is the man that deceiveth his neighbour, and saith,

Am not 1 in sport? Where no wood is, there the fire goeth out; so where there

is no talebearer, the strife ceaseth. As coals are to burning coals, and wood to

fire ; so is a contentious man to kindle strife. The words of a talebearer are as

wounds, and they go down into the innermost parts of the belly. Burning lips

and a wicked heart are like a potsherd covered with .silver dross. He that hut-

ctli dissembleth with his lips, and layeth up deceit witliin him: when he speak-

cth fair, believe him not; for there are seven abominations in liis heart. Whose

liatred is covered by deceit, his wickedness shall be shewed before the whole con-

gregation. Whoso diggeth a pit shall fail therein; and he that roUeth a stone,

it will retui-n upon him. A lying tongue hateth those that are afflicted by it; and

a flattering mouth worketh ruin."

How strong the expression in the first of these verses of

the utter hopelessness of the self-conceited man! From

what Solomon had just said of the fool,— and es2)ecially of

his attachment to his folly and his proneness to return to it,

we can hardly imagine a stronger :
—

" there is more hope of a

fooV—yes, of a fool,—even of the man Avho returns to his

folly hke the dog to his vomit—" than of him." The man
"who is thoroughly possessed -with a high notion of his own
superiority in wisdom and excellence.

—

tciJl listen to nothing.
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He is so -encased in liis self-sufficiency and self-esteem, that

no advice, no reproof, no counsel, can reach him. He fol-

lows his own way, with a headstrong impetuosity, and a

sovereign contempt of all who woidd presume to offer him

any direction, AH the wisdom of the wise goes past him,

like the idle wind.

The simile in the fourteenth verse may mean, either that

in the very way in which the sluggard turns liimseK there is

indolence,—that he does even that lazily—in the way that

requires least exertion :—or, that by his indolence everything

like j^'^ogress is precluded. In every employment, if em-

ployment he can be said to have, his indolence makes him

stationary. The only motion he is able to bear, is the mo-

tion from one side to another upon his bed. And as even

that cannot be made without some effort, he indulges in it

as seldom as possible ; and when on one side he has become

uneasy, lies long thinking of tiuiiing, before he can bring

himself to make the movement

!

Even the exertion of eating is too much for him* (v. 15).

Having brought his hand from his mouth to the dish, he

"liides" it there,—there lets it lie;—though hungry, and

fond enough of his meat, " it grieveth him''—it is irksome,

it is a weariness to him, to raise it again to his mouth!

Thus the sluggard is lazy on his bed, lazy at his meat, and

lazy at his work,—if he can ever be said to work. And
yet
—" The sluggard is wiser in liis own conceit than seven

men that can render a reason." Ease is his chief good.

There is nothing he can imagine better, than just to be

let alone, and allowed to do nothing ! He has his theory

on the subject; and he holds it of all theories the best,

—by far the most rational. The only exercise of his

mental faculties with which he can be troubled is in be-

half of the repose of liis bodily powers;—to vindicate the

propriety of ease and comfort—that is, according to his

vocabulary, of idleness. Arguing imphes perhaps rather

more effort than he can be supposed to muster. Solomon

* Comp. cliap. xix. 24,
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does not say of him that he will be at the pains to argne.

A man may tenaciously hold his point, and hug himself in

the full conviction of what his sweet experience—the expe-

rience of the delights of lassitude and quiescence,—tells him

is right, without being at the pains to reason, or to attempt

for a moment to answer the reasons of others. The sluggard

sees men bestirring and troubhng and fatiguing and vexing

themselves,—and he hears them ^^ rendering reasons'' why

they should be thus busy; reasons, to show the advantages

of industry to the individual, to the domestic circle, and to

society. The sluggard blesses himself; thinks his own way

better; and with inward self-gratulation, turns him on his

bed, and hes still. He is ingenious in finding reasons for

his not doing what others bring reasons to show him he

ought to do : and Ms oicn reasons are always the strongest.

" Seven men"—that is, any number of the soundest thinkers

and the wisest and ablest reasoners will argue in vain. He
only thus exemplifies what discovers itself in multitudes of

other cases, the extra weight that is given to arguments by

their being on the side of inclination.

Verse 17. "He that passeth by, and meddleth with strife

belonging not to him, is like one that taketh a dog by the

ears." The man who ventures to " take a dog by the ears,"

will, in proportion to the fierceness of the animal's temper, be

in danger. When he has once seized him, liis difficulty will

be to get quit of him in safety. If he keeps his hold, he in-

creases the dog's fury, and the consequent risk of letting him

go : so that he is at a loss what to do ; and it is still the

longer the Avorse. Thus the man who, hastily and intemper-

ately, interferes in a quarrel, gets into a hazardous dilemma.

He immediately discovers that it is something in which he

had no business to intermeddle ; he repents his rashness ;

—

but once in, it is not so easy getting out again. Twenty

to one if both parties do not turn upon him,—suspending

for the moment their combat with one another, to assail the

uubidden and unwelcome intruder as the object of their

common resentment ; as in the case of two quarrelling dogs

and the man who injudiciously and in ignorance of the ani-
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mals, attempts their separation. If the intermeddler takes

the side of one of the parties he may provoke both ; the one

against whom he sets liimself for a reason too obvious to

need mentioning,—and the one in whose favour he intrudes,

from the feeUng of pride ; because by such help thus imper-

tinently given, he is robbed of the honour of the factory, or

even of the credit of having at least enough of ^:)Zwc^ in him
to stand it out to the last. These are feehngs of human na-

ture ; and may be alike experienced, whether the " strife " be

one of blows or one of words—one of body or of mind—

a

fight or a controversy. Few men like either opposition or

aid in such cases : and a man of spirit would rather have the

former than the latter.

Are we never then to meddle?—Are we, in all cases, just

to let strife go on?—to let the combatants fight it out, come
what will? Assuredly not. There is no proverbial saying

that has not exceptions. We must take the general lesson

without pusliing it to extremes. That lesson is sufficiently

plain—that we should beware of taking part in quarrels with

which we have nothing to do,—of thrusting ourselves in be-

tween angry disputants ; of officiously and zealously interfer-

ing between those who have expressed no wish for an um-
pire in their strifes,—for advice or mediation. And it does

not seem to be so much the case of the person who interferes

for the purpose of separating the combatants that Solomon
here means, as the person who, from his love to strife, is not

satisfied Avith any quarrels he may chance to have, or choose

to pick, of his own, but who cannot pass by a fray between
otliers without having a hand in it.*

Yerses 18, 19. "As a madman, who casteth firebrands,

arrows, and death, so is the man that deceiveth his neigh-

bour, and saith, Am not I in sport?" We take the charac-

ter first; then the simile. It is the character of the man
who imposes upon his neighbour by false or distorted repre-

sentations,—leads him, by this means, into practical mis-

takes,—involving him in contentions, embarrassments, awk-

* See chap, xviii. 6, 7 ; xx. 3.
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ward scrapes, or even trouble and loss :—and then excuses

himself by saying it was all in diversion,—he meant no harm
—only a joke. This includes all that among ourselves passes

under the cant term

—

Iwaxing. The evil may of course

vary in degree, according to the trivial or the momentous
character of the deception. In some cases the aim and the

result may be merely laughable ; at other times they may
be of a nature to render the agent culpable in the extreme,

—being no joke to the sufferer, AAdiatever they may be to him.

It is to the latter of these two cases that Solomon here

refers. The comparison shows this. By the "mad man
who casteth firebrands, arrows, and death," much harm may
be done,—harm to property, to health, to comfort, to life:

and all is sport to the poor maniac. But in his case we
have our apology ready. He knows no better. His disor-

dered mind frees him from accountableness. We do not

—we cannot blame him. But he who " deceiveth his neigh-

bour, and saith, I am in sport," does the maniac's mischief

without the maniac's apology :—he acts Hke a man devoid of

reason, but without the excuse of ha\'ing lost it.

1. The moral evil of such conduct must be in proportion

to the degree in which truth is violated, and in wliich a ma-

licious spirit is indulged:—in proportion not merely to the

mischief actually done, but to the mischief intended, and the

amount of dece^Dtion and falsehood practised to effect it.

—

2. Even in diversion truth should be held sacred. In

no case should it be sjDorted with. It is a seriou.s mistake

for people to imagine that they do no harm when they in-

dulge in this kind of truthless jesting, either to amuse others

or make them stare.—3. The sport is always hazardous;

inasmuch as no man can ever have a previous certainty as

to the precise length to which the results of this and the

other of his practical jokes may go.—4. The evil and guilt

are not a little aggravated wheh the deception is practised,

and the mischievous tricks are played ofif upon the weak and

the simple; when advantage is taken of theu* imbecility to

turn the laugh against them, and to join in the laugh at

their expense; and still more when they are exjiosed not to
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laugliter ' only, but to serious inconvenience and privation.

There is meanness in tliis ; and there is icickedness. It ought

to be reprobated by every rightly-thinking mind and every

rightly-feeling heart, with indignant severity. We pity and

confine the maniac. We should scorn, condemn, and punish

the unprincipled deceiver.

Verses 20, 21. "Where no wood is, there the fire goeth

out; so where there is no talebearer, the strife ceaseth. As
coals are to burning coals, and wood to fire; so is a conten-

tious man to kindle strife." In these verses we have hco

characters of frequent occurrence—the "talebearer" and the
" contentious man." The two are often united ; talebearing

being just one of the ways of indulging and gratifying the

love of contention." Observe— 1. They "kindle the fires of

strife." The effect of a tale of maUce—of an insinuation of

slander,—of even a single whisper of evil, is at times as

amazing as it is annoying and injurious. When the little

sting of some insignificant insect, of which the point is so

small as to require a microscope to see it, has fairly pierced

the skin, and lodged its virus in a puncture that is hardly

discernible,—we marvel at the suddenness and extent of the

effect produced, the inflammation and sweUing that ensue in

the surrounding parts, and the feverishness that is infused

into the whole mass of circulating blood. Such is the effect

of the secretly lodged venom of tlie talebearer's whisper !

—

Or, to keep by the figure before us :—it is like the striking

of a single spark into the materials laid for kindling the larg-

est fire.

2. They maintain the fires of strife. They kindle where
there is no fire; they suj)ply fuel where there is. They
heap it on. They do their best to keep up the fire. And
O ! what delight it gives them if they succeed ! Does the

fire get low? Do the flame and the heat of mutual passion

abated They are alarmed:—it will never do to let the fire

go out altogether. So they are at their post. Down they

stoop, and quietly apply their breath. They blow, at first

* Comp, cliap. xvi. 28; xviii. 8; xx. 19; xxii. 10.
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very softly, tlie glowing embers, and carefully lay on fuel,

—little at a time, lest they should frustrate their pui'pose,

and smother instead of inflaming; and when there is a

fresh out -burst they inwardly exult, "walking in the light

of their fire and of the sparks which they have kindled."

—There were some of God's ministers of old, whose duty it

M'as to keep the sacred fire always burning upon His altar :

—

these are ministers of Satan; and their unenviable office is,

to keep up the accursed fire on the devil's altar.

It is added of the same characters (v. 22.) "The words

of a talebearer are as wounds, and they go down into the in-

nermost parts of the belly." The word in this verse rendered

icounds is by not a few critics and translators understood as

signifying what is soft, gentle, sweet, and is interpreted of the

insinuating and flattering character of the talebearer's words,

—which, Hke dainties, there is a readiness to swallow.''" But

they do their work—"they go doAvn into the innermost parts

of the belly." Soft as they are,—sweet and gentle and the

very opposite of injurious as they seem, they are pernicious.

Like many poisons, they are tempting to the taste; but they

are deadly. They destroy the mental peace and enjoyment

of him to whom they are uttered : they destroy the reputation

and the interest of him of whom they are uttered ; and they

destroy the friendship and the social happiness of both.

Verses 23

—

2(j. "Burning Ups, and a wicked heart, are

like a potsherd covered with silver dross. He that hatetli

dissembleth with his lips, and layeth up deceit within him

:

When he speaketh fair, believe him not ; for there are seven

abominations in his heart. Whose hatred is covered by de-

ceit, his wickedness shall be showed before the whole con-

sreo-ation." These verses all relate to one subject,

—

'^Burn-

ing lips''—that is, lips burning with affection and officious

warmth of zeal for your service, conceaUng malicious and

wicked intentions:—such lips are as "a potsherd covered

with silver dross." A potsherd thus lacquered o\'er is in

* Tlie Septuagint, VulgAte, and some other versions, agree in this

rendering of the word.
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reality as' worthless as ever; altliougli for tlie purpose of im-

position, it is made to wear a deceitful exterior :—it is silver

to the eye ; but it is earthenware of the coarsest kind after

all. So the heart of such a man is worthless, while his " lips

burn." The exterior and the interior do not correspond.

And such men are only, on this account, the more dangerous.

Wlien a man honestly utters his mind, we know him, and

are on our guard. But in the other case, we fancy we have

got a friend when we have taken a serpent into our bosom,

—when we have got only a worthless deceiver; a silver

vessel in appearance, but a potsherd in reality;—lips of

honey, but a heart of gall ; or rather Hps glowing with love,

and a heart burning ^^ith enmity.

In the latter verse it is either assumed that we have some

previous ground to suspect the man's sincerity; or it signifies

that in his very manner—in his very style of '\fair speakincf

there is something which should make us suspicious and

jealous of him,—liis parasitical fawning and flattering being

overdone and out of natare:—though it is not always so,

—

there being some dissemblers who have studied nature to the

very life. At all events, in proportion as he becomes in-

creasingly fulsome, let oar suspicions correspondingly rise

:

—''There are seven ahominations in his heart.'" This may

be understood, either as a very strong expression of the de-

testable odiousness cf the character ;
(and in truth there is

no character more deserving of entire abhorrence;)— the

number seven being often used, both as to evil and good,

with the sense of fahiess, completeness, perfection; or, as

every one of the deceitful and wicked devices of which his

heart is the secret manufactory and storehouse, is an abomi-

nation—hateful to God, as opposed to the whole spirit of

His law and character, and hateful in the eyes of all holy

beings in creation,—the expression may mean that his heart

is full of such unprincipled devices—plans and purposes of

evil, concealed under the guise of friendship and love

!

When, then, we have such cause for suspicion and jealousy,

tuhat is duty ? Evidently, not to commit oneself to him,

—

to keep on the reserve—to say little—to have patience—to
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wait and watch. For (v. 26) "AVliosc liatred is covered by de-

ceit, his wickedness shall be showed before the whole con-

gregation."—His falsehood and hypocrisy will come to light.

His sin ivill find him out. He will by and by betray liimself.

Circumstances will occur to detect and expose him, and ren-

der him the object of public and merited infamy. The very

circumstance of his finding you incredulous and distant, and
not immediately yielding to him, maj, through the very
power of chagrin and irritation, provoke the disclosure of

what has been mthin. And when tliis disclosure comes,

with what shame is the deceiver covered ! ISTot Clmstian
morality, merely, but even the conventional vii'tue of the

world, agree to banish such a man from society with indig-

nant reprobation, whether his devices have succeeded or failed.

And more than shaine will be his portion:—Yerse 27.

"Whoso diggeth a pit shall fall therein ; and he that rolletli

a stone, it will return upon him."

—

"Digging a pit'' for

another is planning schemes of evil against him. The
providence of God not seldom makes these schemes ulti-

mately productive of mischief to the schemer. The figure

in the verse evidently means that as there is a constant

tendency in the stone that is rolled up to retiu-n and
come down upon him that rolls it—so is there a tendency
in the devices of deceit—in the secret plans of mischief

—to bring evil in the end to the wicked author of them.

In both cases, there is constant effort and constant risl:

The framer of evil must keep his hand vigilantly and un-

remittingly to it; else in some unguarded moment it will

come back with disgrace and ruin upon himself""'

In the next verse we have still tlie same subject. The
"lying tongue'' corresponds with "the flattering mouthy'' for

hypocrisy, slander, and flattery are very common associates.*

The falsehood and calumny are produced by hatred, and
are the manifestations and expressions of it :—but there is in

them, at the same time, a tendency to increa.se and confirm

it :
—

" The Ipng tongue hateth those that arc afflicted by it."

*• I'sa. vii. 14— 16i xlx. 15; Ivii. 6; Eccl. x. 8.
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1. There is the inward self-reproach, arising from the

workings of conscience, from which arises a secret irritahihty

and fretfulness and unhapjDiness :—and this produces dishke

of the innocent occasion of it ; instead of terminating (as it

always ought to do) on self. This of course is only more

injustice. True; but it is in human nature to hate with a

bitter hatred the object of our ot\ti crime; as if it were a

fault in that object to exist, and so to be the object on which

our sin terminates.

2. The evil passions, like the good, are strengthened and

increased by their exercise. If the utterance of the feelings

of love serves further to inflame love,—the utterance, in like

manner, of the feehngs of hatred tend to inflame hatred.

The passion gives birth to the word and the action ; and, re-

ciprocally, the word and the action strengthen the passion.

3. The fretfal uneasiness produced by the unceasing appre-

hension of detection and exposure, abeady alluded to, and of

the weight of Ms vengeance who is the object of the lying

tongue's assaults, gives rise also to the same feeling of rank-

ling dislike to him who is the source of it. Thus the slan-

derer, instead of feehng pity for the man whom his slander

wounds, hates liim still the more. This appears to have had
a very striking exemphfication in the case of our blessed

Lord and his Jewish unbelieving adversaries. They "hated
him without a cause." They uttered their spiteful reproaches

;

and the very utterance of them irritated and confirmed their

malignity. They were angry that they could not find a cause

to justify their hatred. The more they reproached and ma-
ligned him, the more were their reproaches belied by the

unimpeachable purity of his whole conduct. And they hated

him with the keener dishke, that they could not tempt him
to give them the slightest ground for their reproaches. Their

"lying tongue" thus "hated him that was afliicted by it."

For he loas afliicted by it. This was part of his sufierings.

In prophecy he is represented as saying—" Reproach hath

broken my heart." He "endured the contradiction of sin.

* Sec chap. xx. 19.
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ners against himself." And the greater portion of venom

they discharged upon him, there was the more abundant

secretion of it within.

As to the
^^
flatterer'''—he is the most dangerous of charac-

ters. He attacks at jDoints where men are naturally most suc-

cessfully assailable ; where they are most in danger of being

thrown off their guard and giving him admission. And when

by his flatteries he has thus got the mastery, then follows the

execution of the end for which they were employed—" icork-

ing ridny The expression is strong ; but not stronger than

experience fully justifies. It often ^corlcs ruin to the most

interesting characters— characters admired and worthy of

the admiration,—by infusing a principle that spoils the

wliole—the principle of vanity and self-conceit. They thus

lose their lovehest and most engaging attraction. And what-

ever be the selfish object of the flatterer, his selfishness ob-

tains its gratification by the ruin of him whom his flatteries

have deceived.
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Pkov, xxvh. 1—7.

"Boast not thyself of to-morrow; for thou knowest not what a day may bring

fortli. Let anotlier man praise thee, and not thine own moutli ; a stranger, and

not thine own lips. A stone is heavy, and the sand weighty; but a fool's wrath

is heavier than them both. Wrath is cruel, and anger is outrageous; but who
is able to stand before envy? Open rebuke is better than secret love. Faithful

are the wounds of a friend : but the kisses of an enemy are deceitful. The full

soul loatheth an honey-comb: but to the liungrysoul every bitter thing is sweet."

There is often a marked and melancholy inconsistency be-

tween the admissions which men make and the course of

conduct which they pursue. The uncertainty of life, and
the uncertainty of the events of its successive days, who can

possibly question] It is necessarily and universally granted.

It has been the settled and traditionary maxim of all gener-

ations. Wlio contradicts the assertion

—

^^Tliou knoioest not

what a day may hrbig fortli V^ Yet, admitted as this is,

—

unquestioned since " by one man sin entered into the world
and death by sin,"—men have, ever from that day, been
" hoasting themselves of to-morrow

"—thinking confidently,

talking confi.dently, and acting confidently, on the credit of

to-morrow I—ay, and not seldom of much longer periods than

to-morrow

!

Of the uncertainty of life and of its enjoyments, how
many solemn and touching lessons we receive ! Among
the first tidings I heard on my return home two days ago, was
the sudden and affecting death of one of our number, who left

his wife, the partner for twenty years of his joys and sorrows,

in good health and cheerful spirits, to walk, and to batho

III.
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ill the river; and, after but an hour or two of agonizing

suspense beyond the wonted time of his return, the sad in-

tellig;ence was borne to her that herself was a widow and

her children fatherless! Distressing, but apt illustration of

the words before us ! learn from them, and from such sad

events, the folly of trusting to the certain continuance, even

for a day, of life and of life's blessings, and let the admonition

be taken home, in reference to life's duties. Let nothing

be left till "to-morrow" that can be done and ought to be

done, to-day,
—

" Whatsoever thy hand findeth to do, do

it with thy might; for there is no work, nor device, nor

knowledge, nor Avisdom, in the grave, whither thou goest,"

Eccles. ix. 10. Thus let us "redeem the time,"—jealous of

allowing one moment of it to slip, remembering especially

that in matters which pertain to the well-being of others,

there is unrigliteousness as well as folly in such delay, and

that in those wliicli are connected with the glory of God
and the interests of his cause there is imi^lety.

And I Avould anew press on all an earnest and affec-

tionate caution against the most ruinous of all descrip-

tions of procrastinating confidence in " to - morrow,"— the

delay of attention to the concerns of the soul and a coming

eternity. Not now, hut hy and by—is the prevaihng maxim
here ;—a maxim which few j^rctend to justify, but on which

the vast majority persist in acting;—a maxim, of which all

grant the folly in words, and by the admission condemn

their own practice. Alas! my friends, how many souls has

this procrastination ruined! Many a time are the sad con-

sequences of delay exemplified and felt in regard to the

affairs of this world. And that men would but apply the

salutary principles on wliich such affairs ought to be con-

ducted to the interests of the world to come ! Yet how
fi-equently may you hear a diligent, active, prudent man of

business warn the young against the evil of procrastination,

and address to them most admirable lessons for their conduct

in life, yet himself acting on the very principle he condemns,

respecting interests incomparably more momentous;— the

very sohcitude about the secular, one of the causes of
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procrastination as to the spiritual and eternal ! How often

may you see such a man—wliile he would not, in any one

instance if he could help it, leave the value of a farthing to

the contingencies of " to-morrow," putting oif to all the un-

certainty of days and years to come, and leaving to "the
mercies of a moment" the hapj^iness of an endless existence!

Strange infatuation!—and the im2nety is not less than

the infatuation. With peril to men's selves, there is insult

to God. It may be true, that many yesterdays are gone by,

\7hich were once ^' to-morroivs"—and it has, in divine pro-

vidence, so turned out, that joiiv anticipations of them have
not been disappointed. You have "boasted" of many of

these " to-morrows," and they have still successively come

;

—and the very coming of one has tempted you to trust

still more confidently for another. And yet you knoiv—you
know perfectly—that the past is no security for the future.

You know, that, in multitudes of instances, the to-morroio

to which others trusted has never arrived, and that in

their case the trust has proved a delusion. You know,
that in your own case, the " to-morwiv" must come that is

to be your last, and that is to close your mortal life. You
know that the God of your life has an imperative claim upon
you every successive day—a claim as imperative on your

heart and your time and your powers to-day as it will be

"to-morrow;" and that cA^ery to-day and every to-morroio

which you allow to pass and to become a yesterday without

having given it to Him, or done in it what He commands
you to do—accepted His mercy and entered on His service,

—carries with it a charge against you to the judgment-seat,

and waits your arrival there as a witness against you. You
know that delay only hardens evil principle, and gives the

world the faster hold of you ! You know all this— then
" be mse to-day 1

"

Verse 2. "Let another man praise thee, and not thine own
mouth ; a stranger, and not thine own lips." " Self-com-

mendation," it has been said, "is the prerogative of Deity."

"V\Tien God reveals himself to His creatures, it cannot be

otherwise, if the discovery be according to truth, thaii as
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the infinite concentration of all excellence—of all that is

great and all that is good. And it must, at the same time,

be, as the source to His creatures of all their joys, and to

each one of His intelligent offspring the chief good.

The language before us implies that we should seek to

possess the excellences that are fitted to commend us to

favour, and so to draw forth the approbation of others;

we ought to seek these quahties, not, as is too apt to be the

case, for the sake of the praise they are likely to secure,

but /or their oicn saJces, and for the sake of what the apostle

calls "commending ourselves unto God."

It must never be forgotten that all such passages im-

ply the sincere and earnest cultivation of a real and

divinely apjDroved i^rincijjJe. The principle called for in

this verse is that of true, self-diffident modesty. Con-

siderations entirely different, and even opposite, may induce

the suppression of self-praise

:

—even the very desire of praise

from others. From this arises the danger of holding out

—

to the young especially—the motive or inducement of get-

ting a character for modesty. This may produce artifice,

affectation, simulation, hypocrisy. That which is wanted,

—

that which God approves and requires,—is honest simplicity

,

which neither, on the one hand, courts praise, nor, on the

other, affects to disdain and undervalue it,—which neither

blusters out its own commendation, nor whines and simpers,

and depreciates, and makes light of what it is or of Avhat it

has done, merely for the purpose of making others say more.

The affectation of despising the commendation of others is

worse than the self-commendation that is reprehended. It

is, in truth, the very same spirit showing itself under an-

other aspect.

There may be occasions when a man not only may with

projyriety, but 7nusf in duty speak in self-commendation.

He may be falsely accused,—reproached and vilified. Men
may " say all manner of evil against him falsely," and " lay

to his charge things that he knows not." The self-vindica-

tion which, in such circumstances, becomes incumbent upon

liini, for the sake of his profession and of liis usefulness,
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must to a certain extent include self-commendation. But m
these cases, the manner of it will show the motive and prin-

ciple by which it is dictated.

Verse 3. " A stone is heavy, and the sand weighty
;
but

a fool's wrath is heavier than "them both." Of the unprin-

cipled or irreligious man, who is, at the same time, weak and

not governed bv reason or discretion, "the wrath" may be

expected to be "disproportionate, ungovernable, furious, de-

structive. The figure may be differently understood. It

may be taken from the weight of a burden,—or, so far as

the stone at least is concerned, from its coming down with

mischievous violence on its hapless object. The anger even

of a good man may at times go beyond due bounds, m de-

gree and in its working and results;—as when David, m his

racre against Nabal, threatened the destruction of all that

pe^tain'^ed to him. But in general, the passions of the mse

and good will be restrained and moderated by the ope-

ration of right principle,—by conscience towards God, and

by the influence of God's truth. But "a fooTs icrathr

—there is no telling to what extremes it may carry him,

wliile the storm rages; or what mischief it may effect in its

sudden and frantic transports. The mischief will be m pro-

portion to his power of doing it.
.

i
•

i

Yet as the next verse indicates, there is a passion which,

in Solomon's estimate, was still worse than uncontrolled

ano-er That—" cruel," " outrageous," and productive of seri-

ous damage, though it be, lasts not long. Like the violent

tempest, it speedily spends itself; and by prudent, patient,

conciHatory treatment it may be softened. " But who is able

to stand before envyV Envy is one of the most maUgnant

principles in our apostate nature. It is the principle that

oTudges at the well-being of others. It is a stranger to all

generosity of feeling. It differs, in this respect, from virtuous

emulation. The latter is satisfied that others should keep,

in the scale of prosperity or of honour, the point they

have attained, wliile it strives to surpass and to rise above

them. It indulges not the mean desire of gaimng equal-

ity by the degradation of its rival, or seeks to bring that
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rival down to its own level by low and insidious arts.

But envy is a stranger to honour. Let but the hated dis-

tinction be done away, it matters not to envy how,—whether
by its own rise or by its rival's fall. IS'^ay, it sighs for the

latter quite as earnestly as it aspires at the former. It only

"consults to cast down the object of it from his excellenc}'
;

"

and will condescend to the most despicable devices for the

accomplishment of its purpose. The very considerations that

would soften anger and resentment, tend to the increase of

envy; because they procure for its object the greater share of

approval and commendation. Even at the excellences by
which these are obtained envy grudges ; so that by the veiy

means which would disarm wrath of its propensity to cruelty

and outrage, you infuse fresh venom into the stings of envy

;

you promote the secretion of its virulent and deadly poison.

It maybe remarked too that "anger" and "wrath," Avith their

cruelty and outrageous violence, are oijen as well as transient.

We see them, and we can shun them. But envy mines in

secret. It is ever sapping and working under ground. It

perseveres in its perfidious occupation with a patience and
assiduity worthy of a better principle and a better cause.

And the mine may burst upon you, ^vitl^ destructive vio-

lence, ere ever you are aware of what it has been busily

and darkly doing; and involve you in ruin without a mo-
ment's warning. This is envy's highest, sweetest, richest gra-

tification. It gloats in delight over the successful result of its

deeply laid and secretly prosecuted schemes. And yet, well

is it designated " the rottenness of the bones." It is its own
tormentor. It brings down its rival; but its A'cry gratifica-

tion is its misery. The very sympathy -vvhicli that rival

meets with torments it:—and itself becomes the object of

contempt, desertion and loathing, and brings upon it the

curses of mankind. "As the devil," it has been well re-

marked, " fell by his pride, so he ^vrought the fall of man by
his envy:—and when envy takes possession of a man, it

makes him a devil to his neighbours." The devil had no
provocation from man :—and so the envious man works with-

out provocation. The object of it does nothing to excite it,
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—and often has no suspicion of it till the eftects of its hell-

ish working come upon him. Who, therefore, can " stand be-

fore it?"—It was envy that murdered Abel, and dyed the

earth \\dth the first blood of innocence. It was envy that

plotted against Joseph,—consulted to put him to death,—sold

him into bondage,—dipped his hated vest in blood, and pre-

sented it to the eyes of his distracted parent,—thus slaying

at once the fraternal and the filial aftections in the bosoms

of its subjects. It was envy that delivered up to condem-

nation and death the Lord of glory, the prince of Hfe, the

pattern of benevolence, and purity, and every divine and

human excellence.— ! if we cannot help being its objects,

let us bcAvare of being its subjects. Let us cultivate every

sentiment that is opposed to it ; and, instead of grudging at

the happiness, or the honour, or the excellence of others, de-

light in that generosity of heart which makes every stream of

others' joy tributary to the river of our o^^^l pleasures

!

Verse 5. "Open rebuke is better than secret love." Our

first enquiry here is,
—^What is the contrast, or antithesis,

which Solomon, in this verse, intends?

It is not, I apprehend, between "open reproof" and love

that is not real but only affected, and, assuming the garb and

manner of what is real, jiatters and imposes upon its object.

This could not, with propriety, be called ^^ secret love.'' It is

not love at all. It is professed love, but secret enmity, or at

least secret indifference, making professions for ends of its

own. ^^ Secret love"" is love which is indeed real, but which

fails to speak out faithfully when it ought—when the good

of its object calls for such fidelity ; which shrinks from doing

so because it is unwilling to inflict present pain ; which thus

connives at existing evils,—silently allowing them to pass,

when they are such as ought to be noticed 'and reprehended.

This is that false love, which really injures its object; and

which, on this account,—that is, from its injurious tendency,

how little soever designed, gets in the Scriptures the desig-

nation of hatred: "Thou shalt not hate thy brother in thine

heart : thon shalt in any mse rebuke thy neighbour, and not

suff'er sin upon liim," Lev. xix. 17. This is far worse than of
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no service. It is eminently prejudicial. It can never be a

favour—unless under a fearful misaj^preliension of the term,

—to have sin allowed to remain in us. Surely it is far better

to be without the sin, than to be without the "relmke.^' To
remove sin ought to be regarded by every child of God as the

highest aim, and the most desirable influence, of love. It is

the highest aim of divine love. It is the end of that love in

the Avhole mediation of Christ; and its end too in the en-

tire administration of providence,—especially in all afflictive

dispensations. These are divine rebukes; and they are every

one of them corrective,—intended to make God's people

"partakers of his holiness." "By this also shall the iniquity

of Jacob be purged;" and "this is all the fruit, to take away
sin."

It is to be feared, that there is often not a little of selfish-

ness in the "secret love" which is here condemned. We
shrink from rebuke, more on account of the unpleasantness

and trouble of it to ourselves, than on account only of the

pain to which it may put our neighbours. Two things are

pre-sup230sed, however, in the verse ; that the rebuke is really

deserved; and that it be invariably administered in the right

spirit—the spirit of love. The rebuke required must not

only be oj:>e?i and faithful, but affectionate and humble, in

order to its being effectual, and thus proving itself " better

than secret love : "—for it is better not to rebuke at all, than

to rebuke in a bad spirit.

Verse 6. " Faithful are the wounds of a friend : but the

kisses of an enemy are deceitful." The sentiment in this

verse, though analogous to that in the fifth, is not the same.

—By the process of probing and searching a wound or a sore,

and by the subsequent process of cutting, a surgeon may sub-

ject a patient to great pain. But it is not because he has

pleasure in putting to pain that he inflicts it; but because

the health and strength of his patient, his qualifications both

for action and enjoyment, perhaps his very life, depends upon
his proceeding as he does. Thus his wounds are "faithful"

—professionally ftiithful. Their design is not to inflict suf-

fering, but to jDrevent and remove it. In the same way,
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friendly fidelity and reproof may give mental pain,— acute,

severe pain. But the wounds, like those of the surgeon,

are necessary, for spiritual health and strength and life,

—or, it may be, according to the nature of the case, for

temporal comfort and benefit. We have already remarked,

that such is the design of our heavenly Father's corrections.

His wounds are faithful. They are all in perfect harmony

with the promises of His covenant, which are assurances of

love. Faithfulness is an attribute of love, and love is an

attribute of faithfulness. We can neither be faithful with-

out loving ; nor can we love without being faithful. And if

we would be affectionately and truly faithful, we must at

times wound;—always when there is sin to be reproved.

The antithesis to the faithful wounds of a friend is

—

'^But

the kisses of an enemy are deceitful^ These are the kisses of

one who feigns friendship. We had the character dra^vn at

length in the preceding chapter:—verses 23—26.

Seek you an evidence of the wounds of a friend 1 You

have it in JSTathan's faithful execution of his commission to

David, when, after his sin in the matter of Uriah, he de-

livered to him the parable of the ewe-lamb, and then came

home upon his slumbering conscience with the emphatic and

pointed charge, ''Thou art the man!'' Would you know

how deep and painful the wound which was thus inflicted?

Eead the fifty-first Psalm. See him there offering to the

God whom he had offended the sacrifice of a broken spirit

;

—and hear him pleading for mercy, and deprecating divine

rejection. Ah! the wound went deep. It inflamed and

rankled. But how salutary ! It was the faithful wounds of

the Lord and his prophet that restored his soul, and brought

him back to God and to the "joy of his salvation."

And for the kisses of an enemy, look at the conduct of

Joab and of Judas—of Joab, when, taking Amasa by the

beard to kiss him, he said, "Art thou in health, my
brother]"—and "smote him under the fifth rib :"—of Judas,

when he said to Jesus, " Hail, Master ! and kissed him ;

" and

with the same breath of faithless treachery, turning to the

ruflian band—"Take him, and lead him away safely!"
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Verse 7. ''The full soul loatlietli an honey-comb: but to

the hungry soul every bitter thing is sweet." Who has not

experienced the truth of these words? "Wlien the appetite is

fully satisfied, that which otherwise would be most relished,

becomes nauseous, and is ordered away. An appetite too

that has been pampered,—vitiated and cloyed by luxury and

delicacy,—is seldom a good one. It has no taste for plain,

wholesome, nomisliing food ; and even the dainties and fac-

titious stimulants to which it has been accustomed lose their

effect and leave it craving for something new.

—

Hunger, on

the contrary, gives relish to every thing,—to the plainest,

the most homely, and even the most unpleasant fare. What
the nice and dainty epicure,—or the man of self-indulgence,

would turn away from with disgust, is to the poor toil-worn

labourer a meal of high enjoyment.

The manna in the wilderness was sweet; "like wafers

mixed v»-ith honey:"—but the Israelites had plenty of it,

and the}^ got dissatisfied with it, and longed for variety,

—

" Our soul," said they, " loatheth this Hght bread—who will

give us flesh to eat?" How different the feelings of the

poor, starving prodigal, when "no man gave unto him," and
" he w^as fain to fill his belly with the husks which the swine

did eat!"

There is a general j9?7'?2c?}j»7e evidently involved in the

proverb. It is this :—that value will be set upon any object,

in proportion as the want of it is felt. And this principle

applies, with full force, to sjnrlfiial as Avell as to temporal

concerns. The proud and self-sufficient, who are full of

themselves, and who feed on their self-flatteries, and feel no
want, loathe even the rich provision of the gospel feast,

—

"the feast of fat things and wines on the lees, of wines on

the lees well refined." They turn away from this heaven-

furnished table. There is no spiritual appetite. But when
a poor sinner comes to be sensible of his own emptiness—
his utter destitution of all that is good, of all that can satisfy

his conscience and recommend him to God,—and begins to

"hunger and thirst after righteousness," a righteousness which

he has not in himself,—then nothing hut the provision made
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by tlie gospel can satisfy liis longing soul. And when lie has

accepted the free invitation to that feast,—to that open

table,—he finds there the fulfilment of the assurance
—"he

shall be filled." And yet he comes to the experience that

the viands there provided are such as never cloy the appe-

tite; but only, the more abundantly they are taken, whet it

the more. The fuller, the hungrier.

At the same time, in another sense, abundance is apt to

engender nicety. We are in danger of thinking hghtly of

our spiritual enjoyments, and spiritual privileges, because we
have them in so great plenty and variety,—and of becoming
very particular and very nice as to the manner of their being

prepared and served up to us. the diiference between
this state of things and the eagerness Avith which little por-

tions of the word of God are received, and occasional passing

opportunities of hearing it valued, by those whose means are

more stinted than ours ! The man who has long fasted, and
is starving of hunger, will not think much about the cooking,

the seasoning, the dish, or the garnish. Let us "take heed
to ourselves," that we do not cherish any such squeamish

nicety,—any such spiritual ej)icurism,—as would blunt our

relish for the plain and wholesome truths of the simple

gospel. It is on this, after all, that the soul, in its spiritual

powers and affections, must become strong; and by these

must its vigour be maintained, and its growth in the divino

life advanced.
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" As a bird that wandereth from her nest, so is a man that wandereth from

his place. Ointment and perfume rejoice the he.^.rt; so doth the sweetness of a

man's friend by hearty counsel. Thine own friend, and thy father's friend,

forsake not; neither go into thy brother's house in the day of thy calamity: for

better is a neighbour that is near than a brother far off."

On tlie first reading of the eigiitli verse it appears a mere

truism. Here are two ivanderers. The bird is a wanderer

;

the man is a wanderer. But surely this cannot be all that

is meant. Whatever be understood as meant by a man's
^^ 2:)lace,''—the comparison cannot, most assuredly, consist in

the mere fact of icandGring. There is a manifestly intended

reference to the 2^(">'^^^(^'i'0us results in the two cases respec-

tively;—of the straying of the bird "from its nest/' and

the absence of the man " from his place."

And again:—the " nesV^ might be regarded as, to the bird

itself, the place of rest, repose, tranquillity, comfort, safety.

Eut, although, in this view, there might be points of compa-

rison instituted perfectly just and sufficiently appropriate;

it is not, I apprehend, to considerations of this description

—considerations of personal ease and convenience and secu-

rity to the man himself, that the comparison is intended to

apply. The nest is, no doubt, a place of warmtli, and retire-

ment, of comfort, and safety to the bird, yet it should be

borne in mind that these are not the ends for which the nest

is built. No bird sets about constructing a nest, as a mere

dwelUng for itself,—to which it may retire, when fatigued
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by flight, and lie upon down, and enjoy itself in peaceful

and luxurious ease. The nest is built, on the impulse of the

wonderful instincts of nature,—instincts implanted by Him,

of whom the simple bird knows nothing, but whom those

instincts should teach us to adore,—for very different pur-

poses. The nest is the place where the eggs are to be

laid; where they are to be warmed and quickened into

life; and where the young unfledged progeny are to be

lodged, and fed, and protected, and trained to their matu-

rity. JSTow, in such a comparison as this, we cannot but

suppose there is a reference to the purposes for which

the nest is constructed. The allusion is doubtless to the

period of incuhaiion—to the hatching of the eggs, and the

rearing of the young. If the bird "wanders from her nest"

during that period, v.diat is the consequence? Why,
that the process is frustrated:—the eggs lose their vital

warmth; they become cold, addled, and unproductive. Ab-

sence, even for a very short time, will produce this efi'ect;

and produce it to such a degree, that no subsequent sitting,

however constant and prolonged, can ever vivify again the

extinct principle of vitality. And then, during the period

of early training, when the young are dependent on the

brooding breast and wing of the parent bird for their

warmth, and on the active quickness of the parent bird, as

their purveyor, for their sustenance,—desertion is death.

If the mother then " wanders from her nest," forsaking for

any length of time her callow brood—they perish, the hap-

less victims of a mother's neglect. They are starved of cold,

or they are starved of hunger; or, it may be, their secret

retreat is found out by some devoiuing foe.

Such appears to be the apt allusion. Let us now consider

to iL'hat cases it may with truth and profit he aijplied.

1. In the first place then, I apply it to a man's home.

Home may siu^ely be regarded as most appropriately desig-

nated ^^his place." It is there he ought to be; not merely

enjoying comfort, but imparting it ;—not the place of selfish

ease and indulgence, but of dutiful and useful occupation.

He has a charge there,—committed to him, not by tlie in-
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stincts of nature merely, but by the law of God. His family

demand liis fii-st interest and his first attention. His fond

caresses and endearing smiles are to teach them the recipro-

cations of love; liis counsels, instructions, admonitions, and

encouragements, are to form their minds for the usefidness

of future life ; his example is to confirm what his precepts

inculcate; and his active industry is to provide for their

wants and their comfort. The man who is never easy at

home ; never settled in the very place of which settlement is

the characteristic distinction ; who is ever restless, and eager

to roam; who is abroad only at home, and at home only

abroad, and fancying he will be better elsewhere;—that

man is a poor miserable creature himself; it is not in the na-

ture of things that he can carry happiness -with him any-

where. And alas ! for the rising family of such a wanderer,

—so unnatural an cibsentee from the place which of all others

has a title to his presence. JSTotliing can go well at home,

when the heads of the family do not find it the place of

mutual rest and comfort, of social dehght and useful occupa-

tion, and fond attacliment, and conunon cares and common
joys. Their rising offspring are neglected—neglected not

only in what regards their external provision and comfort,

but especially in the most important of all points—the early

culture of their minds and hearts. If others than their rest-

less, home-sick, wandering parents care not for them, it is a

poor time they have of it, and a poor prospect in looking for-

ward. I have said the heads of the family :—for although

the text speaks of " tlie man that wandereth from his place,"

the spirit of the proverb applies, alike truly and ahke for-

cibly, to both. An idle, roaming, gadding, gossipping mo-

ther, is indeed, in respect of the mischief produced by such

a course to her famil}'', fitly compared to the lien bird that

leaves its nest,—its eggs to addle, its offspring to starve!

The mother who is a stranger at home was never meant by

nature to he a mother. She is an anomaly in the animal

creation. And they who give her any encouragement and

countenance in her restless rovings, give her encouragement
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and countenance in what the word of God, in the very se-

verest terms, censures and reprobates.

Do not push my simihtude too far, and suppose that I

am condemning under it all going from home. It would
be fooHsh to say that a man must never choose a calUng that

requires Ms occasional absence from the domestic circle.

But such absence on business may be aptly likened to the

short but necessary absences of the parent-bird from its nest,

when her object is the pro^dsion of food for her young. Her
leaving the nest becomes, after a certain period, as indis-

pensable as her keeping it. Were she to remain always in

it her brood would starve, as effectually as if she remained
always out of it. But in such absences, her flight is rapid,

and her return quick;—^the absence no longer than is ab-

solutely necessary for effecting her purpose, providing sus-

tenance for the nurslings of her instinctive care. The nest

is still her home. So should it be with every parent; and
so lulll it be with every dutiful parent, to the utmost extent

attainable.

2. I apply the proverb to the situation in life which has
been assigned to a man by Providence. A change may, in

some cases, be not only warrantable but imperative. It may
be so constrained by cii-cumstances as to be itself as really an
act of obedience to providential intimation, as it had been to

enter on the situation rehnquished. The words of our text

are intended to repress a fickle, mutable, roving tendency of
mind in regard to a man's employment. The disposition

to such change should not be indulged. There are men
who are ever after something neiv. They enter on a situa-

tion with all the eagerness of sanguine anticipation, and with
the full assurance and purpose of its being permanent. But
they quickly tire of it. They find it does not suit them.
There is that about it they don't quite hke. They get dull
and disheartened, and wish a change. They make the
change ; and how pleased they are ! But it is still only
for a time. The same weariness, and itching for change re-

curs. ]^ow the man who is thus fitful and unsettled, ever
dissatisfied, and ever " vrandering from his place," is not very
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likely to prosper. Kow can he? ]^o iDusiness gets a fair

trial. He quits it before there has been time for it to as-

sume a matured form, or to work itself into a coui'se of

steady prosperity. He is like the bird that gets impatient of

her incubation, and gives not the time required by nature for the

eggs to quicken and mature,—or for her brood, when hatched,

to arrive at the time when they may shift for themselves : or

like a bird (could we fancy such a thing) that should spend

her spring and summer, in going about from place to place,

building nests, and leaving them as soon as built !

—
"We

may, with equal propriety and force, apply the proverb to

Jits and starts of labour in the situation a man continues to

fill. He ought to keej:) steadily to his occujpation loJiile lie is-

in it. ISTo man's business can prosper otherwise. It will

be as unproductive as the incubation of the wandering bird.

And allow me especially to observe, that this steadfast

application is indispensable in the case of the man icliose

occupation is in the service of another. In such a case, it is

required by faithfulness and integrity. He who is thus en-

gaged is not at hberty to leave his engagements at his

own option. It is his incumbent duty to be at his post.

His time is not his own. It is a sad thing when any Chris-

tian gives his employer occasion to say of him that he " wan-

ders from his place,"—that he does not mind liis proper

business ; that he is never sure of being found where he

ought to be. As the brooding bird should be found upon

her eggs, or with her young, so should every servant, in

every department, be found in his own place, and at his

own occupation. It should be the aim of every man to

have it said of him with truth

—

Tell me where he ought to

he, and I will tell you where he is.

3. I wish to apply the words to the sanctuary of God.

I think they may be so applied with perfect appropriateness.

Every Christian must dehght in God's sanctuary. It is to

him, as a worshipper of God, " Ids p)lace;''—the place where,

at stated times, he ought to be, and where he chooses, and

desires, and loves to be. How frequently, how strongl}^,

liow beautifully, does the Psalmist express this feeling!—-
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and OH one occasion with an exquisitely touching allusion to

those birds of the air, that built their nests in the vicinity

of the temple; and which,—when banished from Jerusalem

and kept at a distance from the sacred precincts,—he repre-

sents himself as envying—coveting their proximity to the

altars of Jehovah.* Wlien he thus " wandered from his

place," it was not by his own choice. His heart was there.

All his desires, all his affections were there. Thither they

ever pointed, hke the disturbed needle, still, in all its vibra-

tions, settling towards the pole. That is the point of its

magnetic attraction; and so is the sanctuary to the soul of

the child of God. On the hallowed day of sacred rest, this

is "his placed Here will he be found, "beholding the

beauty of the Lord and inquiring in his temple." The busi-

ness of reHgion,—the concerns of the soul, will not thrive,

if a man be ever "wandering from his place," any more
than the business of the world and the concerns of this hfe.

^ow, brethren, to speak plainly, I wish to be understood

at present as meaning, not merely that you should, on the

Lord's day, be in the sanctuary—that is, in some place of

worship ; but that you should, as regularly as possible, be in

your oion place of worsliip. Every member of a Christian

church has his own place; and there, generally speaking, he
ought to be found. This is seemly. The practice of wan-
dering from place to place indicates a want of stayedness of

mind,—a kind of spiritual gossipping,—fondness for variety,

and novelty, and change—"itching ears." It looks like

treatmg the house of God rather as a place of intellectual or

spiritual entertainment, than of serious devotion and divine

instruction.

Were the system of wandering really a profitable one, I

should grant that the text did not admit of a just apphca-

tion to it ; for the wandering of which the text speaks is

one that is prejudicial and destructive. But in this respect

the apphcation is strong. A desultory and ever-changing

system of hearing,—one sermon here and another there,—

•

'*• i^i^alni Ixxxiy. 1—4.

Ill, P
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one minister this Sabbath and another the next,—will never

be at all so profitable as a regular continuous course of sab-

batical instruction. Besides, those who have chosen their own

"pastors and teachers," should feel it theii' duty to encourage

them. Few things, you must be well aware, can be more (dis-

couraging to a pastor than when hearers, and more especially

any of his own flock, are thus unsteady. It unavoidably

gives him the impression of dissatisfaction on the part of

these absentees—these wandering spirits. He sighs over

the apprehension,—not that he fails to please merely—that

were little—but that he fails to interest and to edifi). And
it may not seldom happen, that, when he has been at special

pains with a particular subject, which he has conceived to

be needful for a particular class of his hearers,—he sees, to

his mortification and regret, that the very individuals per-

haps to whose character, or case, or circumstances, the dis-

course was peculiarly adapted, are not present ! They have

"wandered from their place:"—and thus the double evil is

l^roduced, of their losing the benefit, and his losing the satis-

faction of imparting it, and one of the objects that stimulated

liis mind in study, and animated him in the prospect of the

Lord's day service. His affectionate faithfulness misses its

principal aim.

Some of you may probably have been thinking with your-

selves, that wliile I have been speaking of the duty of the

Christian iieople^ there is no individual to whom, in the

cliurches of Christ, the words of the text are more directly

and strongly applicable, than the jpastor himself. I grant it.

It is unquestionably the duty of those who have the stated

instruction of the brethren intrusted to them, not to be wan-

derers from their respective jDlaces. Their own charges ought

to be their constant care. Yet the people should beware of

unreasonable extremes. AVliile it cannot but be a gratifica-

tion and an encouragement to a pastor to know that his people

do not ivish him away,—still they should remember that,

while their own churches are their primary charges, pastors

still may have duties beyond them,—duties connected witli

tlie general interests and prosperity of the denomination of
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Christians to which they belong, and, what is still more im-

portant, of the cojise of Christ in general. On tliis account,

he should not be regarded as " wandering from his place,"

when ends of this description are connected in any way
with his absence. He is in his place; just where he ought

to be :—and his brethren, instead of murmuring, should ap-

prove and encourage. There is another consideration which
may be pleaded; that an occasional absence may prove con-

ducive to that health and vigour that are necessary to the

efficient fulfilment of their home labours,—and that the

sight and intercourse of other pastors, and other churches,

tends to impart not only a pleasing and profitable spiritual

excitement, but also information, and experience, and en-

largement of mind and heart, that are eminently conducive

to the same end; and thus good for their people as well as

for themselves. They should not, therefore, on every occa-

sion of absence, be compared to the " bird that wanders from
her nest" in brooding time; but rather to the same bird,

when it wings its way, fleetly and briefly, to cater for its

own. If the pastor is, in body and mind, the better for his

absence, so are his people proportionally benefited. In serv-

ing others, he serves them.

Allow me here to put in a word in behalf of young
^preachers of the gospel. l!^otliing ought to be a source of

greater pleasure to the hearts of the people of God, than to

see youthful piety consecrating itself to the service of the

sanctuary, and of the truth and kingdom of the Redeemer ;

—

the Timothys,—the rising hopes of the church and cause of

God. Under this impression, it should be their anxiety to

hail their appearance, to encourage them, to cheer them on
in their course, making every allowance for early im23erfec-

tions, receiving their instructions with afi"ectionate candour,

and showing them all the countenance in their power. I

cannot but look upon it as unkind, selfish, and sinful, to dis-

com^age the hearts and weaken the hands of youthful minis-

ters and preachers, by " wandering from your place " when
they are expected to officiate. Tell me not of the duty of

attending to your own edification. I grant the duty. But
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if there is an liuml)le frame, and a real, spiritual, lowly de-

sire to he edified, you will rarely miss it, in some degree or

other. And should the degree at times be small, forget not

that the wrong you do to others by your absence may be

much greater than the negative wrong you do to yourselves

by your presence :—and, having myself, in my day, known
by experience the feelings of a young beginner in the service,

I cherish for them a kindly sympathy, and plead for them
with a corresponding earnestness.

Besides, brethren, you must not forget, that it is not

merely to hear sermon that you come to God's house,

—

your

lilaee on His holy day. You come to hold fellowship with

His people in all the social exercises of devotion. You come
to remember and celebrate along with them the dying love

and the triumphant resurrection of the "Lord of glory." It

is becoming and desirable, that you should be found, as re-

gularly as possible, doing this in company wdth those in

whose communion you have, from principle, felt it your duty

to unite.

I may be permitted to make a special reference to the

ordinance of the Lord's supper. why should any, on that

interesting occasion, be found " wandering from their place."

That it is where they ought to be the authority of the Xew
Testament determines, and their owti professions admit.

Truly, when they thus absent themselves, may they be lik-

ened to the "bird that Avandereth from her nest." They
lose benefit to themselves, and they inflict injury upon others.

They deprive their fellow-behevers of a part of the benefit

as well as dehght of the social commemoration of their com-

mon Lord, and the united and cheering anticipation of liis

second coming ; and they thus so far contribute to dishearten

and weaken them by depressing in their bosoms that "joy of

the Lord which is their strength;" as well as distract their

minds by painful misgivings and fears. Like the swallows

or the ring-doves, then, that found their nest at the altars of

God, be you there from Sabbath to Sabbath, duly as the day

returns, unless when necessarily prevented. Eat and drink

there of the provision made for you; and assure your own
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and each other's hearts before your Lord, in the joint re-

membrance and celebration of His love. "Wander not from
your place."

Brethren, there is one place to which you have come for

safety and for happiness. That place is Calvary. It is

your place, as believing sinners. wander not thence.

You will then indeed be "as a bird wandering from its

nest." Beyond the sacred precincts of that holy mount,—the mount on which " the Lamb of God took away the
sin of the world,"—all is danger, all is ruin.

Verse 9. "Ointment and perfume rejoice the heart; so

doth the sweetness of a man's friend by hearty counsel"

—

This verse does not seem to be very happily rendered, al-

though the sense may be considered as substantially given.

The Vulgate Latin has it
—

" The heart is refreshed by oint-

ments and perfumes ; and the soul is soothed by the good
counsels of a friend." Another version has—" Ointment and
perfume rejoice the heart ; so doth the counsel of a man's
friend sweeten the soul." The comparison is, plainly, that

of the influence of good counsel, kindly administered, upon
the mind, to the refreshing and cheering efi'ect of the fra-

grance of rich perfumes upon the sense and upon the spirit.

This is especially felt in times of trouble and in seasons of

difficulty and perplexity. AVhen the heart is heav}^ and
depressed, and the mind troubled with conflicting and dis-

tracting thoughts,—how soothing is the salutary counsel of

a judicious and affectionate friend !—how does it sweeten the

embittered, and settle the agitated spirit! Such was the

effect of the sound and divinely approved counsel of Jethro

upon the spirit of Moses, when overburdened and oppressed

mth the multitudinous cares of his office as judge of Is-

rael:—and such the effect of the counsel of Jonathan to

David,—the counsel of a friend that " loved him as liis own
soul,"—when he was harassed and kept in dread of his life

by the persecuting mahce and envy of the frantic Saul :—he
" strengthened bis hands in God," and • set his heart at rest.

! that friendship and its hearty counsel v^ere sweet indeed,

amid the bitterness of David's outcast condition

!
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Surely, we may apply the comparison, in all its emphasis,

to the counsel that directs the awakened and alarmed sinner,

—whose spirit is pricked and embittered by a sense of sin,

and whose heart sinks within him under the apprehension of

impending wrath,—to the grace of the gospel—to the cross,

—

to the way of salvation,—to the rich and free mercy of a cove-

nant God in Clirist ! A\liat ointment and perfume can diffuse

so sweet and sootliing a fragrance, as that counsel diffuses,

tlirough the believing soul! my friends, this is truly of

all counsel the best. The counsel that brings the troubled

sinner to Christ and to God,—that introduces into his heart

a sense of pardoning mercy and paternal love, is indeed " as

ointment poured forth
!

" It imparts to the soul an unceas-

ing source of comfort and joy.—And such too is the counsel

that sends the desponding believer back to the same simple

and blessed truth that gave him peace and joy at first. ]^ot,

indeed, if his despondency is the effect of indulged sin, and

that sin unrepented of and unforsaken. To speak of grace

to such a man would only be to add to his delusion, and

ultimately to augment the bitterness and oppression of his

spirit. It is false fiiendship indeed; as false as the pre-

tended friendship of the father of lies, when, imder promise

of an increase of blessing, he tempted to the deed which

brought the curse.

We take the two parts of the following verse distinctly

—

" T?dne own friend, and thy father's friend, forsake not^

Forsake not, that is, a friend that has " shown himself

friendly" both to thy father and to thyself for his sake:—

a

steadfast, unswerving friend; one who maintains his affec-

tion to the living, as he did to the dead. This is parallel to

the " friend that sticketh closer than a brother." Such a

friend, principled, steady, and self-denying, is indeed a trea-

sure,—not to be parted with on trifling grounds, but to bo

kept with care as we would guard a precious jewel. In the

designation there is a double bond of attachment:—"27///

oicn—and thy father's friend^ There is the twofold appeal

to gratitude and to filial affection. And when that affection

has been enshrined and hallowed by the death of the parent,
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all the sacredness that attaches to a parent's dust and a

parent's memory comes to be associated with the friendship

of which he was the object when living. To forsake such a

friend becomes thus a kind of sacrilegious violation of the

claims of fiUal devotedness and duty.

"Forsake him not" Forsake him not in his time of need.

To forsake him then would justly stamp your character with

an indehble stigma of ungrateful baseness. Forsake him
not, by neglecting and undervaluing his counsel; and for-

sake him not by decHning his kind offices. To a truly

generous spirit, there are not many things more hurting—
more deeply and tenderly wounding, than this. Even if we
should see good cause for declining to accept what we are not

satisfied would be really beneficial—even then, the intended

kindness should be dechned with grateful acknowledgments,

and gentle unwillingness to offend. And to refuse the prof-

fered services of such a friend, when he is desirous to serve

us as he did our fathers,—to tell him in effect that we can

do without him and will dispense Avith his interference,—is

to inflict a wound that may go deep and rankle long,—not,

it may be, resentfully, but in the spirit of mortified kind-

neSvS, that has intended and attempted good, but has been

slighted. And forsake him not, on your rising yourselves in

life;—on your mounting, it may be, to a higher level in soci-

ety, than that which he and your father before you occupied.

It may not be in your power to raise him with you. But it

were sadly wrong, and unworthy of correct principle and

right feeling, so to leave him beneath you, as to forget him
and let him feel that he is forgotten,—to allow his kind-

nesses to slip from memory, and to decline recognizing him,

as now below your status in life.

"Neither go into thy brothe7^s house in the day of thy

calamity." Tliis has certainly the appearance of a very

strange advice. Wliither, in the day of our calamity, should

we go, if not to the house of a brother 1 Where are Ave to

expect a kind reception, and the comfort we require, if not

there? But the proverb, like all others, must be understood

generally, and applied in the circumstances and the sense
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obviously and mainly designed. The meaning seems to be

—

either:— 1. Do not choose "the day of thy calamity" for

making thy visit, if thou hast not shown the same inch-

nation to coiu't and cultivate intimacy before, in the day

of thy success and prosperity. This unavoidably looks

not like the impulse of affection, but of felt necessity,

or convenience and self-interest :
—

" Ay, ay," your brother

will be naturally apt to say, "I saw little of you be-

fore : you are fain to come to me now, when you feel your

need of me, and fancy I may be of some service to you."

Or—2. Let not sympathy be forced and extorted. " In the

day of thy calamity," if thy brother has the heart of a bro-

ther, and really feels for thee, he ic'dl come to thee; he will

seek and find thee. If he does not,—then do not press

yourself upon his notice, as if you would constrain and

oblige him to be kind. This may, and probably will, have

the effect of disgusting and ahenating him, rather than gain-

ing his love. Love and sympathy must be unconstrained as

weU as unbought. "Wlien they are either got by a bribe, or

got by dint of urgent soUcitation, they are alike heartless,

and alike worthless. The reason is

—

" For tetter is a neighbour that is near, than a hrother far

off." The antithetical phrases "ai hand'' and "/ar off''
—

have evident reference here, not to locality, but to disjjosition.

A friendly and kindly disj)osed neighbour, who bears no re-

lation to us save that of neighbourhood, is greatly preferable

to a brother,—to any near relation whatever that is cold,

distant, and aUenated.

Even natural affection requires to be exercised with dis-

cretion. Wlien appealed to injudiciously—at improper times

—in improper circumstances, and with improper frequency

—

it may be cooled—it may be lost—it may be turned to dis-

like. On the other hand, however, there is a danger of a

selfish exclusion of a brother " in the day of his calamity," as

well as of a selfish solicitation on such a brother's part ;—and

against that tendency we have reason to be guarded, as well

as against tho other.
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Prov. XXVII. 11—20.

"My son, be wise, and make my heart glad, tliat I may answer him that re-

proacheth me. A pradent man foreseeth the evil, and hideth himself; but the

simple pass on, and are punished. Take liis garment that is surety for a

stranger, and take a pledge of him for a strange woman. He that blesseth his

friend with a loud voice, rising early in the morning, it shall be counted a curse

to him. A continual dropping in a very rainy day and a contentious woman are

alike. Whosoever hideth her hideth the wind, and the ointment of his right

hand, which be\vi-ayeth itself. Iron sharpeneth iron; so a man sharpeneth the

countenance of his friend. Whoso keepeth the fig-tree shall eat the fruit

thereof; so he that waiteth on his master shall be honoured. As in water face

answereth to face; so the heart of man to man. Hell and destruction are never

full; so the eyes of man are never satisfied."

The oft-repeated admonition in the first of these verses, " My
son, be wise, and make my heart glad,"* is here enforced by a

new consideration:

—

" Tit at I may ansiver him that re-

proacheth me." how happy a thing it is to a Christian

parent, when, with dehghted though humble confidence, he
can point to his children, as a silent but convincing testimony

to his faithfulness in the fulfilment of his trust, and a refutation

of every malicious insinuation and charge to the contrary!

True, indeed, every parent will be disjDosed, in lowliness of

spirit, to acknowledge that in this, as in all other things, he has
" failed and come short of the glory of God." Yet no satis-

faction can be more exquisite to a parent's heart than that

which arises from the practical proof, of diligence, fidelity,

* See chap. x. 1 ; xv. 20; xxiii. 15, 16; xxiv. 25.
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afifection, and prayer, in a family growing up " in the fear of

God ;

" and proving a credit to him in the eyes of others ;—

•

** The father honoured in the honoured sonr

The iwincijple of the verse may be appHed to spiritual

fathers and sj)iritual children; and to the relation of a pastor

and his people. It cannot fail, on the one hand, to be a
source of dehght to him, when he can point to his spiritual

children and to the people of liis charge, maintaining full con-

sistency of Christian deportment,—"abhorring that which
is evil, and cleaving to that wliicli is good,"—as the most con-

vincing evidence of the piuity of his doctrine and the faith-

fulness of his ministrations ;—and a sad unhappiness to him,

on the other, when the enemy finds occasion for " reproach
"

in their many inconsistencies, and deflections from the way of

God's commandments.—It may even be apphed to the case

of Heavenly Wisdom herself, teaching by the word. She is

" justified of her children ;"—and the most satisfactory reply

to all insinuations against the doctrines there taught, as

leading to Hcentiousness, should ever be, a simple appeal to

the lives of those who beheve them.

The two following verses are an exact repetition of the

third verse of chap. 2 2d, and the sixteenth verse of chap.

20th; to which the reader is referred.

In verse fourteenth, the words, " it shall he counted a curse

unto him,'' do not mean that his "friend" will be apt to

curse him for it; but rather, he shall be reckoned as if he cursed

his friend. The character intended is evidently that of the

man given to flattering and laudatory adulation. The refer-

ence is to public, extravagant, unceasing, unseasonable, com-

mendation. The man is supposed to make it his business to

praise another,—day after day, and all the day long—pro-

claiming his excellences to all, and taking precious care, at

the same time, that he himself shall hear

!

To a man of any real modesty this will be jDainfully irk-

some,—insufferably ofiensive. It is putting him on the

rack,—torturing his spirit. And further, such conduct is

sure to produce either ridicule and laughter at the expense

of the object of such overdone commendation; or envy and
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jealousy, with the inevitable results;—a system of detrac-

tion to counteract the praise; or a leering insinuation that

the parasite is secretly encouraged and in pay for his flattery;

or too high expectations from liim who is thus lauded to the

skies, and consequent disappointment;—it being, on this ac-

count, a serious ehsadvantage to any one, to be held up as a

pubhc prodigy by the extreme of eulogy. A wise man

will prefer reviling and reproach to the disgrace of being

thus befooled mth flattery. And the flatterer, instead of

being hked and encouraged, will be disliked, and held at a

due distance, as one who is to be suspected of unworthy mo-

tives,—one who in bepraising others is only looking after his

own interests.

The subject of next verse has also come repeatedly before

us ; and it certainly has no such attractions as to tempt one

to repetition :
" A continual dropping in a very rainy day and

a contentious woman are ahke :" but the sixteenth verse pre-

sents a new view of the same topic ;—" Wliosoever hideth

her liideth the wind, and the ointment of his right hand,

which bewrayeth itself."
^

A prudent man, who has regard to his own and his family s

respectabihty, as well as his wife's reputation, wiU be anxious

to cover, as far as possible, her temper and behaviour, and

the unpleasant differences and outbreakings thence arising.

But alas ! the attempt is vain. The utmost meekness, dis-

cretion, and caution, will not do. Her own unruly and

wayward temper mil, in spite of all, bewray itseK. The

attempts will be lilve endeavoius to hold the icind, or to re-

tain in the hand the smell of a fragrant and volatile oint-

ment. The more closely the hand is pressed, the more

will its warmth disengage the odour. So, the efforts of

gentleness and calmness to molhfy and to conceal may have

the very opposite effect,—provoking all the more to openness,

from resentful disdain, and the very love of contradiction-

exposing herself for the express purpose of disappointing

and fretting, and mortifying him!

far be all such scenes as these from the firesides of pro-

fessedly Christian families! Heaven is the home of love
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and peace. And there must be love and peace here among
those who are looking forward to that home;—where the

blessed inhabitants " neither marry nor are given in marriage,

but are as the angels of God in heaven."

Yerse 17. "Iron sharpeneth iron; so a man sharpeneth
the countenance of his friend."—It would be -svrong to say-

that this verse, as it stands in our translation, conveys no
distinct idea. " Sharjoening the countenance'' does convey
an idea. We immediately tliink of a man's face being
enlivened and emboldened: and Ave infer that the enlivenincr

and emboldening of the countenance arises from the enliven-

ing and emboldening of the sjnrit,—and that this has been
the effect of the man's standing hy his friend—supporting

and encouraging him. Still, the words appear much more
natural and emphatic, when rendered

—

"So doth a man's
countenance shcnyen his friend."

By a very common figure, we use the word countenance

for encouraging approbation, support, incitement, "When a

man is left to think and determine and work alone,—espe-

cially when it so hapjDens that he has no firm confidence in

the scheme itself about which he is engaged, or in the method
by which he is prosecuting it, or in his ability and resources

for carrying it through,—he gets flat and spiritless. His
mts are blunted. They lose their keen edge and efficient

energy; so that they do not serve him with their wonted
acuteness and promptitude. In these circumstances, let a

friend step forward, and take him by the hand; let him ap-

prove and smile on his undertaking, and ofi"er his co-operation

in forwarding it ;—what a change ! He is like another man.
His spirits revive. His wits are sharpened. He proceeds

with eager assiduity and cheerfulness, putting forth all his

powers, and making corresponding progress toward a suc-

cessful issue.

There is a general 'principle here. It is—that all indi-

vidual and solitary application has a tendency to languish:

whereas social exertion keeps up its life and spirit, by the

influence of mutual excitement. This appears in childhood

and youth—in the efi'ect of a well-dii-ected emulation : and
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on the same principle are founded all the institutions of

social religion, in which the truth of the maxim is signally

experienced.

Verse 18. "Whoso keepeth the fig-tree shall eat the fruit

thereof; so he that waiteth on his master shall be hon-

oured," There is here encouragement to servants,—to all

who, in whatever department or way, are in the employ of

others. The comparison is a sufficiently obvious one. The

sweet and luscious fruit of the fig-tree is the reward of the

pains and labour bestowed upon its cultivation. He who

plants and waters, who prunes and dresses it, will in due

time eat of the fruit:—so honour, confidence, reward, ad-

vancement, will be the result of a servant's diligent and

faithful attendance upon his master ; while, if he acts other-

^vise—neglects his master's business, follows his OAvn inclina-

tions, wastes his time, loiters on his errands, does his work

indolently and inefficiently, to the prejudice of his master's

reputation and interest, he must look in vain for such "hon-

our." Then nothing is his due but disgrace and dismissal.

See to it then, ye servants, that with the encouragement, you

bear in mind the dutTj. And ye masters, be sure that ye

overlook not the lesson to you, (which, if not so directly

expressed, is so manifestly imphed,) and, while you look for

the duty, forget not the encouragement:—^by which I mean,

not merely the payment of wages punctually and fully

when they are clue ;—but the smile, and look, and expres-

sion of approbation, and the occasional bestowment, when

work has been done in an exemplary manner, of some httle

more substantial token of satisfaction,—some little extra

reward.

And let us not forget the appHcation of the words to our-

selves as the servants of Christ. He is, both to servants

and masters, a perfect example. In discharging his trust,

in the former relation, as the voluntary Servant of his Father,

he was faithful to Him that appointed him. His language

^as,—language in perfect harmony with truth, " I must work

the works of him that sent me, while it is day : the night

cometh, when no man can work"—"My meat is to do thg
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will of him that sent me, and to finish liis work." And iji

his relation to his people as a Master, he " sends no one a

warfare on his own charges." He demands no work but
what is rightfully due. He is large in liis promises. He
smiles graciously upon active fidelity; and He will prove

himself generous and liberal as well as just, in fulfilling his

engagements. " Hath he said, and will lie not do ? hath he
spoken, and will he not make it good?"

Verse 19. "As in water face answereth to face; so the

heart of man to man."—Calm bright water is here consi-

dered as a mirror. The countenance reflected from it is the

counterjDart,—the exact image of the reahty :
—

" so the heart

of man to manr What means this? 1. There are certain

principles and feelings in our nature common to all man-
kind. IS'ot it may be in the same degree; but still so uni-

versal as that every man may, to a certain extent, judge of

others by himself. If there are exceptions, they are so rare

as only to confirm the rule. These principles and feehngs

remain the same, amidst all varieties of situation and char-

acter. Take for example iiarental affection. When God
says, "Like as a father pitieth his children, so the Lord
pitieth them that fear him," He proceeds on the assumption
of fond and strong afi'ection being the generic character of

the paternal relation. Hence, one father may know from what
his own heart feels what the hearts of other fathers feel The
same holds true, in a special manner, of self-love, in all its

various modifications. It has certain universal likings and
dislikings, desires and aversions. Every man prefers being

loved to being hated,—being well-spoken of to being slan-

dered,—being honourably dealt with to being cheated,

—

being the object of respect and kindness to being the object

of cZ/srespect and ?<??kindness. This may not strike you as

of so much importance as it really is. Eemember the great

"golden rule," or ^* royal law," is based upon it. Were there

no such general correspondence of feeling and desire, how
could this rule be possibly applied? This golden rule of

equity and love, then, is founded on the fact that "as in

water face answereth to face; so the heart of man to man."
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2. In regard to the character of the unrenewed,—it may
be, and it is, greatly modified by constitutional tempera-

ment, by peculiarities of education, and by the diversity of

circumstances in which they are placed;—yet, in the great

staminal principles and essential features, their characters

are very much alike. The substantial sameness, or identity,

is discernible amidst all the diversity. Their Hkings and

dislikings, their desires and aversions, their passions and

propensities, are all closely akin to each other. So that,

by observing in what manner corruption, in certain circum-

stances, operates in one, you may shrewdly and pretty surely

estimate its operation in all. While the ambitious man loves

power, the avaricious man wealth, the licentious man j^leasure,

and the one may not enter into the estimates and desires of

the other in the precise particular on which the heart of each

is set,—still, there is in them all one element of character, in

which "there is no difference." They are all "of the earth,

earthy." They are all "after the flesh;" and "minding the

things of the flesh." " They are all going astray," under the

influence of a common principle of rebellion and ungodhness,

although each goes astray "in liis own way." They all un-

derstand one another, and sympathise with one another, in

the general feelings which they cherish. All cast in the

same common mould, their features have undergone difi'er-

ent descriptions of modification and distortion. There is the

family sameness, and the individual varieties.

3. In like manner with regard to the new nature—the

spiritual nature of the regenerate,—the children of God.

It too is the same ; so that " as in water face answereth to

face," so doth the heart of one child of God to another.

There is much variety, no doubt; yet there is a great deal

of general, and even of minute and exact correspondence, in

their views and their feelings. Their experience may be

diversified in its details ; but it is the same in its general

principles. The spiritual conflict, though subject to many
varieties, is, in its essential nature, alike in them all.

It is the "flesh lusting against the spirit, and the spirit

against the flesh;"— "the law in the members war-
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ring against the law of the mind." They all know this;

they all feel this. Ering them to their knees together;

and let any one of them be the mouth of the company
in prayer to their common God and Father,—what a

sympathy is immediately felt ! In the confessions, the de-

precations, the intercessions, the petitions, the thanks-

givings, they are "of one heart and of one soul." They
adore a common God; they love a common Saviour; they

live by a common Spirit; they own a common unworthi-

ness and guilt; they trust in a common atonement and a

common mercy; they draw their supplies from a common
fountain; and on a common ground anticipate a common
heaven.

" Their fears, their hopes, their aims are one,

Their comforts and their cares.''

In the sentiments of humble self-renunciation, and "glory-

ing in the cross," —in gratitude for the Lamb's redeeming

love,— in love to all that are His,— in zeal for God's

glory,—in joy in the conversion of sinners to Him,—in de-

Hght in His word. His day, His ordinances. His worship,

—

in the feeling and acknowledgment of their constant prone-

ness to " depart from the fountain of living water," and in

their entire and incessant dependence on grace and obliga-

tions to it,—where is the individual dissentient? When
one believer breaks out into the song, " to grace how
great a debtor

!

" where is the other believer, whose emotions

do not correspond,—whose pulses do not beat in imison?

The Christian, then, who watches his own heart, and at-

tends closely to its secret movements, will, generally speak-

ing, be no great stranger to the hearts of his fellow-christians.

Erom this cause it arises, that men, in hearing particular

sermons, take fancies, as they many a time do, that the

preacher has been hearing something about them; that some
one has been giving him information. He has only been

sketcliing fi'om nature; and the sketch has met their con-

sciousness. He has been describing a genus; and the de-

scription has been found to suit the individual. This has
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especially been tlie case, when the workings and tendencies,—the inward thoughts and desires of our common corruption
have been faithfully and vividly deHneated. It has then not
seldom been very difficult to convince particular hearers, that
a sermon has not specially been aimed at them.

There is one point in which the verse cannot hold true.

There is a Avide and essential difference between the regen-
erate and the unregenerate. The latter are altogether inca-

pable of entering into the views and feehngs of the former.
Hence the unrenewed man is startled and astonished at the
terms of self-annihilation and self-loathing in which the
renewed man bemoans himself before God. He can neither
understand it nor sympathise with it. He thinks if all that
his godly neighbour says of himself be true, he must be had
enough luith a vengeance. The reason is, that he is an entire

stranger to the standard by which the renewed man estimates
his character. He has never brought himself to the test of
the holy heart-trying law of a holy heart-trying God; and
has never seen himself in the light of the cross. Let him
only be convinced of sin, and renewed in the spirit of his
mind—and all will he plain. Then he will see clearly what
puzzled and perplexed him before. Then he mil enter into
feelings which before he could not even imagine. Having
received the vital principle of the new nature,—all its pecu-
liar sentiments and emotions, its regrets and its sorrows, its

estimates of self and its estimates of God, of sin and hoh-
ness, of this world and the next, its love and its hatred, its

fear and its hope, its aversions, its aspirations, its longings,

—

aU will immediately become his own:—and his only wonder
now will be, that he should ever have thought and felt other-
mse than he does,—otherwise than they did whom before
he could not comprehend. Now, "as in water face answereth
to face," so does his heart to theirs

!

Verse 20. "Hell and destruction are never full; so the
eyes of man are never satisfied." ''Hell " or Sheol, means thie

place of the dead: and having this genercd meaning, it has
come to be used with different particular meanings accordin^^
to. the connexion in which it occurs:—sometimes for the
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sejKirafe state—the invisible world; sometimes for the grave;

sometimes for the ^jZace of'torment.—^^ Destruction^^ may here

be considered as signifying—by a species of personification

—all the variety of ways taken together by "svliich men are

removed out of the world,—or as meaning "the second death"

—the pit of woe. It is sadly true of both the grave and hell,

that they are never ^^full;'"—the word is the same as that

translated, in the other clause of the verse, ''^

satisfied, ^^ and
might, in both occun-ences, be well rendered sated. Genera-

tion after generation are swej^t into the grave; and of each

successive generation the vast majority, alas ! goes doA^m. to

hell,— the vast majority Kving and dying without God.

Thus the tomh and the pit are never sated.

And "so the eyes of man are never satedr The eyes,

by a very natural figure, are put for the desires. Ujjon that

which is the object of our desire, "wq fix our eyes; and that

with an intensity of settled eagerness proportioned to the de-

gree of the desire.* The meaning, then, is not merely that

the sense of sight never has enough of its own peculiar en-

joyments, but that the desire that is by the eye exjjressed is

never satisfied by any amount of present gratification.t The
desires of men are insatiable. They set their hearts on some
particular object, and long for its attainment. They fix in

their mind some point of advancement in the acquisition of

tlie world,—some measure of wealth, or of power wliich they

think, if once realized, would satisfy them to the full They
get what they want; but they still long as before. There

is ever something unattained. Having gained the summit
of one eminence, they see another above it; and as they

mount, their views widen and their conceptions and wishes

amplify, and still more is required to fill them.

There is one thing and one only that can fill and satisfy

—really and permanently satisfy—the amplest desii-es of an

immortal mind. They possess it who can say, "The Lord
is the portion of mine inheritance and of my cup;" and

* See for example—clmp. xxiii. 5.

t Compare, fur a similar sentiment—Eccl. i. 8; Keel. ii. 10, li.
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who can continue to sing, even amid the desolation of all

that is earthly in their lot

—

"Should I this spacious earth possess,

And all the spreading skies,

They never could my thirst appease,
Or yield me full supplies.

Without my God, -with all this store,

I should be wretched still;

With thirst insatiate, crave for more,
My empty mind to fill

!

But vphen my soul's of God possessed,

What can I wish for more?
Here let me ever fix my rest,

And give all wandering o'er!

When the affections are "set on the tilings that are above;"

when the chosen treasure is in heaven, and the heart is there

also; when the eye of dehghted contemplation is fixed on
the glories and beauties of the "better country, even the

heavenly"—the "inheritance that is incorruptible and that

fadeth not away,"— this moderates the desire of earthly

things. The eye ceases to fasten on them with its former

avidity, having found a more powerful attraction—being-

drawn and fixed by something better. And then, Avhen

riches "make to themselves wings and fly away," instead

of the sight being strained in gazing wistfully and painfully

after them in their flight, it is directed to the " better and
more enduring substance:" it "enters through the gates into

the heavenly city," and settle? on the fulness of its glory

and joy.
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Puor. xxvir. 21—27.

"As tlie tiiiing-pot for silver, ami tlie i'urnace for gold; so is a man to iiis

praise. Tliough thou shouldest bray a fool in a inortar among wheat with a pes-

tle, yet will not his foolishness depart from him. Be thou diligent to know the

state of thy flocks, and look well to thy herds: for riches are not for ever; and

dotli the crown endure to every generation? The hay appeareth, and the

tender grass sheweth itself, and herbs of the mountains are gathered; the

lambs are for thy clothing, and the goats are the price of the field. And
thou shalt have goats' milk enough for thy food, for the food of thy household,

and for the maintenance for thy maidens.

The ordinary interpretation of the words in the fij-st of these

verses makes the praise try the man. But the words in our

translation, and in the original, make the man try the praise

:

—and this appears to be the correct interpretation. Of the

comparison two views may be taken :

—

1. It may express what every man, ^\\t\\ reference to the

praise bestowed upon him, ought to do

:

—that is, he ought

to do with it what the "finingTpot" does to the "silver,"

and the "furnace to the gold." He should try it icelL

There is a deal of dross frequently in it; and men are apt

to bo fonder of the dross, in some of its appearances, than

of the sterling metal. Let the following rules, then, be at-

tended to:—First, reject as dross all flattery: it is worth-

less: it springs from false and selfish motives.— Further,

use the "fining-pot" for all praise that is bestowed by
persons who are in the habit of talking extravagantly, of
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using complimentary words without being very nice or con-

siderate in weighing their amount of meaning. If you
don't, you are sure to take them at a great deal more than
they are worth.— Again, be very cautious in receiving

without abatement all that is dictated by the kno^vn par-

tiality of friendship. It may all be sincere, and all well-

meant, but it requires refining. It will not all pass with
others, though the partial friend thinlvs it genuine.—Eeject,

too, entirely and at once, all commendation that is bestowed
for qualities or for actions that conscience tells you have not
the clear sanction of the word of God, how much soever they
may be admired in the world. When this is tried in the

crucible of truth and rectitude, it turns out all dross. !N"one

of it—no, not an atom, should be received and kept; all

should be thrown away.—Finally, be jealous of those par-

ticular descriptions of commendation for which you are con-

scious of a special Uking, and which are most aj^t to puff

you up with undue self-elation, and to make you "think
of yourself more highly than you ought to think." There
ought to be the most careful scrutiny here— a sensitive

apprehension of receiving more than enough,—of allomng
that to pass for gold which has the glitter and the colour of

it merely, without the solid value. The process of refining

should in this case be very cautiously pursued: just as a

chemist, if anxious for the correct result of an experiment

with the crucible, will be the more careful in making it, in

proportion as he is conscious of any leaning towards a par-

ticular theory,—lest this should bias his mind and put him
oft" his guard.

2. "A man is to his praise what the fining-pot is to silver,

and the furnace is to gold," because a man's conduct actually

does put to the test the commendation bestowed uj^on him.

That conduct is hke "the fining-pot" and "the furnace" to it, in

regard to the estimate formed of it by others. His behaviour

detects whether it be or be not just and merited. Commen-
dation naturally excites notice. All eyes aie on the man
who ehcits applause, to ascertain if the applause be well-

founded. In this Avay the commendation is put to the test;
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and the man himself is the tester;—proving or disproving

tlie justice of the character given him.

The principle here, you 'v\ill at once perceive, is apphcable

to the character of societies as well as of individuals,—of

families, of communities, of churches. Suppose a family has

got high commendation bestowed upon it by one who pro-

fesses to know it from long-continued intimacy, for mutual

domestic affection, concord, sympathy, and practical kindness

amongst its members,—anything of an opposite nature dis-

covered among them, tests the praise, brings out the refuse,

and operates as a deduction from the character, showing the

eulogy not to be all genuine, but to have had in it so much
at least of alloy—of baser material So, when a church has

been praised for purity, for love, for hberality, that church

becomes its own "fining-pot." It must act up to the char-

acter, if it would prove the commendation deserved. And
so as to communities, when they have been commended for

education, for morality, for rehgion. Scotland has had a

high character for these,—much higher, it is to be feared,

than now at least is merited. A stranger comes. He has

great expectations. But he begins to find a much larger

immber than he anticipated uneducated, and "uithout the

morality and the religion for which the community had
been so eulogized;—much of vice and crime; much of

worldHness, and of the form of godliness without the

power :—what he actually witnesses will operate upon the

praise as "the fining-pot" does upon the silver. The actual

character tries the reported character.

The twofold lesson, then, is—that we be self-jealous and
humble in testing all commendation bestowed upon us to our

face : and that we strive to maintain such a cliaracter as

will prove the truth of what is bestowed upon us to

others. They are both important lessons. Yet there is

another still with which they ought to be associated. We
should ever remember that tliere is a still higher test of com-
mendation and of character than eitlier our own judgment
of ourselves or that of our fellowmen concerning us,

Paul felt the necessity of bearing this in uiind, Avhen
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he said respecting the opposite of commendation—the
false insinuations and charges of his enemies

—

" I am con-
«3cious to' myself of nothing; yet am I not hereby justified;

but He that judgeth me is the Lord." The same principle
applies equally to praise. There is a tribunal even above
conscience itself, which is liable, as Paul had before expe-
rienced, to various biassing and perverting influences;—so,

that while amid the applause of our fellow-men, we may be
" conscious to ourselves " of no flattery, of no undue partiality

or extravagance in their praise,—and fancy it all no more
than really belongs to us,—we do well to remember, that
" he that judgeth us is the LorcV— what is to become
of the man, Avho receives the praise of his fellows, and
is encouraged by it to flatter himself that he stands well with
God,—when, upon his character being subjected to "the fin-

ing pot" of the divine laiv, and to "the furnace" of the
divine omniscience, it all comes out as dross, mere worthless
dross—the praise found to be " of men but not of God?''

Verse 22. " Though thou shouldest bray a fool in a mor-
tar among wheat with a pestle, yet will not his foolishness
depart from him."—To analyse this figure would be to render
ludicrous what is most significant and impressive. It is

a strong proverbial expression for what is superlatively difli-

cult or impossible. You may separate the straw and the
chaff by thrashing,—you may take off the husk by rubbing
and trituration,—you may turn the grain to meal or flour

by grinding,—but to drive folly from the human heart, is

more than man can do.

By the fool here might with truth be imderstood the weak
and senseless man,—of little mind, and at the same time (as

not seldom happens), of no httle self-conceit; who is ever
obstinate and headstrong,—tenacious of his own opinions
and his own ways ; ever saying and doing absurd and pre-

posterous things, and still stoutly and with muhsh stubborn-
ness maintaining their propriety, to the annoyance and vexa-
tion of all about him or connected with him; and whom
no instructions, no expostulations, no reproofs, and no fatal

consequences of his errors, how much soever experienced by
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both himself and others, will mend. His folly is engrained

;

and the very next thing he does will be as absurd and pre-

posterous as before. But here, as in most other places in

this book, the "fool" is the uni:)rindpled man. And the
sentiment is, that the native corruption of the human heart,

especially when it has acquired the additional force of habit,

is such that no mere means ivhatever, applied v.dth even
the largest amount of persevering diligence, will effectually

overcome and remove it. And though means of all de-

scriptions may be included, those most naturally suggested
by the figure are correction and suffering. The meaning
will then be,—that no parental admonitions and chastise-

ments,—no pains and penalties of human infliction,—no
divine judgments,—will radically and permanently change
the heart. Its corruption is not like a husk, which en-

velopes the grain, and does not enter into its substance,

and which an external application of a little skilful force will

remove. The corrujDtion is in the heart itself—penetrates

and pervades its entire substance, even to the very core, and
vitiates all that proceeds from it.

Mistake not. There is no assertion made at variance

with the universally admitted tendency of means, and the

duty and necessity of using them. But the power of " the

old man" is too strong for them, and successfully resists

them all. Temporary impressions may be made,—such as

appear promising; and external and partial reformations

may manifest themselves. Thus it was with Herod under
the faithful ministry of the Baptist. He "feared John,
because he was a just man and holy; and when he heard him
he did many things, and heard him gladly." Yet he set at

nought and insulted Him of whom John testified
—" He that

Cometh after me is mightier than I; the latchet of whose
shoes. I am not worthy to stoop down and unloose

;
" and he

lived and died in impenitence and wickedness. Where the

impression and the reformation are the effects of the operation

of means alone, working on the natural principles of reason

and conscience, they will, in like manner, prove superficial

and evanescent :

—
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" Can aught beneath a power divine
The stubborn will subdue?

'Tis thine, Eternal Spirit, thine

To form the licart nnew."

The sentiment here so strongly expressed, and in such har-

mony with other statements of Scripture, should be seriously

weighed by those who entertain the idea that the punish-

ments of a future world are to operate correctively, and to

work an ultimate reformation upon the offenders who, hav-

ing died impenitent, are their unhappy subjects. Suffering

may and must produce regret—bitter, agonizing regret : and
this, indeed, is an ingredient in the suffering,—the agony
of regret, when known and felt to be too late and to be of no
avail. But suffering can never subdue enmity,—can never

generate love. Regret is not repentance. It cannot turn

the heart to God. It will rather turn it against Him, embit-

tering the virulence of its hatred and its tormenting but im-

potent vindictiveness.

The Spirit of God, it is true, can and does make use of

judicial inflictions in this life, amongst the means of awaken-
ing, convicting, and converting sinners. Eut of themselves

they will never work the change. It is not till God himself

touches the heart that Ephraim is heard thus to bemoan
himself—" Thou hast chastised me, and I was chastised, as a

bullock unaccustomed to the yoke: turn thou me, and I

shall be turned; for thou art the Lord my God. Surely

after that I vras turned, I repented ; and after that I was in-

structed, I smote upon my thigh : I was ashamed, yea, even
confounded, because I did bear the reproach of my youth,"

Jer. xxxi. 18, 19. And beyond the present world, the

divine influence by which true penitence is produced, and
the heart changed from enmity to love, does not extend.

Hell will make no penitents—no converts. "He that is un-
just shall be unjust still; and he that is filthy shall be filthy

still."

The verses which follow to the close of the chapter relate

evidently to one subject. There are two different views
taken of them.
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1. By some the verses have been considered as the wise

man's recommendation of the simplicity, the comforts, the

general enjoyment and happiness of a country life,—a life of

7'ural retirement, and lahour, and comjyetency ; and as de-

signed for the purpose of repressing, in the bosom of the

man of jDiivacy and rustic seclusion, the rising envy of the

wealth and the honours of a city life,—or a life of greater

eclat and publicity :—the natural effect of such envy being

indolence and inaction, arising from dissatisfaction mtli the

occupations of his own sphere.

According to this interpretation, the " riches which are

not for ever," and " the crown "—or honours of this world

—that "endure not to all generations," must be under-

stood of the riches and the honours by which envious desires

have been engendered. These riches and honours are pro-

verbially insecure.* Eoyal dignity itself may soon pass from

one to another. Even " the croi07i " sits not firm upon any
brov/. Instead, therefore, of repining in envious dissatisfac-

tion—apply thyself, says the wise man, assiduously and cheer-

fully, to thy rural occupations. " Be thou diligent to know
the state of thy flocks, and look well to thy herds."

The further motive to this course is—the personal and

social comfort Mdiich such a life was fitted to yield. Here
is a picturesque exhibition, as such commentators understand

the passage, of the attractions of a rural hfe.

i. We have, in the first place, the cheerful loveliness of

nature, rising before the eye, in all its freshness, luxuriance,

and beauty :
" The hay appeareth, and the tender grass

showeth itself, and herbs of the mountains are gathered."

There is sometliing in the scene itself that is interesting and

attractive to a mind of wliich the natural tastes have not

been perverted, independently of all idea of profit and per-

sonal advantage. How charming is the green and glittering

freshness of a dewy summer morning,—when every blade

of grass is decked with diamonds, sparkling in the light of

the rising sun,—^when the mower plies his task, and the

* Clmp. x\jii. 5,
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fragrance of the new-mown hay scents the air ; and the corn-

fields wave in promise of the coming autumn, and the hills

are clothed with their appropriate trees, and shrubs and her-

bage ! How preferable such a scene to the dingy smoke and

manifold pollutions of the crowded city I Custom and habit,

it is true, and diverse associations of ideas, both form and
change men's tastes. Eut surely nature is on the side of the

country :

—

" God made the country, and man made the town."

ii. We have here too before us, in association although not

in expression, the simplicity and comparative harmless inno-

cence of rural hfe, I speak only comparatively :—and com-

paratively, it must, I think, be admitted. Great towns ne-

cessarily become scenes of concentrated profligacy, of mental

contamination and progTess in vice. Many a youth that

comes from the country, with all the simpUcity and unsus-

piciousness of rural habits, is ruined by this fatal contagion,

for which his experience has not prepared him, when he

enters on a town life. As evil is much more readily and
effectually learned than good, wherever there is the crowding

and intermixture of a dense population, there wdll be the rapid

spread of its infection,—there will be the accumulation of

immorality. We must, however, be on our guard against senti-

mentalism and romance. Some appear almost to forget that

the corruption of our nature extends to the country at all.

But the country alas !—and that even in its most retired se-

clusiveness, has its irreligion and ungodKness, its vices, its sins

and crimes, as well as the city ;—the glories and the beauties of

nature too frequently presenting a mournful contrast to the

moral and spiritual desolation and deformity prevalent among
the inhabitants who live in the midst of them. God makes
himself known in all around

;
yet even in the midst of all

the manifestations of Him that are fitted to elevate the soul

to the adoration of His perfections, He. is by multitudes

forgotten and disregarded. But we speak now of what the

country is in its native tendencies, not of what man is in his

compliance with or resistance of those tendencies.
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iii. "We have next the profit and comfort which are the

fruit of rural occupations, when attended to with dihgent

and patient industry :
" The lambs are for thy clothing, and

the goats are the price of the field. And thou shalt have

goats' milk enough for thy food, for the food of thy house-

hold, and for the maintenance of thy maidens." The fleece

of the lambs, when they come to maturity, furnishes

the means of comfortable clothing and protection from the

cold :—the goats assist in producing payment for the rent of

the laud,—or in yielding interest and profit upon " the 'price'''

of it, and the outlay upon it ;—and the family is maintained

and served, with decency and comfort, in the homely and

simple, but wholesome and happy style of I'ural economy :

—

not the less happy for being free of the luxury which ad-

vancing prosperity and the emulation of refinement and show

arising from it, ever introduce into great toMais and cities.

—

The farmer, then,—even with all his cares and soKcitudes,

and all his pecuhar difficulties and trials, need not envy the

city merchant, even in his highest prosperity and honour.

—

2. It is quite as likely, if not more so, that Solomon here,

under one description of earthly property,—intends to include

all,—and while inculcating duty, to recommend mindfulness

of the uncertainty of the possessions of tliis world in general,

and the moderation of desii'e and pursuit of them which that

should produce. In this view, we have

—

i. The duty of industry and diligent application to our

temporal affairs :
" Be thou diligent to know the state of thy

flocks, and look well to thy herds." The duty is very

frequently enjoined in this Book, and tlu'oughout the Bible.

J^either in rural nor in city occupations, are men to expect

success without the prudent and active employment of means.

And the duty is enjoined on the people of God as well as

others. Nowhere does He teach them to beware of hav-

ing any thing more to do with secular business,—to be

entirely absorbed in their spiritual concerns, and leave the

world to shift as it may—the men of the world to mind the

world's affairs. IS[o. It is theirs to set an example of in-

dustry with moderation, of active appHcation without undue
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solicitude, and without undue regret in case the industry

should fail of success ; of the compatibihty of " diligence " in

worldly niatters with true spirituality of mind,—of doing

earthly work Avith having " the heart in heaven,"—of being
" not slothful in business," whilst " fervent in spirit, serving

the Lord." Then we have

—

ii. The precariousness and transitory character of all that

pertains to time and the world, is adduced as a motive to the

diHgence enjoined. " Eor riches are not for ever : and doth

the crov,ai endure to every generation]" The riches and
honours of this world are not acquired in perpetuity,—
no, not even with the security of a day. It is necessary

to look well after them, to give dihgence to Z;eep as well

as to get, inasmuch as, even with all attention and care,

"riches make themselves wings and fly away." Witli, it

they may ; and without it they must. And the time being

not only uncertain, but short at the longest, it is the dictate

of prudence, ^

—

Use them tvliile you can. Take the moderate

and the comfortable enjoyment of them, so long as God may
be pleased to continue your possession of them. It is a

pleasing view of the kindness of Him Avhose " tender mercies

are over all his works," to be assured, that what He bestows

it is his design that we enjoy

:

—that we " 2ise mthout abus-

ing,"—that we take the benefit, and apply it for the comfort

of ourselves and families, in the first instance, Avith decency

and respectability, but without extravagance and waste. He
does not give, and with the gift issue an order not to use it.

There is nothing to be found in the Bible of that kind of

self-denial which consists in the penance of self inflicted priva-

tion,—in the practice of voluntary mortification and abandon-

ment of all the innocent enjoyments of life. If God gives
" flocks and herds "—they are for " food and for clothing,"

and for the comfortable maintenance of the household estab-

lishment :
—

" If any man provide not for his own, and es-

pecially for those of his own house, he hath denied the faith,

and is worse than an infidel." But then

—

iii. AVhenever we make admissions of this kind, they are

in danger of being perverted. When we tell men of God's
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kiud indulgences,—they are ever jDrone to take advantage of
tliem, and to forget the restrictions under which those indul-

gences are placed. The different parts of the divine word
are to be viewed in their connexion. A passage like this

must not be taken by itself, and the inference drawn from
it that while we are expending what God gives on the food
and clothing and comfort and enjoyment of our famihes,
we are doing what God requires and all that God requires.

We should then be forgetting other requirements not less

obligatory than these, and showing in the latitude with
which we interpret what is most to our mind, the amount
there is remaining in us of personal and domestic selfish-

ness. On the contrary, we ought to be most on our guard
on the side of self—most on our guard where we are most
in danger of erring. We should be jealous of ourselves;
and, aware of the deceitfulness of our hearts, to keep our
ear the more open, and our heart the more open, and our
purse the more open, to the claims of the poor, and to the
claims of God and of a perishing world, in proportion as self

and family put in their plea with earnestness.

Finally, while we are all abundantly sensible of the value,

and eager for the acquisition, of the comforts and the wealth
of the present world, let us remember and feel the infinitely

superior value of the " treasure in the heaven that faileth

not." On this, above all, let our hearts be set,—as the gift

of God, "without money and without price,"—which "cannot
be gotten for gold, neither can silver be weighed for the
price thereof" "Where our treasure is, there let our hearts

be also."
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Prov. xxviir. 1—13.

"The wicked flee when no man pursueth: but the righteous are bold aG a

lion. For the transgression of a land many are the princes thereof: but by a

man of understanding and knowledge the state thereof shall be prolonged. A
poor man that oppresseth the poor is like a sweeping rain, which leaveth no

food. They that forsake the law praise the wicked: but such as keep the law

contend with them. Evil men understand not judgment : but they that seek

the Lord understand all things. Better is the poor that walketh in his upright-

ness, than he that is perverse in his ways, though he be rich. Whoso keepeth

the law is a wise son : but he that is a companion of riotous men shaineth his

father. He that by usury and unjust gain increaseth his substance, he shall

gather it for him that will pity the poor. He that turneth away his ear from

hearing the law, even his prayer shall be abomination. Whoso causeth the right-

eous to go astray in an evil way, he shall fall himself into his own pit: but the

upright shall have good things in possession. The rich man is wise in his own

conceit; but the poor that hath understanding searcheth him out. When right-

eous men do rejoice, there is great glory: but when the wicked rise, a man is

hidden. He that coveretli his sins shall not prosper: but whoso confesseth and

forsaketh them shall have mercy."

The sentiment in the first of these verses is one which, in

all ages and all countries, has been more or less proverbial.

It is

—

the timidity of conscious guilt. "VVe can trace it to an

early origin,—even to the immediate effect of the first sin on

the mind of the first man. Then it was that "the voice of the

Lord God," which before possessed all the sweetest melody

and most dehghtful and irresistible attraction, filled Adam
with alarm, driving him to a hiding-place; instead of drawing

him to the divine presence. And ever since

—

" 'Tis conscience has made cowards of us all."
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Yet—would that there were now more of tliis timidity

in regard to God ! The thoughtless inconsideration of men,

respecting their guilt in His sight,—and the hazard of His

wrath thence arising, is utterly confounding. And what

an amount of hardihood often springs from this ! Timidity

and alarm are, alas! much more frequent, and much more

operative, in regard to detection and punishment by men:—
" The murderer, rising with the light, killeth the poor and

needy, and in the night is as a thief. The eye also of the

adulterer waiteth for the twilight, saying, ISTo eye shall see

me; and disguiseth his face. In the dark they dig through

houses, which they had marked for themselves in the day-

time : they know not the light. For the morning is to them

even as the shadow of death : if one know them, they are in

the terrors of the shadow of death," Job xxiv. 14—17.

How vivid and powerful this description ! And yet all the

Avhile, another eye—the eye of God—^is upon them; for

" there is no darkness nor shadow of death where the worlc-

ers of iniquity may hide themselves." "The sound of a

shaking leaf" ^vill frighten and scare them; yet are they un-

moved and undismayed amid " the terrors of the Ahnighty."

But it is not always thus. Wliilst the fear of man makers

the wicked fancy every noise the sound of the foot of ven-

geance behind him, and "flee when there is no one" there—

•

no witness, no pursuer, even in regard to God they cannot

always hold out. When the Bible, or the preacher from the

Bible, "reasons of righteousness, temperance, and judgment

to come," the conscience is awakened; the spirit trembles;

the poor convicted sinner becomes all nerve; every thing

startles him; he is timidity itself; his name "Magor-

missabib," fear round ahouf,—haunted by suspicion of every

person and of every thing. Hell opens before him. And
this is no mere imagination ; but he trembles as if he were

already at the very entrance, and hosts of devils behind him,

urging him forward to perdition.

On the contrary
—

" the righteous are hold as a lion." Con-

scious innocence inspires confidence, just as conscious guilt

engenders fear. This was felt fully in paradise. There was
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ho fear there. It is true of the people of God noiv, when
they keep His way and put their trust in Him. Then they

can exultingly exclaim

—

"God is for us; who can be against

us]" But it is then only that all fear vanishes. When
there is an inward consciousness that we have not God on

our side, all is shrinking apprehensiveness ; we tremble at

every shadow. Our eye, then, instead of being lifted up in

confidence to Him, is cast down in timid shame, and our

spirit quails and sinks and trembles.

In the language of the second verse there is necessarily

involved the supposition of an overruling Providence;

—

and, since nations cannot be dealt mth as such in the future

world, the further assumption that they are dealt with to a

certain extent, judicially and retributively, in this. These

principles were, in a special manner, acted upon in the case

of the Jewish people. They were under a peculiar dispen-

sation of their own,— a theocracy, as it has been appro-

priately called,— a government of immediate and often

miraculous interposition. Yet still, in that history, so far

as retribution was concerned,—or the visiting with pros-

perity or adversity, success or calamity, according as good or

evil, obedience or wickedness prevailed,

—

their history, as it

appears in connexion with that of the surrounding nations,

may be regarded truly and with advantage, as a specimen

of the principles on which God's general administration

over the kingdoms of the world is conducted all along.

Of the ways in which He can make nations feel his dis-

pleasure for their crimes, here is one:—"For the t^xinsgres-

sion of a land many are the ^;?*//zce5 thereof

r

1. This may be interpreted of the case of rival princes;

—when there are a number of them,—branches, it may be,

of the same lineage, or members of old and new dynasties,

with their discordant claims and their separate adherents.

By these the country is divided, split into factions, embroiled

in party contentions and civil wars, filled from end to end
with mutual jealousies, suspicions, and fears;— ultimately

covering it with desolation, and, by dividing it against itself,

threatening and endangering its existence.

III. R
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2. It may be understood of a rajnd succession of princeb.

This includes frequent and sudden changes of men and mea-

sures ; by which means nothing has time to mature and to get

a settled establishment. There is incessant confliction, and

counteraction, and revolution,—every fresh ruler undoing

and reversing the plans and purposes of his predecessor,

—

traitor after traitor, usurper after usurper, rising, and con-

spiiing, and cutting off the one before him, and thus keeping

the land in incessant convulsion and change.—If you wish

to have before you such a contrast as may illustrate Solo-

mon's position,—read the history in the Old Testament of

the revolted tribes under Jeroboam, and that of Judah

under the long administration of David. "^

It is added, as an antithesis to the first part of the verse,

'^But hy a man of understanding and lawioledge the state

thereof shall he 'prolongedr

The first remark which presents itself liere is—that the

contrast in the verse is not between the long reign of one

and the contentions and short successive reigns of many,

irrespective of character. It is obvious that the prolongation

of the reign of a foolish and unprincipled monarch might be

as really a scourge to a nation as either rivahy or rapid suc-

cession. The prolongation of such a reign might be to a

land the heaviest of curses, and the termination of it the

greatest of blessings. But when the reigning prince is a

"man of understanding and wisdom,"—a man of sound moral

and sound poHtical principles, and a man of intelHgence and

vigour to put those principles forth in beneficial operation,

the prolongation of it is a blessing indeed. In that case the

prolongation of personal life is the prolongation of national

prosperity.

" Let the cliildren of Zion be joyful in their K^ng." The

kingdom to which they belong has one King ; and a king

whose reign is permanent as well as unparticipated. There

are no rival powers there. If the princes of this world, iu

the plenitude of their presumption, take upon them to iu-

* See especially 1 Kings xv.; aiul 2 Kings xv.
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triicle themselves within the precincts of His sole jurisdiction,

and to intermeddle with what does not belong to them, the

subjects of the King of Zion must stand by His prerogative,

resist the encroachment, and, at all risks as to this world,

refuse obedience. In the s^Diritual kingdom of which the}'

are subjects, Christ is the only Head; and His word the

only authoritative Eule.

And there is no succession here. He rei^-ns over the houseO
of Jacob for ever; "and of his kingdom there is no end."

Blessed be God for this ! The sceptre of our King can never,

even to the end, be wrested out of his hands; and He never

dies. He must reign, till all his people are saved with an

everlasting salvation, and all his enemies are put nnder his

feet.

Yerse 3. "A poor man that oppresseth the poor is like a

sweeping rain, which leaveth no food." The oppression of

the poor is bad in all. In this verse, v/e have one descrip-

tion especially of the evil. There are aggravations of it on

the part of the rich ; and there are aggravations of it on the

part of the poor. ^^Hien done by the rich, it is a palpable

and flagrant perversion of the purposes of providence. It is

the manifest intention of God in the constitution of human
society,—in the variety in it of rank and station, of wealth

and Avant, that the rich should be the guardians of the

poor, that they should care for them, and supply their

need. Wlien it is otherwise,—when this duty is neglected,

—they become like clouds full of rain, and giving promise

of refreshing showers to bless and fructify the parched

wastes, which bnrst in destructive lightning and tempest.

There can be no greater or guiltier abuse of their superiority,

—of their riches and their influence.

But the case before us is that of the poor oppressing the

poor;—not that of a man who loas poor, but has risen, and

by whom, from the recollection of his own sufferings and

his own feelings nnder them, sympathy, should be cherished

and manifested,—but that of the man who is himself actii-

ally needy, only having acquired by his situation a cer-

tain power over other?. Such cases as the following may bef
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exemplifications of it. There are extravagant spencUhnftSy

who have run themselves out; who have reduced them-

selves to straits; who are in debt; but who have got them-

selves into some situation of authority ; and whose object, in

the exercise of their power, is to recruit their broken and ex-

hausted fortunes. "Woe to all that are under them! All

their powers of exaction are strained to the uttermost. Wher-
ever there is aught seen or suspected which it is in the power

of pressure to squeeze out, that pressure is applied with the

force of a vice.—There are indigent governors,—in personal

poverty and with emj^ty exchequers;—and the extortion of

such characters as Avell as of the former, is the worst of any

—all-grasping and rapacious. It is, as here represented, like

an inundation, sweeping all before it. The poor oppressor

descends to such pitiful exactions as the rich oppressor

would think beneath him,— not leaving behind a single

ear to glean,—a single berry in the uttermost bough. And
what, to a province, must be a succession of indigent rulers,

each of them eager to make the most for himself and his

family of his temporary incumbency?—We might descend

lower. The principle of the verse apj^lies to every case

down to the needy overseer of workmen, whose living de-

pends on the amount of the proceeds of their labour. There

is nothing, in the form of despicable and severe oppression,

to which such men, if they are not men of principle, \d\\

not stoop to accomphsh their selfish ends.

In tlie preceding chapter, (v. 17) we have a proverb re-

specting the animating influence of a man's countenance or

favour on the activity of his fiiend. But alas ! there is a

countenancing of others in evil as well as in good:—verse 4.

" They that forsahe the law praise the wicked^ The two char-

acters are the same :—the wicked praise the wicked. Wicked
men like to be kept in countenance. They encourage and

sharpen each other in evil. And from tlie same cause arises

their hatred of the good. They cannot bear their example.

It puts them to shame. It is ever condemning them; ever

conveying to them a practical reproof, and stirring up con-

Bcience when it would rather slumber in peace. The all-por-
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feet Son of God in oiu- natiu^e expresses what He saw and

experienced of this principle when He sojourned amongst

men :
—" The world cannot hate you ; but me it hateth, be-

cause I testify of it, that the works thereof are evil." And

He forewarns his followers to expect the same experience in

proportion as they resembled Him in character and in separa-

tion from the world:— "If ye were of the world, the world

would love his own : but because ye are not of the world,

but I have chosen you out of the world, therefore the world

hateth you."

It is obvious that from the very same source arises their

praise of one another here mentioned by Solomon. This is

very far from meaning that in conscience they approve of

what they praise. It is only that in heart they like

it. And liking the evil, they like encouragement and

countenance in it. This is, in a special manner, the case

with regard to the particular sins in which they are re-

spectively fond of indulging. They do love so well to

have some one who makes Hght of these; suggests plau-

sible palliations of them; and joins them in their perpe-

tration. Hence it is that men are so prone to the ap-

plause of what may be called feats of evil, of extraor-

dinary displays of dexterity and cleverness, or of uncom-

mon courage and determined boldness in the commission of

it. They hke the association. They cover up the wicked-

ness under their admiration of the cleverness and the cour-

age:—^just as men so often overlook the immorality of a

work of genius, for the sake of the genius with which it is

invested; and, instead of visiting it on that very account,

with the severer condemnation, seem as if they would fall in

love with the evil for the sake of its dress.

There is another principle that sometimes leads to the

praise of the mcked—the principle of self-interest. When
a wicked man has it in his power to do us a service, we are

tempted to ingratiate om^selves into his favour by covering

over his vices, and heaping on him hypocritical commenda-

tion. Look at the case of Herod's fulsome, parasitical,
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and selfish flatterers,""" Look again at Tertulliis—tlie orator

hired by the Jews to criminate Paul.t Wliat a contrast

between his style and the conduct of the Apostle, when he

had the most favourable opportunity of gaining the good

graces of his judge! " Seeing," said the fawning orator, " that

by thee we enjoy great quietness, and that very worthy

deeds are done to this nation by thy providence, we accept

it always, and in all places, most noble Felix." " Paul,"

with intrepid soul, "reasoned of righteousness, temperance,

and judgment to come," till "Felix trembled." Of the

same spirit of faitliful reprehension of wickedness, many
instances might be gathered from the history of the prophets

and apostles : and we have the most striking of all in the per-

son of Jesus himself In this, as in every other excellence,

he "left us an example that we should follow his steps."

Wliatever be the rank or circumstances of the parties, and

how much soever our own interests may be at stake, we
must never smile when we ought to frown; never maintain

a timid silence, when we ought to speak; never purchase

for ourselves exemjjtion from any evil, or the attainment of

any benefi.t by the slightest accommodation, or comphance, or

tampering with iniquity. Every fair opportunity should be

embraced of kind expostulation and reproof " Coniending

with them,'' implies not angry violence, but the zeal at

once of piety and of benevolence. What would have be-

come of the Jews, after the restoration from Babylon, but

for the firm and resolute contentions of Nehemiah?—And
what would have become of the Eeformation, but for the in •

domitable courage and unbending severity of Luther and of

Knox 1
—Theij were the men who, instead of " praising the

wicked," "contended with tliem,"—and wrestled hard to

overcome all the monstrous abuses and abominations, which,

under the name and sanction of religion, were practised with

greediness.

In the following verse we are reminded afresh of the ten-

dency of evil in the dis2)Osition and character to obscure the

* See Acts xii. 20—23. f Acts xxiv. 2—4.
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mental vision, and prevent the clear apprehension of spirit-

ual and divine truth. The princijDles and convictions of

"evil men'^ become more and more perverted, and their

moral sensibilities more and more blunted and deadened, by
the power of habit. Thus they "understand not judgments
Their "minds are bhnded,"—their intellect darkened and
besotted. They lose their discernment between right and

v»T?ong. Their conscience becomes less and less discrimina-

tive and impressible. They cannot—that is, in effect, they

will not see, what a good and upright man discerns with an

almost intuitive certainty. On the contrary'-, " They that seek

the Lord''''—they who, under the influence of a spirit of hum-
ble self-diffidence, look out of themselves to God; trust in

Him for divine illumination, and do His will to the full ex-

tent of their discovery and knowledge of it

—

they are en-

lightened from above. They " understand all things^ All

things are plain to them; both the truths and precepts of

God,—what they are to believe and what they are to do.^

Verse 6. " Better is the poor that walketh in his upright-

ness, than he that is perverse in his ways, though he be

rich."+ The sentiment may be understood of the "^oor man"
who remains poor because he will not have recourse to any

improper means for bettering his condition, and to the " rich

man^^ who by such means has made his wealth. Who will

hesitate in pronouncing, in such a case, the one better than

the other—the man who forfeits wealth for principle, or the

man who sacrifices principle for wealth?—the man who bar-

ters Ms conscience for the world, or the man who, in com-

parison with a good conscience, holds the world as less than

nothing and vanity'?—But the sentiment may be taken gen-

erally, and was probably so meant by Solomon, as referring

to the poor good man and the rich ungodly man. The for-

mer is " better'" than the latter, in every view. He is better,

in real excellence and estimableness of character. He is bet-

ter in regard to his influence in society. He is better, in re-

* Psal. XXV. 9: 1 Cor. ii. 14—16.

f Conip. cliap. xvi. 8; xix. 1, 22.
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gard to present licqij^lness and to true resj^ectahiUty and hon-

our. He is better, infinitely better, in regard to future

pros2:>ects.

Verse 7. " Wlioso keepeth the law is a mse son : but he that

is a companion of riotous men shamethhis father "—" The laio"

here, I need hardly say, is—not the law of the land—though

that too it is duty to keep, as far as it is in harmony with the

vnW of the supreme Legislator :—it is the lav) of God. The

sentiment is one of those which pervade this Book, again and

again recurring under different forms. " He who heepeth the

lawl' is the same character "\rith him that fears God; the one

being the practical counterpart of the other ; the fear of God
being the keeping of the law in principle, and the keeping

of the law the fear of God in practice. And as this fear of

God is wisdom, the possessor of it is the " wise son."

"ZTe toho is a companion of riotous men" is on the mar-

gin—"7ie that feedeth gluttons;'' feasting, sumptuously and

jovially, the choice spirits—the hons vivans whom he has

made his companions; who are never in their element but

when carousing, drowning care in festivity; whose sovereign

maxim is, " Let us eat and drink, for to-morrow we die
!

"

He who chooses such associates, chooses his own disgrace and

ruin : nor is this all the evil
—

" he shameth his father.''
*

Verse 8. " He that by usury and unjust gain increaseth

his substance, he shall gather it for him that will pity the

poor."—This verse may be fitly compared and taken in con-

nexion with verse sixth. " Usury" is here to be understood of

every description of oppressive, unrighteous, and rigorous

exaction. The providence of a just and merciful God is

evidently here referred to. That providence transfers wealth

from the hand of grasping and griping selfishness to that

of humanity and generous kindness—to that of the man
who ^^p)ities the poor." Men may not mark the divine hand

in occurrences of this kind ; and it is always a delicate mat-

ter for us—one to which we are hardly equal—to interpret

providence judicially. But there are cases at times, in which

* Compnrc dinp. i. 10; iv. 14, 15; xxiii. 20—25.
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the transference is so striking, that it would be impiety not

to see and to own God in it. " Whoso is wise, and will

observe these things,—even he shall understand the loving-

kindness of the Lord."

The sentiment of the ninth verse has more than once

occurred, but the pointedly antithetical form in wliich it is

there stated, deserves special notice. It is this :—that ?*/

a man turn away his ear from God, God 'will turn aicay

His ear from him.—The prayer of the sinner, who has in

time past " turned away his ear," but who is now coming

back to God, in faith and penitence, with the broken and

contrite heart which He never despises,—that sinner God
luill hear,—ay, will delight to hear. How long soever he

may have turned away his ear from both the law and the gos-

pel,—God will "receive him graciously, and love him freely."

His whole word gives the chief of sinners the assurance of

this. Wlien the prodigal son,—who had " turned away his

ear from the law" both of his father and of his God,—came

back with the confession, " I have sinned before heaven and

in thy sight, and am no more worthy to be called thy son,"

—was his father's ear then turned away from himl Was
not his ear all interest, and his eye all mercy, and his heart

all tenderness, and his house and table all welcome, and all

bountifulness, to the youth who was " dead and ahve again,

who was lost and found?" Yes. It is to the sinner who
goes on in his rebellion that the words before us refer. That

sinner God will not hear.

The tenth verse presents just another operation of the

same principle as that in verse fourth. We saw on that

verse, that the same state of mind which produces the praise

of the wicked produces the hatred of the righteous :—and

here is one of the ways in which the hatred discovers itself—" causing the righteous to go astray in an evil way,"

—

enticing him to sin,—tempting to an act or to a course of

evil. Whether this be done from hatred, assuming the form

of spiteful envy, and dislike of the goodness which con-

demns the conduct of the tempter ; or from the wish to have

the example of such a man to plead, whether seriously or in
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jest, ill behalf of the sin in which he himself dehghts; or

in order to have an occasion for the derision of true godli-

jiess,—of making it, in the person of the fallen professor,

the theme of scoffing and sarcastic merriment—hoAV mcked,

—how deeply criminal, the man who does it! "^e shall

fall himself into his oion pit:']—the effect of his treacherous

and profane conduct shall be evil to himself,—evil from a

just and holy God. That God A\ill preserve the righteous

from yielding to the temptation, or will "restore his soul,

and make him to wallc again in the paths of righteousness,"

—wliile on the head of the tempter he will bring down
heavy vengeance—so that the pit which he digged for the

godly shall prove his own destruction.
—

" But the upright

shall have good things in possession:" literally, ^^ shall in-

herit goocV They shall have from God all that is truly

good for them of this world's possessions and enjoyments,

—

all that infinite wisdom sees to be really for their benefit.

And they shall receive and possess for ever all the blessings

in the promises of the covenant of grace,
—

"all spiritual

blessings in heavenly places in Christ,"—and " all tlie ful-

ness of God" in the world to come.

Verse 11. "The rich man is wise in his own conceit; but

the poor that hath understanding searcheth him out."—There

are many rich men who are humble and self-diffident, and

many poor men who have a very high conceit of themselves.

But, in the natural course of things, the possession of wealth

gives weight, influence, and importance. The word of the

rich man comes to have consequence attached to it. This

arises greatly from the selfishness of our nature,—from the

knowledge of what riches enable a man to do for such as are

in favour with the owner. " The rich hath many friends."

And the power he acquires arises, at the same time, from liis

having so great a stake in the community. From the influ-

ence of the self-interest just referred to, he gets accustomed

to being flattered, and honoured, and having everything

his own way. This all tends to render him dictatorial;

to make him fancy his word law. Not being disposed

to thinlc that others flatter his judgment for the sake of
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!us purse, lie comes to tliink highly of that which is so

flattered and yielded to. And he utters his mind oracu-

larly in the spirit of one whom no man will venture to

gainsay. Often and strongly is the tendency manifested

in those who have risen to the possession of wealth from
a low condition. The effect of riches in puffing up with self-

conceit,—especially if the rise has been sudden, and there is

no great firmness and natural vigour of mind to bear it,—is

often ludicrously apparent in such cases. The man becomes
at once purse-proud and overweeningly vain; and puts the

weight of his purse into every word he utters.

"But the 2)007' that hath understanding searcheth him
outr Many a man who is not in providence blessed Avith

riches, is blessed with what is higher and better,—a large

amount of sagacity and shrewdness and sound judgment
and penetration;—and still more, with genuine principle.

The phrase, "searcheth him out" may be variously under-

stood. He discerns his true character. He sees that \A'isdom

and wealth do not always go together; that a full purse is

quite compatible with an empty head. He sees too that a

man's wisdom is not to be estimated by his opinion of him-
self He sees shallowness where the man himself fancies

depth, and folly in what elates him with a vain consciousness

of his own wisdom. He sees abundant reason for not mak-
ing the rich man his oracle, or setting him wp as his idol, or

making his example the pattern for his imitation, merely for

the number of his acres, or for the gold and silver in his

coffers. He sees how jjrone men in general are to allow

weight to counsel in proiDortion to the wealth of the coun-

sellor. But the " understanding" wliicli God has given him
shows him the absurdity of tliis. He "searches out" the

fallacy, and detects and exposes the imprudence and folly of

sentiments and proposals, that are propounded and recom-

mended by the wealthiest of the wealthy. And still furthei',

taking "understanding" in its higher sense, as it is used in

this Book, as including a mind divinely enlightened and
under the influence of the fear of God and all the principles

of true religion :—the poor man who has this, sees and knows
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that " a little witli the fear of the Lord is better than the

riches of many wicked
; "—that " a good understanding have

all they who do his commandments ; "—that no folly can be

more palpable and flagrant than the folly of "trusting in

uncertain riches,"
—

" setting the eyes upon that which is not,"

and neglecting provision foi' the soul and for eternity,

—

forfeiting the "unsearchable riches" provided by the mercy

of God for sinners,—all the blessings, unspeakably precious,

summed up in "hfe everlasting;"—spurning away the coun-

sel that would put these in possession;—greedily coveting

the treasures of the world that perish in the using, and re-

jecting the divine offer of the treasures of immortality. The

poor man who hath understanding—I can hardly say

"searches ouf the folly of this,—he discerns it by a kind

of spiritual intuition. And, while he pities, he is free from

every emotion of envy.

Verse 12. " When righteous men do rejoice, there is great

glory: but when the wicked rise, a man is hidden."—"i?e-

joicing" evidently means prospering,—being in favour,

—

advanced to honour and influence and rule. It corresponds,

in the antithesis, Avith the word "
7-ise"—wliich is used for

elevation to places of power.*—When the ruler is himself a

man of principle, and prefers men of like principle to all

the offices of authority under him,—chooses them for his

counsellors, and sets them around his throne—this is indica-

tive of good tunes, and is to a community a ground of exul-

tation. Then the good come forward ; they show themselves

;

they exert their salutary influence ; they promote the coun-

try's welfare. They are not afraid. They are in favour with

the prince, and find favour with the people. The king-

dom flourishes. " There is great glory.""

" But when the Avicked rise, a man is hidden^—The words

have been variously understood. The Vulgate has it

—

" When the ungodly reign, it is the ruin of men." But our

own and the French rendering seem to give the true sense.

The latter is
—

" every one disguises or conceals himself." It

is, to the good—to those whose services would prove for the

' See chap. xi. 10
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real benefit of the country, the reign oi fear. They are dis-

couraged, intimidated, and obliged, for life and safety, to keep
out of the tvay. Such a state of things is sadly ominous of all

that is evil. There have been such seasons in our OAvn land

;

—seasons, when the "excellent of the earth,"—God's own peo-

ple, have been constrained to " run into corners to hide them-
selves ;". Avhen unrighteousness and intolerance have "hunted
them like partridges on the mountains," and have driven them
into the " dens and caves of the earth." Happily we live in

other times ; when, whatever we may say of the piety of our
rulers, both religious Hberties and civil rights are better un-

derstood and more fully and practically recognized :—when
there is perfect freedom and full scope for whatever efforts

the good may be disposed to put forth ; and when we may be
said to " sit under our vines and fig-trees, no one making us
afraid." We have exemplifications of both parts of the verse

in the history of Israel and Judah. There was "glorying"
among all the truly good in Israel when David assembled
them to bring up to its place the ark of the covenant; when
Solomon dedicated the temple; when Hezekiah restored the

passover; when Jehoshaphat dispersed the Levites through
all the cities to teach the law and the fear of the Lord ; and
when young Josiah wept and humbled himself at the con-

tents of the long-neglected and hidden book of God's cove-

nant. So was it in the days of Mordecai, when deHver-

ance came through him to his peoj)le, and they had "light

and joy, and gladness and honour," and "a good day."

There was, on the contrary, fear and "hiding," when, in Saul's

time, David was hunted to death ; when in Ahab's, Ehjah

—

even the intrepid Elijah—fled for his life, and when good
Obadiah, at the risk of his own head, hid fifty of the Lord's

prophets in a cave and fed them mth bread and water ;—and
when Micaiah, "faithful among the faithless," had to be
sought and sent for, and for the fidelity of his words, was
ordered to prison, while the hundreds .of the prophets of

Baal were in favour and triumphed. What hiding and fear

there were when the wicked Haman "rose"—and what ex-

ultation when he fell and the ripjhteous came in his room

!
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Verse 1 3. " He that coveretli his sins shall not prosper

:

but whoso confesseth and forsaketh them shall have mercy."

The saying may be taken in reference to men, and in refer-

ence to God. To ^^ cover'" sin—is to conceal, to deny, to

justify, to palliate. This is not the way to forgiveness lulth

men. High-minded pride, and obstinate impenitence, and

persisting in trespass and self- vindication, will never obtain

mercy;—and might not Humble confession is becoming,

and is duty :—for the supposition is, that sin has actually

been committed. It behoves that the offender should be

brought to a right spirit,—that he should confess, with con-

trition, liis fault. The rule laid down by our Lord for His

disciples is :
—

" If thy brother trespass against thee, rebuke

him; and if he repent, forgive him.—And if he trespass

against thee seven times in a day, and seven times in a day

turn again to thee, saying, I repent ; thou shalt forgive him,"

Luke xvii. 3, 4. The words can hardly have reference to

the repetition of the venj same offence:—for in the verse

before us, forsalang is added to confessing as required in

order to mercy. Xow on the supposition of the indefinite

repetition of the same offence, there is no forsaking; nor i&

there, therefore, the necessary evidence of sincerity in the
" / repent." The lesson is obviously that we should never

he weary of forgiving. To the utmost extent to which

there remains the j)Ossibihty of sincerity, there should still

be the readiness to extend mercy. How sad were it for

us, were God to iveary of pardoning. And yet mth Him
there must, in order to pardon, be sincerity in the confes-

sion. The sinner who "covers his sins" by hypocrisy, or,

while he confesses, continues to practise the evil—must re-

main in condemnation. He is not a subject of mercy. He
is w?ipardoned. He has the witness of this in himself.—The
"confessing" implies of course a right view, and a right

imjDression, of the sin confessed, and tlie sincere exercise of

a "broken and contrite heart." It implies, according to the

gospel, the exercise of faith in the revealed ground of mercy,

or way of divine forgiveness. And it impHes the manifes-

tation of sincerity in the forsaking of the sin. Without
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this, all is sheer lij^pocrisy, and can never be pleasing to
that God who " desireth truth in the inward parts."

One remark more. It is not for our confessing that we
"find mercy." ^'either is it for our faith from wliich the
confession arises. The faith and the confession are necessary
to our finding mercy; but the ground on which mercy is

obtained is the propitiatory sacrifice of the " Mediator between
God and men."*—The Bible is full of the gracious and inter-
esting lesson of this verse. Cain, the first murderer, could
not

^

have mercy, because he neither confessed his sin with
penitence, nor trusted in the propitiation :—but to the ques-
tion of Jehovah, "Where is Abel thy brother?" repHed with
sullen falsehood, "I know not; am I my brother's keeper]"
Mark the terms prescribed by Jehovah to his ancient people,
in order to their " finding mercy :" they are in full harmony
with the verse before us—" If their uncircumcised hearts be
humbled, and they accept of the punishment of their iniquity;
then will I remember my covenant with Jacob, and also my
covenant with Isaac, and also my covenant with Abraham
will I remember," Lev. xxvi. 41, 42. And mark how David
joins confession with forgiveness—" I acknowledged my sin
unto thee, and mine iniquity have I not hid. I said, I
will confess my transgressions unto the Lord; and thou
forgavest the iniquity of my sin," Psal. xxxii. 5. Beautifully
and most encouragingly is the same thing represented in the
parable of the prodigal son—the confession of the son, and
the ready forgiveness of the father. Let the sinner but say
in sincerity—" I have sinned, and am no more worthy," and
the divine arms are open to receive liim.

* Comp. 1 John i. 6, 10.
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Pnov. xxviji. 14—28.

" Happy is the man that f'euveLli alway: but he that haideneth his heart shaH

fall into mischief. As a roaring lion, and a ranging bear ; so is a wicked ruler

over the poor people. The prince that wanteth understanding is also a gi'eat

oppressor: but he that hateth covetousness shall prolong his days. A man that

doeth violence to the blood of any person shall flee to the pit; let no man stay

him. Whoso walketh uprightly shall be saved : but he that is perverse in his-

ways shall fall at once. He tliat tilleth his land shall liave plenty of bread: but

he that followeth after vain persons shall have poverty enough. A faithful man

shall abound with' blessings: but he that maketh haste to be rich shall not be

innocent. To have respect of persons is not good; for, for a piece of bread that

man will transgress. He that hasteth to be rich hath an evil eye, and considereth

not that poverty shall come upon him. He that rebuketh a man, afterwards shall

find more favour than he that flattereth with the tongue. Whoso robbeth his

father or his mother, and saith, It is no transgression ; the same is the companion

of a destroyer. He that is of a proud heart stirreth up strife: but he that put-

teth his trust in the Lord shall be made fat. He that trusteth in his own heart

is a fool: but whoso walketh wisely, he shall be delivered. He that giveth unto

the poor shall not lack: but he that hideth his eyes shall have many a curse.

When the wicked rise, men hide themselves: but when they perish, the righteous

increase."

There are, in Scripture, hvo ki7ids of fear. In this verse,

fear is associated with hapjnness:—elsewhere we find it

associated with torment^^ Such passages are in perfect har-

mony. The more, indeed, there is of the "love" that

"casteth out fear"—the fear that "hath torment," the more

there will be of the fear in the verse before us. The fear of

* 1 John iv. 18.
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a child, and the fear of a slave, are two very different prin-

ciples. The former is the product of love, and is ever pro-

portionate to love. It is affectionate fear. We fear to dis-

please one whose love is the spring to us of our purest

and sweetest enjoyment. The child loves his father, and de-

lights in his father's love to Mm. He cannot bear his frown.

The very thought of his displeasure brings the tear to his

eye.—This is the kind of fear which the cliild of God feels

and cherishes toward his heavenly Father. He loves Him,
he venerates Him. He finds his happiness in His smile. He
dreads to offend Him. His frown is the death of his joy. This

is the fear of God which His word inculcates—the religious

principle. It is here contrasted with " hardening the heart.''

It is therefore the gracious fear of a subdued and softened

spirit,—the fear of love,—reverence for God,—fear of even
His fatherly rebukes and corrections. It is self-distrust. It

is tenderness of conscience. It is vigilance against tempta-

tion. It is the fear which inspiration opposes to high-

mindedness, in the admonition—" Be not high-minded, hut

fear'' It is " taking heed lest we fall." It is a constant

apprehension of the deceitfulness of the heart, and of the in-

sidiousness and power of inward corruption. It is the cau-

tion and circumspection that timidly shrinks from whatever
would offend and dishonour God and the Saviour, And
these the child of God will feel and exercise the more, the

more he rises above the enfeebhng, disheartening, distressing

influence of the " fear which hath torment."

To ^'harden the heart',' is to put away the fear of God; to

be self-confident and presumptuous—unawed by threatenings
— unsoftened by entreaties ;—neither breaking under the one
nor melting under the other. Of the man who thus " har-

dens " himself, final and irretrievable " mischief" must be the

inevitable portion. On the contrary—" Happy is the man
that feareth alwayT Wlierein consists his happiness'?

This fear keeps him from sin; produces simplicity of

dependence upon God; imparts the stabihty of peace,

—

"a peace that passeth all understanding;" maintains con-

sistency of conduct; and thus gives growing evidence of

m. s
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grace in the heart and of the hope being well-founded—

a

hope that " maketh not ashamed,"—of " glory and honour

and immortality."

Terse 15. " As a roaring lion, and a ranging hear; so is a

wicked ruler over the poor people." The " ivicked rider " is

tlie ruler who, intoxicated with power, has aimed at it and

obtained it for selfish purposes ; who, instead of considering

himself in his official capacity, as made for his people, fancies

his people made for him,—tyrannizes over them,—selfish,

avaricious, rapacious, turning everything, no matter by what

means, to his own account. Such a man, instead of using

all possible efi'orts to raise his subjects from a lower to a

higher condition,—encouraging and animating them to in-

dustry, in order to their elevation and social prosperity,

—

rages at their poverty, because it does not furnish enough to

himself,—does not fill his own treasures. He grinds, op-

presses, and wastes them. He practises every exaction ; his

sole aim being to make the most of them for the time.

He is the object of terror to his subjects. He is hke a wild

beast invading the herd or the flock,—tearing and devouring

;

a brutal monster without principle, and without heart.

Such a man may not be without aUlify. He may have

talent enough for the invention and practice of any schemes

of evil But sometimes the absence of principle is united

with the lack of mental capacity—wickedness with iceak-

^Qgg.—(v. 16). "The prince that icanteth understanding is,

also a great oppressor,"—and thus a source of terror, m\ ob-

ject of hatred, and exposed to sudden destruction from

popular fury. "But he that hateth covetousness "—who

estabUshes himself in the aff'ections and confidence of his

people by justice and mercy, and by every liberal and

generous endeavour to promote their best interests,—identify-

ing himself with tliem,—making their honour and their hap-

piness his own ;—he " shall prolong his days.''

The maxims here are, in the spirit of them, applicable to

all power and influence, and especially to authority over the

poor and the dependent. A man's honour, happiness, and

safety are intimately associated ^vith using that authority with
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moderation, with gentleness, with benevolent liberality, with
upright and generous principle. Next to the security wliich

lies in the protection of God, is that which arises from pos-

sessing the grateful love of fellow-men, attached by a feeling of

thankful obligation. And, in the present instance, the two
go together. God and men alike surround such an one

with their favour as with a shield.

Verse 17. "A man that doeth violence to the blood of any
person shall flee to the pit; let no man stay him." This verse

might be taken in connection with the preceding—as present-

ing a further description of the same character there depicted.

The cruelty of an oppressive ruler * frequently incurs hlood-

giiiltiness. Thus it was with Ahab in the case of ]^aboth ; thus

has it been in thousands of instances. Whatever be the

high station of him who acts the murderer's part—how inde-

pendent and irresponsible soever he may imagine himself to

be,—vengeance shall pursue him :—his sin will find him out.

Even his crown and sceptre shall not protect him from
righteous retribution. There is a higher than he—the
" righteous Lord who loveth righteousness." Both on Ahab
and Jezebel came the blood of Naboth. But the words may
be taken more comprehensively,—in reference to murder by
whomsoever committed. For the comparatively innocent

—

the unintending manslayer,—^the cities of refuge were of old

appointed; to protect him from the avenger of blood who
might rise against liim when his spirit was hot, and slay him
without a trial. But for the murderer there was no refuge,

and no atonement. For him no blood could avail ; no
sanctuary could protect him. From the very altar of God, if

he betook himself to it, he was to be dragged to death.

Such seems the force of the somewhat remarkable lan-

guage here employed. He shall
^^flee to the 'pit;'" that is,

he shall in vain attempt to escape. He may flee; but his

very flight shall be " to the pit,"—to the very destruction he

is seeking to shun. " The pit " does riot appear to signify

here, directly and literally, the bottomless pit, the pit of final

woe ; but rather, according to a figurative sense of it, covert

and unexpected mischief and ruin. The very means he takes
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to effect Ms escape shall betray liiin to punishment. It is

in this sense that the prophet uses the term when he says—" fear, and the ^9iY, and the snare are upon thee, inhabi-

tant of the land."*

God's jealous regard for the life of man was strongly ex-

pressed at the second outset of our world's history; and ex-

pressed in terms of evident allusion to the early and awful

violation of its sacredness in the antediluvian period:

—

" And surely your blood of your lives will I require ; at the

hand of every beast will I require it, and at the hand of man

;

at the hand of every man's brother will I require the life of

man. Whoso sheddeth tnan's blood, by man shall his blood

be shed : for in the image of God made he man," Gen. ix.

5, 6. For my own part, having examined the various prin-

ci]3les of interpretation by which those who are for doing

away all capital punishments have explained these words, I

have not been able to satisfy myself with any one of them.

They seem to be all forced and unnatural,—and, on different

critical grounds, inadmissible. I cannot but regard the lan-

guage as bearing no fair and natural interpretation but that

wliich makes it a divine requisition, on the part of man, of

hlood for hlood,—that is, of life for life ; and as thus afford-

ing more than a sanction, as laying down a requirement.

Though I am far from conceiving that we are bound by Jew-

ish criminal law, yet in the law regarding murder there is so

evident an allusion to this original and universal injunction,

—and the language withal is so very pointed and emphati-

cally reiterated—that I cannot go the length of those who
would include murder among crimes to be punished with in-

fliction short of death.t When set beside the original and

universal law, it serves, by its very emphasis and peremp-

toriness, to confirm the ordinary interpretation of that charge

to the second progenitors of our race as the just one, and to

show, therefore, the universality of its obligation.

Those things which have become proverbial have gener-

ally a large amount of truth. It is a remark that has been

* Comp. Isa. xxiv. 17, 18. f See Numb. xxxv. 31—33.
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so often made,—that we cannot account for it otherwise than

by admitting it to be founded in fact, and verified by the

frequency with which the fact has been observed to happen,

—that murder seldom escapes detection, and the murderer

seldom ultimately eludes punishment. The detection is

often after the lapse of a long interval,—an interval that

has rendered the case hopeless, and has thrown over it the

shade of obHvion. And in not a few instances it has been

effected by means of the most extraordinary, and, at times, of

apparently the most accidental and trivial kind. Providence

pursues the blood-guilty, even when man has given up the

search, and brings him to light, and conviction, and his

merited recompense, in ways of which man could never have

imagined. The instances of this are such as to stamp the

seal of truth on the divine assurance—" Surely your blood

of your lives will I require; at the hand of every man's

brother will I require the life of man."

One observation more. It can never, in these circum-

stances, be a duty to protect or screen a murderer. It must,

on the contrary, be an incumbent duty to dehver him up.

^^ Let no one stay him," says the wise man. It is incum-

bent on every patriotic citizen, who would not expose the

land to God's "inquisition for blood," to hunt out the

murderer, and bring him to justice. It is a duty to God, and

a duty to our country. It is a duty, though the criminal

were " bone of our bone and flesh of our flesh." The only

effort we can make on his behalf,—and that we ought to

make -with all solicitude, is—to save him from the second

death, by bringing him to " repentance towards God, and

faith towards our Lord Jesus Christ."

Let no one pronounce the effort vain. The perpetrators of

the most fearful murder ever committed on the face of the earth,

—obtained forgiveness and Life. They obtained it through the

virtue of the very blood which, "withwicked hands," they shed.

It " cleanseth from all sin!' There is no sin so aggravated in

its guilt, as that the blood of Christ is not a sufficient pro-

pitiation for it. ! it is a comfort to be assured of this.

The least guilty cannot be pardoned—cannot be saved with-
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out it ; and, blessed bo God ! the most guilty may ! But let

us not forget what incompetent judges we are of the amount
of guilt in any. We are ever estimating guilt by the ac-

tions with wdiicli we are chargeable toivards men, and the

principles and the passions from which these actions proceed.

"We are apt to think there can be no malignity more criminal

and deadly than that which imbrues its hand in a fellow-

creature's blood. And yet—is hatred of man to be com-

pared in guiltiness with enmity against God? If we are to

form our estimate by the w^orthiness of the objects, and the

claims they respectively have on our love,—there can be no

comparison. It is true they are inseparable,—and the one

springs from the other. But alas ! how many there are who
would be filled with horror, or with, indignation, were any

such thing imputed to them as the malice that prompts to

murder, who would hear without the shghtest stirring of

emotion of any kind, the charge of enmity against God. And
yet this is the sin of sins; the germ of all sin; and that

which, entering essentially into all sin, makes it " exceeding

sinful." This enmity must be pardoned, else the essence of

all guilt remains ; and this enmity must be slain, and sup-

jjlanted by love, else the essence of all moral pravity remains.

The sentiments of most if not all of the verses which fol-

low, to the close of the chapter, have been, with various

modifications, repeatedly before us.

"We are afresh reminded, in the first place, of the ad-

vantage, both as regards the present life and the hfe to come,

of stern integrity of principle, and of the ruinous conse-

quences both to temporal and eternal interests of that head-

strong, rebelhous self-will that resists the authority and

grace of God (v. 18.) "Whoso walketh uprightly shall be

saved: but he that is perverse in his ways shall fall at

once."

Then we have anew, under a simple but expressive illus-

tration, the tendency and results of steady perseverance on
the one hand, and of idleness and profligacy on the other,

(v. 19.) "He that tilleth his land shall have bread enough,

and he that foUoweth after vain persons shall have povcviy
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enough;'^ or, the one shall have plenty of bread and the

other plenty of want. The expression in both clauses is the

same in the original.

"With the renewed commendation of diligence, the warning

is again sounded (v. 20.) against " hasting to he riclil' and for-

getting that rigid and unswerving fidelity which so secures

alike the favour of fellow -creatures and of God himself,

that " the faithful man shall abound with blessings.^' And
of him who "hasteth to be rich"—the man whose insatiable

appetite is set on the world's wealth,—mark the peculiar char-

acteristic here mentioned, (v. 22.) '^ He hath an evil eye," that

is, especially, an envious and covetous eye. He covets all he

sees. He grudges at the success of others; frets when an-

other man makes more of a bargain than himself; cannot

endure to see anything go past him; regards every one Avith

the sullenness of discontent, and counts him as an enemy,

that gets faster on than himself. When this passion takes

full possession of the soul, it is a most unhappy one. It eats

out the vitals of contentment and peace; and it contains a

thousand temptations to evil practices for the more speedy

attainment of its end;—the ''evil eye" producing the evil

act; the look that covets being akin to the hand that steals.

The following verse, viewed in connexion with the preced-

ing, suggests forcibly the thought that the avaricious man
is in imminent danger of being guided and influenced in

every thing by a regard to his oivn interest; and will be

ever disposed to decide in causes that may come before him,

according as this is hkely to be afi'ected; while the verse

itself assures us, in striking terms, that there is hardly any-

thing that can come before a judge or an arbitrator, in

which there m,ay not be some consideration fitted to sway
him, if he do not set himself, with decidedness of purpose,

against " respect ofpersons" The man who once gives way
to it, and who allows his conscience to yield to any such

temptation, or to any such laxity of principle,—may come to

practise iniquity for the merest trifle, and to sin without re-

morse :

—

"

For a piece of bread that man ivill transgress"

Then we have a fresh statement of the advantage of " re-
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huke''^ above
^'
flatteryT Rebuke is most apt to irritate, when

conscience, tlie inward secret monitor, bears silent witness

to the truth of that for which it is administered. N^one are so

irritable under it as those who are previously dissatisfied with

themselves. But although irritation may be the effect at

first—^verse 23. " He that rebuketh a man, afterwards shall

find more favour than he that flattereth with the tongue."

We should learn the important lesson not to withhold re-

buke, when circumstances require its administration, on ac-

count oiit^ first effects, and not by these effects to be startled or

discouraged. We should not look for immediate confession,

or fancy ive have failed, because our "rebuke" has at the time

produced even anger. Let our friend have leisure to think,

to consider, to cool. It is with "rebuke" just as it is with a

controversy. AVe should not expect a man with whom we
engage in an argument, to give in at the moment of discus-

sion. We should state and ui-ge our arguments; and then

leave them to be thought of and weighed afterwards, and, in

the moments of calm consideration, let them work their way

to conviction at leisure. The case is not to be regarded as

hopeless, merely because feeling himself perhaps hard-press-

ed, he has got a little heated, and spoken keenly and dog-

matically. Don't press your advantage too eagerly at the

time:— dismiss the subject, and let his judgment dwell

coolly upon it after. Do the same, when you have ad-

ministered a reproof. If it irritates, and draws forth hasty

and passionate words,—keep your temper ; answer not again.

Say no more, but leave him to come to himself. You may
then experience the truth of the verse. It is not, remember,

at the time, but ^'- afterwards'^—that *' he that rebuketh a man
finds more favour than he that flattereth with the tongue."

"Verse 24. ""Wlioso robbeth his father or his mother,

and saith. It is no transgression; the same is the comjDanion

of a destroyer."—Here is something for the younger portion

of my audience. Young people are sometimes apt to fancy

that they may make more free Avith what is in the house,—

•

what is the property of their parents, than with what be-

longs to others,—to regard it as in a manner their own,

—
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and hardly to imagine that they are ahenating it when they

appropriate it to their own nse. But it is a sad mistake.

Beware of the disposition. There is evil, and there is danger

in it. For, first, Wliat belongs to jDarents

—

is not yours:

and to take to yourselves what is not your own, without ex-

press request and permission, is, beyond_ question, a direct

breach of the eighth commandment. It is stealing. Attempt
not to evade this: for, secondly. The property of parents

ought to be pecuHarly sacred—not less, but more so than
any other. A feehng should attach to it somewhat hke that

which attaches to Jwly things, things pertaining to God and
to his service. The violation of their property should be felt

as a description of sacrilege. Thirdly, There are involved

in it,—although you may not be so sensible of it as you
ought to be,—ingratitude, disobedience, disrespect,—and de-

ceit and concealment, toward those with whom, of all on the

face of the earth, there should be most of openness,—the

openness of daylight sincerity and confidence. I can con-

ceive few things worse,—more ominous of evil,—than when
a young person practises deception upon a parent. And,
lastly. This kind of freedom, when once ventured upon

—

grows. It serves to cherish a covetous spirit. It tempts to

extravagant courses, of which the means are thus accessible

;

and such courses tem^^t further to other means of maintain-

ing them.

Thus the disposition and practice in question tend to ruin

—to ruin both temporal and eternal. The youth who be-

gins by home pilferings, is preparing to be " a companion of

the destroyer,"—of those who destroy both themselves and
others. Such associates will tempt him to more extensive

pilferings, and make him the tool of their base machinations

and crimes.

And this suggests a counsel to 'parents. The counsel is—

•

to beware of being too hard with their children. To give

them much money, and to indulge them in all their desires,

is infalhbly to spoil them, and train them to evil. But the

opposite extreme,—allowing them nothing,—giving them no
indulgeiice, no gratification,—but treating them as if self-
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denial were the one and only yirtiie they had to learn,—is

tenq^tting them to tales what should rather be given them,

and endangering their principles of open integrity and
honesty. On such a subject, as on many others, no pre-

cise rule can possibly be laid down. Every parent must

learn to mingle affectionate indulgence with discreet and

firm restraint ; so as to make children sensible (this is the

whole mystery) that you wish to make them happy, and to

deny them nothing in mere caprice,—notliing which is right

and good for them to have. While a child may be spoiled

and ruined by injudiciousness and excess of gratification,

parents must not, on this account, jump to the opposite ex-

treme. The case is hardly more promising, when a child is

so made to feel 7'estraint, as that he ever secretly indulges

the longing ivish to be free.

Verse 25. "He that is of a proud heart stirreth up strife:

but he that putteth his trust in the Lord shall be made fat."

The phrase for "He that is of a 2^Toud liearV is in the ori-

ginal " He that is large in mindo!' And this is a phrase

of which the meaning depends on the connexion in which it

occurs. It is said of Solomon, that God gave him " large-

ness of heart, as the sand which is by the sea-shore." But
here the designation is used in a had sense,—and seems pro-

perly enough translated. It describes the man of aspiring

ambition,—full of large and grasping desires after the honour,

wealth, and power of the world, and thus rendered discon-

tented, haughty, and imperious. These are the men who
have been the disturbers of the world's peace :—ever restless,

dissatisfied, envious, quarrelsome,—unhappy themselves, and

the causes of uidiappiness to others.

Men of such "proud heart" rouse oiyposition. This hin-

ders their advancement ; which aggravates the evil. Checked
in their ambitious aims, they fret and fume, and are exasper-

ated by whatever comes in their way. Hence " st^'ife^'—
personal, domestic, and national feuds. And their pride is

associated with high-minded self-confide7ice. They look to

their own devices, their own resources, and their own power,

for success; and to these they ascribe the success actually
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obtained. " They sacrifice unto their net, and burn incense
unto their drag."

Eut that spirit never can secure the smile of Heaven :

—

'' He that putteth his trust in the Lord shall be made fat."

''Trust in the Lord'' must not here, or anywhere else in
Scripture, be understood of inactive indolent exioectation of
all things from Him. That is not trust; it i^ presumption

:

it is expecting what God has nowhere promised. He who
"trusts in the Lord" is the man who is active in duty, and
looks to the Lord for a blessing upon means,—who leaves
the result in His hands ; and is satisfied with His appoint-
ments. This man ''shall he made fat:''—he has comfort
and peace and happiness in all situations ; an inward satis-

faction, a heart-feast, a prosperity of soul, to which the other
is a stranger.

Verse 2Q. "He that trusteth in his own heart is a fool:

but whoso walketh wisely, he shall be delivered."—He is

ever, and justly, esteemed foolish, who puts confidence in a
detected and knoAvn deceiver ; and of all deceivers on earth
the human heart is the least to be trusted. It has been,
like the tempter who first introduced into it the principles
of evil, "a bar from the beginning." Its inclinations change
with the changing times, like the vane with the ever-veering
and varying wind. How often does this happen in sickness,
in adversity, in danger! Men think, and with confidence
they say—if they were but well, if their life were but spared,
if they were but brought up from their calamitous depres-
sion, if they were but saved from the threatening peril,

—

how diiFerently they woidd live !—what altered characters the
world would see them!—what they would do! and what
they would not do! Health comes back; prosperity re-

turns; the darkness dissipates; the danger passes over:

—

and all their goodness passes mth it ! Their fears are smiled
at, and their resolves forgotten.

There are things too which we fancy and which we indio--

nantly protest it impossible we should ever be induced to
think of doing. We fire at the very association of our
names with the supposition. And yet, when circumstances
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change,—and when opportunity and temptation are united,

we actually do what even in imagination we shrunk from,

—

wondering how any man should dare to deem it possible !

—

"He that trusteth in his own heart is a fooV To such

confidence nothing but self-ignorance can give birth, or can

maintain it in being. It is palpable, whether in respect to

the power of enduring trials,—of hearing 'pros'perity,—of

using aright increasing loeaWi,—of resisting temptation,—
of discharging duty,—of maldng sacrifice to principle.—
Blessed is he who "walketh wisely

^^—who (as this stands

clearly in antithesis to the folly of self-reUance) walks in the

fear of God, and with believing dependence on Him.
Behold anew the man of selfishness (verse 27), and mark

well the description of him. He not only does not set him-

self to seek out objects for the exercise of his sympathy

and kindness,—but turns away from such as present them-

selves. He ^^hidetli his eyes^ He has no wish to see,

because the seeing might obhge him to give. He pretends

he cannot bear to see. He has a hundred excuses for not

attending to petitions, of which the answer must come from

his purse. Were words only wanted, he could keep both his

eyes and his mouth open enough. Mark too the result

—

"He shall have many a cursed

The sentiment of the closing verse is the same with that

of the twelfth
—"When the wicked rise, men hide them-

selves : but when they perish, the righteous increase." Do
seek the best interests of our country, by praying that our

beloved Queen herself may be under the influence of the

principles of true godliness, and preserved from the infection

of all that is anti-j)rotestant and anti-christian,—and that

wise and faithful counsellors may ever be round her throne,

men " fearing God and hating covetousness."
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PrOV. XXIX. 1—11.

" He, that being often reproved, liardeneth liis neck, shall suddenly be de-

stroyed, and that without remedy. When the righteous are in authority, the

people rejoice: but when the wicked beareth rule, the people mourn. Whoso
loveth wisdom rejoiceth his father: but he that keepeth company with harlots

spendeth his substance. The king by judgment establisheth the land: but he

that receiveth gifts overthroweth it. A man that flattereth his neighbour

spreadeth a net for his feet. In the transgression of an evil man there is a

snare: but the righteous doth sing and rejoice. The righteous considereth the

cause of the poor: but the wicked regardeth not to know it. Scornful men
bring a city into a snare: but wise men turn away wrath. If a wise man con-

tendeth with a foolish man, whether he rage or laugh, there is no rest. The
blood-thirsty hate the upright: but the just seek his soul. A fool uttereth all

his mind : but a wise man keepeth it in till afterwards."

The opening verse is one of many solemn admonitions in the

divine word wliich require more of impression than of illus-

tration. Is there an individual, who has been counselled

and warned by parental authority and affection, expostulat-

ing, entreating, encouraging, correcting, rebuldng;—who has

heard many a kind admonition from the friends of his youth,

and from the ministers of God's word ;—who has been visited

and alarmed by the corrective afflictions of divine provi-

dence, and at once wooed by mercies and awed by judgments,
—but who still " goes on in his trespasses,"—in his wicked,

worldly, careless, ungodly course?— let such a one hsten

now to this solemn and emphatic declaration—" He that be-

ing often reproved, liardeneth his neck, shall suddenly he de-

stroyed, and that ivithout remedy."

WUt thou "harden thy neck," scorner? Wilt thou refuse
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to bend to the yoke of divine authority? "Wilt thou resist

divine commands and divine invitations? "Despisest thou

the riches of his goodness and forbearance and long-suffering

;

not knowing that the goodness of God leadeth thee to repen-

tance?" How unutterable the malignant baseness of the in-

gratitude which the too faithful representation of Solomon

elsewhere implies
—

" Because sentence against an evil work
is not executed speedily, therefore the heart of the sons of

men is fully set in them to do evil!" EecoUect

—

there is

a limit. You have not resolved for the future that you mil
ahvays "harden your neck,"—that you never will give a

serious thought to the interests of your better part and your

better being;—but you flatter yourselves that it is tiine

enough—that you will take it to heart by and by. Yet every

day and every hour, you are becoming more callous. Every

repetition of your refusal is settling you the more firmly in

your habits of careless and worldly inconsideration. It is

more than probable that some of you may recollect a time

when you thought more and felt more than you do now ; and,

yet, in spite of this experience, you cherish the delusive idea

that the tendency will be reversed, and that, instead of the

same progress bringing you to think and feel still less than

you do now, there will be a reaction, and that you will soften

yourselves to reflection when you have got a httle harder

—

when the indurating effects of sin and the world have

steeled your hearts more thoroughly against the influence

of what is good!—May not God in the end, after such

a course, and as its merited reward, give you up to your

own hearts' lusts ? May not He justly say of you—" Let

them alone?"—May He not, in righteous retribution, leave

you to a reprobate mind? Since you have "hated truth,"

may He not suffer you to be the " dupes of lies ? " and having

wilfully turned away from Him and from His invitations,

may He not allow "delusions strong as hell to bind you

fast?" and let you sink to the grave and to perdition, "mth
a lie in your right hand ? " And then—when the " sudden

destruction cometh upon you"— appalUng thought! it is

"without remedy!" Then warnings, reproofs, invitations,
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entreaties, will be for ever at an end ; and nothing will re-

main but the unavailing anguish of regretted opportunities,

that can never return.

The lesson of the following verse is for youth. How soli-

citous the wise man is for their wellbeing,—for their preser-

vation from all the snares of evil ! How often to impress his

lessons and admonitions, he repeats them.* In the latter

clause of this verse, the phrase in the original is
—

" he that

feedeth or feasteth harlots." The rake—the dissolute aban-

doned spendthrift is meant, who, like the prodigal son in the

parable, "wastes his father's substance with riotous living"—"devours his living with harlots." But ah! my young

friends,—is the "spending of substance" all the father's

grief? All!—it hardly comes into the estimate in compari-

son. No : it is not the loss of the substance, but the loss

of the son, that rends with agony the godl}'' parent's heart.

From the antithesis in the fourth verse between ^'judgment"

and the ^^ receiving of gifts"—or the taking of bribes, it is ob-

vious that by judgment is to be understood the exercise of

the judicial function, and of the entire function of govern-

ment, in the spirit and on the principles of stern unbending

equity and impartiality, as opposed to venahty, corruption,

selfish partiality and respect of persons :—and we haA^e af-

firmed anew the benefit to a country of the one, and the

ruinous consequences of the other :
—

" The king by judgment

establisheth the land : but he that receiveth gifts overthrow-

eth it."

The topic of the next verse is another to which we have

found Solomon making repeated and pointed reference
—

" A
man that flattereth his neighbour spreadeth a net for his

feet."t Spreading a net for the feet of another—laying

snares and traps for him, is what no man ever thinks of doing

but for some purpose of mischief And such is the evil of

flattery. It is a snare spread for the feet. And it is often

spread very dexterously. The experienced flatterer knows

* Couip. chap, xxiii. 24, 25; xxviii. 7,

f See cliap. xxvi. 23—28.

19
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well what will take test with different characters. You have

heard possibly of the man who tried every thing he could

possibly thiiik of, but mthout success ; and who iinished the

whole of his insinuating addi^ess by telhng the object of his

adulation, and whom it was his interest and liis aim to win,

—that he was the first he had met with in all his experience,

who was %)roof against flattery. This was the very flattery

that gained the day :—and all that had gone before was only

an artful prej)aration for this. Be jealous then of flatterers,

and jealous of yourselves. There is no flattery of which it

can be truly said that it is harmless. In the verse before us,

Solomon does not refer solely to tJie intention of the flat-

terer; he refers also to the tendency of the flattery. The
latter may be far from harmless, even although, to a great

degree, the former may. Injury may be done, and many a

time is done, when no harm is meant to the party, and when
there is no interest of our own to serve. And there is no

httle guilt on the part of those, who, seeing vanity to be a

man's failing, set themselves of purjDose to feed it,—pouring

into the ear, merely in the way of an amusing experiment,

every description of fulsome adulation, trying how much, and

in what variety, it will be taken in. The experiment is a

cruel one. But it has another and a more direct ingredient

of evil

—

falsehood. You cannot flatter thus without lying

:

—and it is much to be feared, there is no small amount of

falsehood uttered in this way, of the tiu-pitude of which they

who are chargeable with it never think.

Verse 6. " In the transgression of an evil man there is a

snare : but the righteous doth sing and rejoice." In the for-

mer part of this verse, the expression is general; and the

question naturally suggests itself
—"A snare to ivhom ? to him-

self, to others, or to hothV—I should answer the last; there

being no restriction in the words, there is neither necessity

nor warrant for making one. Often is the designing villain

ensnared by his own devices—by his own schemes of wick-

B'lness. His foot is taken in his own net :—the trap which

he had set for another catches and maims himself Then the

latter part of the verse is realized. The righteous praise God
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with songs of rejoicing;—thanking Him mth gladdened

hearts for their dehverance and safety, and for His righteous

judgments on those who had unrighteously, without any de-

sert of theirs, been plotting mischief against them. But
the words are equally aj)plicable to the tendency of sin,—of

sin of every kind,—to the delusion and destruction of him
who commits it. Scripture sjDeaks of "the cleceitfulness

of sin:" and who is there that has not known and that has

not felt it?—In the idea of a s?iare we have the conception

of something concealed,— of a danger that does 7iot ajo-

pear, and into which a man may fall before he is aware.

Thus it is with the sinner who goes on in his trespasses,

who persists in his course of wayward rebellion. The evil

does not immediately follow the commission of the sin to

which he is tempted. " Sentence against his evil work is not

executed speedily." He finds himself, after the perpetration

of it, as he was before. I^o judgment overtakes him. Con-
science speaks ; but he feels himself safe, and he succeeds in

silencing it. He is encouraged to repeat the sin; and with

less and less of remorse. The remonstrances of the inward

monitor becoming less and less distinct, he adds iniquity to

iniquity,—still enticed onwards and onwards in the way of

evil. jSTow, in all this there is " a snare,'' a j)erilous and
fatal snare. He is lured on to a ruinous end. He falls into

it at last, and perishes.*

The antithesis is remarkable :
—

" But the righteous doth

sing and rejoiced He has joy in the inward " testimony of

his conscience." He has joy in the God of his sah^ation.

He has joy in the good hope of the gospel;—"a hope that

maketh not ashamed," because, in the way of faith and obe-

dience, " the love of God is shed abroad in his heart by the

Holy Spirit." And this state of spirit in which he "re-

joices with joy and singing," he possesses in the midst of

all the privations, trials, and sorrows of the present hfe,—In
this joy there is no " snare,"—no snare in the path in which

* See for this general lesson of the sinner's danger—chap, v. 21

—

23. And for the same general lesson, in connexion with the more par-
ticular and special one—chap. xi. 5, 6; xii. 13.

III. T
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it is experienced. There is nothing deceitful, nothing be-

wildering, nothing disappointing in the ways of God, and

truth, and holiness. Ways of jyresent happiness, they end,

not in disappointment, and shame, and ruin, but in " fulness

of joy and pleasures for evermore."

Verse 7. " The righteous considereth the cause of the

poor : but the wicked regardeth not to know it."—When the

Apostle Paul is speaking of his being acknowledged as a fel-

low-worker by " James, Cej^has, and John," and of his getting

from them " the right hand of fellowship," that while they

went to " the circumcision, he should go to the Gentiles,"

the particular stipulation which he mentions is a very re-

markable one :
—

" Only they would tliat ice should remember

the %)Oorr There is nothing in which, both in spirit and

letter, there is a more perfect harmony between the Old and

New Testament Scrii^tures, than the regard of God to the

poor, and the injunctions of a special regard to them on

the part of His people.

As it is not the case of the jDOor, in a general way, that is

here mentioned, but "the cause of the poor,"—we may con-

sider the verse as bearing more especially on the duty of

magistrates and judges—of persons occupying situations of

authority and influence as far as possible to protect their

interests. In this A'iew Ave may take, in connexion with it,

verse fourteenth—-"The king who faithfully judgeth the poor"

—who protects his rights and avenges his wrongs, even when
these rights have been invaded and these Avrongs perpetrated

by the aristocracy of his land, by the nobles that surround his

throne, and whose fjxvour it might seem most natural for him
to court and most available for him to secure,—the king who
thus, in judgment and in his general administration, shows

the impartiality of uncompromising and incorruptible prin-

ciple
—

" his throne shall be established for ever." He settles

it on a secure basis,—in the affections of the masses of the

people, and in the respect, admiration, and awe of the

nobility themselves. They cannot but approve and ad-

mire even what they may not personally like. And more-

over, if his poor subjects that are thus protected and
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vindicated hj him are of the number of the godly,—how
much may he owe of the stabihty of his throne and the pros-

perity of his government, to the prayers of these lowly and
despised ones, who, how overlooked and neglected soever by
men, have the ear of the Supreme Euler,—" have power with
God, and prevail I

"

Let it be especially observed from the terms of the seventh

verse, that disregard of the cause of the poor is part of the

character of the wicked ; and is itself wickedness :—v/liile the

considercdion of the cause of the poor is a part of the character

of " the righteous," and is itself a part of practical righteous-

ness. There is in the former an unprincipled setting aside of

the great rule of right between man and man,—a rule of

universal and indispensable obligation on " high and low, rich

and poor together "—the golden rule—the royal law ;—and
there is a defiance of all the express injunctions enforced by
the example of Jehovah himself.

Those described in the first clause of the following verse—
" The scornful "—are such as, in their conduct and their

measures, regard not the restraints of divine authority, hold
in contempt the idea of apprehension from an over-ruling Pro-
vidence, neither fearing its vengeance nor seeking its protec-

tion and blessing; despise counsel and advice; dash for-

ward with self-sufficient and self-confident recklessness; and
too often infect the people with the same sj^irit of ungodly
presumption. They " bring tlic cityI' that is the country at

large, (the metropolis or seat of government being taken as

the representative of the kingdom) " into a snare!' It is

not discovered till it is too late for the application of any
remedy;—and there is at once danger from human enemies,

and danger from the judicial displeasure of an offended God.
Thus, many a time, cbd the rulers bring Jerusalem " into a

snare"—involving the people mth themselves in divine visi-

tations."

* See Tsa. xxviii. 14—22 compared with Matt, xxvil. 20, with verses
39—43. And what was the consequence? Ans. Luke xxiii. 27—31
and xix. 41—44. Thus the rulers of Israel hrouglit the wrath uijou
the natioii by their couhscl and example.
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" The loise iclio turn away lorath^' are the men who are

humble and receive counsel, who " order their affairs " Avith

combined integrity and prudence,—with decision yet with cau-

tion; men who, under the inliuence of religious principle

themselves, diffuse that influence among others. They
" turn away wrath,"—the wrath of enemies by their dis-

creet measures uniting the honour of their country and its

security with the spirit of conciliation and peace and amity

;

—and the wrath of God by their counsels and by their

prayers. They rescue from " the snare." They prevent or

they avert danger. They propitiate and pacify, instead of

provoking. One of the very strongest modes in which Jeho-

vah declares to his ancient people His fixed determination to

punish them for their sins, is that which avers the unavailing-

ness of the intercessions even of such men as stood highest

in His fav^our for turning away His displeasure. They should

deliver tliemselves alone.*

Let us be thankful that we have an advocate with the

Fatlier, by whose intercession—(such is the Father s delight

in Him—such the unlimited influence of His mediation)

—

there is no amount of merited wrath that may not be tiu'ned

away. The influence or " power with God " of the very best of

men and greatest " saints of the Most High " that ever lived,

has still been limited. But to Christ there is nothing which

the Father will deny. If you come to Him in faith, and make

Him your friend, your cause with God will be saf(^ " Though

your sins be as scailet, they shall be as white as snow ; though

they be red as crimson, they shall be as wool." If you are

wise, you Avill take this way of " turning nicay wrath ;'' and

to this all who are " wise to win souls " will counsel you.

Every other counsel will leave you exposed to " the wrath of

God;" and it Avill "abide upon you"

Verse 9. " If a wise man contendeth with a fooHsh man,

whether he rage or laugh, there is no rest." This verse is

capable of different interpretations, according as we under-

stand the reference of the pronoun " lie " in the words

* SeeEzck. xiv. 13—30.
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Svhetlier he rage or laugh." This some highly respectable

commentators consider as referring to the " wise man;' and

as signifying the different methods he adopts, according to the

different tempers of the persons he has to deal with, for turning

them from their folly—" whether he be angry at them, or

endeavour by gentler means, to reason or laugh them out of

theii- folly." Witli all due deference, I am disposed to

differ, and to regard the words as referring to the ''foolish

man;' and as expressing the different ways in wliich he may

receive the reasonings, remonstrances, and persuasions of the

man of wisdom. The " fooUsh man " may, as in other cases,

mean the ungodly man, and the "wise man" the man that

fears God. In which case the " contending " may refer to the

appeals and pleadings of the latter against the wicked prac-

tices of the former. He will sometimes receive them with

resentment and proud passion, and sometimes with scornful

laughter and bantering mirth. In either case, " there is no

rest:' There is no satisfactory result; and "the wise man^

is in dano-er of being thrown off his own guard, and losing his

temper, ^nd exposing himself; which will only increase the

turbulence,—either the rage or the mirth, of the fool.

But " contending with a foohsh man " may signify enter-

ino- into discussion—disputing some point with him. A
wi°se man should rather shun engaging with such a disputant

—especially where the want of principle is associated with

weak capacity. The latter may often be foimd abundantly

fond of disputation—eager to get into an argument. But

there is no comfort or satisfaction in it, no end to it, and

no o-ood from it. In all discussion, the one object of the

" wise man" is truth. He will not think of " contending

for anvthing else. But the "foolish man" cares not for this.

He is confident he has truth already. He mshes nothing but

a dispute. He is, in liis self-sufficiency, eager to shoiv o^—to

display his powers—powers hidden from all but himself; and

is therefore ever ready and eager to enter the hsts. There are

the two ways here mentioned, in the one or the other of which

such a man may receive and encounter you;—mth violent

anc^er or ^^ith contemptuous laughter. The anger may arise
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from one or other of two causes,

—

your not at once admitting

the force and conchisiveness of his arguments, or his finding

himself puzzled and pinched by the force of yours ;—while the

laugliter (which may be the very cover of felt tliough not

confessed perplexity,) at your alleged silliness and blindness,

in reasoning so weakly yourself, and not seeing what is so

very plain,—the laughter of self-complacency and self-conse-

quence. It is not easy to say which of the two is the more

provoking; whether he blusters and storms and fumes with

passion,—or whether lie laughs and scouts, and turns to ban-

ter and ridicule all you say,
—

" tliei'e is no rest" The wise

man's object is, to bring matters to a 2^0hit; to leave discus-

sion, when enough has been said, and to rest in the convic-

tion of truth. But he cannot get to this. There is no

silencing a fool There is no end to either his heated

and impetuous or to his scornful and laughing talk.

Whether you answer him, or answer him not, he will, in

either case, "rage" the more, or "laugh" the more. Xothing can

be made of him. The wise man, having once entangled him-

self, may find it no easy matter to get out again \vith. com-

fort or with credit.

When you meet with a man who is very eager for a dis-

cussion,—keen-set upon it, and who A^dll not let you alone,

till he has forced you to it,—you may be pretty sure that

the object of that man is an argument,—an argument for the

argument's sake ; that he has the fondness of a fool for fight-

ing ; that of course his mind is already made up, and that he

only wishes to show liow he can beat you off; that it is the

battle he wants, and the victory,—not tlie truth, which he

has already taken for granted. He is likely to prove a fool,

—more /w^headed than cZear-headed ; in arguing with whom
you will beat the air. Better let him alone ;—unless you

wish an interminable altercation, with no rest wliile it con-

tinues,—and no resting-place at its close,—rather when it

ceases without coming to a close at all.

''But the just seek his soul"—is susceptible of two senses.

It may mean first, the just seek the life—the welfare, tem-

poral and eternal—of their persecutors—of their blood-
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t^iirsty Enemies, at whose hands they are siifi'ering—it may
Le, even unto deatli. Such was the case with David and

Saul; with Christ and his murderers; with Paul and his

unbeheving countrymen; with Stej)hen and those who
" gnashed upon him with their teeth," and cast liim out of

the city, and stoned him;—and with all the prophets, apos-

tles, and martyrs, in the bloody history of intolerance.

2. They may mean—and probably do mean—that the

upright, in opposition to the blood-thirsty by whom the

just is hated, "seek his soul,"—that is, the soul or life of the

object of the hatred—of the just or the upright. Of the

Lord himself it is said
—

" He loveth the righteous." And
in this all His people resemble Him. It is one of their char-

acteristic distinctions. They pray for the upright, and endea-

vour, by all means in their power, to preserve them from the

deadly machinations of their persecutors. The amount of love

required of God's people toicards God's people is that they

be ready to " lay down their lives for the brethren." And if

" for the brethren "—how much more for the Just One. We
should think of our lives as nothing, when the alternative is

the forfeiture of his love. Xicodemus and Joseph of Ari-

mathea set an example of this, when not only did the former

plead for Jesus during his life, when his enemies were exas-

perated against him and plotting his destruction,—but both

came forward, at the most perilous crisis of his history, and

avowed themselves on the side of the Crucified. And such is

the love which Jesus expressly demands towards himself.

Verse 11. "A fool uttereth all his mind : but a wise man
keepeth it in till afterwards."* It is obvious that this is

another instance in v/hich /b//// is to be understood of weak-

minded indiscretion : for the unprincipled are deep enough in

their counsels, and cautious enough in the communication

of them. Vrbile the " iclse man " chooses time, place, and

company, for what he says,—especially when it relates to

any matter that is important, or of which the beneficial

i:jsue depends on secresy and caution—the fool minds

* Comn. chap. xii. 23; xiv. 33; xv. 2.
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nothing of the kind. He thinks not of proprieties or

of consequences. He speaks out at all times, in all places,

and in all companies alike ;—no matter to him :—he must

speak ; and, while many a time he speaks without thinking,

it is a rare thing for him to think without speaking. If he

has nobody else to talk to, he will rather talk to himself

than be silent;—and in too many instances, it were well

were he confined to his own company ! For, whatever oc-

curs to him coming out, no matter when, where, or to whom,

there is incessant danger every time he opens his lips before

others. Be it yours ever to act, in this respect, the part of

the ivise. Guard well your tongue. With intelligence and

sound discretion, duly time your words, and duly tveigh them

;

and let all you do say be marked by calmness, temperance,

dignity, and truth.
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Prov. XXIX. 12—18.

" If a ruler hearken to lies, all liis servants are wicked. The poor and tlie

deceitful man meet together; the Lord lighteneth both their eyes. The king

that faithfully judgeth the poor, his throne shall be established for ever. The

rod and reproof give wisdom: but a child left to himself bringeth his mother to

shame. When the wicked are multiplied, transgression increaseth: but the

righteous shall see their fall. Correct thy son, and he shall give thee rest; yea,

lie shall give delight unto thy soul. Where there is no vision, the people perish:

but he that keepeth the law, happy is he."

It is natural, when we think of Solomon's own situation as

king of Israel, to expect to find some of his maxims of pro-

verbial wisdom bearing special reference to the character and

conduct of men in power. And so it is. Wlien, moreover,

we think of the wisdom with which, at the outset of his

reign, and at his ow^n earnest request, he was divinely en-

dowed, we as naturally anticipate a correspondence between

the maxims and the character. ISTor are we disappointed.

The maxims are not those of the selfishness of power,—not

those of arbitrary despotism or the sovereignty of royal will

;

nor are they those of an artful, intriguing, Machiavelian po-

licy. They are sound and liberal, and based on the great

principle of the public good being the ^nd of aU government,

—the principle that kings reign, not for themselves, but for

their people ; wdiile, in all their administration, they ought

to be swayed and regulated by the laws of an authority

higher than their own, by a regard to the will of God as

their rule, and the glory of God, to which aU else must ever
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be subordinate, as their supreme aim. But we must not

forget, tliat the Book of Proverbs forms part of the canon of

inspired Scripture; that it does not contain, therefore, the

mere dictates of human wisdom, how extraordinary soever

tliat wisdom was ; that " a greater than Solomon is here."

Verse 1 2. " If a ruler hearken to lies, all his servants are

wicked."—It becomes the interest of them aU to lie and to

deceive liim; and the competition will then be, who can

ply this Avretched trade most artfully and most effectually.

AYiien it is perceived that truth is not welcome, and that a

man gets nothing by straightforward honesty but a frown

and dismissal,
—

" all will be wicked," for all will be liars.

Flattery and slander become the staple of their communica-

tions to the ear of their master ; the latter to serve the pur-

poses of the former, and the former to make the latter go

down,—the good that is artfully spoken of himself opening

his ear to the more easy and credulous admission of the evil

that is said of others. The upriglit being incapable of yield-

ing to the general example, are made the victims of detrac-

tion and calumny, and are by this means either constrained

to withdraw, or are put away from before the throne, and

so leave it beset with wickedness,—the wickedness of flat-

tery, falsehood, treachery, and maUce. The jealousies of

the monarch are awakened,—^jealousies botli personal and

official, both as it respects himself and as it respects his

government; and there comes to be brought into 02)er-

ation that most accursed of all systems—the system of

esjnonage,—of spies and informers, plying all the arts of a

despicable and villanous deceit,—fastening themselves on

individuals, insinuating themselves into their confidence,

tempting them to famiUarity, and worming out their secrets;

artfully intruding themselves into the social circle, in every

class of society ;
" speaking lies in hypocrisy," so as to open

hearts and elicit discoveries, and lead on tlie simple even to

language stronger than they would ever think of using;

—

and all this for the purpose of pleasing and poisoning the

royal car, and ruining the objects of their mean and treach-

erous venality and villany. Sxich S2:)ics and informers have
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been justly designated " the pestilent vermin of a nation."

The monarch that has recourse to them deserves not to reign.

There is hardly a conceivable case in which the employment

of such a system can be vindicated.

The principle of the verse is quite capable of appli-

cation in other cases than that of the monarch. It is

true of masters. If a master "hearken to lies,"—keep-

ing an ear ever open to their admission,
—

" all Ms ser-

vants are wicked." They imbibe the spirit of falsehood,

and study the vile arts of flattery and mahce; thus the

conscientiously and sternly upright are kept or driven from

their domestic establishments. Let masters and mistresses

guard against those servants who discover a disposition to

ingratiate themselves into special favour by smooth words

and "fair speeches;" by great assurances of their own fidelity,

and sly insinuations against their fellow-servants. They are

cheats.—Parents too may take a lesson. Let them beware of

listening to the fawnings of artful childhood and youth; and

above all of giving any encouragement to tale-bearing. This

can seldom be practised Avithout lying ; and it is itself a

wicked and dishonourable thing. That there may be cases

in which it becomes the duty of one child to reveal the

words and doings of another I am far from denying. But

the spirit and manner which distinguish the child that dis-

covers what conscience ^Yi\\ not allow it to keep secret, for

the sake of the brother or sister, as Avell as of father and

mother, and that does so by constraint and of necessity, are

widely different from those of the cunning, selfish tell-tale.

"Would you, parents, have yoiu? children simple-hearted, hon-

ourable, generous, and noble-minded 1—frown from you every

approach to the coaxing and insinuating mahce of tale-bear-

ing, and cherish amongst your children the mutual open con-

fidence of affection and truth,—teaching all to be the guar-

dians of each other's character and honour, to love one

another, and to be eager to tell of each other the tale of good

rather than of evil.

Verse 13. "The poor and the deceitful man meet toge-

ther; the Lord lighteneth both their eyes."—There is a sen-
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timent in a former chapter "' analogous to the one in tliis

verse, but by no means the same :
—

" The rich and the poor

meet together; the Lord is the maker of them all." The

Avoid in this verse translated ^^ the deceitful mem" is used

nowhere else in Scripture. Some understand it of the cre-

ditor, and some of the ^isurer. The latter is probably near

the truth :—the man who takes advantage of the necessities

of the poor to exercise extortion,—to exact from them,—to

" grind their faces." The two " meet together,''—in the in-

tercourse of life, and in the transactions of business :—the

one in need, the other taking advantage of the need.

The case was provided against by the Mosaic law;t and

the conduct enjoined by that law is enforced by the consi-

deration in the verse before us :
—

" Tlie Lord lighteneth hath

their eyesr There are instances in which the enlightening

of the eyes has reference to the mind—to the understanding

—and is to be interpreted accordingly, as signifying the im-

parting of discernment—the giving of knowledge, or the

capacity to receive it. But such does not seem to be the

sense here. It appears to mean no more than that the Lord

sustains the life of both, and at the same time is the giver of

all that cheers it, according to a very common and natural

sense of the word light. \ In all our ordinary phraseology

regarding life and death, there is frecj^uent refercTice to the

"eyes.'' The dimming and darkening of the eyes is one of

the indications of life being on the wane, and a very re-

markable feature in the dying scene. We speak of the shades

of death coming over the eyes; of the fixing and glazing of

the eyes, in that solemn hour; and of their being closed in

death. The sentiment, then, I conceive, is—that "the poor

and the usurer" have aUke every moment's existence and

every moment's enjopnent from God. " In Him," alike, they

both " live and move and have their being."

The next question of course is—What is the lesson that

is thus taught? The answer is

—

1. There is a motive or inducement to the poor, to put

* See cliap. xxii. 2. f See Exoil. xxii. 25, 2G.

X Compare Psalm xiii. 3: 1 Sam. xiv. 27.
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their trust in Him wlio is " the God of their Hfe and the

length of their days." He has, in His providence, assigned

them an humble lot. But they liaA^e their life from Him

;

and their times are in His hand. The life He has giA'^en He
does not overlook. He marks and sustains it.

2. There is also a lesson to the usurious and unfeeling

oppressor of the poor,—a motive to him to consider what

he is doing. The poor whom he is thus using—so selfishly

and so cruelly, is the creature of the same God with himself,

and is sustained moment after moment by the same power

and goodness. There is some thing very shocking in the

thought of rendering that Hfe miserable which the blessed

God has given, and which He is every instant maintaining;

•—in the idea that the eyes which He is ever hghtening,

a fellow-creature should be dimming with the tears of bitter-

ness. "While God is giving to the poor " the light of life,"

it surely becomes us, instead of quenching that light and

inaking that hfe wretched, to do what lies in our power to

make the possession of it worth retaining,—to supply their

need, and to comfort their hearts.

Verse fourteentli was noticed with verse second.—And
having formerly,* and more than once, touched on the

subject of early education, and especially, as a part of it,

necessary and salutary correction, explaining its principles,

and giving directions for its practice, I do not now again enter

into the subject, which is afresh brought before us in verses

fifteenth and seventeenth—"The rod and reproof give wisdom

:

but a child left to himself bringeth his mother to shame.

Correct thy son, and he shall give thee rest; yea, he shall

give delight unto thy soul."

Verse IG. "When the wicked are multiplied, transgres-

sion increaseth : but the righteous shall see their fall."

—

The former part of this verse seems almost like a truism.

The multiiolication of the tvicJced, and the increase of trans-

gression, are next to one and the game thing:—the former

being the increase of the agents of evil, and the latter of the

* See cLap. xxii. 15; xxiii. 13, 14.
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evil done. They are different; but tliey are inseparable; tlio

one necessaril}^ includes the other. The meaning may be,

that wicked men encourage and embolden one another in

iniquit}^; and that, by this means, the corruption spreads.

Or,—as in the second verse of the chapter, the same Avord

bere rendered "are multi2Med'' is translated "are in autho-

rity''—the reference is, in all probability, to the influence

of wicked rulers in promoting the increase of wickedness

in the community; which requires not either illustration or

proof—"But the righteous shall see their faliy^—Their

fall, that is, from poicer and authority. It is uot the final

fall—the x>erdiiion of the wicked, that is intended. In that

the righteous have no ^pleasure. Herein they resemble God;
—are of one mind and heart with Him. He says, and con-

firms it by his oath—"As I live, saith the Lord, I have no
pleasure in the death of tlie wicked." In the execution of

the sentence against them, God glorifies himself; and the

righteous solemnly acquiesce,—acknowledging and celebrat-

ing the justice of the divine administration:—"Even so,

Lord God, Almighty, for true and righteous are thy judg-

ments!" But pleasure in witnessing the execution of the

sentence, we cannot, we must not, for a moment, imagine

them to have.

In this s})irit, then—the spirit of compassionate appre-

hension and fear, we would, with all earnestness, warn and
entreat the ungodly. We would beseech "the wicked to

forsake his way, and the unrighteous man his thoughts, and
to turn unto the Lord who will have mercy upon him, and
to our God, for he vrill abundantly pardon."

Verse 1 8. " Where there is no vision the people perish

:

but he that keepeth the law, happy is he." By " vision " is

to be understood divine communication. Such communica-
tions, indeed, were imjDarted in different ways—"at sundry
times and in divers manners ;

" but it is clear that the word
"vision'' here is to be taken comprehensively of them allt

* Comp. Psal. xxxvii. 34— 36; Psal. xci. 8.

f Comp. 1 Sam, iii. 1. Things are estimated in value according to
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In the absence of such communications, " the people per-

ish" The word thus rendered has been variously under-

stood. By one eminent critic it is translated

—

"ivill apos-

tatizer By others it is rendered "are made nal-ecl^'—
in the sense in which, on the occasion of the golden calf,

Aaron is said to have "made the people naked to theu'

shame." By others still

—

"are dispersed^'—as our Lord is

said to have "had compassion on the multitude, because they

were faint and were scattered abroad as sheep having no

shepherd." The sp)irit of the passage remains unaffected.

The words do not of course imply that wherever there is

"vision,"—that wherever divine revelation is enjoyed,—it has

its proper effect on those who enjoy it. Alas ! no. We
might refer for striking and melancholy evidence of the

contrary to the state of the world in the time of Enoch

before the flood, and of JSToah immediately after it ; to the

character of the JcT^dsh people under the judges and the

prophets ; to the character of the same infatuated people in

the days of Christ and his apostles; to the hardened un-

belief and wickedness of those cities that saw the Saviour's

mighty works and repented not; and to the condition, in

regard to rehgion and morals, of the great masses of the

population in countries, such as our own, in which the clearest

light of revelation shines, and has long shone.

But in one view all this is only confirmatory of the truth

of the verse before us. It demonstrates and impresses the

necessity of divine revelation; the need in which men uni-

versally stand of it; seeing even tuith it—even where it ex-

erts all its restraining power,—men continue in their state of

apostacy and rebellion.

Strictly speaking, the entire race should be regarded as in

a state of apostacy,—apostacy from the revelation of God
originally given to man in innocence; as the God of nature,

and subsequently to his fall, as the God of salvation. The
apostacy has continued with regard to the vast majority

their rarity or scarceness; and tlie woi'di jpredaus in this passage is of

similar import with scarce or rare.
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until the present clay. There is "vision;" yet the people

"perish." Jehovah sent his word to Israel. And what was
the result ? 'Wlial was the manifestation of the character of

human nature thence jDroduced? Did not they show, in the

midst of " vision,"—when enjoying privileges and means of

knowledge and goodness such as had been bestowed on no

other jDeople,—an incessant tendency to depart from God ?—to

leave their own Jehovah for " the gods of the heathen that

were round about them?"—to prefer human folly to divine

wisdom,—the darkness of error to the Hght of truth 1 Yes :

and of this propensity the false prophets were ever availing

themselves, while the true were ever lamenting over it, and

expostulating mth it. But bad as tilings were, amid " line

upon hne and precept upon precept," how much worse would
they liaA^e been, had the peoj^le been left with ^' no vision!''

The rise of distinguished prophets often wrought for the time

a wonderful change. Thus in the days when Elijah appeared,

—the state of religion was very low. Elijah himself thought

he was left alone as a worshipper of Jehovah. And, although

in this he was mistaken, what were even the seven thousand

of Jehovah's reserve compared with the millions of Israeli

Elijah was the instrument of giving an effectual check to pre-

vailing ungodliness, and of "turning their hearts back again"

from Baal to the Lord their God. And similar was the effect on

other occasions. The "vision" threw a hght on the deepening

gloom—the prophet, with divine authority and evidence, im-

parting and impressing his messages from Jehovah.

The Bible, and faithful teachers of its divine discoveries,

are one of God's greatest blessings to the world. It has not

unfrequently happened, in regions where the gospel has for a

time flourished, and wrought its pleasing wonders in "turning

men from darkness to light, and from the power of Satan

unto God," and in building up believers in their holy faith,

and manifesting its salutary influence in the prevailing

practice of what is "true honest, piu-e, lovely, and of good

report,"— the rise and succession of a series of careless

and unfaithful ministers, has completely altered the moral

and spiritual aspect of the place; from life and vigour and
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fruitfuln6ss, to deadness and desolation, to kikewarniness,

declension, and apostacy. "What a blessing to such a region,

when, in the providence of the Church's exalted Head, there

comes a change of the opposite kind; when active, faithful,

affectionate, and prayerful teachers start up amid the waste,

and pitying the miserable destitution of the inhabitants,

"preach the word, and are instant in season and out of

season!"—They effect a revival; and, instead of "the people

perishing," souls are converted and saved; and "the desert

rejoices and blossoms as the rose." The increase of "vision,"

and the circulation of divine instruction works a change on

which the eye of every good man,—every child of God, rests

Antli a grateful delight.

Forget not the second part of the verse :
—

" But he that

keepeth the law, happy is he." The words imply our having

the law. If you liave the law, and do not keep it, you ex-

pose yourselves to a heavier sentence of condemnation, than

if you had it not. It will be emphatically for the worse to

you, and not for the better, if you are found possessors only

and not improvers of privilege,

—

hearers of the word, and

not doers.

111.
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Prov. XXIX. 19—27.

" A servant will not be corrected by words ; for though he understand he

will not answer. Seest thou a man that is hasty in liis words? there is more

hope of a fool than of him. He that delicately briiigeth up his servant from

a child, shall have him become his son at length. An angry man stirreth up

strife, and a furious man aboundeth in transgression. A man's pride shall bring

him low: but honour shall uphold the humble in spirit. Whoso is partner

with a thief hateth his own soul : he heareth cursing, and bewrayeth it not. The

fear of man bringeth a snare: but whoso putteth his trust in the Lord shall be

safe. Many seek the ruler's favour: but every man's judgment cometh from

the Lord. An unjust man is an abomination to the just; and he that is upright

in the way is an abomination to the wicked."

Verse 19. "A servant will not be coiTected bywords;

for thoiigli lie understand he will not answer." In inter-

preting proverbs, it is necessary to bear in mind, that from

their very nature, as concentrating in brief expression,

whether under a figure or in plain terms, some result of

general and long-continued observation and experience,—
they must always have some general meaning ; and our ob-

ject should be to find such a sense of the terms in which

they are exjDressed as admits of such a meaning. I^ow in

regard to this verse,—it would be rather hard on the class

of society referred to in it, to apply the maxim with any

thing approaching to universality;—as affirming that no

servant, or that very few servants, will yield obedience to

mere verbal orders, or be at all affected by verbal repri-

mands. On this account it is interpreted by some as ex-
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pressing only the character of "the slotliful, unprofitable,
and wicked servant." And thus it is in the Septuagint :

—

"«?^ ohstinate oy ijerverse servant ^Yi]\. not be corrected by-

words." But tliis, you will observe, converts the saying into
a mere truism—that an obstinate servant will hehave ohsti-

nately; a saying entirely destitute of the salt of a proverb.
-—]^ow, the difficulty is taken away by rendering the word,
instead of servant, slave. The general sentiment then ex-
pressed, is one which, judging from the principles of
human nature, all would expect to find true, and the
truth of which has the attestation of experience, wher-
ever slavery has prevailed.— I enter not into the ques-
tion of the abstract lawfulness of slavery—further than to
say that it can never, unless directly enjoined by God as a
punishment, be reduced to any thiiig like consistency with
the grand general rule of all rectitude between man and
man; and that not till a man can lay his hand on his
heart and say, in any given circumstances— "/ should
like to he a slave,'' can he be an honest advocate of
slavery, or a conscientious slaveholder. But domestic and
predial bondage was then, as it since has been, extensively
prevalent. And the words before us are expressive of the
natural tendency and effect of such bondage,—modified of
course according to the measure of absolute property in the
slave and power over him, prescribed by the laws of difi'erent

communities. That tendency is to reluctant and constrained
service. The service is not that of affection, but of fear. It
is not rendered with wilHng and cheerful activity, but solely
under the influence of the selfish dread of punishment. There
is a constant proneness to sullenness; for which, accordingly,
there ivas (I am glad to be able, even to any extent, to

speak in the past tense) an a^Dpropriate term in the voca-
bulary of our own colonial slave-owners, and slave-dealers

—

a proneness to the sulks. There is a backwardness to hear,
because there is no will to obey. It is otherwise when service
is rendered from attachment, and from felt interest in a
master's comfort and benefit, l^or does it at all follow, even
with regard to slaves, that the natural tendency of their con-
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dition may not be, to a great extent, counteracted by the

power of land and lenient treatment. Few in any situation,

even the most unfavourable to the cultivation and exercise

of the generous sensibilities, are entirely proof against the

influence of these :—but of all states the state of slavery

is the most prejudicial and destructive to the open and

generous feelings of the heart, and to the influence of gra-

titude and obligation.

The argument against slavery, indeed, is powerful, from its

tendency on both sides of the relation—that of the owner or

master as well as that of the slave. In regard to the latter,

it tends to the degradation, and prostrate depression to the

very dust, of all mental dignity and energy,—as well as to

produce resentment, and sullenness, and suspicious jealousy,

and reluctant and heartless subjection :—and in regard to

the former, its tendency is to engender and foster super-

ciHousness, pride, and passion, severity and cruelty, and an

unworthily light estimate of fellow-creatures,—brethren of

the same great family, destined to the same immortality,

subjects of the same sinfulness and guilt, and redeemed by

the same price to the enjoyment of the same inheritance

!

I need hardly remark that, to a certain extent, the same

tendencies pertain to the relative position of master and

servant, whether the latter be bond or free, and whether the

former be a purchasing proprietor or a joint possessor of the

same liberty. There are rtglits on either side : and Avliile

servants OAve to their earthly masters their time and all their

powers of active industry, and the application of these with

cheerful and hearty readiness,—it will be well for masters

and mistresses, on the other hand, to bear in mind that their

servants are j^artakers with themselves of all human feel-

ings and suscei:)tibilities ;—and that, if they judge of these

from their own experience, and from the principle of the

golden rule,— they will be at once sensible that, Avhile

necessarily maintaining their own place and expecting all

due obedience, the most effectual means, generally speaking,

of attaining their end, will be—their throwing into the man-

ner of issuing their commands, and exacting the required
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obedience, as mucli as possible of the spiiit and practice of

the law of kindness. And if they find tempers which even

kindness will not subdue,—into which their attempts are

vain to infuse the spirit of wilhng and cheerful activity,—

they will have the inward consciousness that the fault has

not been theirs.*

For the illustration of the sentiment of the foUowmg

verse—" Seest thou a man that is hasty in his words ^ there

is more hope of a fool than of him," the reader is referred to

chap. xxvi. 12.

Verse 21. "He that delicately bringeth up his servant

from a child, shall have him become his son at the length."

The reference in this verse seems to be to home-horn slaves—

-

slaves born in the house and brought up from childhood in

the family,—while, under this particular reference there is

conveyed a general principle—a maxim of wider application.

Observe 1. The conduct is luiiMnd. The child is sup-

posed to be still intended for a slave,—though, from what

cause soever of particular liking to it, it is " hrougU up de-

licately:' The training is unsuitable to the future station

:

it unfits him for it. Instead of being inured to subordina-

tion, and to the toils and hardships of a slave's life, he is

nurtured daintily, so as neither to be fit for them by habit,

by strength, nor by anticipation. Were the intention to

make him a freeman, and to let him be his own master, and

follow his own will, and make his own fortune in the

world, it would be well enough:-but to treat like a pet

child one who is destined to slave it for life, is, however

meant,' really crweZ.—And here the observation may be gen-

eralized. It applies to all cases in which persons are

brought up in a way that does not accord with the prospects

in life that are before them,—with the situations they are

destined, or are even in providence likely, to fill. ^\lien

they have been accustomed to a style of living quite above

what they have any reason to anticipate, they cannot,

^ For the ^^pirit in which the mutual duties of master and servant

should he fulfilled, see Eph. vi. 5-9; Col. iii. 22-25, with iv. 1.
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when the inferior prospects (to which they have never been

taught to look forward) come to be reahzed, feel comfortable

or happy. They are not in their element. Their habits

unfit them for their occupations; so that they are at home
in nothing ;—while they feel all the while the depressing in-

fluence of disappointed hojDes, and an unanticipated change

—a sinking from the position they were wont to sustain, and

the mode of living and of social intercourse they were ac-

customed to enjoy.—2. The conduct is imi:)rudent. Expec-

tations may be produced, which never can be gratified;

foolish they may be, yet still not without some foundation,

—expectations of being always treated as a member of the

family, as a child instead of a slave. Nay, such as are crafty

and insinuating in their address may, very naturally as

human nature goes, take advantage of the partial liking dis-

covered tov/ards them, to ingratiate themselves further and
further ; and on some occasion when they have succeeded in

making a specially favourable impression,—inducing the mas-

ter to look with a more kindly eye upon them than ordinary,

—may even by the arts of flattery and by sly insinuations

against the heir, prevail so far as to supplant the children,

and in part or in whole, dispossess them of their rightful

patrimony. The master of the one—the father of the other

—may do a thing in a moment of credulity and of jDassion,

which he cannot recall, and over which he niay grieve to the,

end of his days.

It is greatly conducive to the order and comfort of

society, when all have the good sense and the jDrinciple

to keep their respective places, Vv^ith mutual good-will and

cheerfulness. In the Scriptures, every thing said on the

duties of masters and servants, is full of equity, propriety,

and kindness. But the most righteous, honourable, and
afl'ectionate treatment of a servant, must not be considered as

implying such indulgence as would prove to the injury of

a child, or as would even unfit the servant for the sit-

uation which he or she is destined to fill, or is actually fill-

ing. There is not, in this, as in multitudes of similar cases,

any possibility of laying down rules of universal observance

;
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—SO miicli depends on diversity of disposition and tempers,

so that what would be projDer and safe with one \voiild be

wrong and hazardous with another. It is a most important

quahfication of a servant, on the one hand, to know Ms own
2:)lace, and from a sense of propriety and duty, cheerfully to

conform to it :—and on the other hand, nothing can be more
unamiable and unchristian on the part of masters and mis-

tresses than a haughty assumption of superiority, and a deter-

mination that a servant shall always be made to feel his situa-

tion. The duty is, so to mingle authority with gentleness, and
dignity with kind condescension, as that the authority shall be

promptly and cheerfully obeyed without being felt,—as that

the servant shall be at ease and happy, in the full confi-

dence that nothing equitable and reasonable will be wanting
on his master's part, and nothing unjust or unreasonable ex-

acted of him on his.—Christian servants, if they have good
common sense along with their Christian principles, will be-

ware of imagining that the equality of all in the church

—

the union of servant and master as fellow-disciples in the

communion of the house of God, obhterates the hues of de-

marcation between the different classes in civil society. They
will rather be anxious to show the contrary, especially in the

eyes of men of the world, to avoid bringing unnecessary re-

flection and reproach on the rehgion they profess. It may
be exceedingly painful to a Christian master to repress the

undue forwardness which may be dictated by a false concep-

tion on tliis subject, associated with a deficiency in strength

of mind;—w^hilst yet it may be indispensable:—only it

should be done, not with hauteur, but with monitory and
smiling kindness, or with sharpness of reprehension as vary-

ing tempers and circumstances may require. What says the

Apostle 1 " Let as many servants as are under the yoke count

their own masters worthy of all honour, that the name of

God and his doctrine be not blasphemed. And they that

have beheving masters, let them not despise them, because

they are brethren; but rather do them service, because they

are faitliful and beloved, partakers of the benefit. These
tilings teach and exhort," 1 Tim. vi. 1, 2.
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Verse 22. "An angry man stirreth up strife, and a furious

man aboundeth in transgression." Why does Solomon
dwell so often on the evil tendencies of the angry passions 1

For two reasons :—because they are so prone to excess ; and
because, not being in themselves directly and in every case

sinful, they are ever prone to find excuses for their excess in

their legitimacy. Many times have we found him adverting

to the subject: Chaps, x. 12; xv. 18; xvii. 19; xxvi. 21.

To these passages the reader is referred, and for the senti-

ment of the following verse, "A man's pride shall bring him
low: but honour shall uphold the humble in spirit," to

chaps. XV. 32; xviii. 12.

Verse 24. " Whoso is partner with a thief hateth his own
soul : he heareth cursing, and bewrayeth it not." " Hateth

his own soul," means in this, as in other instances,—acts to

the certain injury and ruin of his soul, as if he hated and
desired evil to it: he is his own enemy,—in fact, if not

in feeling.

The turpitude of theft, as a trespass against the principle

and the express precept of the divine law, is here assumed.

It requires no proof. The "part?ier" in any fraud is the

man who, although not himself actually engaged in the di-

rect perpetration of it, is -priyj to it, winks at it, secretly

countenances it, and profits by it. He is as bad as the doer.

He may screen his conscience under the pretext of his not

doing the deed ; but such a screen is a mere cobweb ; it will

not stand a breath. He may possibly be even worse. If

he flatters himself that he is getting the profit without the

sin, when he is coolly and deliberately allowing another to

damn his own soul,—taking no concern about that, provided

he get something by it,—he must indeed be under the power

of a " strong delusion," The receiver and resetter is at least

as guilty as the thief. I say at least ; for in one obvious re-

spect he is worse. His is a general trade, wliich gives en-

couragement to many tliieves, by holding out to them the

means of disposing of their stolen property and evading the

law. He is thus, in fact, a partaker in the guilt of all. One
thief cannot set up and maintain a resetter ; but one resetter
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may keep at their nefarious trade many thieves. Moreover,

when the thief swears falsdy,'^ the partner is tempted to al-

low the perjury to pass undetected, lest he should expose

himself as well as the thief; by wliich means he covers the

guilt of another doiihhj—in the theft and in the perjury.

JSTay, if he were summoned as a witness, he is tempted to

similar perjury himself, and so to bring additional guilt more

directly upon his own soul, and draw down upon himself the

Avrath of God. Thus, every kind and degree of participa-

tion in evil, and connivance at its perpetration, is a snare to

a man's soul. What, then, my brethren, is the general les-

son 1 It is
—" Have no fellowship with the unfruitful works

of darkness, but rather reprove them." " Finally, brethren,

whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things are honest,

whatsoever things are just, whatsoever things are pure, what-

soever things are lovely, whatsoever things are of good re-

port ; if there be any virtue, and if there be any praise, think

on these things," Phil. iv. 8.

Verse 25. " The fear of man bringeth a snare: but whoso

putteth liis trust in the Lord shall be safe." Here we have

— 1. A principle that leads to evil:—And 2. Another prin-

ciple that counteracts and corrects it.

1. " The fear of man hringeth a snared The cases are so

endlessly various in which this principle may be conceived

to operate, that it is almost impossible to make a selection.

I may notice a i^w. It "bringeth a snare" at the entrance

on a religious life, there being few things that have in them

a stronger withholding power tlian "the fear of man"—the

dread of the contempt and scorn of the w^orld, the alienation

and desertion of friends, and the possible injury to prospects

in life, thence arising. It "brings a snare" to believers

themselves, Vvdien it tempts them to slirink from owning

their Master, or from saying and doing what He commands

* From the language here used, the Author seems to regard "atr-s-

?n^" in this sense' as mGa.mu^ perjury. Others understand it of "the

curse pronounced (Lev. v. 1.) on him who conceals a fhefV^ " His

partner hears this curse;" he is brought under it, yet will not reveal

the thief.
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to be said or done; or wlien it tempts tliem to concealment,

to temporising, to evasion, to apostacy, to undue conformity

to the world. It "bringeth a snare" when Christians are

tempted to dissembling of their real sentiments, even by the

fear of one another, when they happen to differ. It " bring-

eth a snare," when ministers of the word, " stewards of the

mysteries of God," of whom it is required that they be " found

fiiithful," are tempted by the dread of offence, and censure

and unpopularity, of the displeasure of individuals or of the

multitude, to trim, to consult and conform to the likings and
inclinations of their hearers,—to " shun to declare any part

of the counsel of God"—or to "handle the word of God de-

ceitfully,"—silencing their consciences, it may be, by pleading

j)rudence, and blaming as deficient in this virtue such as are

more faithful than themselves. It " bringeth a snare " to public

men, in every department of civil hfe, when it tempts them
from apj)rehension either of displeasing superiors or inferiors,

to swerve from the straightforward course of truth, integrity,

and justice, and the public good. The cases indeed, both

more public and more private, in Avhich this "/ea?* of man^'

operates injuriously, are without number; cases, in which we
may be tempted by it to " do those things which we ought not

to do," and to " fail of doing those things which we ought to

do." It operates in great matters and in small ; in the high-

est and the lowest ranks of soci(^ty, and in all between. It is

ever suggesting the question—What will such a one think and
say?—Wliat will the world say?—instead of the one and
only question which ought to determine every act and every

word

—

What icill God scuj? Our business is, to do our pre-

scribed duty, and trust in Him ;—to fulfil the dictates of His

will in every situation, steadily, immoveably, v/ithout flinch-

ing, uninfluenced alike by the smiles and the frowns of men,

—

" fearing God, and knowing no other fear." This is safety, and
this alone. " Tliey that trust in the Lord shall be as mount
Zion, which cannot be removed, but abideth for ever," Psal.

cxxv. 1. Even if a man's firm fidehty should occasion him
present evil, yet is he safe in the hands of his covenant God.

liotliing shall ultimately injure liim. ! had this trust in
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God possessed its due power iu the hearts and over the con-

duct of God's people, the impartiality of the sacred Eecord
would not have had so many mournful cases to relate of de-

viations from the path of " simpHcity and godly sincerity." It

was "the fear of man" that tempted the father of the faithful,

and after him his son Isaac, to similar and rejDeated prevari-

cation and falsehood, in Egypt and in Gerar. It was " the

fear of man," in " Aaron the priest of the Lord," that made
the molten calf, even when the vision of the burning mount
should have impressed the fear of God. It was " the fear of

man" that stained the page of David's history with such de-

plorable instances of dupHcity and dissembling. It was
"the fear of man" that led Peter to deny Christ; and at

a later period to dissemble so unworthily as to draw down
upon liim the censure of his fellow-apostle. It was "the
fear of man" that made the friends and fellow-servants of
Paul, when he was brought to trial before l^ero, act with
such dastardly unkindness, as to give liim cause to say—" At
my llrst answer no man stood with me, but all men forsook me."
And to these might be added, many instances, fi'om the
sacred history, of the working of the same principle in char-

acters where we are less surprised and mortified to find it;

as in Saul, and Pilate, and others. Beware, then, of the
fear of man, and cherish the fear of God

!

Yerse 26. " Many seek the ruler's favour; but every man's
judgment cometh from the Lord." This may be considered
as the opposite temptation. We have had the fear of man

:

here is his favour. The temptation designed is—the love of
" the honour that cometh from men,"—the benefit to be ex-

pected from being in the good graces of those who have
much in their power. In both cases, let us well remember
the assurance :

—
" Evei-y man's judgment cometh from the

LorcU This may be understood as referring to the over-

ruling providence of God. Every man shall have what God
appoints to him. Men are in His hand. They are His
instruments, whether for evil or for good. Our fears and
our hopes are alike in His power,—to disappoint or to ful-

fil them.—Or it may mean that every man's final judgment
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cometli from tlie Lord,—the fixture of his everlasting state.

And surely there can be no motive more powerful than this

to beware of being swayed by either the favour or the fear
of man.

Verse 27. "An unjust man is an abomination to the just:

and he that is upright in the way is abomination to the

wicked." Assuredly the feeling meant by the same form of

expression in the two clauses of tliis verse, is ividehj different.

In the one case, it is the character alone that is "abomina-
tion." In the feelings of the just toward the unjust, there

is nothing of the nature of personal hostihty,—no wish of

evil,—no pleasure in his sufferings. It is all the contrary.

He pities, and he prays for him :—he does him good as he
has opportunity : he would fondly seek and save him. It

is otherwise with the unjust toward the just. The malig-

nant hatred of their goodness provokes exasperation against

their person. How illustrative of this remark is the con-

trast between the feeUngs of the murderers of Stephen
and the feelings of their suffering victim !—of the persecu-

tors and the persecuted!—the former "gnashing upon him
with their teeth," thirsting for and imbruing their hands in

his blood :—the latter, with his dying breath, pleading, like

his gracious Master, for their forgiveness! Theii' character

was an abomination to the holy martyr ; but not their per-

sons. But they made no such distinction. They hated the

principles and the character, and they hated and killed the

man.

As that first martyr felt, so ought ice to feel towards our

fellow-sinners, how bitter soever may be their thoughts of

us, or their feelings toward us. We own ourselves debtors

to the mercy of God in Christ ; and we cannot, we dare not,

glory over even the worst of men. We may loathe their

characters, but we pity and love themselves. We may hate

the sin, but we hate not the sinner. The blessed God
"hateth all the workers of iniquity." He hates them as

workers of iniquity. Eut in the midst of all His assurances

of abhorrence while they go on in sin. He still expostulates

and pleads with them in mercy.
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You think God's conmiands are hard. Xo; it is "the

way of transgressors that is hard." Where is the single

command of God's, that does not bear upon it the impress of

goodness as well as of holiness^ What is the siun of aU

that He commands you to do, or commands you to abstain

from ^ Does not the whole mean-" Forsake not thine m. n

mercies:"—destroy not thyself ^-consult thy first and best

interests? Is not all He says to you said with the Yiew ot

persuading you to escape from woe and to embrace happ^

ness'—What is His one command by the gospel— that je

beHeve in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ," but a com-

mand to accept salvation, and to be blessed for ever? Obey

it and live.
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Prov. XXX, 1— 6.

"The words of Agur the son of Jakeh, even the prophecy: the man spake

unto Ithiel, even unto Ithiel and Ucal, Surely I am more brutish than any man,
and have not tlie understandhig of a man. I neither learned wisdom, nor have

the knowledge of the holy. Who hath ascended up into heaven, or descended?

who hath gathered the wind in his fists? who hath bound the waters in a gar-

ment? who hath established all the ends of the earth? what is his name, and
what is his son's name, if thou canst tell ? Every word of God is pure : he is a.

shield unto them that put their trust in him. Add thou not unto his words, lest

he reprove thee, and thou be found a liar."

We have now finished what are pro^Derly tlie proverbs of

Solomon ; consisting, after the introductory part of the book,

—

of the proverbs selected by himself,—and those subsequently

copied out from his larger collection by the men of God in

the days of Hezekiah. What remains in the 30th and 31st

chapters, may be regarded as a kind of aijpendlx to the book

;

and in all probability was added by the same persons ; no
doubt under divine guidance.

The first verse may be considered as the title prefixed

by them to this small portion of inspired truth, which they

were thus directed to preserve from oblivion, and to insert in

the canon of holy writ. It is a small portion, consisting of no

more than this one chapter. And yet it is not smaller than

the words of Obadiah in the Old Testament, or the Epistle

of Jude in the JS"ew. The occasional sayings anel the in-

spired prophecies of others besides Agur are recorded in tlie

histories of the Bible, although not assigned, any more than
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his, a distinct and distinctly titled place in the Canon. The

apostle Jude, in his epistle, short as it is, has redeemed from

being forgotten and lost one of the earliest prophecies de-

livered in the history of oui- world,—the prophecy of

"Enoch, the seventh from Adam." Had the chapter before

us been separated from the book of Proverbs, and placed

alone, with the Title in the first verse prefixed to it, it would

have borne resemblance in length to one of the small books

referred to
—" The Vision of Obadiah."

Agur must have been well-known as a "man of God;''—
even although it may be doubted, as by some it has been,

whether he belonged to the number of those who were called

the " sons of the prophets,"—and who were trained in the

seminaries called the " schools of the prophets." The doubt

has been founded on what he says of himself in the third

y^.rse
—" I neither learned wisdom, nor have the knowledge

of the holy;" which has been interpreted as amounting to

much the same thing with the words of Amos—" I am not

a prophet, neither a prophet's son." How far this may be

correct and conclusive, I will not pretend to say. We know

nothing of Agur from Scripture history; and but little of

him here.

His "tvorch'' are called a "propliecijy It is, in the He-

brew, the term which, in some passages,* is translated

" burden.'" It occurs again in chap. xxxi. 1 :—and both

there and here it means a loeiglity and divinehj dictated

discourse or ivriting. This portion, then, of the sa^dngs of

^aur,—of what he delivered in the form of inspired instruc-

tions, has thus been, in divine providence, preserved, and,

with'the sanction of other inspired men, assigned a place in

the sacred Canon.

Some of the ancient fathers had a fancy that by Agur

was meant Solomon himself. But this could have no

foundation but the place in which the words are inserted

;

which is but slender evidence. They probably got their

place here, in consequence of the resemblance they bore to

* e. (J.
Isa. xiii. 1; xv. 1, raul Hah. i. 1.
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the contents in general of the book to which they arc ap-

pended.
" The man spake unto Ithiel, even unto Ithiel and TJcaL"

Some translations have it

—

touching, or concerninri, Ithiel and
Ileal :—hut it is much more likely that Itliiel and Ucal were

two of Agur's pupils.

Some have regarded the import of the names Ithiel

and Ucal, of which the one signifies God with me, and the

other the Mighty or the Mighty one,—not as names, hut as

expressing the nature of the prophecy or of its suhject. But
this seems a mere fancy,—both in itself, and in any attempt

to inake out the appropriateness of the terms as descriptive

of the lessons contained in the chapter. Almost all Hebrew
names were significant : and the common opinion, as in

many other cases, we take to be the true one,—that Ithiel

and Ucal, as already mentioned, Avere two of Agur's disciples

;

to whom he addressed his instructions, very jDrobably in an-

swer to inquiries from them. Only make the supposition

(not in itself surely an improbable one) that they had put to

him some questions on topics of a mysterious nature,—topics

surpassing the apprehension of the human intellect, and on

Avhich God had not been pleased to make any discoveries,

—some of the "deep things of God,"—the "secret things

which belong unto the Lord : "—make, I say, the supposition

;

and it imparts a propriety and emphasis to his words—those

especially Avith which he commences, peculiarly striking :

"^—

•

Verses 2, 3. " Sui-ely I am more brutish than any man,

and have not the understanding of a man. I neither learned

wisdom, nor have the knowledge of the holy."—This lan-

guage, observe, is not the language of another about Agur;

* Stuart, supported by several utlier able critics, gives a widely
different reuderiui of the first verse from that of cur Kngli.sh transla-

tion:—" Tlic zcords of Af)ui\ the son of her ivho teas ohei/ed in Massa.
Thus spahe tli- man: I have toiled for God; I have toiledfor God, and
have ceasedV This rendering does not involve "the change or omis-

sion" of even " a single consonant" of the Hebrew text, but only an
alteration of the Masoretic vowel points. If the reasons assigned for

it may not be regarded as conclusive, they seem at least to establish a

strong probability in its favour. IStuart's long and elaborate note is

worthy of perusal by those interested in such a critical question.
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but his OAvii words about himself: and we should be about
as near the truth were we to regard him as a man destitute
of ordinary understanding, and Httle if at all above the level
of the brutes, because he speaks thus of himself, as if we
were to regard the Apostle of the Gentiles as hardly hav-
ing about him as much of the character of a child of God
as to admit of his being looked upon as one, because he
calls himself " less than the least of all saints." In both
cases we have the language of strong feeUng—the feehng of
deep personal abasement and conscious deficiency. And such
language is never measured and precise; it is always very
strong,—always in hyperbole. Imagine Agur bringing the
powers of his mind to the trial, on some subject of mysterious
depth or sublime and incomprehensible vastness ; feeling his
incompetency to Mhom or to grasp it; sinking under the
weight of the difficulty, and the consciousness of his igno-
rance and weakness, when his intellect was put to such a
test ;—his breaking out, in terms of extravagance in express-
ing the feeling with which he was burdened, is in perfect har-
mony with nature. As Asaph, when, recovering from his
temptation, and made sensible of its extreme fooHshness, ex-
claims—" I was as a beast before thee

! "—so Agur, feehno-
the subjects under his consideration utterly above and beyond
him, seems to himself as if he had no understanding at all

:

and indeed it is neither impossible nor improbable, that, in
the humility of his spirit, he might think his ignorance and
incompetency to be owing, in part, to his deficiency in spir-
ituaUty of mind, and in becoming elevation of thought and
of aspiration after God;—sensible as he must have been
then, as we all are now, how much views of divine things
are often obscured, and rising alfections and earnest aspirings
after the great and the good,—after the knowledge of God
and of heavenly and eternal reahties,—are kept down by tlie

influence of the flesh and the world.

It is not unlikely that Ithiel and Ucal had shown a pro-
pensity to pry into the secrets of God,—to desire discoveries
which God had not been pleased to make,—and to urc^e their
desire with a vehemence and importunity, which, however
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natural, went beyond what was becoming. Their teacher

sets them an example,—an example of the humbleness of

mind which belongs to creatures of limited faculties, and de-

pendence on God for the knowledge of what was beyond

their own penetration. He expresses himself strongly, in

order to impress their minds the more deeply. And the

more they had been accustomed to look up to him as their

superior, with admiration and confidence, the more would

they be surprised and struck by the force of his expressions

of almost self annihilation, in regard to the subjects of their

inquiries,—respecting which he might have seen them (as

is too often the case with those whom experience has not

yet shown the limits of their faculties, and the humility which

the lesson inspires) too self-sufficient, and hard to satisfy

with anything short of the wished-for information. Agur
had become duly sensible how little it was that he possessed

of msdom and knowledge,—especially in what regarded the

highest of all the fields of human investigation,—the being,

the attributes, the counsels, tlie ways, of the Most High and

the Most Holy.

In the third verse, ^^ the Holy'''' is in the original a plural

word

—

the Holies, or the Holy Ones. It is the same as in

chap, ix. 10. The comparison of the two passages shows

clearly that it is a designation of Deity :—and the ^:)7z<?*aZ

nouns which are thus, in different ways and in different

instances, used in regard to Jehovah, are justly regarded

as having a reference in them to the j:)erso72aZ distinction in

the unity of the Godhead. And what if the nature of Deity,

in this and in other respects, was one of the very subjects of

the inquisitive speculation of these disciples of Agiu-?

It is as if he had said to them :
—

" You ascribe wisdom

and knowledge to your instructor :—you look up to him for

information, and for the solution of your difficulties, the un-

ravelling of your perplexities, the clearing of your darkness.

But you expect a great deal more from him than he is able

to communicate. I have thought of your questions ; I have

exhausted the powers of my mind upon them; and, what-

ever may be the effect of the avowal upon you,

—

\\0y7
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much soever it may possibly let down your teaclier in your

eyes,—the avowal must be made of my ignorance and in-

competency,—with a sense of which, deeper than ever, the

consideration of them has overwhelmed me!" Then, to

check their presumption,—to impress them Avith the reason-

ableness of being, on some subjects, satisfied in ignorance,

—

subjects manifestly beyond man's unassisted powers, and

beyond the boundary which divine revelation has prescribed

for itself,—subjects which God has not explained, and of

which, perhaps, no explanation that could be given would

be intelligible to the mental capacities of man,—subjects

relative to "the high and lofty One who inhabiteth eternity"

—who " dwelleth in the light which no man can approach

nnto"—"whom no man hath seen or can see,"—and whose
"wajs are high above out of our sight"—he adds:

—

Verse 4. "Wlio hath ascended up into heaven, or de-

scended? who hath gathered the wind in his lists'? who
hath bound the waters in a garment? who hath established

all the ends of the earth? what is his name, and what is his

son's name, if thou canst tell?"—Of these striking words

the general spirit appears to me to be the same with that

of Job xi. 7—9, 12; the subject of which is the incompre-

hensibihty of God, "We cannot scale the height, we cannot

fathom the depth, we cannot reach the length, we cannot

embrace the width, of the vast, the illimitable subject. Such
is the lesson of these words now before us :

—
" Who hath

ascended up into heaven?"—that is, to see the glories of the

Invisible,—^to learn the secrets of the world unknown,

—to read the books of providence, and grace, and judgment ]

And who hath ^^ descended?"—that is, to bring down and to

communicate the discoveries He has made? J^o man has

mounted to the third heavens, and explored their hidden

wonders,—and received a commission to carry back the

revelation of what he has seen and heard to the sons of

men—the children of earth. If such a man there be, "What
is his name, and what is his son's name, if thou canst tell?"

—who and where is he?—and who and where are they that

have the privilege and the honour of connexion with hin-i?
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What is liis name 1 Is lie on earth 1 Or, if he himself has

gone the way of all hving, what is his son's name? Point

out the descendants of the man whom God has thus supremely

distinguished. This is neither more nor less than a challenge

to find and to name one, either now existing, or in all pre-

ceding ages, who has had an intuitive and perfect acquaint-

ance with the mysteries of God's being, and the secrets of

God's mind :—and it imphes a strong admonition to humble-

mindedness,— to beware of presumption,—to be satisfied

with the amount of divine communications. Something fur-

ther than this, indeed, there is. The language clearly con-

veys the sentiment, that no one but a being who liimself

possesses the perfections, and exercises the powers, and per-

forms the works of God, can be capable of comprehending

God. This seems the intended import of the questions—
" Wlio hath gathered the wind in his fists 1 who hath bound
the waters in a garment? who hath established all the ends

of the earth?" Find me out the man who has done, or who
can do, these things ; and I will show you the man who is

competent to answer your questions,—to penetrate the

depths of God, and to give you full satisfaction. One thing

indeed might still be wanting. They might themselves re-

quire to have the same capacities and powers with the man
who made the communications, in order to their being able

to comprehend them. The plain import is

—

He iclio has

done, and continues to do, these things, is God himself,—and

by God himself alone can God he comprehended.

By some commentators these words have been understood

as containing " a prophetic intimation of Him who came

down from heaven to be our instructor and Saviour, and

then ascended into heaven to be our advocate; who, as one

with the Father, created and upholds all things; who was

known in some measure to the ancient church as Jehovah,

/ AM, and the only-begotten Son of God; and from whom
alone the knowledge of God can be obtained. The name of

the great Creator, as manifested tlii'ough his Son, appears to

be inquired after ; and who is that wise and happy man who

has obtained this knowledge?"
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Wliile it ought ever to be interesting to the behever's

mind to find his Lord in every passage of the Bible that will

justly bear to be interpreted of Him, yet, most assuredly,

the true way to honour the divine Author of the Bible, as I

have had more than once occasion to observe, is—^to endeav-

our to discover, in all cases, the precise meaning of every

portion of it,—to find wdiat was the design of the Holy

Spirit,—what the lesson which was intended by Him to be

conveyed. This should, in every case, be our sole and ear-

nest aim.

JSTow the view of this passage which has just been men-

tioned I cannot regard as at all the true one, for the follow-

ing reasons :

—

First, The form of question here imphes the idea of diffi-

culty or impossihilUij to tell either the name of him who

hath " gathered the winds in his fists, or bound the waters

in a garment, or established all the ends of the earth,"—or

" the name of his son." Now, considering the question as

relating to the actual Creator and Governor of the physical

universe and the elements and powers of nature, there could

exist no difficulty to tell wlio did the things specified,—to

tell the name of the almighty Maker and Superintendent of

all things.

Secondly, The question, " What is his name, or what is

his son's name?" applies, you observe, to the same person of

whom it is also asked, " Who hath ascended up into heaven,

or descended]" Now, if this be supposed to refer to Jesus,

the future Immanuel, then what are we to make of the ad-

ditional question, " Whcd is Ms son's name .?" And the ques-

tion, "Who hath ascended up into heaven, or descended]"

cannot apply (nor is it at all pretended that it does) to the

Father. Then—
Thirdly, According to the terms of the exposition quoted,

that there is a prophetic reference to Him who came down

from heaven to be our Instructor and Saviour, and then

ascended to heaven to be om- Advocate—the questions in the

passage ought to be inverted in their order, and should have

stood
—''Who hath descended from heaven, and ascendedT
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In the order in wliicli they stand, they do not seem suscep^

tible of any other sense than that which we have put npon
them :—namely this, " AVliere is the man,—^where are there

any traces of his existence? where is his son, that Vv^e may
find his genealogy?" "You make your inquiries at me, (as

if Agur had said,) but have / gathered the wind in my fists ?

have / bound up the waters in a garment 1 have I established

the ends of the earth? And before you can obtain satisfac-

tory information, you must find the man who has done all

this."

^Vhile I say these things in regard to the immediate and

proper sense of the passage, I am far from denying—I re-

joice in believing—that what is said in it is, in the fullest

amount of its meaning, true respecting Jesus of ]Srazareth—

•

" God manifest in the flesh." Yet even now, when we have

obtained, and happily enjoy, the full and clear revelation of

the mind and will of Jehovah;—in this gospel age, when
*'the darkness is past, and the true light shineth"—when,

though " no man hath seen God at any time, the only-begot-

ten Son, who is in the bosom of the Father, hath declared

him,"—when "God, who at sundry times, and in divers

manners, spake unto the fathers by the prophets, hath spoken

unto us by his Son : "—even now, are there no questions of

perplexing difiiculty to be asked?—is ever^^thing that was
before mysterious respecting God and the ways of God, noAV

plain and easily comprehensible? JSTo, verily. Many are

the inquiries which may yet be put, which the revelation of

God has not answered:—and even of what revelation has

made known, many are the explanations which may be de-

sired and sought, which He has not seen meet to give. Still

we stand in need of lessons of humihty; lessons of self-

diffidence; lessons of gi\atitude for what has been made
known to us, and of patient and submissive acquiescence in

that measure of knowledge, without prying into what God
has seen meet to withhold and to keep among the "secret

things wliich belong to Himself" It is ours to "receive

with meekness" what God has taught us, and not to attempt

making additions to His lessons,
—"intruding into those
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things wliicli we have not seen, vainly puffed up by our

fleshly minds." It is well, brethren, to have our minds

fully disciplined to this. And this, accordingly, is the lesson

pressed by Agur on each of his disciples, and through them

upon us.

Yerse 5. " Every word of God is pure : he is a shield unto

them that put their trust in him." " Every word of God is

purer Yes: how can it be otherwise? If it be asked re-

specting man, " Who can bring a clean tiling out of an un-

clean?" so may it be asked respecting God, " AYhat but what

is pure can come from untainted purity?" The same char-

acter is everywhere given of God's word."^ It " is pure," as

being truth without any mixture of error. It " is pure," as

being perfectly free of all deceitful pinyose—all its promises

faithful It "is pure," as having in every part of it a holy

influence. It "is pure" in its own nature, like the God
whose word it is; and "pure" in all the effects which arise

from it,—the characters which the faith of it produces being

counterparts to itself,—God's word making those who receive

it like Himself.

There is, perhaj)s, in the expression here a more immedi-

ate reference to the unmingled truth of God's word. This

suits the connexion with what follows :
—

" He is a shield

unto them that put their trust in him." Scepticism and

infidelity unsettle the mind. They leave it without confi-

dence and without security. The mind under their influence

is hke a vessel that has drifted from its moorings, and has

been left to drive out to sea, without rudder and without

anchor,—unmanned, and at the mercy of the winds and

waves and currents :—or, to keep nearer to the allusion in

the \ierse under comment, it is hke a soldier in the thick

and peril of the battle icithout a shield, in danger from every

arrow that flies, and every sword that- is raised against him.

They make their unhappy subject the sport and the victim

of every delusive theory and every temptation of Satan.

Hence such expressions as that of Paul to the Ephesians :

—

* Psalm xii. 6; xviii. 30; cx'x. 140: Rom. vii. 12.
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" Over all, taking tlie shield of faith, wherewith ye shall bo

able to quench all the fiery darts of the wicked," God is

the "shield" of all who trust in Him. And it is the trust,

—it is the fiYva faith in God,—that imparts the feeling of

security. So, what is here said of God himself is said of

'Kh truth OT faithfulness

:

—"His truth shall be thy shield

and hudderr God could not be "a shield," though His

power be almighty, unless He were faithful. It is His faith-

fulness that renders Him the object of trust. And when this

view of God's faithfulness is such as to impart perfect trust—
the spirit, calm and tranquil, feels as if it were under the

protection of an all-covering shield.*

The sixth verse contains a most solemn and important

caution :
—

" Add thou not unto his words, lest he reprove

thee, and thou be found a liar." "We take the word of God
as we have received it. What Paul says of the books of

the Old Testament, which formed the Jewish canon in his

day, may be applied to the whole Bible—"All scripture is

given by inspiration of God." We have the surest ground

for believing that the books of both Testaments have all on

sufficient authority had their place assigned them in the

sacred canon. The very circumstance of some of them hav-

ing been disputed, only shows the jealousy with which the

claims of each were scrutinized ere they were admitted.

And to the word of God in general, as well as to the book

of prophecy in which they immediately occur, may we truly

apply the language—language expressing only more fully

and pointedly still the lesson of this verse—" I testify unto

every man that heareth the words of the proj^hecy of this

book, If any man shall add unto these things, God shall add

unto him the plagues that are written in this book : and if

any man shall take away from the words of the book of this

prophecy, God shall take away his j^art out of the book of

life, and out of the holy city, and from the things which are

^v^itten in this book," Rev. xxii. 18, 19.

Of inspired men it was the sacred duty to deliver the

* Tlie figure is frequent:—Gen. xv. 1: Psalin Ixxxlv. 11 ; xei. 2, Sec.
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word of the Lord exactly as it was communicated to them,

—without addition, deduction, or alteration. The charge of

God was—" The prophet that hath a dream, let him tell a

dream; and he that hath my word, let him speak my word

faithfully. A¥hat is the chaff to the wheat? saitli the Lord,"

Jer. xxiii. 28. The maxim of the true prophets under the

old dispensation was—" As the Lord liveth, what the Lord

saith unto me, that will I speak." And what Micaiah and

others exemplified faithfully under the old economy, Paul

and his associates in the ministry exemplified under the new

:

—" For we are not as many, which corrupt the word of God

:

but as of sincerity, but as of God, in the sight of God speak

we in Christ." " Therefore seeing we have this ministry, as

we have received mercy, we faint not; but have renounced

the hidden things of dishonesty, not walking in craftiness,

nor handhng the word of God deceitfully; but by manifes-

tation of the truth commending ourselves to every man's

conscience in the sight of God," 2 Cor. ii. 17; iv. 1, 2.

Our duty, my brethren, is clear. It is to keep by the in-

spired RECORD ; to keep by it sacredly, implicitly, mth a holy

jealousy for its supreme, sole, and universal authority. As
Protestants, we disown all human infallibility ;—the authority

of all traditions,—of all the dicta of the Fathers,—of all the

decrees of councils, whether provincial or oecumenical. Our
motto is

—
" The Bible, and the Bible alone, is the reli-

gion OF Protestants." Let us see that we firmly cling to our

motto, and that we consistently and uniformly act upon it. It

is not merely when, like some enthusiasts, we pretend to receive,

ourselves, communications from the Spirit of God of equal au-

thority with his written word, or when we rely upon such com-

munications as are received by others,—that we are charge-

able with the guilt of " adding to his words." There are

other grounds on which this charge . may be found to lie

against us. We are thus guilty, when we make any part of

the written word itself express a sentiment different from, or

even beyond, that which God, by the Holy Spirit, intended

it to convey. Our exclusive inquiry should be—Wliat did

the divine Author of the Bible mean by this sentence, by
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this section, or even by tliis expression? AYlien we have
ascertained and expounded the meaning, we may then take

it up as a subject for more onLarged illustration and proof

from other parts of Scripture; ever bearing in mind that

while we are doing so, each portion of the Avord that is ad-

duced for illustration or evidence be treated precisely on the

same j)Tinciple,—no one of them being ever used beyond its

proper amount of meaning.

The same principle should make critics very cautious in

applying the principle of conjectural emendation—altering

words so as to express what they think must have been
the sense of the writer. This is extremely hazardous. There

is a strong temptation to introduce the application of the

principle, when by the alteration the passage is made to speak

a language that accords with their preconceived opinions.

And commentators and jDaraphrasts should be on their guard,

what phrases they use as synonymous with those of the writer

on whom they are commenting,—and equally upon their

guard in the use of siipijlements, for the making out and the

clearer expression of the sense. IMoreover, in every case in

wdiicli it can be made clearly to appear, that any word, or phrase,

or sentence, has been, under whatever circumstances, foisted

into the text in after times, and that it formed no part of the

original Aviiting,—the same j^i'inciple imperatively requires,

that we do not employ tliat word, or phrase, or sentence, or

paragraph, as possessing the authority of God;—and if it bo

of doubtful authenticity, the doubt must in justice be carried

forward to the inference we draw, and the conclusion to which
we are led by it. AYe ought to regard nothing as more
fearful, and more anxiously to be shunned, than making the

God of truth affirm wliat he did not mean to affirm, or deny

what he did not mean to deny : and so, in effect, to put the

seal of heaven to a forgery of our ovvu. And on all points

which are of a mysterious character, it becomes us to be very

diffident and cautious :—where the simple fact is stated,

and no explanation given, we nnist beware of attaching to

our own explanations the authority of the word of Go I.

By attempting to unf.dd the mode of the fact, where the fact
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alone is stated, we are in danger of "adding to God's word,"

and of being " found liars," and exposed to His just reproof

and punishment.

My brethren—if ever there was a time when a more tlian

ordinary strictness of attention to the principle in this verso

was demanded—it is the time in which we Myq. Let us see

that we not only in words assert and maintain it, but in all

our practice conscientiously and scrupulously exemplify it,

—

and press the example on the universal and undeviatiiig imi-

tation of our fellow- christians. Let Christians seek more, at

the same time, of a deep and humble sense of their own
ignorance, and of their natural perverseness ; their inaptitude

and slowness to learn the lessons of divine wisdom,—their

proneness to spiritual pride,—to the independence of thinking

for themselves, and of interpreting God's lessons in a sense

of their own,—to being dissatisfied with the measure of

divine communications, and adding thereto presumptuously

human speculations and inventions. Let us learn, in the

humble and docile s^^irit of children, to sit at the feet of our

gracious Instructor,—thankful for all that He gives us to know,

and never allowing what Ave do knoAv to be unsettled in our

minds by what we do not know\ Let us neither make the

God of truth a liar by disbelieving aught that He testifies,

nor expose ourselves to His reproof as liars by presuming to

add to His words what He has not testified. The prayer

which becomes us is that of the psalmist—" Open thou

mine eyes, that I may behold wondrous things out of thy

law."
—"Shew me thy ways, Lord; teach me thy paths.

Lead me in thy truth, and teach me : for thou art the God
of my salvation ; on thee do I wait all the day."

And let not any be startled at finding in the word of God
statements which are above their apprehension. H there are

mysteries in the loorls of God,—should we not expect to

find them in His icord?—if in nature, why not in revelation'?

—if in all that God has done, how much more in God Him-

self?—There is not a single department of His works of which

the investigation does not bring us to a stand,—to points

beyond which Ave are unable to penetrate. Were ever^-thing
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in that part of the divine administration which His word
unfolds perfectly level to every capacity, so as to suggest no
questions of perplexity, and to give no occasion for the ex-

clamation—" Such knowledge is too wonderful for me!"

—

there would be an incongruity between His word and His
works. And when we are lost among the works of God,

in every direction in which we can explore them, how spe-

cially unreasonable to suppose that in the divine nature itself

there should be nothing transcending our comprehension;

—

that we should be competent to search out God, when we are

unable to search out any one of His works !—that we should

be able to comprehend the mode of His subsistence, when we
are unable to understand our own,—unable to answer the

question What is life?—unable to explain the connection

between the soul and the body—their mutual influence upon
each other, and the power which, on the formation of any

volition, sets the energies of the physical frame to work for

its accomplishment. Let all, then, be diffident and humble
in regard to divine communications; and beware of that

spirit of lofty and independent speculation which makes light

of all that it is required to receive on dictation. Let the evi-

dences of revelation, by all means, be studied anei investi-

gated; and when the Bible has had its claims to divine

authority satisfactorily established, let the sole c[uestion be,

—

What saith the Scripture? The design of revelation is in-

finitely gracious
—

" to show unto men the way of salvation."

That is its o"wii peculiar lesson. If that is missed, all is

missed that is worth finding :—^for what is all else besides,

if it leaves you without salvation ]
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Pkov. XXX. 7—12.

"Two things have I required of thee; deny me them not before 1 die: remove

far from me vanity and lies
;
give me neither poverty nor riclies ; feed me with food

convenient for me: lest I be full, and deny thee, and say, Who is the Lord? or

lest I be poor, and steal, and take tlie name of my God in vain. Accuse not a

servant unto his master, lest he curse tliee, and thou be found guilty. There is a

generation that curseth their father, and doth not bless their mother. There is

a generation that are pure in their own eyes, and yet is not washed from their

tiltliiness."

In the first of these verses there is no form of address; but

there can be no doubt that we are to regard tlie words as a

'prayer to God

:

—to God as the God of j)^'ovidence—the su-

preme Disposer of all events,—that He would order everything,

in sovereign wisdom, agreeably to the spirit and design of the

supphant's prayer; and to God as the God of grace—that in

whatever situation He might be pleased, in His providence,

to place him, He would furnish him with all the sujDplies of

divine influence required to keep him from evil.

When, with regard to the different petitions of the prayer,

Agur says, " Deny me them not before I die,'' his words are,

obviously, not to be understood as meaning that he would be
satisfied if, at any time before he closed his earthly life, the

tilings he asks for were granted. The petitions are not of

a description to admit of any such interpretation. He
could never consider it enough that " vanity and Ues should

be removed from him " ere he died, though they should con-

tinue \vith him till the latest stage of his course; or that he
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sliould only learn contentment before he took his final leave

of the world. The words properly signify
—" until I die

;

"

that is, grant me them from this time forward to the end of

my life, till I shall "go the way of all the earth."

His first petition is

—

^^Remove far from me vanity and
lies'' AVliat may we regard as included under " vanity and
lies?'' First, all idolatry. This is often, in Scripture,

alluded to under such designations as ^'' vanity',' ^^falselwod," "a
thing of nought :" and I cannot doubt it was in Agur's mind.

In this view, what he asks is, that Ms heart might be " right

wdth God, and steadfast in His covenant,"—that his affections

and desires might be supremely and solely to God, and that

Him only he might serve.—Secondly, all error in sentiment;

—that he might be so enlightened from above, as to embrace

no false views, but might clearly understand divine truth, as

revealed in the divine word, and might under a becomingly

deep impression of the authority and sacredness of that word,

cleave to it in its simplicity and purity, with full purpose of

heart, unto the end :—Thirdly, the folly and deceitfidness of
sin;—that he might not be the foohsli du]3e of temptation to

those idulgences in evil by which many, in the vanity and
infatuation of their minds, cheated themselves of their best

blessings, and forfeited the final and eternal inheritance;

that he might not hearken to the lying promises of Satan,

and, at the expense of such a forfeiture, follow " the pleasures

of sin which are but for a season:"—Fourthly, the think-

ing, inventing, and uttering offalsehood;—that he might ever

keep his heart, as under the eye of Him who "desireth truth

in the inward j)arts
;
" and that he might ever " speak the

truth as he thought it in his heart," putting away all lying,

deception, and folly from his Hps, and practising all that

was " true, and pure, and honest, and lovely, and of good re-

port:"—and lastly, having, or expecting foolishly and self-

delusively, to find, his ^portion in this life,—that he might not

be of those who were the victims of the world's delusions,

vainly pleasing themselves with that " fashion of the world

which passeth away."

And this naturally leads me to the threefold prayer which
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follows. The prayer, let it first be observed, is a very extra-

ordinary one. In tlie first of its petitions, indeed,—"Give

me not 2:)overty"—who is there that will not join? What
man of the world, if he thought he should be heard and

answered, wonld not, with liis whole heart, say—Give me
not poverty ?—the great object of the world's deprecation and

cbead !—But ah ! on what different grounds from Agur's would

the petition be presented !—for this must be specially remarked

—that it is not on account of anytldng in the situations them-

selves, considered in a temporal respect, that this good man
deprecates either the poverty on the one hand or the riches

on the other. It is not on account of the difficulties,

privations, and hardships of the one, nor is it on account of

the cares, and risks, and anxious encumbrances of the other.

It is solely on account of the tem]ptations to sin—the hazard

to the religious lorindple—involved in them. Here, the

world cannot go along with him. But all the true cliildren

of God will. They will, like Agur, regard every situation

and every want in hfe, as it bears upon and affects their

highest and best interests—theii- relations to the unseen world

and to eternity. Look then at the petitions as they lie

before us, in this light. We take them in the order of the

reasons assigned.

2. "Give me not riches—lest I be full and deny thee, and

say. Who is the Lord ? " The gifts of God's kind providence

ought to cbaw the grateful hearts of those who receive them

to himself as the Giver : and it is truly affecting to think

that they should w^ork on our hearts in the very opposite

way to that which is reasonable and right, and in the best

sense of the word, 7iatural—in agreement with the true and

eternal nature of things :—that the gifts should so often usurp

the Giver's place, the place in the affections and desires

which should be occupied by Himself This is one of the

strong and melancholy indications of our depravity; that the

more we enjoy of God's goodness, the more prone are we to

forget Him; the more we get, the more apt to forget.

What should we think of such treatment of us? and yet

such is our treatment of God. It has been in all ages the
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manifested character of our fallen race. It is under tlie in-

fluence of this sad tendency, that the man of wealth " denies

God and says, IVho is tlie Lord?'' This is quite similar to the

description of the same character by Asaph :
—

" They speak

loftily : they set their mouth against the heavens, and their

tongue walketh through the earth."—^"Who is the Lord?"

—

that is, that I should seek Him, or serve Him. Agur had
seen this exemplified, and he was afraid of himself;—afraid

lest he should imbibe the same spirit of lofty independence

and high-mindedness,—as if he were superior to the obhga-

tions of religion, and could do well enough without God.

Such, then, is the danger of " being full"—of the ample
enjoyment and free use of the wealth of the world,—to en-

gender and cherish the spirit that ^Ulenies God"—that owns
not His j^rovidence,—that disdains the restraints of His au-

thority,—and that defies His threatenings, and spurns His
grace; that says

—"Let us break their bands asunder, and
cast away their cords from us."—Agur did not consider him-
self as superior to the influences by which the principles

of others had been shaken and overcome, or to the dangers

before which others had fallen. He knew human nature

better; he knew Ms own heart better. "Blessed is the man
that feareth idways !"

3. We have a petition, in the same spirit of self-jealousy,

against poverty

:

—" Give me not poverty—lest I be poor,

and steal, and take the name of my God in vain."—His
apprehensions were the same in kind as before. He feared

lest, when feehng the hardships of a state of penury, not to

himself alone, but still more to his family, to those nearest

and dearest to his heart, he should be tempted to fraud and
theft,—that is, to any dishonest practices, for the supplying

of his own and their wants,—to any thing inconsistent with

the high principles of integrity and honour by which the

people of God should be distinguished. And associated with

this is the temjDtation to impiety—"and take the name of

my God in vain." This may mean, that he miglit be tempted,

having committed the theft, to conceal it by false swearing

—

to perjure himself, and so try to coyer one sin by the coui-
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mission of another ; as it is not the first nor the thousandth
time that lies have been told, and confirmed by spontaneous

or exacted oaths, to prevent the detection of theft. Or it

may refer, more generally, to the temptation to use "the name
of God" in fretful and impious murmurings; in uttering hard
things, in the spirit of angry discontent, against Him. This

the poor are too often ready to do. Even the pious poor

may, by great and long-continued privation and suffering,

have their patience worn out,—become "envious at the

foohsh, when they see the prosperity of the wicked,"—be
tempted to say, "How doth Cod know? and is there know-
ledge in the Most High?"—and thus step by step, to arrive

at "cursing and bitterness," and "taking the name of Je-

hovah in vain." This process was what Agur feared, in

regard to himself He dreaded the evil influence of tliis

extreme, as well as of the other.

It is not, perhaps, correct to say, that the desire wliich Agur
expresses, was for a moderate competency of worldly good.

That he was impressed strongly with the dangers of the

extremes is clear; and with the conviction that in the in-

termediate position the temptations were fewest and least,

—

as without question they are. But, in the spirit of humble
self-difiidence, he would have been afraid to fix any thing

in his mind as that which he exclusively desired :—he would
have shrunk from determining, had the determination been
put in his power. He leaves all to the judgment and ap-

pointment of God himself.

4. Such is clearly the spirit of the words, " Feed me with

food convenient for me."—The phrase " convenient for me"
or "suitable to me" evidently signifies consistent with my
t7'uest interests—the interests of my spiritual state and my
everlasting destiny. It would be a very low interpretation

of the words, to suppose them to mean no more than what
God knew on the whole would be most conducive to his

temporal comfort and enjoyment. The interpretation, more-

over, would not be at all in harmony with the reasons assigned

for tlie preceding petitions. It would set this fourth request,

in the spirit of it, wholly out of keeping with the others,

III. Y
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He says in effect, " Place me, my God, in the condition

which Thou—knowing fully as Thou dost my character, and

the tendencies of my nature—seest to be best for me—^best

for me, as regards my highest welfare—the welfare of my
soul and. my prospects for eternity—that I receive damage in

nothing by the snares and temptations of this present evil

vrorld."—The lesson is one,—and few lessons can be more im-

portant,—of perfect, unreserved acquiescence in divine ap-

pointments; along with the supremely earnest desire that all

may be directed and overruled in such a manner as most

effectually to secure from injury, and to advance in growth, the

principles of the spiritual life in our souls, and to ensure our

final attainment of heavenly glory,—of the "unsearchable

riches of Christ." And where is the man deserving the

name of Christian who would hesitate about choosing poverty

in preference to riches,—the lowest abasement to the very

highest elevation of worldly condition,—were he assured that

the riches and the honours must be enjoyed at the expense

01 his soul's good, at the risk, and more than risk, of his

spiritual interests, and of his being despoiled of the "better

and more enduring substance,"—the "treasure in the heavens

which fadeth not*?"

Yerse 10. "Accuse not a servant unto his master, lest he

curse thee, and thou be found guilty."

—

"Accuse not"—
literall}^, "Hurt not ic'dh thy tongue^'—that "unruly mem-
ber" by which so immense an amount of mischief, private

and public, has ever been wrought.

No general counsel, or maxim of duty, is mtliout excep-

tions. It is obvious that there are cases in which to accuse

may be an important and imperative duty. A^^len a master

is known by us to be ^vronged, liis property plundered by

secret embezzlement, or other evils perpetrated affecting his

interests or his reputation, without his privacy. In such

cases, it becomes much more than allowable, it becomes in-

cumbent,—a sacred duty, on the principle of the "royal

law," to give information. But

—

1. There are included in the prohibition slander, and

false accusation.—Every thing of this kind is, in all cases.
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bad; but its tm-pitude is specially aggravated, when the
subject of the slander is an inferior, and the charge against
him to his superior, on whom he depends, and whose good
opinion is of such essential consequence to liim: and on
this principle, if aggravated in the case of a servant, still

more so is it in that of a slave,^th.e situation of such a one
being sufficiently oppressed and wretched m itself. It is,

then, "helping forward the affliction," which humanity should
ever seek to alleviate.

2. It implies that we should not be forward and officious in
accusing; eager to do it, needlessly; doing it,—^when no
good end is to be answered by it; or for trivial causes;
or on grounds that are not clearly ascertained, but are uncer-
tain and dubious. It should be remembered, how serious a
matter it is to introduce an unfounded jealousy between a
master and his servant,—serious especially to the latter, being
a deep injury to the poor man's reputation, interest, present
happiness, and future prospects ; his all, in every view, as
regards this world, depending upon his character.

3. The disposition which we ought rather to cherish, in
this as in every case, is the disposition to excuse and to pal-

liate, as far as truth T\dll permit, rather than to criminate
and blacken. A more unamiable feature there can hardly be
in the character of any one, than a proneness to watch for
and to report faults ;—a malicious satisfaction in destroying
a master's confidence in a servant,—and in this way, it may
be, avenging himself of the inferior for some neglect or im-
propriety in his conduct towards him. This is mean, pitiful,

and vile.

The motive urged is, "Lest he curse thee, and thou he

found guilty^ The spirit of this consideration is the same
as in some other cases mentioned in the Mosaic law,* I
understand the words in the verse before us in a similar sense
to that expressed in these passages. The curse of the servant
may not be itself in a right spirit, or in a justifiable form of
words :—yet if there is substantial ground for it,—if wrong

* See Exod. xxii. 22—24; Deut. xv. 7—9; xxiv. 14, 15.
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is done,—if the inferior, of Avhom Jehovah is the graciously

pledged protector, is really and seriously injured,—if the ac-

cuser is thus " found guilty " in the sight of God, He will

prove himself the friend of the oppressed, and will vindicate

his cause, and avenge the wrong.

In the follomng verses Agur may he considered as warning

his disciples,—and now warning us, against the characters

described by him.

In Scripture, the word "generations" is repeatedly used to

signify particular classes ov descrijytions of men; for two reasons,

or points of analogy:

—

first, that as generation follows gen-

eration, so surely, in every generation, a succession of such

characters is to be found;—and secondly, that they very

often communicate the character to one another, and thus

keep up their respective kinds,—are successive propagators

of their species.

Beginning with the earliest earthly relation, we have

brought before us first the generation of unnatural, un-

grateful children—the "generation that curseth their father

and doth not bless their mother." Parents ought to be

blessed of their children, not cursed. They should be

the objects of sincere attachment, self-denying obedience,

and kind attention. For their sakes life itself should be

ready to be risked and sacrificed. Children, from a proud,

self-willed, stubborn spirit, may disUke discipline, re-

straint, and rebuke:—they may thus long for freedom, as

they think and call it,—long to be their own masters,

and to have their own way:—they may spurn at the rod,

and fret and revile and "curse" their parents. Or, from the

spirit of covetousness, and eagerness to obtain possession of

their substance, they may wish them dead, and secretly, in

their hearts, if not with their lips, "curse" them for Uving

so long, and wish them out of the Avay, and have no tears for

them when they are gone, or only the tears of feigned and

liypocritical sorrow. Alas ! it is to be feared that such cases

were not mere suppositions in the days of Solomon ; and that

neither are they in our own. If you imagine the cases be-

yond nature,—then let me remind my young friends, that there
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may he various degrees of the same description of evil. Young
persons may belong to the generation in this verse, who, if

they do not positively
" curse" yet, negatively,

" do 7iot bless.'*

Under both forms of expression Solomon conveys the same

generic description of character : and although, on the prin-

ciple of parallelism, the two clauses of the verse may be re-

garded as much alike, yet even that does not require perfect

sameness, but only similarity—admitting, and indeed generally

exemplifying, some shade of difference. "Not blessing*' is

only thus an inferior measure of the same unnatural spirit that
" curses^ It implies the destitution, in feeling and in con-

duct, of the affection and gratitude which the relation requires.

Do any of you, my young hearers, belong to this description

of character?—this "generation" of umiatural children?

—

May God forbid ! It is a very infamous and detestable char-

acter. It is ominous of all else that is evil. I am a father.

But I trust I do not speak as a father only, but as a son

too, whose memory blesses the departed objects of filial love,

when I say that with nothing that concerns me Avould I trust

the youth or the man that " curses liis father and blesses not

his mother." There is nothing that is good there; no prin-

ciple on which to depend. It is well that men have agreed to

execrate conduct so unnatural. I must remind you, how-
ever, that there are some feelings, of which the absence is

deeply shocking, while their possession is hardly to be recog-

nised as among the moral virtues, they have in them so much
of mere instinct, and are common to men with the brutes.

To constitute natural affection a virtue, it must be cultivated

and exercised under the influence of a higher principle.

Parents must be loved, obeyed, and blessed,

—

because such is

the will of God. Parents stand next to God in the claim

which His law makes on the love of the heart :
—

" Honour
thy father and mother, that it may be well with thee

: "

—

" Children, obey your parents in the Lord ; for this is right."

Verse 12. "There is a generation that are pure in their

own eyes, and yet is not washed from their filthiness." This

is the generation—a very numerous one in every age—of

self-deceivers. The "filthiness'' here spoken of is the moral
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pollution of fallen and sinful humanity ; of wliicli the word

of the holy God gives so sad and so true an account. It is

in the very nature of this depravity to be insensible to its own
existence, or at least to its own degree. Sensibihty to its true

extent implies the operation of a new principle, the principle

of a new spiritual nature. It is no matter of wonder, then,

that depraved creatures should be found thinl^ing well of

themselves. There are some who have Httle consciousness

of evil in them at all. And the reason is plain. They look

at human laws and human theories of morals, and the con-

ventional but godless morality of the world, and the prevail-

ing sentiments about good and evil, virtue and vice, among

men like themselves, whose moral sentiments are deadened

by sin lil^e their o^vn. They come not at once to the only

true test—that spiritual law, holy, just, and good, which

begins and ends with supreme love to God, as its first re-

quirement, and its pervading and summary principle; from

which alone any one act of right and acceptable obedience can

proceed. No soul is ^^ icashed from its JiWiinessJ' till it is

delivered from the elementary principle of all moral pollu-

tion

—

enmity against God. There is no true moral cleansing

that does not begin mth this. There are two things the

propensity to which has ever been strong, since man became

a fallen creature:—One is, to sejjarate morality from reli-

gion, and to imagine that there may be no religioii, and yet

good enough morality; whereas the divine summary of the

moral law consists of two precepts, of which the first re-

lates to God, and the second to men. And it would be just

as reasonable to say that the first may be obeyed without the

second as to say that the second may be obeyed Avithout the

first,—as reasonable to say that a man may be rehgious with-

out being moral, as to say that a man may be moral without

being religious. The two tables of the laAv are only the

higher and the lower departments of one moral code; and

the same principles that produce conformity to the one will

produce conformity to the other. And where the first

principle of all is wanting, there can be true conformity to

none. This source of self-deception is most extensively and
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ruinously, prevalent. The other to which I referred is—the
externalizing of religion itself. The love and fear of God,
springing from faith in Him as revealed to sinners in the Gos-
pel, is the religion of the Bible. But the rehgion to which
men have ever been prone is a religion of outward obser-

vance,—of rites and ceremonies, of bodily presence, and
posture, and utterance, and act :—a system that lulls the con-

science in security by deadening it to the demands of all that

is spuitual and holy in the affections and desires of the

heart, and all that is truly godly in the life. Wliat an exem-
plification of this propensity among the Jews, when they
were persuading themselves that they were the chosen people

and the favoiuites of Heaven, at the very time that they were
"walking after their own lusts"

—"having no fear of God
before their eyes,"—breaking every command, and making
" the name of God to be blasphemed among the Gentiles,"

—

" far from God, and far from righteousness." There was a

fearful forgetfulness of the apostolic maxim—" He is not a

Jew, who is one outwardly; neither is that circumcision,

which is outward in the flesh : but he is a Jew, who is one
inwardly ; and circumcision is that of the heart, in the spirit,

and not in the letter; whose praise is not of men, but of

God," Ptom. ii. 28, 29. Nor was the propensity confined to

the Jews :—it prevails still. It involves danger to all. It is

deplorably manifesting itself in our own days. And many
other sources are there of self-delusion—making men "pure
in their own eyes, while they have not been washed from
their filthiness." They may think well of themselves, as saints

and favourites of God, from high doctrinal profession, the

antinomian "grace" which tempts the lofty talker and pre-

tender "to continue in sin:"—dreams and visions, and im-

pressions and special intimations of the safety of their state,

while their character will not abide the Bible tests of true

rehgion:—connexion Avith godly men, and especially with

godly parents:—self-righteous and fanciful experiences, of

which the extent and variety are sadly great :—peculiar cir-

cumstances in the manner of their own supposed conversion,

of which they make much and are ever prone to talk,—dwell-
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ing more on themselves than on Christ,—more on what se-

jjarates them from others, than on what is common to them
with all behevers ; while after all they are addicted to a va-

riety of evils, which their fancied religions attainments hide

from, or palliate to, their consciences, and keep their hearts

in the enjoyment of a deceitful and ruinous self-compla-

cency. my brethren, while Ave pray sinners to bring them-

selves to the true standard of character, in order that they

may see and feel their need of gospel grace ; let us be faith-

ful in bringing ourselves and our profession of that gospel to

the true test of faith in Christ and fiUal relationship to God

;

"examining ourselves whether we be in the faith, proving

our own selves;" lest we be found having a name to live

wliile we are dead,—a form of godhness while we are deny-

ing its power ;—^lest we be of those who are " pure in their

own eyes, and yet have not been washed from their filthi-

ness."



LECTURE XCIII.

Prov. XXX. 13—20.

"There is a generation, how lofty are their eyes! and their eyelids

are lifted up. There is a generation whose teeth are as swords, and their juw-

teeth as knives, to devour the poor from off the earth, and the needy from among
men. The horse-leech hath two daughters, crying. Give, give. There are three

tilings that are never satisfied, yea, four things say not, It is enough : the grave;

and the barren womb; the earth that is not filled with water; and the fire that

saith not. It is enough. The eye that mocketh at his father, and despiseth to obey

his mother, the ravens of the valley shall pick it out, and the young eagles shall

eat it. There be three things which are too wonderful for me, yea, four which

I know not : the way of an eagle in the air, the way of a serpent upon a rock,

the way of a ship in the midst of the sea, and the way of a man with a maid.

Such is the way of an adulterous woman ; she eateth, and wipeth her mouth,

and saith, I have done no wickedness."

The first of these verses brings before us the haughty, self-

consequential, and supercilious—the "generation" of those

who carry their heads high, and look disdainfully down on
all around them. This class of men too has been found

abundantly in all ages. The spirit described may originate

from various causes. There is the pride of Mgli hirfli—of

aristocratic lineage,—that regards with lofty scorn all that

is plebeian and vulgar.—There is the pride and vanity of

riches, that measures its importance and exacts its homage
according to the number of its acres or of its bank deposits

;

and of this species of the evil there is none that is either

so contemptible, so ridiculous, or so provoldng, as the purse-

pride of the weak-minded upstart who has risen suddenly

to the seK-consequence of a gold-and- silver greatness.—There
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is what tlie poet has called " the insolence of office,''
—^the

lofty and sometimes sufficiently ludicrous airs of men who
have got themseh'es "clothed with a little brief authority;"—and tliis description of the silUness of self-elation is to

be found in the ecclesiastical department of honoiu's, as well

as the civil, and in them both from the highest to the low-

est grade of dignity,—from the woolsack of the Lord Chan-
cellor to the chair of the smallest municipal corporation;

and from the tlirone of the Archbishop to the desk of an
Independent church. There is also, I might mention, the
overhearing arrogance of learning—real or pretended, pro-

found or superficial; and the little but often very conse-

quential vanity of various other descriptions of accomplish-
ment. There is still another description of the character,

—

and in some respects the worst of all. It is exemphfied in the
sidelong glance of the self-vaunting Pharisee, when he said

—

" Or even as this publican
! "

—

the haughtiness of self-right-

eous conseqiience, Avhich holds its head erect, and lifts the
eye of presumptuous boldness, before that God in whose pre-

sence archangels " veil their faces with their mngs ; "—and
that to all fellow-men says, with the scowl of indignant disdain—" Stand by thyself, come not near to me ; for I am hoUer
than thou." And indeed the spirit of the " Stand by thy-

self, come not near to me,"—may be regarded as, in every
department, the spirit of the character before us. It says

—

"Stand by thyself," for I am ?io5Zer/—" Stand by thyself,"

for I am richer;—"Stand by thyself," for I am wiser;—

•

" Stand by thyself," for I am more learned and accor)iiMsh-

ed;—"Stand by thyself," for I am by office greater;—
as well as " Stand by thyself, for I am holier than thou."

All these and all other descriptions of pride are laid under
severe condemnation and prohibition in the divine word.
Its declarations are— "The lofty looks of men shall be
humbled, and the haughtiness of men shall be bowed
down, and the Lord alone shall be exalted:"—"God resist-

eth the proud:"—"The proud he knoweth afar off:"

—

" Elessed are the poor in spirit : for theirs is the kingdom
of heaven : "—" Thus saith the high and lofty One that in-
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habiteth eternity, whose name is Holy ; I dwell in the high

and holy place, with him also that is of a contrite and hum-

ble spirit, to revive the spirit of the humble, and to revive

the heart of the contrite ones:"
—"Before honour is humil-

ity : "—" Every one that exalteth himself shall be abased

;

and he that humbleth himself shall be exalteth."

Wlienever any man comes aright to God,—that is, comes

to him as a sinful and guilty creature,—feehng his o^Yn un-

worthiness, nothingness, and obnoxiousness to the divine

displeasure,—abased in his own sight,—a supphant for mer-

cy,—all descriptions of pride will be brought do^vn and

crucified. They will no longer be indulged ;—no longer vin-

dicated under plausible excuses and palhative epithets. As

a beheving sinner, he will become, hke his gracious Master,

"meek and lowly in heart:"—his eyes no longer lofty, nor

his eyehds lifted,—the heart being no longer haughty. " Put

on, as the elect of God, humbleness of mind."

Verse 14. "There is a generation whose teeth are as

swords, and their jaw-teeth as knives, to devour the poor

from off the earth, and the needy from among men."—Here

we have another class,—the generation of hard-hearted, cruel,

insatiable oppressors. The forcible figurative expressions

here used to depict them need no analysis. To analyse

would be to weaken. They are persons who, whether to gra-

tify their avarice, or their profligate ambition, or their love of

pleasure and dissipation and extravagance, make no accoimt

of the property, the liberty, the peace, the comfort, the en-

joyments, the very lives of others,—and especially of the

poor,—when they stand in the way of their own gratification.

We dwell not on the character. It is too often to be found.

All history, alas! is full of it; nor would it be difficult to

multiply examples of it, on a larger and on a smaller scale,

in our own days. The history of conquest, of colonization,

of slavery and ''slave-trading,—and of 'some departments of

business, in which griping and grasping avarice—that " love

of money wliich is the root of all evil,"—might furnisli

many a sad tale in the way of illustration. The character
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is ever introduced in Scripture with the strongest expres-

sions of divine detestation *

Verses 15, 16. "The horse-leech hath two daughters,

crying, Give, give. There are three things that are never

satisfied, yea, four things say not. It is enough : the grave

;

and the barren womb; the earth that is not filled with

water; and the fire that saith not. It is enough."—There is

an evident connexion between these verses and what pre-

cedes,—especially with the character described in the four-

teenth verse. There is a compm'ison intended, in illustration

of that character ;—or rather a series of comparisons. There

could not be a more apt one than the first. The "horse-

leech,^'' or blood-sucker,f gorges itself with blood, drawing it

in with all possible eagerness, and never relaxing its hold,

—

still emptying itself, and still seeking more,—or filling itself

even to bursting :—an appropriate image surely for the in-

satiable desires of the man of avarice, or of the profligate

man of pleasure and extravagance. In the expression

—

" The horse-leech hath two daughtersl'' there is by some
thought to be an allusion to the two forks of the tongue by
which it fastens itself to draw the blood. And difi'erent

notions have been entertained as to what are meant by the
" tivo daughtersr It has been said that daughter, in the

same way as son, is used to signify that which bears some
striking resemblance to the thing of which it is represented

as the son or the daughter :—and cruelty or blood-thirstiness

and covetousness have been conceived the dispositions here

meant to be thus represented. I confess myself very doubtful

as to these views; and am much inclined to leave out the

supplementary word crying, and to consider the Give, Give,

as what Solomon intends by the daughters of the horse-leech

:

"The horse-leech hath two daughters,Give, Give.^^"^ The daugh-

ters have one name and one character. They plead and cater

for the mother. The plain meaning is that the "horse-leech"

* Chap, xxviii. 15—17, &c.

f The meaning is disputed. Stnart renders vampire.

X Stuart takes the same view. His work had not appeared wheu
these Lectures were prejjared.
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is never satisfied. Greed is its very offsj^ring :
—"Give, Give,"

its two daughters. A more fit emblem, then, there could hardly

be, for insatiable avarice, or the insatiable love of pleasure.

What follows is also to be understood as being in the nature of

comparison :
—

" There are three things that are never satis-

fied, yea, four things say not, It is enough: the grave; and
the barren womb; the earth that is not filled with water;

and the fire that saith not. It is enough." The meaning is

—that the desires of avarice and of ambition and pleasure

are insatiable, as the grave, and the barren womb, the earth,

and the fire. Taking the words in this connexion, they are

full of point and appropriateness. To take them by them-

selves, out of connexion with what they are clearly designed

to illustrate, is to render them tame, vapid, and unworthy of

the position they hold among divine sayings. "The grave" is

still, since sin entered into the world, ever, ever, ever, open-

ing its mouth for new victims. The barren womb is still

fretfully impatient for the blessing of children—" Give me
children, else I die." The earth " drinketh in the rain that

cometh oft upon it," and is incessantly needing and craving

fresh moisture,—and after long drought can hardly be satu-

rated. The fire is ever requiring new supplies of fuel, con-

suming and devouring all that is thrown into it. Such are

the insatiable appetites of avarice, pleasure, and ambition.

If you only suppose that, in this series of comparisons,

Solomon has reference at once to the characters in the

fourteenth verse and to those also in the twelfth and thir-

teenth—(the desire of notice, and admiration, and flattery,

being as insatiable on the part of those who, in different

ways, entertain the high conceit of themselves, however false

and foohsh, which is there described, as are the avaricious,

the ambitious, and the sensual)—then, by taking the seven-

teenth verse in connexion \vith the eleventh, we shall have

the series of comparisons complete. In the eleventh verse

we have the generation of rebellious children—without na-

tui-al affection : and in the seventeenth we have their sen-

tence:
—"The eye that mocketh at his father, and despis-

eth to obey his mother, the ravens of the valley shall
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pick it out, and the young eagles shall eat it." Here too

is 'A figure. It expresses the certain and fearful vengeance

that shall fall upon despisers and mockers of parents.

Think of it, my young friends. The eye that winks in

mockery,—or that leers with disdain,—or that kindles in

natred and rage,—or that turns away with indifference or

aversion,—that eye indicates states of heart which the Lord

abhors, and which He will visit with punitive vengeance.

Although the language is manifestly figurative, and the birds

of prey that pick out the guilty eye are but emblems of the

avenging displeasure of a sin-hating God, bringing punish-

ment upon the guilty soul,—yet has it not unfrequently been

verified to the letter. All who have marked the history of

crime are well aware how many criminals who have come to

the gallows, have acknowledged the commencement of their

career of vice and villany to have been contempt of parents.

And these, after public execution, have been thro^vu to the

beasts and birds of prey; or they have been gibbeted in

irons, till the mocking eye has been picked out by the ravens

of the valley, or devoured by the young eagles, and the car-

rion fowls have eaten their flesh from their bones. Let the

young take warning,—and beware of every rising emotion of

disrespect, and of every word, or look, or act of contempt

and insubordination :
—

" Honour thy father and mother,

which is the first commandment mth promise."

The following verses must, in like manner, be understood

in the way of comjparison

:

—and so understood, they are full

of force, and full of practical instruction—verses 18—20.

" There be three things which are too wonderful for me,

yea, four which I know not : the way of an eagle in the air,

the way of a serpent upon a rock, the way of a ship in the

midst of the sea, and the way of a man mth a maid. Such

is the way of an adulterous woman; she eateth, and wipeth

her mouth, and saith, I have done no wickedness."—What is

the comparison? It is that of the mles of the infamous

and practised seducer of female honour and virtue,—and of

the arts of the intriguing and accomplished adulteress, both

in laying wait for her prey, and in concealing her guilt—to
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" the way of an eagle in the air, the way of a serpent upon a

rock, and the way of a ship in the midst of the sea
: "—and

a warning is thus conveyed with regard to both,—a practical

and profitable warning. It is not the philosophical or sci-

entific principle on which the eagle flies, by which she is

borne up on the air, and by wliich all her motions are ef-

fected, that is here the subject of wonder, although wonderful

it is, and like everything else in nature, fitted to fill the

observant mind with devout admiration :—neither is it the

peculiar structure, and the laws of muscular motion connected

with it, by which the convolutions, and the side and forward

movements of the serpent are accomplished and regulated :

—

nor is it the mechanical principle, aj)j)hed and adjusted by
the skill of man, by which the ship is upheld on the water,

and is propelled, and " turned whithersoever the governor

listeth." It is not to these,—no, not at all—that Agur re-

fers. His lesson is one, not in natural or in physical science

or in human art,—^but one in morals,—one relative to vice

and to virtue,—to the dangers from the one, and the necessity

of carefully guarding the other. The spirit of the compari-

son, in all the three cases, Hes in the difficulty or the impos-

sibility of tracing the path. The capricious windings, and
circlings, and dartings and hoverings, and risings and fallings,

of the eagle, no one can follow. The bird itself could not

trace the same course again. The path of the serpent is in-

tricately tortuous, bending, and twisting, and convoluting,

and pushing itself in every possible direction ;—so that there

is no tracing of its foldings and doublings. The ship's course

is instantly lost : and it tacks and retacks, and stretches from
point to point, to attain its destination. It is impossible to

follow the very same track again.

And in addition to the impossibihty of tracing the course,

there is another thing in the comparison. There is, in each

of the cases, an end in vieiv, an object to he effected. The
eagle adapts its various movements, so as at last to pounce

upon its prey :—the serpent, tortuous as is his path, has his

aim, and reaches it :—the ship, with the wind ahead, shifts

and tacks about ; but still with a certain point to be gained.
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The comijarison is of these three tilings to two others—
to the manifold wiles of the artful and vile seducer:

—

and to the similar arts of the crafty adulteress in luring

secretly her prey, and in hiding from detection her infamy.

—Artful villains—wretches for whom no term of infamy is

too strong—insinuate themselves into the affections of young
women, by an endless diversity of schemes and stratagems,

—

of pretensions, and promises, and flatteries, and sophistical

arguments, and protestations, and persuasions, such as cannot

be all unravelled:

—

" Studied, sly, ensnaring arts,"

varying according to characters and circumstances ;—hke the

wheehngs and circHngs of the eagle in the air,—or the cur-

vatures of "the crooked serpent" u|)on a rock,—or the tack-

ings and doublings of a ship at sea. And, as in these cases

there is no trace of the course left, so in the case which they

illustrate, the great art is, to leave no trace by which the pro-

gress and consummation of guilt can afterwards be marked
and substantiated.*

So too the unfaithful—the adulterous wife, is full of arti-

fice,—this being in her case even more necessary than in the

other. And when she has secured her end,—there is artifice

to conceal it—to impose upon her injured husband. She
here appears before us, most graphically, assuming the air of

perfect composure—of one completely at her ease ;—her con-

science, if not actually seared, brought under sufficient

coercive control to cover all emotion. She sits down as

usual to her meal, with her husband and family,—with full

self-possession and indifference of manner,—just as if nothing

had happened ;
" eating, and wiping her mouth, and saying,

T have done no evil"—telUng tales perhaps of the guilt

of others, affecting to shudder at them, and comparing her

own innocence with their shameful conduct.

I dwell not on these monstrous evils. Eead the early

chapters of this book, ye youthful and thoughtless especially,

* Comp. chap. v. 6,
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and weigh them well. You will find there an abundance of

faithful and affectionate warning—warning di-awn from both
observation and woful experience, of the criminality and the

ruinous consequences to body, soul, and estate,—for time and
for eternity,—of the evils in question, evils against which
faithfulness commands us to warn, and to warn with all possible

earnestness,—while delicacy and propriety forbid enlargement.

I conclude by beseeching God's spiritual children to cul-

tivate the tempers and pursue the courses of conduct, that

stand opposed to those of the ^^generations'' described in this

passage.—Ye who have parents,—and especially young pro-

fessors— cherish and display the reverential and dutiful af-

fection that ouglit ever to be maintained towards father and
mother.—Cultivate all of you real inward purity of heart,

from which there will spring a growing purity of life.—

•

Cherish a lowly spirit :
—

" be clothed with humility,"—not
humility on your knees before the throne merely, but humil-
ity which, when you rise from your knees, and mingle with
your family and with the world, diffuses its lovely influence

over your entire deportment.—Cultivate benevolent kind-
ness, in affection of heart, in the words of the mouth, and
in beneficent activity, towards all who come within the sphere
of your influence;—"doing good to all, and especially to

them who are of the household of faith : "—" putting on, as

the elect of God, bowels of mercies." " Take heed, and be-

ware of covetousness
: "—" lay not up for yourselves treasures

upon earth, but lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven :

"

—and as to ambition, let "the honour that cometh from
God," rather than that which men bestoAv, be what you seek
and long to secure. And beware of every unchaste thouglit,

word, and action. Let, in short, your entire course of life,

in all its departments,—in your closets with God,—in your
homes with your famihes,—in your fields, your warehouses,
and your workshops,—in all your private and your public
intercourse,—be constantly under the regulating, tlie impel-
ling, and the restraining influence of the fear and the love of
God. Thus "work out your own salvation," and "hold
forth the word of life."

III. z



LECTUEE XCIV.

PROV. XXX. 21—33.

"For three things the eart'n is disquieted, and for four which it cannot bear:

for a servant when he reignetli; and a fool wlien he is filled with meat; for an

odious woman when she is married; and an handmaid that is heir to her mis-
tress. There be four things which are little upon the eai'th, but they are exceed-

ing wise; the ants are a people not strong, yet they prepare their meat in the

summer; the conies are but a feeble folk, yet make they their houses in the

rocks; the locusts have no king, yet go they forth all of them by bands;
the spider taketh hold with her hands, and is in kings' palaces. There be three

things which go well, yea, four are comely in going: a lion, which is strongest

among beasts, and turneth not away for any; a grey-hound; an he-goat also;

and a king, against whom there is no rising up. If thou hast done foolishly in

lifting up thyself, or if thou hast thought evil, lay thine hand upon thy mouth.
Surely the churning of milk bringeth forth butter, and the wringing of the nose
bringeth forth blood; so the forcing of wrath bringeth forth strife."

The particulars here enumerated have reference to both pub-
he and private hfe. They have many a time created, and
are calculated from their natiu-e to create, much distm-bance

and mischief in the different departments of human society.

We shall first offer a few remarks on each, and then you will

be able to judge of their extensive comprehensiveness.

1. "For a servant when he reignethr—History is not
without examples—and especially the history of ancient

eastern nations, of men of low extraction and of mean and
ignoble spirit and character, who, by favouring circumstances,

have either raised themselves, or for the jDurposes of others

have been raised, to stations of authority and power. Sucli

men are apt to become intoxicated by their sudden or their
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sc4f-acqHired elevation :—and the liauglitiness of self-impor-

tance is nearly allied to, and naturally draws after it in its

train, tlie spirit of imperiousness, cruelty, rapacity, and op-
pression,—of impatience of contradiction and control,—of
fierceness and vindictiveness,—of incessant jealousy—a jea-

lousy engendered by the very consciousness of their being
out of place and the objects of envy and indignant pride on
the part of others—as harbouring designs and framiiig plots

against their crowns or against their lives:—and tlds jea-

lousy, like other descriptions of it, is " cruel as the grave."

Moreover, a slave, or menial, is not supposed to have the
fitness and competency, in point of mental culture, habits of
life, knowledge of mankind and of the science of government,
or comprehensiveness and foresight in his views, for the ex-

• ercise of rule. His elevation is a departure from the or-

dinary course of tilings in society, and is not to be expected
to be productive of good ;—not only on account of his own
defective quahfications, but the inevitable risks, springing
from such causes as those already adverted to, of conspi-
racies and seditions, of rebelhons and civil wars,—so fearfully

destructive of the peace and order, the prosperity and hap-
l^iness, of every community.

There is in the words, as in most of the proverbs of the
same form, a general princiiyle apphcable to the cases of all

persons who are suddenly raised, and raised high it may be,

above their level, to stations they are not competent to fill.

Disquietude and vexation are the natural consequences. And
those who, unhappily, are not sensible of their own defi-

ciencies, and, from " thinking of themselves more highly than
they ought to think," aspire to situations which are above
them, are the most likely, if they obtain the gratification of
their ambition, to abuse the power which they get into their

hands. "The earth is disquieted" by them; "it cannot
bear them."

2. " For a fool ichen he is filled wiili meatr—We have
many times had occasion to notice the character meant by
Solomon under this designation of "fool;''' and Agur is to
be understood as using it in the same sense.
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His being
^^
filled Willi mcaV may be understood literally

as descriptive of the fool indulging to repletion in eating and

drinking,—^by which his spirit is elevated, by Avhich the re-

straints of the fear of God and man are for the time je-

moved. Then their unprincipled folly breaks forth in all its

exuberance, without control, and carries them frequently

beyond all the limits of possible sufferance. They give full

and free scope to their insolent self-sufficiency, their imper-

tinence, their scurrility and abuse, their disputatiousness,

their profaneness, their obscenity, or their sheer and drivel-

ling nonsense, in such a way as causes a large amount of pre-

sent laceration and distress to the feelings of others :—and

then, their words uttered, and their actions done, in these

circumstances, frequently give rise to consequences exten-

sively and permanently mischievous.

But being
''''
filled with meat^^ may be understood as the

image of temjwral i^rosjperity. " When thou hast eaten and

art full," was, in tlie language of Moses to the Israelites, the

expression for abundance of temporal good:—and a part of

Asaph's description of the prosperous man of the world

—

whom he denominates "the foolish" and "the wicked"—is,

"Their qjqs stand out with fatness; they have more than

heart could msh." And Paul, in describing his own spirit

of contentment, says
—

" I know both how to be fall and to

be hungry,—both to abound and to suffer necdr In this

view of the words, the character before us in them is that of

the man who prospers in the world, but has neither sense

nor principle to make a right use of his abundance;—whom
it elates with purse-proud insolence, with all its quarrelsome-

ness and fiery jealousy, which exacts the punctilios of

haughtiness, and which nothing but blood will appease;—or

who squanders it in every way that is pernicious to society

around him,—in all that is vile, and vicious, and mischie-

vous,—drawing others in mimbers, along with him, into the

ways of profligacy, and debauchery, and crime. By such

characters " the earth is disquieted ; it cannot bear them."

3. " For an odious woman when she is married."—Here

we come into domestic life—which may be called the nur-
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sery of.human society—in wliicli, to a great extent, the char-

acter of communities is formed. ''An odious icoman'' is a

woman of unamiable character,—whose temper is violent,

contentious, and quarrelsome, or peevish, fretful, and unrea-

sonahle; or, still worse, who is addicted to shameful vices,

as of insobriety and incontinence. Such a woman is ut-

terly unfit for the care and management of a family, m any

one of its departments,—as a wife, as a mother, or as a mis-

tress. When unhappily she finds one who, whether from

ignorance or infatuation, unites himself with her, she pro-

duces a whole lifetime of disquietude, vexation, and wretch-

edness to husband, and family, and connexions, and friends.

She ]nakes her yoke-fellow rue the day that he made so

luckless or so mad a choice,—having chosen one of "those

cheats, who are doves in their virgin state, and vultures the

week after they are married.""^ By such characters—in do-

mestic life,
" the earth is disquieted ; it cannot bear them."

^

4. " And an handmaid that is heir to her mistress."—This

is evidently a case similar in nature to the first of the four

—"a servant lohen he reicjnethr It is one of the same

gQnus,—M\ inversion of the natural and proper order of so-

ciety. It is the case of a maid-servant, who, by humouring,

and pleasing, and flattering, and coaxing, has got about her

mistress, ingratiated herself into her good-liking,—as Mat-

thew Henry quaintly says, "got the length of her ^ooV'--

and has thus induced her to put her into her will, as the

heiress of her fortune—of all that she has. Such things

had been, it would appear; and such things may be still.

And from the tendencies before stated, a person of this de-

scription is all but sure to be selfish, insolent, and overbear-

ino- . either from the ascendency she has acquu-ed, and her

knoVled<^e of what is before her, (especially to any whom she

may have outwitted, and supplanted, and disappointed of

their hopes)—or from the sudden possession of property,

without strength of mind to bear the change, or prudence

and discretion to improve it to any good purpose.

* Comp. chaps, xix. 13; xxi. 0, 19, &c.
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Another view, and a miicli worse one, has been taken of

the case—as heing that of a servant who has sujDplanted

her mistress in the affections of her husband,—found ways

and means to usurp her place there, gained an ascendency

over liini, and induced him to give her, tacitly or by express

engagement, the prospect of succession,—or possibly even to

divorce his wife upon false pretexts, or to make her so mis-

erable as to force her to sej)aration,—that he may live with

the usurper of her rights, and give her all that he can of

what should have gone to the other. This is indeed a

case of fearful and intolerable distress. ! what an entire

and wretched overthrow of all the blessings—in themselves,

virtuously enjoyed, so exquisite and so precious,—of domes-

tic life !—AYhat bitterness, and alienation, and jealousy, and

lieart-break, and family ruin and desolation !—For such char-

acters "the earth is disquieted; it cannot bear them."

And now, just notice the comprehensiveness, in regard to

the happiness of human life, of the four things thus enumer-

ated. They begin, observe, at the throne, and come down to

the domestic servant. They embrace four great sources of

the social unliappiness of mankind. These are

—

incompetent

rule, prosperous and besotted folly, conjugal alienation and

strife icith its domestic miseries, and the unnatural inversion

of social order.

In the four verses which follow we have an assemblage of

instances of "wdiat we may term the instructive wisdom of

the inferior creation; wliich, in all its departments, is full

of lessons to man, if man had but the wit to learn and the

inclination to follow them.

—

Nature is the art of God. In-

stinct is the loisdom of God. Few things, if any, are more

difficult than to draw the line, with any precision, between

instinct and reason. A great deal (as might easily be shown,

were this the time and place for the discussion,) of what is

thoughtlessly ascribed to the former, bears all the marks
and indications of the latter. AVe many a time call the

very thing instinct in the brute which we call reason in man.

The truth is, that man has his iiistincts, and that hrutes have

their reason. But the difference in degree is so immense as
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fully to justify the designations of rational and zVrational.

The great leading distinction in kind between man and beast

lies in a sense of God and of moral responsibiUty, connected

at the same time, with the attribute of immortality, of which

hoth pertain to man, and neither to the heast. But, without

entering into any metaphysical distinctions on the subject of

reason and instinct, whether in man or in brute, it is enough

to say that the cases here brought before us are cases, to a

great extent at least, of pure instinct. We have

—

1. The ANTS. We cannot enter into the natural history of

these little creatures, of which there are many varieties, and

of which accounts the most extraordinary, yet well authenti-

cated, are on record. The words before us hmit our attention

to one point—the same point Solomon had brought before us

toward the beginning of this book, in his inculcation of provi-

dence and industry

:

—"The ants are a people not strong, j^et

they prepare their meat in the summer."* Thus these httle

and feeble creatures supply the lack of strength by combina-

tion and perseverance,—all tlirected to an end, and yet that

end, we have no reason to imagine, thought of at the time.

By an instinctive propensity, common to them all, though

more extraordinary in some tribes of them than in others,

—and, there is every ground to beheve, manifested and ex-

ercised by them all, from the creation of the world to the

present hour; yet at times vdi\\ an adaptation to jDecuhar

circumstances, and a mutual communication and harmoni-

ous co-operation one with another, altogether confound-

ing ;^by this j^ropensity, I say, they provide against the

coming winter enough, and more than enough, for their otvti

sustenance and that of their young ; and make the provision

without any knowledge on their part of the changes of the

seasons, or of the astronomical causes of those changes.

The instinct that guides them is one of the varieties of the

"manifold msdom" of Him who formed them; at once

giving them theii' being, and adapting their natures to their

modes of hfe.

* See chap. vi. 6—8.
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2. We have next the conies :

—
" The conies are but a feeble

folk, yet make they their houses in the rocks." It is the

same animal that is mentioned, and with a similar distinctive

property, in Ps. civ. 18. It has been with naturalists and

Hebricians, a matter of question what the animal is that is

meant by the original term. This is not a point of material

consequence in regard to the lesson designed to be conveyed.

The two quaUties here mentioned are, feebleness and dwelling

in the rocks. It seems pretty generally agreed, that the*

animal meant is not what we term the coney:^' It is, most

probably, what was called the daman Israel or IsraeTs lamh;

spoken of as a harmless creature, resembling in size and

quaUties the rabbit, and quite agreeing with the description

before us,—being distinguished for its feebleness, which it

supplies like tlie former, by its instinctive Avisdom and saga-

city; and by its making its nest or habitation in the clefts

of the rocks,—^to which it shows decided attachment, as well

as by its being gregarious, and living in families or little com-

j)anies. Their "houses" are very commodious residences, and

secure refuges from their enemies and pursuers. Incapable of

protecting themselves by any strength, or any powerful offensive

weapon, with which many other animals are provided, nature

teaches them to betake themselves for protection and safety

to the rocks of the mountains. And what is nature but the

God of nature?—and what this instinct but again God's

manifold wisdom?

3. "We have the locusts :

—
" The locusts have no king,

yet go they forth all of them by bands." The accounts given

by naturalists and travellers of the countless m3a-iads of these

insects, which go in such immense and compacted legions, as

to darken the air and to desolate the richest and most fertile

districts to a vast extent, in an incredibly short space of

time, are very astonishing. They formed, as all of you are

aAvare, one of the plagues of Egypt. It is not, however, to

their destructive raA'ages tliat our attention is here called :—it

* Conies do not appear to build among the rocks; and it is doubted
whether they are indigenous to Palestine. Some render the word here

used mountain-mice.
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is to tlie regularity and unanimity of their simultaneous move-
ments. They keep time, and they keep rank,—they rise, they

fly, they halt, they settle again for the jDurposes of devasta-

tion for their own support,—just as if they did every thing

by direction, under the orders of a general, with one consent,

and for the common good. T may direct you for a fine and
highly poetical illustration of this in the book of the prophet

Joel—only of course premising that under the figure of an
invading army the prophet is describing the judicial visita-

tion of God by the devastating swarms of the locust,—of

whose approach the noise was sometimes heard at the dis-

tance of several miles,
—

" the sound of their wings being as

the sound of chariots and horsemen rushing to battle."*

4. We have the spider.—This insect, on different accounts,

is not a favourite. But its structure is full of wonders :—

•

and the assiduity, and persevering diligence of the little

creature, and the ingenuity, the delicacy, and the appropri-

ateness of its workmanship, together with its varied adapta-

tion to places, and situations, and circumstances,—are all very

interesting, and very curious and surprising. She " layeth

hold icitli her hands,^' and the neatness, the fineness, and the

despatch, with which she draws out her threads, the firmness

with which she attaches them, and the symmetry and strength

with which she intertwines and weaves them toerether ; and
then the patience Avith which she lies in wait for her prey,

and the instant alertness with which she springs ujjon, seizes,

and secures it, either devouring it, or fastening it for future

use,—are all admirable.t Thus both gregarious and soHtary

creatures, according to their respective characters and modes
of life, read to us lessons of practical wisdom. For assuredly,

those here mentioned were introduced not merely as furnish-

ing facts in natural history, but for the purposes of moral and
prudential instruction.

* See Joel ii. 2—11, 25.

f Stuart contends, perhaps correctly, that tlie word should be ren-
dered Lizard; and it would, in some respects at least, be sufficiently

appropriate if it is in Palestine as in India; where in every dwelling,
from the palace to the hovel, the little house-lizard may be seen on
the walls watching for and darting upon its prey.
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The lesson taught us by the ants, as we have seen, is that

of diligence, discretion, and foresight.—The lesson from the

coney, or rather the Israel's Lamh, is the duty of prudent re-

gard to residence, and seciu?ity for ourselves and families

against discomfort and danger—against all enemies and in-

vaders.—From the locust we learn the importance and benefit

of order, and union, and co-operation, for the accom|)hshment

of objects of common interest whether civil or sacred. From
the spider we learn the advantage of skill, ingenuity, and

industry in all the arts and occupations of hfe. And by the

expression which Agur adds

—

''Uuid is in kings' j;«Zaces,"

we seem to be taught an additional lesson; this expression

being apparently designed to associate in our minds the ideas

of dihgence and ingenuity with honour, distinction, advance-

ment. There is no saying what men who, in station and ap-

pearance, are the most unpromising ma}'', by dint of these

virtues, attain to.*

We may even conceive views of still more enlarged com-

prehensiveness as being included in these verses. It has

been remarked by some, that the four emblems express all

that is requisite for the conservation and well-being of a state

or KINGDOM. There is su]pphj of food;—commodious and
secure dwelling-iDlaces

;

—subordination, concord, and united

exertion;—and i\\Q prevalence and encouragement of the in-

genious and useful arts. These are things that governors

and kings should look to. And we may apply the emble-

matic lessons to domestic hfe. Before a man can prudently

marry, and have a family, he should have some suitable

provision made, and something like a fair prospect of

being able to support them. Xext is to be found a

suitable dwelling, adapted to his circumstances and con-

venience. Then, when settled, there must be harmony,

union, co-operation, in all departments of the household. And
lastly, there must be the diligent, constant, persevering appli-

cation of his skill and labour to his worldly calling. And
to these allow me to add, without charging me with being

* See cliap. xxii. 29
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fanciful,—tliat, as these creatures derive their instincts from

God, and act under his superintendence and direction, that

God should be acknowledged by us in all our ways and in

all our doings, and in all the comforts and enjoyments

which are then- results, as the blessed source of all we are, of

all we have, of all we enjoy, and of all we hope for.

Another lesson still let us learn-—namely, to estimate men

not by external condition or greatness, but by their ivisdom;

making the " mind the standard of the man." These creatures

appear insignificant ; but they are commended to our admira-

tion by their sagacity and skill. So—" there is a spirit in

man ; and the inspiration of the Almighty giveth him un-

derstanding." And when man, in the position which he

holds in the scale of being, acts as consistently with the ends

of his existence,—with his character and his destinies, as

these creatures do with theirs,—then is there room for our

highest admiration !
—

" The chief end of man is—to glorify

God, and to enjoy him for ever!"

Yerses 29—31. "There be three things which go well,

yea, four are comely in going : a lion, which is strongest

among beasts, and turneth not aAvay for any ; a grey-hound

;

an he-goat also ; and a king, against whom there is no rising

up." Here too lessons of moral Avisdom are meant to be

conveyed. We are not for a moment to suppose that the

intention of Agur is merely to invite us to admire the gait

of the " Hon," the king of beasts, who marches on in the

nobility of his might, in courageous consciousness of his

power, altering not his pace, and fearless of whatever comes

in his way :—or the grace and elegance of the " greyhound,"

and the nimble fleetness of his course,*—or the portly dignity

of the leader of the flock, that vralks at their head, conduct-

ing and caring for them :—or the majesty of royal authority

and honour, of a king maintaining his dignity, bearing his

crowned head with the stateliness of office.

I am disposed to think that here, as in verses 18, 19, we

* The original word means contracted or (jirt in the loins. Some

from this have thought the icar-horse meant:—hut the descriptive

term applies well to the greyhound.
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are to interpret tlie language on tlie principle of an intended

comparison between the last of tlie four and the three pre-

ceding ; that is—of a Icing to the lion, the greyhound, and
the he-goat. In the peculiarities of the three animals, the

characteristics of the king's character are figured :—his cour-

age and undaunted intrepidity by the lion;—his readiness

for activity and speed in the pursuit of every legitimate

object,—as well as fit elegance and gracefulness, by the grey-

hound;—and his becoming example set before his people,

leading them in right ways, and caring for their safety, by
the he-goat. And there are lessons for all; that all should

maintain a de]3ortment dignified, becoming, and exemjolary,

—such as will command respect, repress the forward petulance

of self-sufficiency, and conceit,—subdue opj)Osition, and induce

imitation, and conciliate affection.

What he had said of the king probably suggests verse 32.

" If thou hast done foolishly in lifting n]j thyself, or if thou

hast thought evil, lay thine hand upon thy mouth."* The
meaning seems to be—when thou art made sensible of having

done wrong by taking too much upon thee in the royal pre-

sence,—conducting thyself in any way with deficiency of due

respect;—or, when thou art conscious of having "thought,"

—intended and meditated evil;—then thy best and most

becoming, and withal thy safest course, is immediate sub-

mission and silence ; not eager self-vindication, not hasty and

irritating words,—not recriminating and laying the blame on

others ; and seeking to palliate unduly thine own behaviour,
•—but to the full extent to which thy consciousness of MTong

reaches, " confessing and forsaking." This is in itself the

dictate oi pro2oriety : and it is at the same time that of j?rw-

dence. The reason follows :—verse 33. " Surely the churning

of milk bringeth forth butter, and the wringing of the nose

bringeth forth blood ; so the forcing of wrath bringeth forth

strife." As these causes produce their respective effects,

—

effects which naturally follow, which every one expects,—so

•
—" tlie forcing of wrath "—by obstinate self-vindication, or

* Comp, Eccl, viii, ?>,
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l)y arrogant and reproachful language, as if one were trying

how far he might go in putting the royal forbearance and

clemency to the test,
—

" bringeth forth strife,"—produces the

most violent and implacable animosities and contentions;

—

and with a king " against whom there is no rising up," what

can be more infatuated?

To conclude, let us all seek, by fulfilling aright the duties

becoming the spheres in which Providence has called us

to move, to be a blessing in the circle of our influence,

and not a curse. Let others, if they will, " glory in their

shame," in disquieting, troubling, harassing all about them;
but let i(s cultivate and carry out into practice all those disposi-

tions wliich are fi.tted to secure for us the affection, esteem,

and blessing of our fellow -creatures.

Let us further, in the exercise of sound Avisdom, derive liints

and lessons from nature around us. "We may learn much
that is practically useful and salutary from those animals in

the inferior creation, which God has so wonderfully fitted for

their respective situations and functions. how many are

there, who stand condemned by the example and the silent but

emphatic admonitions of these creatures,—admonished for im-

providence, and carelessness, and irregularity, and sloth !—for

discontent and insubordination !—for trifling, impatience, and
want of perseverance ; for timidity and meanness in duty !

—

for deficiency in promptitude and alertness !—for neglect of

those committed to their care and training !—and last of all,

but not least—for failing to answer the end of their being

!

These all, according to their irrational natures, by fulfilhng

their respective functions, under the operation of the instincts

of their different constitutions, show forth the glory of their

Maker. Eut man, the rational creature, uses not Jtis higher

powers and endowments, as he ought, in voluntary and de-

Ughted subserviency to this highest and best of ends,—the

true end of his existence and of all that he is, as an intelli-

gent, moral, and immortal being. Earnestly would T urge

on all with immediate and special reference to the King of

kings—the lesson of these words—" If thou hast done fool-

ishly in lifting up thyself, or if thou hast thought evil, lay
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thine hand upon thy mouth." ! if there be duty, and if

there be safety in the course recommended, as it respects a

monarch of this world—after all, but a man whose " breath

is in his nostrils," with what unutterably greater force and
conclusiveness, in apphcation to Him! How infatuated in

sinful creatures of the dust, to lift themselves up, in self-

righteous and rebellious pride, against the God of heaven!

Surely submission here is at once dut}-, wisdom, safety. "Lay
tliine hand upon thy mouths Confess guilt, and bow to the

sceptre of mercy. " Let the potsherds strive with the pot-

sherds of the earth; but woe to the man that strivetli

with his Maker." The admonition of Jesus is, in its fullest

force of import, aj)plicable to the case of the sinner with his

God :
—

" Agree with thine adversary quickly, whiles thou art

in the way with him; lest at any time the adversary deliver

thee to the judge, and the judge dehver thee to the officer,

and thou be cast into prison."—God is an adversary to you

only as sinners persisting in your sins. He seeks your recon-

ciliation. He offers you His friendship). He is revealed

to you as " in Christ reconciUng the world unto him-

self, not imputing their tres^msses unto them." And the

entreaty of His gospel to every one of you is
—

" Be recon-

ciled unto God :—for he hath made him to be sin for us,

who knew no sin; that we might be made the righteousness

of God in him."



LECTUEE XCY.

Prov. XXXI. 1—9.

"The words of king Lemuel, the propliecy tliat his mother taught him.

What, my son? and what, tl/e son of my womb? and what, the son of my
vows? Give not thy strength unto women, nor thy ways to that which de-

stroyeth kings. It is not for kings, Lemuel, it is not for kings to drink wine,

nor for princes strong drink; lest they drink, and forget the law, and pervert

the judgment of any of the afflicted. Give strong drink unto him that is ready

to perish, and wine unto those that be of heavy hearts. Let him drink and for-

get his poverty, and remember his misery no more. Open tliy mouth for the

dumb in the cause of all such as are appointed to destruction. Open thy mouth,

judge rigliteously, and plead the cause of the poor and needy."

This cliaj^ter stands in a predicament quite similar to tlie

one preceding it. They were, in all probability, both found

among the writings of Solomon ;—a portion of what he had
collected, along with his proverbs, for the instruction of his

people, and which were "copied out" by the "men of Heze-

kiah." Like the former, they obtained their place in the

Jewish canon under divine direction; and constituted, with-

out doubt, a part of those "Holy Scriptures" referred to by
Christ and his AjDostles, and of A\diicli Paul especially speaks

as " given by inspiration of God."

To the question, WJio ivas Lemuel? it is impossible to

return any certain answer. Some think it was a name given

to Solomon himself. It signifies, " One belonging to God,^

and is thus similar in its signification to Jedidiah. There is,

however, nothing in the liistory that affords any ground for

supposing that his mother, Bathsheba, gave him any other

name than those which are there recorded; though tho
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idea has the countenance of Jewish writers, as well as of

several Christian commentators. And if Eathsheba was
young when Solomon was born, and lived to a great age, it

is not impossible that, in her old days, she might perceive

the commencing symptoms of her son's backsUding from
God, and in such terms as those in this passage utter the

grief and bitter anguish of her spirit,—But the more pro-

bable opinion is, that Lemuel was a neighbouring j)rince,

whose mother was a pious Jewess, visited at times, as

was the case with other females, by the spirit of inspiration,

and whose instructions have received the stamp of divine

authority by their admission into the sacred canon.

As the words are called at once " the icords of Inng Lem-
uel" and '''' the XJTopliec])''' (or inspired communication) ivhich

Ms mother taught him;''—we learn that the son, whosoever

he was, paid a reverential and affectionate regard to the

counsels of the mother,—carefully recording and preserving

them; and it may thence be presumed, following them out

in his course of life.

Yerse 2. " What, my son ? and what, the son of my
womb? and what, the son of my vows?"—Of tliis verse

there are two principles of explanation ; of either of which,

according to tlie circumstances in Avhich the words may be

conceived to have been uttered, it is suscei^tible.

1. It may be interpreted as the expression of surprise,

—

of regret, and grief, and bitterness of spirit, in the disap-

pointment of fond anticipations, arising from the discovery of

symptoms and tendencies to evil on the part of one who was
the object of so much tender love and so much prayerful

solicitude. In this view, the expostulation is full of inter-

esting and irresistible persuasiveness :—it is an appeal to

fihal affection, and a commentary on the first of the proverbs

of Solomon, (chap. x. 1,) "A wise son maketh a glad father:

but a foolish son is the heaviness of his mother." " What

!

* The word is here, as in the first verse of the pn ccdinf:^ chaptei-,

rendered by Stuart as a proper name—" The words of Lemuel, king
o^ Massa; which his mother taught liim:"—the rules of Hebrew syn-
tax making the rendering in the English translation " an impossible
construction."
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my son!" the object of tlie mother's fond affection!—an
affection in which there is a force and a tenderness which
none but mothers know !

—
" and what ! the son of my loornhV

—part of my very self ! the fruit of my travailing pangs

!

for whom " I had sorrow when my hour was come," and for

whom " I forgot the anguish for joy that a man was born
into the world!" "And what! the son of my vowsV—the

subject of many an anxious and earnest prayer, and of much
jDious and solemn dedication to God ! Is this the result

—

this the reward of all % Am I indeed to see thee departing

from the living God,—and pursuing the paths of irrehgion,

and folly, and worldliness, and vice, which lead down to the

chambers of death % ! sad, sad day ! ! bitter, bitter dis-

appointment ! Are all my cares, and counsels, and tears and
prayers, to end in tliis?

2. The words may be explained as the utterance of an
earnest desire, by salutary and affectionate counsel, to anti-

cipate and prevent evil—evil to which all experience and
observation had taught her there was a perilous propensity

in the heart, and many temptations in the life, and especially

in the life of those who were called to move amidst the

honours and the pleasures of the world in high places,

—

" Wliat shall I say to thee, my son?—the son of my womb?
the son of my vows? What advice shall a mother give

thee, who is sohcitous about thine own best interests, and
about the well-being of the people thou art commissioned by
providence to govern %

" She then admonishes her son against

those vices which she knew to be a special source of danger

:

and she does so in a manner calculated to interest, impress,

and melt his heart,—appealing, with the tenderness of ma-
ternal to the tenderness of filial love:—"What! my son!

and what ! the son of my womb !—and what the son of my
vows !—It is not for kings, Lemuel, it is not for kings to

drink wine ; nor for princes strong drink : -lest they drink, and
forget the law, and pervert the judgment of the afflicted."

The vices thus warned against are the Ubertine indulgences

of the seraglio and the banquet. Here, as in many other

places, the two are connected together, They were generally

III, 2 A
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associated then, as they are still,—both in tlie superior and

the inferior circles of society. The courses mentioned were

fitted to enervate both body and inind. They tended to in-

dolence,—to negligent and slothful disregard af public obh-

gations and duties,—and to the prostitution and abuse of

royal eminence ; as if high station were bestowed for the

gratification of the selfish and vicious inclinations of those

raised to it, instead of the benefit of those over whom they

were set. The warning was given to the future kings of

Israel by Moses, Deut. xvii. 17—and the anticipated evil

was mournfully realized in Solomon's oa\ti case, " Did not

Solomon king of Israel sin by these things 1 yet among many
nations was there no king like him, who was beloved of his

God, and God made him king over aU Israel : nevertheless

even him did outlandish women cause to sin," Neh. xiii. 26.

It was indeed a miserable contrast to the dehghtfully in-

teresting and promising outset of his reign,—between his

youth and his age,—the former shaming the latter, instead

of (what ought to have been) the latter impro-sdng upon the

former, and reaUzing its promises.* Whether the words of

Lemuel's mother were spoken before or after the time when
this wretched defection took j^lace,—the fact of the defection

shows how imminent was the danger, and how much reason

there was for the warning.

The principle of the caution is applied to the priests,

" whose lips should keep knowledge, as being the messengers

of the Lord of hosts." t The admonition was given at

the time when the sons of Aaron, I^Tadab and Abihu, had
" offered strange fire before the Lord," and had been struck

dead by fire from His presence. "Wlience the conclusion ap-

pears natui-al, that they had been in a state of insobriety when
they fell into the sin for which they suffered. And if they

were, we have in their case a clear proof that one sin can

be no excuse for another.
:}:

* See 1 Kings xi. 4—10. f See Lev. x. 10.

X It is said of an ancient prince, that he made a law that if a man
committed a crime wlien he was intoxicated, he should be held guilty

of two offences, and be punished for both.
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But suck maxims and cautions apply to all. In all, atall times m all places, and in all circumstances, the mindought to be m entire and undisturbed possession and exer-
cise of Its powers, fcr the transaction of business,—for the
discharge of duty—for the avoidance of temptation. Inevery condition and relation of life, sobriety should be oneof the cardinal virtues. It well deserves such a designationwaen so very much luuges upon it. Let it be impressed uponevery conscience, that in eveiy instance in which, even in the
slightest degree, the regular exercise of the powers of themind IS affected and impaired-tt«.« Is sin. But let it notoe even thus limited. Let it not be imagined that no

nset lement of reason. There may be a large amount of.n where there IS nothing of the kind. There are those men-tioned in Scriptui^ who are "mighty to drink wine, and menof might to mmgle strong drink "-a most noble, dignified
estimable, praise -worthy distinction,- the most difficultand elevated of human acquirements! They have actually
succeeded m trammg their stomachs to stand more than thoseof their neighbours, m this most exalted department of thehuman faculties! And they boast of their powers. Theyfancy and fla ter themselves that there is no harm, so longas they are able to keep themselves decently sober Whata mistake

!
Their powers, when thus prostituted and abused

7 shame °T,'*""
""'^^T ^""^ ^^^ ^^ ^'« - -"as shame. They are guilty of criminal icaste. They areguilty too of setting a fearful example, encouraging ofte sm the trial of their powers of endurance in the same wa,!!and glorying an the sin and shame of those whom, in thisworse than beastly competition, they have succeeded (as thephrase is) in " laying under the table." In the higher circlesof society, there is, happily, much less of this amongst nthan there once was. It is well when fashion takes the ri.htside,-the side of virtue. And it were well, if the exampleof temperance, spreading downwards, should reach every rankand condition of the community; well for incUviduak forlamihes and neighbourhoods, for cities, for communities'
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Are wine and strong drink, then, absolutely and in all

cases, useless and worse than useless?—in no cases to be

used?—in none to be given? The inspired writer does not

say so.

Verses 6, 7. " Give strong drink unto him that is ready

to perish, and wine unto those that be of heavy hearts. Let

liim drink, and forget his poverty, and remember his misery

no more."—Some imagine, that in the phrase ^^ ready toperish^^

there is an allusion to the practice of administering a potion

of strong mixed wine to criminals when led to execution,

for the purpose of stupefying them, and so diminishing their

sensibility to suffering. Such a potion the Saviour, when on

the cross, declined to drink. He would not seem as if he were

impatient of the sufferings he was enduring, or diminish by

a single pang the expiatory agonies of the substitute and

atoning Eedeemer of the lost. There is no necessity for

supposing such an alkision. The phrase is meant to be de-

scriptive of a class of persons who are on the brink of some

very heavy and ruinous calamity,—who are overwlielmed \dih.

apprehension, and fainting in despondency:—as the other

phrase is of persons Mdiose souls are embittered by the severe

distresses of extreme poverty and privation, with their at-

tendant evils,—or by any affliction that preys upon the mind,

oppressing and dispiriting it. To such as these it is that the

^'wine" and the "strong drink" are here recommended.

I pity the state of that man's mind, who can for one mo-

ment allow himself to suppose that this passage contains an

inspired toleration of excess;—a permission and encourage-

ment to the destitute and the afflicted and disconsolate, to

drown the remembrance of their cares, and the sense of their

ills, either in the intemperate carousals of social indulgence,

or in secret and sohtary application to the contents of the

bottle ;—to seek their relief in the insensibility of intoxica-

tion, or even to chase away the real sadness of care and men-

tal trouble by the false and temporary excitement and mer-

riment of strong drinks;—to make wine, in its inebriating

excesses, the refuge from melancholy !—Would it be fair to

Bet tliis one passage against the whole Bible?—one text
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against its entii-e scope and unuumbered positive and pointed

and damnatory prohibitions? That were to treat the Bible

as we treat no other book :—and indeed many a time has it

been treated thus, as no other book has been. But when

men do take hold of a passage like this, and turn it into

merriment, and enjoy it, and quote it with a leer while they

are putting the bottle to each other's mouths and drinking

themselves drunk,—they only discover the bent of their

minds, and the inchnations of their hearts. They know all

the while that the Bible condemns them, and that while they

perversely cite this text over their jovial cups, a thousand

others could be thundered in their ears, denouncing against

them the vengeance of offended heaven, and shutting them

out of the kingdom above. It would even be more consis-

tent to question the canonical authority of the passage than

to use it thus. But there is no need for such a resource.

The lessons plainly taught are

—

1. That, while wine and strong drink were not to be used

in excess by any, and specially by those who, from their

situation required, for others' interests as well as for their

own, the constant possession of a clear head and a sound and

discriminative judgment,—yet, they were not without their

use :

—

2. That their use especially consisted in their being cor-

dials to the suffering and depressed in spirit, to be used in

the manner and for the purposes which a kind and gracious

Providence designed them to answer. The same Providence

that furnished the corn furnished the wine; and, when the

one was used for its own purpose, with equal propriety and

sinlessness might the other.* Those therefore who were

" heavy of heart," from whatever cause, were warranted to use

the means, in such a way as to revive them, and cheer them,

and give them power to enjoy the good that remained to them.

It is obvious that the use recommended is such as to enable

them thus to enjoy whatever is fitted to yield enjoyment.

But the drinldng which the drunkard would fain find in this

* See Psal. civ. 15.
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passage, is drinking wliich, while it drowns suffering, drowns

enjoyment too; inasiniicli as by a reasonable creature nothing

can be rightly enjoyed when he has deprived himself of his

reason ; and such is the effect of all drinking to excess,

3. The lesson is one of benevolence, sympathy, kind-

ness. Instead of abusing the gifts of Providence in wanton,

unbecoming, and criminal self-indulgence,—make a right use

of them for the benefit of others. If bread is intended

to " strengthen man's heart," and wine to " make it glad," it

becomes just as much a duty to administer the latter where

it is required, as to supply the former where it is wanted,

—

to furnish the heavy-hearted Avith wine as the starving with

bread. All depends on its being done on right occasions

—

in cases of really urgent need. This is the use, then, wliich

Lemuel's mother admonished Mm to make of his abundance.

Instead of spending his substance in gluttony or in epicu-

rean nicety and luxury—she would, on the same principle,

have admonished him to "deal liis bread to the hungry"

—

to supply the wants of the destitute and famishing. The

principle is in both cases the same. Give meat where it

is needed; give drink where it is needed. Give the loaf to

the starving; give the wine and the cordial to the sick-at-

heart and desponding.—But

—

4. Let not any such sentiment be misunderstood and per-

verted. Let not such inference be drawn, as that the blessed

Bible directs to wine and strong drink as the refuge from the

cares and sorrows of life. Because a thing may contribute to

an end in one way, it does not follow that it must contribute

to it in another. Because wine may contribute by its natur-

ally cheering influence, to raise the animal spirits, and, from

the connexion between the body and the mind, may thus dis-

pose the latter for enjoyment which it would not otherwise

have been in a condition to relish, that therefore it is the

source to which the Bible directs the wretched for their com-

fort—would be an inference as senseless as it Avould be false

and impious. I^o, my friends. When resorted to for such a

purpose, it is the most wretched of all resources. We tremble

for the man,—for his health—for his prosperity—for his char-
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acter—for liis family—for his own and their temporal and

spiritual interests—who has recourse to the bottle, as his^ re-

fuo-e from himself and from the cares that press upon his spmt.

0°ye poor and afflicted ones, the Word of God directs you,

when distressed by the present, and a^ixious for the future, to

another, a higher, a purer, an innocent, and a sure sprnig_of

consolation. The religion of the Bible,—the gospel, with its

" exceeding great and precious promises," opens fountains of

joy and gladness to your souls, amidst all the drought and des-

olation of your earthly lot. It sheds a blessed and cheering

light upon the gloom of affliction, checks the feelings and the

utterance of despondency, and teaches and enables the de-

sponding and sinking spirit to say—"Yea, though the fig-

tree shall not blossom, neither shall fruit be in the vines;

the labour of the ohve shall fail, and the fields shall ^^eld no

meat; the flock shall be cut off from the fold, and there shall

be no herd in the stalls : yet I will rejoice in the Lord, I will

joy in the God of my salvation." He who professes to be-

lieve in God, as a reconciled God and Father in Christ Je-

sus, and in those promises which relate to both the life that

now is and that which is to come, the promises of unchanging

faithfulness and love,—who beheves in the divine assurance

that " all things do work together for good to them that love

God;" that He will never leave them nor forsake them;

—that, "not having spared His own Son, He will also, with

him, freely give them all things;"—he who believes these

things, and yet betakes liimseK to other and baser sources of

relief,—flies from his cares to the wine and the strong drink,

and di'inks himself into forgetfulness of them,—finding his

Bible and the throne of grace either distasteful or incompe-

tent for his relief,—must labom- under some mighty delusion,—

some unquelled and unsanctified principle of corruption. O !

as you value all that is dear to you, beware of imagimng that

you have Bible authority for such a. refuge. The Bible,

wherever the subject is touched, condemns every approach to

excess; and no circumstances will justify it. And it is a

relief, moreover, as temporary as it is sinful; and it leaves

behind it the superadded distress of a conscience ill at ease;
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and this again goads on to the greater indulgence, till eTen
the professing Cliiistian, who for a time "did run well,''

sinks into the degraded and miserable sot !—And those who
complain of a nervous and morbid temperament haxl better

beware. By having recourse to this cure, they may get a

momentary stimulus, but one which, by its reaction, may only,

in the long-run, aggravate the very evil which it was meant
to alleviate and remove, and bring them to ruin.*

Verses 8, 9. "Open thy mouth for the dumb in the cause

of all such as are appointed to destruction. Open thy mouth,
judge righteously, and plead the cause of the poor and needy."

—This stands directly 023j)osed to whatever would unfit a

magistrate for "judging righteous judgment." The "dumb"
are either the literally dumb—who are thus natiu'ally inca-

pacitated for speaking in their own behalf,—or such as from
extreme modesty and timidity, or any similar cause, are pre-

vented from pleading for themselves. Such as these, together

with "the poor and the needy" and "those appointed to

destruction"— the friendless and unprotected— those who
have no resources to enable them to maintain a plea with
the man who oppresses and would defraud and injure them
—those unjustly and cruelly devoted to ruin, by their supe-

riors in rank and power,— he was to regard it as in a special

manner his incumbent duty to take by the hand, to see that

they get justice, and to save from meditated and attempted
wrong.

I close with one reflection. If it is of importance for the poor
and unfriended to have any one who will take their part, and
come between them and wrong, how valuable to us poor
helpless sinners the interference and advocacy of the gra-

cious Eedeemer,—the days-man and mediator between us

and our justly offended God ! From that God, it is true, we
can never ^^ suffer wrongfully :'^ He is "the righteous Lord,"

who " loveth righteousness
: "—a " God of truth and without

iniquity." But His law we have violated; and in His

* For the discussion of tlie use of intoxicating chinks, see Lectures
Ivii, Iviii, lix.
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judicial capacity He must punish, us. How delightful to

know Him in the mercy as well as in the justice of His char-

acter, and to be assured that to that mercy, on the ground of

His own atoning blood, our divine and all-merciful Inter-

cessor makes appeal. He will plead the cause of all who in

faith commit their cause to Him. "Wherefore he is able

also to save them to the uttermost that come unto God by

him, seeing he ever liveth to make intercession for them."

to be able to say, " I know whom I have believed, and

am persuaded that he is able to keep that which I have

committed unto him against that day!"
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Piiov. XXXI. 10—31.

"Who can find a vii-tuous woman? for her price is far above rubies. The

heart of her husband dotli safely trust in her, so that he shall have no need of

spoil. She will do him good, and not evil, all the days of her life. She seeketh

wool and flax, and worketh willingly with her hands. She is like the merchants'

ships; she bringeth her food from afar. She riseth also while it is yet night, and

giveth meat to her household, and a portion to her maidens. She considereth a

field and buyeth it: with the fruit of lier hands she planteth a vineyard. She

girdeth her loins with strength, and strengtheneth her arms. She perceiveth

that her merchandise is good: her candle goeth not out by night. She layeth

her hands to the spindle, and her hands hold the distaff. She stretcheth out her

hand to the poor; yea, she reacheth forth her hiinds to the needy. She is not

afraid of the snow for her household: for all her household are clothed with

scarlet. She maketh herself coverings of tapestry; her clothing is silk and

purple. Her husband is known in the gates, when he sitteth among the elders

of the land. She maketh tine linen, and selleth it; and delivereth girdles unto

the merchant. Strength and honour are her clothing; and she shall rejoice in

time to come. She openeth her mouth Avith wisdom ; and in her tongue is the

law of kindness. She looketh well to the ways of her household, and eateth not

the bread of idleness. Her children arise up, and call her blessed; her husband

also, and he praiseth her. !Many daughters have done virtuously, but thou ex-

cellest them all. Favour is deceitful, and beauty is vain : but a woman that

feareth the Lord, she shall be praised. Give her of the fruit of her hands; and

let her own works praise her in the gates."

This is tlie remainder of " the words of King Lemuel "—of

"the prophecy wliich his mother taught him." We learn

from it on what correct principles that mother estimated the

happiness of her son :—how sound, how judicious, and how
fully in accordance with the revealed mind of God, the coun-
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sel whicli she tliiis gave him.—I say, the counsel: because,

although the passage contains only a description, yet nothing

can be more manifest,—especially when the verses are taken

in connexion with the negative and prohibitory admonition

in the third verse,—than that counsel is meant to be con-

veyed. And when we recollect that the passage forms part

of an inspired communication, we must regard it not merely

as the counsel of Lemuel's mother, but of Lemuel's God.

As introductory to the illustration of the verses, we may
observe, tliat the counsel proceeds upon the assumption of

the original state of tilings,— of the primary and divine

constitution of the marriage relation, when " God made
a male and a female, and said. For this cause shall a man
leave his father and mother, and shall be joined unto his

wife, and they two shall be one flesh
: "—that is, upon the

great general principle, which alone has the authority of

Heaven, that "Every man have his own wife, and every

woman her own husband." We do not deny that the same

legislative authority which fixed the j)rinciple may, in par-

ticular cases, grant the suspension of it. But has this

ever been done? That good men have acted in violation

of the original constitution, is true ; but that they had, in any

instance, the divine sanction in doing so, is another question.

I more than doubt it. Every instance of the kind I beheve

to have been sin:—nor does there seem ground to make a

single exception in aflirmmg, that they who sinned suffered

for it; that every departure of the kind brought with it a

greater or less degree of unhappiness. In the passage before

us, the "virtuous woman" is, beyond question, represented

as the one wife of one liushand.

The description, it may be remarked, is a regular poem.

It is composed on a similar principle Avitli that exemplified

in the 119th Psalm. Each verse begins with a different

letter, and according to the order of tli-e letters in the alpha-

bet. This, amongst other advantages, was fitted to assist the

memory ;—and the poem was one well worthy of being com-

mitted to the memory of every mother and every daughter in

Judea.
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"V^Hietlier the picture was drawn from real life, or merely
by the mind of the artist under divine illumination,—the

Spirit of God guiding her hand in the sketch,—is a question

which we need not be careful to settle. The latter is pro-

bably the truth. And the j)ortraiture is a lovely one. It is

arrayed, it is true, in the appropriate costume of the country

and the age in which it was delineated ; but in every country

and in every age the features are such as must command ad-

miration. The character, I mean, is sketched with a refer-

ence to the peculiar usages of the place and the period; but
the great outlines of it, divested of those local and temporary
peculiarities, are of permanent and universal excellence.

A ^^ virtuous woman'' (verse 10.) must not, in this connexion,

be understood merely with respect to the single point of

honour and chastity. The word here is very comprehensive.

It is to be interpreted from the description. It means such

a woman;—a woman rightly feeling the various and interest-

ing obligations under which her situations and relations have
placed her; and conscientiously and perseveringly discharg-

ing the duties arising out of them, under the predominant
influence of "pure and undefiled religion"—the fear and
the love of God.

What means the question—"Who can find a virtuous

woman? for her price is far above rubies."— 1. Rarity.

There are comparatively few who come up to the standard

which the mother of Lemuel had conceived in her mind.
Many may approach to it, in nearer and more remote de-

grees; but there are few—we might ask, perhaps, are there

any?—who have not their peculiar defects and failures.

Thus the happy husband of such a wife as is here described,

is represented as saying—verse 29, "Many daughters have
done virtuously; but thou excellest them all."—2. That it

is not hy jyurcliase that such a mfe is to be obtained. "Her
price is far above rubies." Her principles and her character

are such as place her above being purchased. Solomon and
other Eastern princes might get their seraglios filled with
beauty, by the temptations they could hold out to vanity and
to worse passions by the bribes of wealth and splendour.
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Solomon might thus have his hundreds of princesses. But

well mi<Tht it be said, Who can by such means find a Tirtu-

ous woman? What virtuous woman would have her place

there'! A thousand was the very number of Solomons

seracrlio:—and when he says, "One man among a thousand

have I found, but a woman among all those have I not

found-" who can wonder? The wonder would have been

if lie 'had It is slander of the female character, to take

an estimate of it from such a quarter. Buy ^ virtuous

woman!—buy such a woman as is here depicted !—the very

imagination of her consenting to be so bouglit-were it even

to be not the associate of hundreds more, but the wife of

one—spoils the character,—robs it of its prime attraction.—

3 Preciomiie^s. This unbought and unpurchasable excel-

lence is, in the eyes of the man to whom it s spontaneously,

and in conjugal faith and love, surrendered, of mestimabe

value—and she becomes the happiness of his life it is

the first of earths blessings; and it never comes alone; it

brings a thousand with it. Truly and emphatically migbt it

be s^id of the man who found .«cft a ™fe-"He that findeth

a wife findeth a good tiling: and shaU obtam fevour of the

Lord "—4. The question suggests the reflection, which, from

its importance, can hardly be too often repeated-that the

forming of th^ marriage union should be a matter of serious

delibeiation and inquii-y; not a matter of hasty, capricioi^

thoughtless resolution,-the resolution of momentary fancy

or sudden impulse. It should be an endeavour to find a

suitable character,-a careful looking oiit and searching for

such a one. And allow me to say-for it is a true saj^ng-

that if this were more attended to by those who seek wives

the character, in its various features of excellence would be

more sedulously cultivated by those who are destined ^oJe

wives The character of the one sex will ever tell recipro-

cally on the other.-5. Lastly, and above all tins connexion

muJt never be a matter of barter, or of pecuniary calculation

:

-^" Her price is far above rubies." It is an infinite degra-

dation of this first and highest and most hallowed of earthly

unions, when, on either side, it is reduced to a balance of
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sordid worldly interests. He who gets such a wife gets
what is, in its own intrinsic wortli, incomparably better

than the gn-eatest amount of wealth,—than the richest

precious stones and jewels. It would be a rare act, (but,

were it possible, it would be a far more rational one,) for a
man to part with the largest fortune for the acquisition of a

good wife, than to obtain the largest fortune by wedding a
had one.

It would unavoidably lead to a good deal of repetition,

—

wliile it would not, in the end, leave in the mind so distinct

a conception and estimate of the character described, and the
benefits arising from it in conjugal and domestic hfe, were
we to illustrate the verses in the order in which they
lie before us. I shall rather endeavour to classify the parti-

culars under the two heads at which I have just liinted;

—

The character :—and its happy effects.

1. We have, then, as the first feature of tliis lovely char-
acter, inviolable fidelity:—Verse 11. "The heart of her
husband doth safely trust in her, so that he shall have no
need of spoil." This imphes, first, the faithfulness of
pure, virtuous, undivided attachment. Her husband has no
ground for any restless, uneasy jealousy of wandering affec-

tions. He has perfect reUance on her phghted troth, and on her
undivided love ; assured, and happy in the assurance, that her
heart is his, and his alone. In proportion as the spirit of
jealousy, Avhen it finds admission into a man's bosom, is a spirit

of disquietude and agony, the experience of this unshaken
unsuspecting assurance of the heart's entire appropriation
must be precious and dehghtful. Then, secondly, the
faithfulness in which " the heart of her husband trusteth,"

relates to the entire management of her domestic affairs. He
can entrust everything to her. He can put his purse into
her hands, in the full confidence that not one farthing will
be ahenated by her to either selfish or foolish ends,—but all

held sacred to the good of the fiimily ; that nothing will be
unprofitably squandered, and nothing secretly kept back,

—

but all apphed faithfully, and wisely, and well; so as to
leave her husband, in regard to all domestic concerns,—all
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the transactions that relate to the supply and regulation

of the household—" without carefulness." That this second
department of fidelity is specially meant, is clear from the

latter part of the verse—" So that he shall have no 7ieecl of
spoil" While he trusts, he " safely trusts." He feels no
temptation to have recourse to any unjust, oppressive, and
unwarrantable means for recruiting his lavished resources,

—

for supplying his exhausted coffers,

—

spoiling others, in what-
ever way, to get means for himself:—a temptation which
many a man has been made to feel by the extravagance of

either a selfish, or an imprudent, rash, miscalculating wife,

—

a wife whose sanguine temper and fondness for personal and
family display, destroy all providence, shutting her eyes both
to the past and to the future. It may be right to notice

here, the imperative duty of every husband, in order to his

wife's being in a condition to " deal prudently," and to be
faithful in her management,—to put her in possession at all

times of a correct knowledge of the true extent of his means.
If in this she is deceived by him, and made to fancy the

resources at his disposal greater than they actually are, she

may get the blame which is due not to her but to him. And
when the means are narrow and scanty, it is a vast comfort

to the poor man to have full confidence that his wife will

Ji'eep icithui them—that she will not run accounts, and con-

tract debts, and disgrace and ruin him. For the prlncijple of

the character must be cherished and displayed among the

wives of all classes of society. The poor man needs the

comfort of this confidence as well as the rich.

2. ISText after her duty to her God, the first desire of her
heart, and the constant and persevering endeavour of her life

is, to promote the comfort and luell-heing of her husland and
family

:

—Verse 1 2. " She will do him good, and not evil, all

the days of her life."

JS'o doubt this implies that she studies his character,

—

makes herseK aware of his peculiar tempers and humours, his

likings and his dislikings,—in order that she may, as far as

possible from ability and from principle, accommodate her-

self to them ; seeking in all things to please and gratify him.
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But while I make this remark, let it not be abused by hus-

bands, as if it held out any toleration to them to indulge

humours that are capricious, wayward, and unreasonable.

Even with such humours the truly good wife will do her

utmost to bear,—and more than to bear. But because ser-

vants are enjoined to be subject not only to " good and gentle
"

but also to ^^froioard " masters, this is no vindication of the

masters' frowardness. We must not allow husbands to lose

sight of their own duty, while we are speaking of that of their

wives. Yet the good wife will remember that to make a

froward and capricious husband sensible that she is ever de-

siring and aiming to " do him good and not evil," is the most

dutiful way on her part, and the way most likely to succeed

with him, of subduing his waywardness, and winning him to

greater reasonableness and right temper. But that which
the words before us specially imply is—that she devotes her-

self to the advancement of her husband's honour and reputa-

tion—his health of body and of mind,—his substantial

interests,—^liis temporal and spiritual benefit, and of course

the benefit of his family :—that she does this with cheerful

dehght, from the prevalence of real affection,—her heart be-

ing in it all.

And this she does

—

"all the days of her life^ She does it

constantly

:

—not by mere fits and starts ; not after the manner

of some women, who are the subjects of shifting tempers and

capricious humours ; who are wonderfully fond—passionate in

their endearments, while the fit chances to be upon them,

but as cross-grained and ill-natured as possible perhaps the

very next hour.—And she does it perseve7'ingly. Her engage-

ment being for life, she keeps to it till the end. She does not
" weary in well-doing," but pursues the one object of her

wedded state and her pUghted conjugal love, to the very

last. Her course of attentions, and active promotion of her

husband's well-being is not the result of the mere fervour of

a first love, but of a firm, faithful, principled attachment, and,

along with it, a paramount and imperative sense of duty.

That duty is
—

" till death us do part."

3. The next feature is assiduous and cheerful indtcstry;-^
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diligence in every useful occupation opposed at once to lazi-

ness and to pride,—to sloth and to vanity ; and accompanied

with wise, considerate, prudent management. This embraces

a number of verses, in which it is presented under various

aspects :—Verses 13—19; 21, 22; and 27.

In the first of these verses, she is said to "work ivillingly

with her hands ;" that is, clieerfuUy, without sighing that she

has it to do, and wishing she could but be exempted from either

the exertion or the degradation. She does not consider it as

either; but puts her heart where she knows her hands should

be. T have said that this is in oj^position to both laziness

and pride, sloth and vanity. The description, remember, was
addressed to a prince, and therefore has reference to such a

wife as he should choose, for the inmate of his palace,—for

the partner of his royal dignity. Yet the mother of Lemuel
does not regard manual labour as beneath respectability and
high station of the wife of a king. She says. Verse 19.

" She layeth her hands to the spindle, and her hands hold the

distaff." It was customary among tlie Jews to bring up all

their youth to some handicraft occupation. It was an ex-

cellent rule, both as respected the cherishing of right disposi-

tions, and as respected a prudent anticipation of the future, in

which so many and so great alternations of condition might

await the rising generation. And we may suppose the incul-

cation of practical industry was not confined to the one sex

alone, but extended, and that in all classes of the community,

to both. But the lesson before us is a good one in all places

and times. Those who are in superior stations in life ought

never to be ashamed to put their hands actively to house-

hold affairs. If the mother of king Lemuel had any daughters,

it will not be doubted that she would inculcate upon them

the habits which she commends in a wife for her son. She

would train them to be such wives as the one she here de-

scribes. The qualities she would have Lemuel seek in a

daughter-in-law, she would desire to see in her own daughters.

Wives in high life need not have their hands hanging list-

lessly down, or think it beneath them to apply themselves to

any useful and becoming occupation. There are those at

III. 2 B
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times to be foiiiicl "who "would toss their heads at the very

idea of their being sujiposed even to know anything about

the management of a household. To name a spindle and a

distaff to them, would be an insult never to be forgiven

!

"What would Lemuel's mother have said of such? She
would have warned the young prince against them—as not

fit wives for him/ Women in such stations should even

have an honest j^ride and pleasure in showing as much as

they can of the fruits of their own industry—doing all in

their power for the internal comfort and well-being of their

households. It does not become any to regard industry as a

vulgar virtue, and so to sit at their ease ^nth their hands

folded, as if it were the privilege and the honour of their caste

in society to be idle. If they have not enough to keep them
busy with the concerns of thev' own famihes, need they, on

that account, be unemployed? May they not be Dorcases?

How many families around them who would bless them for

the product of their industry ! Was it any discredit to Dor-

cas, was it not, on the contrary, her enviable honour, when
"the widows" stood around her corpse "weeping, and show-

ing the coats and garments she had made while she was with

them?" She who is too proud to "lay her hands to the

spindle and the distaff"—that is, to apply herself actively

to such employment as her husband and family and the good

of others may require,—has much yet to learn of the spirit

of the religion of Jesus, and of the character of a "good wife."

We have still many examples, even in superior stations, of

active housPAcifevy,—of minds vigorous in common sense and
sound principle, and far above the pitiful affectation of sen-

timental idleness. Spinning-wheels, however, were more in

fashion in the days of our grandmothers, than they are now;
—and I am not sure if the change has been for the better.

The industry, I have said, is associated with considerate

prudence and propriety. She rightly keeps her place and
station. Wliile always busy, and usefully busy, she still

holds her proper position as mistress and sup)erintendent of

her household : she sees that all are at their proper employ-

ments, and that these are all suitably and seasonably provided
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for tlieiii; that tliey have their morning meal and their

means of work in due season :—she is the general directress

and provider. Such is the spirit of verse fifteenth, " She
riseth also while it is yet night, and giveth meat to her house-

hold, and a portion to her maidens." And it is the sj)irit of

the passage we must seek to extract :—the minute illustra-

tion of particulars in detail would be tedious and unprofit-

able. Hence we notice further, that she studies to preserve

a discreet and happy mediiim—maintaining an equal distance

between mean penuriousness and wasteful profusion and ex-

travagance. First of all, she ijrocures abundance, and that at

the best markets

:

—verse 1 4. " She is Uke the merchants' sliips

;

she bringeth her food from afar." It would be no recommen-

dation to get from a distance what could be got equally well

at hand—as good, and as cheap. The meaning therefore is

—

(and it were not amiss for statesmen sometimes to learn the

lesson as well as wives) that she does not satisfy herself with

getting at hand what she can get better and cheaper from

afar. She spares no pains to provide what is good—what

is suitable and wholesome—for all her household: and, as

her industry enables her to go to the best markets, she is

never at a loss for the requisite su^^plies. This is one part of

her prudence. Then, with regard to the laying out of what

she still has to spare, there is equal discretion. She lets no-

thing go to waste ; but makes the most of every thing. She
" gathers up the fragments that remain, that nothing be lost."

And what does she with the surplus '?—what does she with

tlie produce of her industry] Does she spend it in what is

trifling and useless—in what serves no purpose but the gra-

tification of vanity? The answer is—verse 16. *' She con-

sidereth a held, and buyetli it : with the fiuit of her hands

she planteth a vineyard." Here is something valuable—
something of real permanent use to the family:—and even

with regard to this, observe, there is consideration before

purchase : the field and the price are carefully looked to, that

she may not buy land that will yield no return; and that

she may not give more for it than it is worth. And then,

when she has made the purchase, she turns it to the best
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account:—in the field, "with the fruit of her hands she

pkmteth a vineijard,''—the wine of which may at once sup-

ply the family and bring a profit from sale.

4. A further feature is liberal and kindly benevolence,—
oj)en-hearted, open-handed, practical charity:—ver. 20, "She
stretcheth out her hand to the poor; yea, she reacheth forth

her hands to the needy." This implies, first, The spirit of

tenderness and comjjossion:—a spirit lovely in all; and es-

pecially attractive in the female character. And the

modes of expression used respecting the practical working

of this compassion indicate two things— readiness, and

liberality. Without doubt, charity, both in men and wo-

men, should be regulated in its exercise by judicious discre-

tion; and in the previous parts of the character this has

been well provided for. It is right and necessary that sound

judgment should be united with sensibility. To give way
to every impulse of the latter without the intervention of the

former, would often do harm instead of good. This is all

true. Judgment must preside over the practice of charity.

And yet, in woman especially, the sensibility of charity is

better than the philosophy of charity. I would rather see a

woman give, under the impulse of feeUng, with a full heart

and a melting eye, even in a case which to judgment might

be somewhat questionable,—than hear her, in such a case,

discuss with acuteness and zeal the principles of political

economy, and freeze up her heart in the coldness of clear but

icy calculation. It implies, secondly, the spirit of obedience

to the divine loill. We have that will beautifully and briefly

expressed in the words of an inspired Apostle—" Let him
labour, working with his hands the thing which is good,

that he may have to give to him that needethr The princi-

ple of labour is thus the spirit of benevolence as well as of

self-love. The latter of course is first :—the supply of our own
need and that of our families. But we are not to stop there.

We are not to think that we have laboured enough when Ave

have made out that object :—there is still an ulterior one. The
wife here portrayed, while her husband and family have the

prior claim, still looks, with the eye of benevolence, beyond
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them, and stretches beyond them the hand of charity. And I

may notice, further. That such a wife—thus faithful, thus ac-

tive, thus prudent, thus kind,—is well entitled to full liberty

in the exercise of her charity—in the delighted indulgence of

her benevolent affections. She will, without doubt, in all

cases of importance, seek to go along with him who is, or

ought to be, the partner of all her feelings and all her wishes.

But it would be harsh and cruel to stint and restrain such
a disposition in such a bosom. Where feeling has so com-
plete an ascendency over judgment as to dethrone it altoge-

ther, and to produce a reckless, indiscriminating and really

pernicious prodigality of almsgiving, greater restraint may
be necessary. But this is no part of the character here

depicted.
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Prov. XXXI. 10—31.

(SECOND LECTURE.)

5. The next thing which marks the good wife is

—

uress

and estahlishment, in accordance with her station and condi-

tion in life: verse 22. "She niaketh herself coverings of

tapestry; her clothing is silk and purple."

The station of the wife described is evidently that of the

higher rank of life. Lemuel's mother, being the mother of

a prince, must be supposed to delineate the character of the

wife of a prince,—although the elements of the character are

such as ought to be found in wives of every degree. The char-

acter is an admirable one :—and its crowning feature is true

piety. All the other features are in keeping with one an-

other and -with this. The obvious inference is, that it is not

inconsistent in "a virtuous woman,"— in "a woman that

feareth the Lord,"—to wear " silk and purple," or to have
"coverings of tapestry" in her house.—Observe by the way,

the latter is another of the fruits of her own industry. It

is the work of her own hands :
—

" she maketh herself cov-

erings of tapestry;" so that her very elegancies are asso-

ciated with exemplary conduct, with the active occupation of

her time.

It must be obvious that this is one of those subjects of a

gerieral description, which do not at all admit of anything

like the precision of fixed and definite rule. The great mat-

ter is to be under the influence and the guidance of right
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principle—of a truly Christian disposition accompanied with

sound and sober-minded discretion. The following remarks

chiefly relative to dress, are in the sjDirit and partly in the

letter of them, appHcable also to furniture and household

establishment generally.

i. While, as I have said, it cannot be inconsistent with

the other parts of the character described, for a woman to

have " her clothing of silk and purple," when such attire be-

fits her rank and station, yet, observe, the first attention is

to comfort: (v. 21.) "She is not afraid of the snow for her

household : for all her household are clothed with scarlet."

The word rendered "scarlet'' is on the margin "double gar-

ments." The original word signifies double; but some con-

sider it as referring to the double dip or dye of the scarlet

or purple colour. The connexion, however, decidedly favours

the marginal rendering. Isow to this consideration of coin-

fort, there is often manifested a very senseless disregard;

a disregard such as would evidently have been a flaw in

the character before us. There are women to be found, who
dress both themselves and their children for disj)lay. Com-
fort or no comfort, they must, as the first point, be fine and

in the fashion. Winter or the dogdays, it is all one to

them. If fashion and finery require them to shiver, shiver

they must. They will risk the health of their famiUes, and

cherish the most pernicious principles in their bosoms, ra-

ther than not have them at the very top of the most ap-

proved st3de. JS'ow, this is folly and something worse.

The woman before you, makes the difference which nature

and common sense point out :—silks in summer, and wool-

len in winter; single in sunshine, and double in frost and

snow :
" she is not afraid of the snow for her household

;

"

for when the snow comes, she has not new clothing to

make for it, but suitable raiment in readiness :
—

" all her

household then are clothed in double garments."

ii. Dress and general style should be opposed to extrava-

gance:—that is, they should be in accordance with the real

extent of a man's or woman's means. And the extent of

means must be calculated by a variety of considerations;
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especially, there ouglit to be, in ajDportioning what is allotted

to dress and furniture and accommodation, a due regard to

the other claims of a family, such, for example, as those

of education—for even these are sometimes sacrificed and
stinted for the sake of what is external, what meets the

eye and attracts the notice of the superficial and the silly ;

—

also to the claims of the poor and of the cause of God,—
which are many a time, even by professing Cliristians, placed

in the background, and put in abeyance, when a fashion-

able article of dress or of furniture comes into competition

with them,—although a less expensive one might serve the

purpose equally well. This is not as it ought to be. I can-

not believe that the wife described by Lemuel's mother
would for the sake of "siUi and purple" to herself for

clothing, have foregone another attribute of her character, in

its practical and delightful exercise
—

" the stretching out of

her hands to the poor,—the reaching forth of her hands to

the needy."

iii. These adornments of person and house should be op-

posed to vanity. There may be no small amount of this,

where there is but little of extravagance. The dress may
not be particularly dear; but there may be manifested, in

the make and the adjustment of it, a great deal of minute
and anxious care, and pains, and time. It may, though
cheap, be gaudy and fantastic; or evidently and soUcitously

studied for the attraction of notice and admiration, and the

setting-off of the person to advantage. What, on this sub-

ject, says the word of God to Christian women? "Whose
adorning, let it not be that outward adorning of j^laiting

the hair, and of wearing of gold, or of putting on of apparel

;

but let it be the hidden man of the heart, in that which is

not corruptible, even the ornament of a meek and quiet spii-it,

which is in the sight of God of great price," 1 Pet. iii. 3, 4.
*

Such passages do not mean that no gold, no silver, no jewels,

should ever form any part of female attii*e,—and that the

hair must never be plaited, or in any way whatever orna-

* See also 1 Tim. ii. 9, 10.
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mentally arranged :—for if you go thus literally to work, you

cannot but see the conclusion ;—that " the putting on of ap-

parer at all must, on the same principle, be dispensed with,

—and " good works," with " a meek and quiet spirit," be

substituted for clothing. This is utterly absurd. The meaning

very plainly is—that in these things was not to consist

"their adorning,"—that these were not to be the things

about them that attracted notice, or excited admiration, or

that were the topics of conversation among others when they

were spoken about. Christian temper and Christian charac-

ter were rather to be what they studied, and were anxious to

acquire ; that they might be noticed and spoken of for their

likeness in spirit to Clirist, and for their works of charity and

labours of love, rather than for the beauty and the taste, and

the costhness of their dress, of aught about them that was

merely external.

iv. I need not say, that all must be opposed to the slight-

est approach to indecency. Everything of the kind must be

studiously shunned by "women professing godhness;" and

their example and influence should be united to discounte-

nance and to put it down.

V. None must be allowed to excuse themselves for taw-

driness and filth, by pleading that they cannot afford to be

fine. Let none thus excuse one extreme by pleading an-

other. It is not tlie duty of those who can afford it to aim

at being fine. But every one, in every station, can afford to

be clean, and neat, and tidy :—and these are at a great re-

move from finery. It is surprising what a difference you

may see in different females and their families, in these re-

spects, on the very same means :—and to my mind, I con-

fess, there is almost as much incongruity in the idea of a

slovenly and nasty Christian, as in that of a vain, a proud, a

lying, or a cheating Christian.

6. The next feature is—-j:>7'wcZe?2f, pdous, gentle and affec-

tionate converse:—verse 26. "She openeth her mouth with

wisdom ; and in her tongue is the law of kindness." Tico

things are here mentioned. They both form most valuable fea-

tures of character. The first
—

" opening the mouth ivith ivis-
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dom," stands opposed to such, things as these—the imprudent
utterance of Avhat ought not, in discretion, to be spoken :

—

the disclosui-e of confidential secrets, or what were such
"by obvious implication, if not by formal sti^^ulation :—the

silly, vain, frothy emptiness, which marks the conversation

of too many. It includes also the expression of a sensible

and well-informed mind; conversation that is cheerful, in-

structive, appropriate to season and to company,—and if

witty, innocuously witty, never sarcastic or venomous :—also

sound advice and counsel in cases that call for it: and a

disposition to serious and religious converse—pleasure in

speaking and hearing of divine tilings,—not for display of

knowledge, far less for pharisaical and sanctimonious j)re-

tension,—but, in " simplicity and godly sincerity," for the ends

of mutual edification,—the pleasing and salutary reciprocations

of Christian affection, and growth by such means, in grace

and in meetness for heaven.

The other good quality—" having in tJie tongue the laiv of
kindness,^' implies that all she utters is in the spirit and in

the manner of a gentle and benevolent heart,—ever mani-

festing a kindly disposition, and fear of unnecessarily offending.

Her tongue, that " unruly member " in both man and woman,
is under control; and the control is that of the spirit of

amenity and good-nature,—the " meek and quiet spirit which
is, in the sight of God, of great price." And the expression—"the law of kindness," represents the kindness of her speech,

as the result of a principle of duty—of a sense of obligation.

Love is the fulfilling of the law of God. It is its beginning,

middle, and end ; its universally pervading principle. She
knows this; and she cherishes a corresponding spirit, and
restrains every utterance that, either in the temper it indicates

or the temper it may provoke, is out of harmony with this

love. Temper, at an unguarded moment, may suggest and
prompt, what a sense of duty will curb and keep back.—The
expression further implies that kindness in her speech is the

result of a j^rhiciple of uniform operation. This is an ac-

ceptation in which the Avord laiv is rejDcatedly used in scrip-

ture—and that, both in a good and a bad sense. It is thus
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tliat Paul speaks of tlie " laio in his members " and " the law

of his mind;"—the former, the principle of corruption, tend-

ing uniformly in one direction and towards one class of words

and actions; and the other, the principle of grace, tending

uniformly in the oj^posite direction, and to an oj)posite class

of w^ords and actions. " The law of kindness " is kindness

operating with the uniformity and constancy of a law. The
principle is, at all times, in all places, and in all companies, the

same,—as a laiv does not shift and accommodate itself to per-

sons and circumstances. There are tempers that have any-

thing in them but the steadiness and uniformity of a law.

There may occasionally be cases of gentleness and kind-

ness, and everything as it ought to be, at home, in the

family circle, when there is roughness, sulkiness, and ill-

nature abroad. It is much to be feared, however, that the

reverse is a more frequently exemplified case ; all smooth and

smiling, soft and sweet, courteous and kind in other com-

panies, while the rudeness, and the frown, and the bitterness,

and the peevishness, and the crossness and the discontent,

and the comj)laining and the scolding, are reserved for

home ;—" words smoother than oil " for strangers—" drawai

swords " for husband and family. It is to the domestic

circle—the home-scene, that the description, in the first in-

stance, refers ;—but she whose tongue " the law of kindness
"

regulates there, will keep it under the same authoritative

regulation every w^here else.—It may mean also, that, while

she rules her own tongue by the "law of kindness,"

—

this very law is the most powerful and efficient means of

duly managing her household. If her husband chances

to be somewhat hasty in temper and cross in his ways,

she studies his temper, soothes and brings him round, and

manages him by " the law of kindness." By the same law

she keeps her cliildren in affectionate and cheerful subjection;

—and by the same law she attaches her domestics, and pro-

cures the prompt and active service of grateful affection,—so

that " whatsoever they do they do it heartily." There is vast

power in this " law of kindness," and the woman here de-

scribed, whether as a wife, a mother or a mistress, knows how
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to put and keep it in exercise. Her household, and the entire

circle in which she moves, feel and own its salutary and
happy control. Generally speaking, it will be found, that

even where authority is rightfid, and the title to issue orders

and require obedience unquestioned,—the tone and manner
of kindness will go further towards procuring jDrompt, cheer-

ful and efficient service than those of haughty and peremptory
command. I speak in general. There are of course different

tempers which require different treatment ; and firmness mav
often be as necessary as kindness. The two are not incom-
patible.

7. I now come to the last feature in tlie character

—

namely, genuine inety,—true godliness—as the foundation

of all the rest:—verse 30. "Favour is deceitful, and beauty
is vain : but a woman that feareth the Lord, she shall be
praised."

Though this stands last, it is very far from being least.

^Nay, mark well its position. It does not come in along with
the rest, as forming one of them merely. It is a designation

which includes in it all the rest. It is the sum of the whole.

The woman described is " the woman that feareth the Lord ;"

and " the woman that feareth the Lord " is the woman de-

scribed. Her fearing the Lord is the productive germ and
pervading principle of the whole character :—so that, when
the rest of it has been drawn, and it is asked—Where is such
a character to be found?—the answer is—It is the character

of the "woman that feareth the Lord,"—of every woman who
is really under the influence of true religion. And this natu-

rally suggests tico observations, which may be of use to

different classes of my hearers :—i. There may be external

conformity to a number of the features of the character

here described,—such as conjugal fidelity, and every atten-

tion to a husband's and family's comfort and well-being,

—

exemplary industry,—modest and becoming apparel, and
discreet and prudent management,—while yet there may be
no piety—no true religion. I should wish to impress the

minds of such persons with the conviction, that, although the

presence of such features of character and courses of conduct
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are vastly better for the temporal comfort and happiness of

a fomily than their absence, yet, in the sight of God, and in

His estimate of character, they are miserably defective and

even worthless tvtthout tJiis. In ivomcm as in man, godliness

is what He first demands. ^Vliere the heart is not right with

Qod,—all is Avrong. There ca-e domestic scenes to be wit-

nessed, presenting much that is amiable, and much that

seems happy,—much of mutual affection, mutual cheerful-

ness, and mutual desire and promptitude to serve one

another, to anticipate one another's Avishes, and to pro-

mote one another's welfare,—where religion has no place

;

where there is no domestic altar erected to God ; where God's

fear does not preside; where there is nothing beyond the

dictate of natural affection. There are wives who, in all

respects but this, set a becoming example, and seem almost

all that you could wish them to be ; and whose happy in-

fluence in the domestic circle is felt by every inmate and

manifest to every eye. how deeply one cannot but regret,

in such cases, the absence of the "one thing needful!"—the

absence of God ! He is not there. There is not the sem-

blance of family religion. God's goodness is unacknowledged.

God's blessing is unsought. God's love is unfelt. God's

authority is unrecognized. There is neither the secret

devotion of the closet, nor the social devotion of the

domestic church. It is a scene of seeming enjoyment;

and yet it is a scene of atheism—of practical atheism.

It is one of the many manifestations of " the goodness,

and forbearance, and long-suffering of God," in which He

withdraws not the fruits of his kindness, even although his

hand is neither seen nor owned in their bestowment. And

still further, the amiable exercise of the domestic affections,

and discharge of the domestic duties, may be trusted in as

the righteousness and the recommendation of the wife and

the mother,—while the idea of self-renunciation and reliance

on grace alone through the blood of atonement, is indignantly

rejected!—We cannot fail, I repeat, deeply to lament the

miserable defectiveness of all this, and the dishonour done

by it to an excluded God. We sigh over the want. We
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say, icere God hut there!—^vere the scene of natural anii-

ableness and domestic j)eace and cheerfulness only hallowed

by the presiding and pervading influence of the spirit of piety

!

Men of the world think this would spoil the scene :—Chris-

tians think it would ijerfect it. "VVliat a strange, ftilse, un-

worthy conception of true religion must that be, which fancies

it the bane of social happiness,—^which imagines the entrance

of God spoiling enjoyment ! It only shows what erroneous

conceptions of enjoyment and happiness are prevalent in the

world. What can tliat ha^^piness be, which God would
spoil ! to which piety would put an end ! Is either personal

or domestic happiness worthy of the name, of which this is

truel

Let all professors of religion, on the other hand, bear in

mind, that there is no genuine piety that is not xjradicaJ^

— personally and socially practical. True religion must
tell upon the character,—and that in all its departments :—
and nowhere more than in the domestic circle. It is here that

men and women appear in what may be called the undress of
life. It is of the female character that I ik)w speak. Now,
as a woman may array herself in the garb of her Sunday
finery when she goes abroad, and be an untidy slattern at

home ; so may the appearances of religion, both by men and
women, be assumed in public and before the eyes of others,

whilst at the domestic fireside all its amiable and lovely in-

fluence is laid by. I have no notion of this. Let me see

men and women in the bosom of their families. 'Wliai arc

tliey there? It is not what they are at church;—or what
they are in the drawing-room or the convivial party;—or

even what they are in the fellowship meeting where prayer

is wont to be made :—^but what are they at home ? ^Nluch

may go on there, of which the world knows nothing. Let
me see the piety—the practical working piety—tliat displays

itself in the mutual interchange of the kindly aff'ections there^

—and in the fond and faithful fulfilment of all the relative

obligations of duty and of love. I have no idea of a godly

woman that is not a good wife, a good mother, a good mis-

tress. She cannot be pious as a woman, while she is careless
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as a wife and a mother, and unkind and unjust as a mistress.

There is such a character as a spiritual gossip;— a gad-about

after sermons and rehgious meetings,—a mighty talker, or a

whining complain er of all that will not spend their time witli

her as cold formalists and "wells without water;" while

home is neglected, and husband and family left to feel the

want. It is a very sad thing, when such anomalies in char-

acter present themselves to the world :—when women who
profess to be fearers of God are surpassed in domestic ami-

ableness and dutifuhiess by those who make no pretensions

to rehgion. These things ought not so to be. It is one of the

many ways in which professors "Z^e against the truth.'' The
truth disowns such characters. "Everyone who is of the truth,''

Christ says, ^^heareth my voice." And where does the voice

of Clirist tell any woman that she may neglect her husband,

pro^dded she waits upon God ?—that she may neglect her

family, if she but attends the prayer-meeting ?—that she may
scold and maltreat her servants at her pleasure, if she reads

her Bible, and minds her private devotions'? What notions

of piety must she have—how utterly perverse and dishonour-

ing to God and to liis word, who can act as if such were the

case ! True piety is ever a practical principle. It consists not

in mere notions; nor does it consist in mere rehgious exer-

cises. It is a prodigious mistake thus to regard the region

for the exercise of piety as lying solely in the acts of worship

—of immediate communion with God. It is a principle that

diffuses its influence over the entire de2:)ortment of life,—that

regulates all its movements,—that gives its peculiar character

to all its words and all its actions. " The woman that fear-

eth the Lord " will show her fear of the Lord by her active

dihgence in all her conjugal, maternal, and other domestic

duties. She will discharge all these, in the spirit of affection

and with constant and persevering assiduity,—because they

are the injunctions of the God whom she fears :—and she

will infuse into them all the spirit of her religion,—so doing

them, as that " the fear of the Lord " may not be hidden,

but may be visible as the spring from which the sweet

waters flow.
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(THIRD LECTURE.)

Having illustrated the character of the good wife, we must
now survey its happy effects. There is

—

1. The blessing of entire mutual confidence. AVe found
tliis on verse eleventh. It is true, that it is only the con-

fidence of the husband in the wife that is mentioned:

—

"The heart of her husband doth safely trust in her." But'

it is quite evident that the good character of the husband
is to be considered as assumed. He is one who is supposed

to abstain from the licentious vices warned against in the

previous part of the chapter; one who is capable of appre-

ciating and duly admiring and valuing such a wife as the

passage describes; one wdio is at the head of a haj)py family

who in their estimate of excellence and in their love of it

in one another have entire sympathy of soul. This appears

from verses 28, 29. " Her children arise uj), and call her

blessed; her husband also, and he jDraiseth her. Many
daughters have done virtuously, but thou excellest them all."

Thus they are all one,—one in character and one in social

feeling—husband, wife, and children.

And what a blessing, in conjugal life, is mutual confidence—confidence entire and unshaken,—of the husband in the

wife, and of the wife in the husband ! It is a blessing pre-

cious in proportion as the relation between two parties is close
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and permaneht. How inexpressibly precious, then, in this

relation—the closest and most permanent of all that belong

to time! The relation was intended by that God whose

name is Love, for mutual happiness : and, when formed and

maintained on right principles, it most effectually answers

the gracious end. And of all principles none is more con-

ducive to the result than the reciprocal exercise of unsusj)ect-

ing confidence. Where this exists ; and where there is the

interchange of fervent and faithful love; where there are

hearts beating in unison,—each reposing on the other, and

finding a ready and unequivocal response to every act and word

and look of affection, and undisturbed by any apprehension

of indiscreet or faithless disclosure of what the one intrusts to

the other ; and where, along with this, there is the union of

spiritual feeling, and desire, and prayer, and practice,—the

bonds of piety being superinduced upon, or intertwined with

the ties of nature,—and all the intercourse hallowed by the

fear, and sweetened by the love, and enriched with the jointly

and daily suppKcated blessing of a covenant God;—then

is reaUzed the purest and highest earthly enjoyment—the

perfection of domestic happiness.

2. There is enjoyed /a??^//^ comfort;—iw food, in clothing,

in regularity and order,—every thing in ^/«ce, and tiinf',

and measure:—Verses 15, 21. "She riseth also while it is

yet night, and giveth meat to her household, and a portion

to her maidens. She is not afraid of the snow for her

household : for all her household are clothed with scarlet."

Need I say that this is a blessing? All feel it to be so ;—the

poorer as well as the richer. All Uke to have " their portion

of meat in due season," and not a stinted but an adequate

and suitable supply; and all like clothing proportioned

to the cold. But let me remind husband and wife, that to

this both 2M7iies must contribute. We have, in the passage,

an industrious and economical wife. But what can any wife,

with her utmost industry and economy, do, if her husband is

an idler or a spendthrift—making nothing for the family, or

squandering, in folly or in profligacy, what he makes'?—and

on the other hand, what avails a husband's utmost industry,

III. 2 c
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if on the wife's part there is the absence of management
and economy? It is a very sad thing when the influences of

husband and wife are in opposite directions,—the one undo-

ing and counter-working all the salutary efforts of the other

:

—when the mfe misapplies what the husband has laboured

to obtain ; or when the " virtuous woman " does all that can

be done for domestic order and comfort and enjoyment, and

her attempts are frustrated and rendered abortive by the

folly, the extravagance, the selfishness, or the dissipation of

her husband.

3. The acquisition and maintenance of 'personal health and

vigour:—Verse 17. "She girdeth her loins with strength,

and strengtheneth her arms," This, indeed, may signify no

more than that she puts forth all her energy :—that, as it is

expressed verse 1 3th, " She worketh willingly with her

hands." Yet it may be considered as implying, that the very

exercise contributes to her vigour. There are few things

more enervating than a life of sloth. The sluggard, whether

man or woman, soon becomes unfit for exertion. The frame

gets relaxed, enfeebled, nerveless. It is not among those

who sleep much and work little, that energy either of body

or mind is generally to be found. It is among early risers

and hai'd workers. I mean not, of course, workers beyond

strength; for that never can contribute to health and vigour,

but workers that do not grudge and spare their strength

—

willing workers,

I am well aware, that there are qualifications to be made

here, both as to sZee^^ and as to ivork. God has not given to

all the same bodily constitution. And he would be a most

unnatural husband—heartless and cruel, who would—

I

will not say require, but even eaypect or allmv, a wife of

delicate and feeble frame to apply herself to any description

of labour beyond what she can bear. There are cases, in

which the loill outruns the ability, and in which disease and

death have been the consequence of over-exertion. Still

experience bears out the position, that activity contributes

to health and strength ; and especially morning activity. The

wife before us, we have seen, is an early riser. But as to
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sleep, just as in regard to work,—it must be regulated by cir-

cumstances. Yet not a little depends on hahit. Sleep is one
of the most wonderful, and wise, and merciful provisions of
the God of nature :—but it is one in which we must beware of
over-indulgence. It is not intended as a mere luxury. It
is designed to recruit our weary frames for fresh service—to promote health and vigour, and renew our ability for
daily work. Let dutiful wives, then, see that they never
make a plea of natural inability, when the ability is in
reality moral,—when it is want of iclll more than want
of power,—ever complaining of weakness, when the true
object is the luxury of folding the hands together, and sitting
at ease. And let husbands beware of oppression,—of over-
stimulating the willing spirit, and bringing the wives whom
they should cherish in love to an untimely grave by excess
of application.

4. We have the increased respectabilihj of her husband
from his connexion wifh her

:

—Verse 23. "Her husband is

known in the gates, when he sitteth among the elders of the
land." In this there is something quite natural. The con-
nexion is close—the closest on earth. Every thing, in con-
sequence, that affects materially the character and reputation
of the one side of the house, has an unavoidable, though in-

direct, bearing on that of the other. The wife may be hon-
oured and respected for her husband's sake, as well as the
husband for the wife's ; and, on the contrary, whatever lets
down the dignity and respectability of the one, operates
unjustly it may sometimes be, but inevitably—upon that of
the other. In the case before us,—it is quite manifest, the
husband is a man who has respect and honour on his own
account. His sitting among the elders of the land, his
holding a high judicial function, " being known in fhe gates,"
could never be meant as the result solely of his connexion
with her. We should rather, I apprehend, take the twofold
view of the case :

—

First, that in consequence of her rare
combination of excellencies, she becomes the Avife of a corre-
sponcUngly eminent and deserving husband;—a husband
worthy of such a wife, and one whoni prince and people de-
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light to honour:—And then, secondly, that her excellencies,

thus united with his, tend to the enhancement of his

respectability and admiration. He is known—not only

as an elder and a judge,—but as her husband. There

is an addition to the respect with which he is regarded,

on her account—as the husband of such a wife. Thus
the influence is reciiyrocah People say. Ah! what a

couple ! how admirably adapted for each other ! the husband
is worthy of the wife, and the wife of the husband.—But it

is of the wif^s influence we are now speaking, J!^ot only

does a portion of the respect felt for her attach to him; but

she contributes essentially to the respectabihty of his very

appearance,—to the happy cheerfulness of his countenance

and manners, and not a little, it may be, to the sober sound-

ness of his judgment, and the judiciousness and prudence of

his counsels.

Let wives bear in mind how much they have, in this

respect, in their power. They necessarily appear before the

w^orld as having been the choice of their husbands. It inevi-

tably follows, from tliis consideration alone, were there no

other, that the characters of their husbands should, to a cer-

tain extent, be tested by theirs. If they are silly, senseless,

and vain,—if they are idle untidy slatterns,—if they are

scolds, or tattlers, or gossips, or given to wine,—there arises

from their character a sure deduction from the respect which

their husbands are themselves entitled to, and, but for them,

would receive,—and a corresponding deduction from their

influence and their usefulness. Yes, and the effect is not

confined to the husband; it extends to the family. The
very house ceases to be resorted to by those whose company
would add both to its enjoyment and its honour,—who are

scared away by the unamiableness and disreputableness of

her who, conducting herself as she ought, should be the fond

pride of her husband and her children.

5. We have as a further happy effect

—

pleasant reflections on

the past:—Verse 26. " Strength and honour are her clothing

;

and she shall rejoice in time to come." It is the latter part

of the verse especially on which I found this particular. The
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terms of it may simply mean, that while the idle, the extra-

vagant, the vain, the worthless may for the time attract per-

sonal admiration, and draw about them parasitical and pre-

tended friends, who find it their present interest to enjoy the

sunshine of their favour, or who like to while away their time

in frivolity and indolence,—yet are they laying up for the

period of age, desertion and contempt. They have neglected

those accomplishments which alone are lasting, and given them-

selves to what, at a later season, when the gay days of youth

have gone by, can }deld them no springs of inward satisfaction

and joy in their own bosoms,—and can attract towards them,

in the time of their dechne, nothing of the respect or vener-

ation of others. A youth of folly is the precursor to an age

of fretfulness and sorrow. On the contrary, the woman of

the solid, substantial, permanent excellencies here described,

^^ shall rejoice in time to corned Her sources of enjoyment

are such as will stand. They will serve for age as well as

for youth. The " light which is sown for the upright," is

not the light of a passing meteor, that flashes and fades; it

is light that " shineth more and more unto the perfect day."

Or if, so far as this world is concerned, it must sink and set^

—^its sinking will be tranquil and its setting joyous. The
" virtuous woman " shall " rejoice " even to the last. Her
" yesterdays will look backward with a smile." The course

she has in retrospect, contains in it the proofs of the

reaUty of her religion. It has been consistent practical

godliness.

There is one kind of delight in reflections on the past to

such a character,—which is exquisite in proportion as the

opposite is agonizing. The wife may be a widoic. And I can

imagine few things more pregnant with distress, than, when

a husband is no more, to have busy memory ever bringing

back to the heart recollections of unkindnesses and neglects

;

of words and looks and acts of passion; of duties which

should have been done, and comforts which should have been

provided, but which can now be done and provided no more

;

of words and acts and looks that cannot be recalled ; and of

neglects and unkindnesses that cannot be remedied, that can-
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not so much as be confessed, and forgiveness obtained. Even

a kiss of proffered reconciliation refused will, in the recollec-

tion, have in it "the gall of bitterness."—How pleasant, on

the contrary, to reflect on a course of conjugal endearment

that leaves no such remembrances behind it ;—no stings and

venomed barbs for the spirit of widowhood;—on which "she

who is a widow indeed and desolate," can look back, only

with gTief that what, through the divine blessing, w^as so very

sweet, has come to a close !—And let not husbands forget,

that the very same principle applies, in all its force, on both

sides of the relation. On the one side and on the other, it

ought to operate as a motive to self-vigilance,—to a jealous

guardianship of the passions,—to a careful abstinence from

every unldnd word or look or action, to the affectionate an-

ticipation of every wish, and avoidance of whatever might

leave a painful feeling or a mistaken impression;—to the

mutual cultivation inwardly of the love that should bind

conjugal hearts together,—and of the outward manifestation

of that love, as it flows, in word and act, sweetly and

spontaneously from the heart, in all the daily intercourse of

life.—Let both parties so dwell together in this daily inter-

course, as that, whichsoever is taken away first. Memory may

be to the survivor a whisperer of consolation, and not of

woe—that, together or apart, both may "rejoice in time to

come."

6. The next thing in order is—the delight afforded hy tlie

ap-groval, the smiles, the commendation, the blessings, of those

she most loves and values:—verses 28, 29. "Her children

arise up and call her blessed; her husband also, and he

praiseth her. Many daughters have done virtuously, but

thou excellest them all." Ye wives—ye mothers !—what a

lovely, what an enviable scene is this ! How earnestly should

each one of you strive to realize it in your own happy experience

!

Your children—aftectionate, grateful, pious,—united in love

to one another, and to you :—owning and commending with

tears of sensibility and delight, their loved mother as the

guardian, all kind and fond and faithful, of their infant years

—blessing her, speaking well of her, praying for her, praising
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her; growing up into life a credit to her early care, and re-

quiting that care in every kind of practical attention to the

well-being of her declining, perhaps her widowed years!

—And then your husbands, while they Hve—during your

life or after your death—standing up on your behalf, with a

glomng heart and a glistening eye, and pronouncing your

eulogy—" Many daughters have done virtuously, but thou

excellest them all!"—the language of affectionate admiration

—captivated by the excellencies, and forgetting the defects,

—the one so outweighing and outnumbering the other, as to

throw them out of the mind's sight altogether; and a com-

mendation specially precious, as coming from the very quar-

ter where the opportunity was the closest and most incessant

of descrying and estimating botli.—Such is the picture here

brought before us. It is one on which the eye dwells with

unsated and growing delight;—an affectionate and pious

pair, one in the bond of nature, and one in that of grace,

—

hand in hand, and heart in heart,—surrounded by a group

of happy children;—husband and wife, father and mother,

parents and children, brothers and sisters,—all loving and

loved,—all blessing and blessed,—every countenance beam-

ing with mutual complacency,—every eye gleaming with

cheerfulness and melting in love. And the chief contributor

to this scene of affection, piety, and joy, is the "virtuous

woman." It is the influence of the character described that

in such a scene is most prominently apparent. Let every

christian wife emulate the character, that she may possess

and communicate the joy.

7. The last here alluded to is of the happy results

—

solid,

substantial, lasting happiness and lionour—contrasted with

what is vain, deceitful, and transient:— verses 30, 31.

" Favour is deceitful, and beauty is vain : but a woman
that feareth the Lord, she shall be praised. Give her of

the fruit of her hand; and let her own works praise her

in the gates."

The
^^
favour''^ here spoken of seems, from the connexion,

to be the favour which is won by mere beauty or personal

appearance; and the "beauty" of course is that by which the
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favour is attracted. The one is " deceitful,'' the other is

"vain:"—that is, on the one side, the woman Avho trusts in

the steadfastness of the favour that has been obtained by no
better quaUties than the S}Tiimetry of her features, the deUcacy
of her complexion, or the elegance of her person, will find

herself disappointed—that the love on which she relied was
eye-love only, not heart-love. The love that wears well must
be obtained by qualities of a higher order.

On the other hand, " beauty is vain." Of course the

beauty here spoken of is not the beauty tliat consists in the

expression in the countenance of mental loveliness,—of the

beauties of the mind and heart. It is the beauty only of

feature and of form. The man who is attracted by it, and
who unites himself for life with a woman in whom he has

nothing else, will ultimately discover its vanity. It is itself

but a fading flower. It cannot always retain its bloom :

—

and circumstances may produce a fading more rapid than

nature and time, in ordinary course, must do. And unless

there be something more deeply-seated than " the blooming

tincture of the skin," that has drawn liis love, all will quickly

become insipid enough ; and he will sigh over the vanity of

his bewitched fancy and his foolish anticipations. When he

comes to feel that in a wife and a mother there are other

qualities indispensably necessary, both for conjugal companion-

ship and for the training of a family, than such as are merely

external, he will despise himself as a fool for his pains, for

liaving allowed liis eye thus to mislead his better judgment.

He has his reward.

And while beauty may draw general attention, and obtain

many a passing tribute of admiration, what is such admiration

worth? How poor the praise that goes no further than the

features and the complexion !
—

" She is certainly beautiful

;

every feature turned with exquisite symmetry, and all in

harmonious proportion :—but (^vith a shrug) there's wonder-

fully little in her; she has neither heart nor mind."

One quality there is which, in the eye of Lemuel's mother,

stood prominently forward, as first in the attributes of char-

acter entitling to the commendation which is here bestowed
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—namely true religion—"the fear of God:"

—

"The woman
THAT FEARETH THE LoRD, she shall be praised."—This is a

quality neither " deceitful " nor " vain." It is the germ of

all the excellencies here enumerated ;—the indweUing, hving

principle of them all. ^'' She shall be praised"—praised by
all that know her, and by all that hear of her:— yes,

and by Jehovah himself. This is God's word; and here

is His recorded eulogy. It is His commendation of every

one who bears the character. And when "the judgment

shall be set, and the books shall be opened," the owner

of this character will be praised before the assembled world,

by the God whom she feared, and loved, and served.—It

is the duty of all to praise her,—and in thus commending,

to ''^gim her of the fruit of her hands." It is no more than

her just due,—no more than what she has wrought out and

earned for herself. If tongaes were silent, her works would

speak for her. They " praise her in the gates "—praise

her pubhcly, to the view and the admiration of all. Let

her have the praise; and let the praise be coveted and

emulated by women of every degree. Such women are,

to a great extent, the formers of the character of a com-

munity. They frame the character of the nursery; and

the character of the nursery, rising into manhood, becomes

the character of the future generation. Besides:—it has

become a trite and common-place remark, to what an ex-

tent the character of one sex affects that of the other; and

how powerful, especially, is the influence of woman upon

man. According to the place which woman holds in social

life, may the character of the community, for meanness or

for dignity, for hard-heartedness or sensibility, for coarseness

or refinement, for sensuality or for intellectual and moral

elevation, for the lightness of irrehgion or the seriousness of

piety, be estimated. Women in such a country as ours are

little aware, in general, of the amount of their obligations to

Cliiistianity for the position in society which they occupy.

! would they but pay back to Christianity what they owe

to it, by embracing its truths, imbibing its spirit, exemplify-

ing its influence, and thus leavening domestic and social
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life with its holy and happy effects ! Much have they in

their power; for though their immediate influence is in the

domestic circle— their proper and legitimate sphere,—yet

thence it sj^reads upwards, around, and onwards,—and the

whole mass of society becomes impregnated by the influence

of the wives and mothers of the land. And thus, in the

most enlarged acceptation of the words, "their own works

praise them in the gates."

Let the childi-en of godly and exemplary mothers think of

the obhgations under which they lie to providence for the

privilege,—and beware of the wrong they must do to God
and to society, if they fail to catch and transfuse the holy

influence. Many have been the men—eminent in devoted-

ness to God and in usefulness to the generations in which

they have Uved, who have imputed the germ of all their

excellence and of all their beneficial working, to a mother's

instructions aip.d example. ! let race unto race praise the

Lord, and one generation tell of his wonderful works to

another, while sun and moon endure!

EDINBURGH.
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